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Recommendation 
 
The editing meeting recognizes that there are a large number of comments. The vast majority of these 
comments are directed at clarifying the text and not change the functionality of the technology. 
Therefore, the five national bodies at the editing meeting recommend unanimously that ISO/IEC 
18023-1 progress to FDIS.  

Japan 
 
Japan revised comments on FCD 18023-1 (SEDRIS Part 1) 

    2004-12-27, edited by Koreaki Fujimura 
 
The national body of Japan disapproves FCD 18023-1 (SEDRIS Part 1) for reasons as below. 
Acceptance of these reasons and appropriate changes in the text will change our vote to approval. 
 
 Japan_T001:  
(SRF related classes) 
Problem:  Though it is stated in 4.6.2 “The fields of these DRM objects can be set to specify valid 
SRF parameters such as datums, reference object models, offsets, and others”, the current 
specifications in the related classes, which use a datatype “SRF_Info”, do not reflect the statement. 
“SRF_Info” defined in 11.8.5 of SRM FCD as  

SRF_Info ::= {   vos_code   VOS_Code;  
          srf_parameters_info      SRF_Parameters_Info;  
          angular_unit             EDCS_Unit_Code; 
          linear_unit                EDCS_Unit_Code; 
          linear_scale               EDCS_Scale_Code;  
           } 
where SRF_Parameters_Info is defined 11.8.4 of SRM FCD as 

SRF_Parameters_Info ::= ( srf_params_info_code 
 SRF_Parameters_Info_Code )  
{ 
[ TEMPLATE: SRFT_Code
 SRFT_Code_Parameters; 
 SET: SRFS_Code
 SRFS_Code_Info; 
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 INSTANCE: srf_instance
 SRF_Code; 
] 
} 

does not specify which member of SRFS (SRF set) is to be considered and how a concrete SRF is 
derived from an SRFT (SRF template).  
 
 Note: SRF_Info in 11.8.5 of SRM FCD should not have contained VOS_Code as if a VOS 
(Vertical offset surface) is a part of an SRF. 

RESPONSE: 4.6.2 will be clarified to indicate that the parameters listed are in the 
SRF_Parameters_Info data type (specifically, the SRFT_Code parameters. A 
direct reference to the SRM standard will be made to show how SRFS is 
considered and how a concrete SRF is derived.   
 
It will be suggested to the SRM editors that the name “SRF_Info” be 
changed to “SRF_Context_Info” since this is more indicative of the type of 
information in the data type. If that change is made, the name “SRF_Info” 
throughout SEDRIS will be changed to that used by the SRM. 

Japan_T002:  
4.5.5, Table 4.3 and Tables 6.3 to 6.303 in Clause 6 
Problem: The format of the tables in Clause 6 is not consistent with its definition in 4.5.5, Table 4.3.  
Action: They should be made consistent. 

RESPONSE: Accept. The DRM class tables will be updated to have the same sequence as 
the template table in 4.5.5 by moving the Clarifications to immediately 
precede the Examples. 

-- Here begin late comments prepared by SC24-Japan but not authorized by the upper bodies. -- 
 
Japan_T003:  
2, [I9592] 
Problem: This document is not used. 
Action: Remove this entry. 
 
 Note: If not accepted , change “9293-1” to “9592-1”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

Japan_T004:  
2, [I10641] 
Problem: This document is not used. 
Action: Remove this entry. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

Japan_T005: 
4.4.3 
Problem: The first sentence “The spatial concepts used within SEDRIS are specified in ISO/IEC 
18026” is not adequate.  Some spatial concepts in Clause 4, e.g., “4.7.7 Perimeters”, are not specified 
in ISO/IEC 18026. 
Action: The sentence should be changed to “The spatial concepts relating to coordinate systems 
within SEDRIS are specified in ISO/IEC 18026”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

Japan_T006:  
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4.5 
Problem: In the disposition meeting for FCD 12083-3, SEDRIS binary encoding, Japan have found 
that there are two implicit and important rules about DRM syntax.  
     The first rule is that any DRM class instance does  not have more than one links to the instances of 
one DRM class.  This rule is used for omitting distinctions about the information about link types 
such as “associated to”, “associated with”, “composed of” etc., in FCD 12083-3. Moreover this rule 
works as the justification for omitting link names and role names, which are basic in UML usage, in 
this part.   
     The second rule is all the field elements are designed as “context-free”.  This rule is used for 
omitting the information corresponding to the field element labels in FCD 12083-3. 
Action: These two rules should be explicitly stated in 4.5. 

RESPONSE: Accept in principle. The following text replaces the last paragraph of 4.5.3: 

“A link is a relationship between two class instances and must be unique between the class 
instances.  Multiple links are allowed between two class instances provided they are 
differentiated through one of the optional UML mechanisms of role names, relationship names, 
or association classes.  In this part of ISO/IEC 18023, no DRM class instance will have multiple 
links to another class instance without using an association class.  An association class is a class 
that specifies the semantics of a relationship between classes. Such classes are termed link 
classes. Instances of link classes are termed link objects.  Link objects specify information that 
applies to the specific relationship between the two class instances. In the DRM, some 
association and component relationships have a link class associated with the relationship.  The 
notation for link class is shown in the Figure 4-x where the box containing “Class C” represents 
the link class:  

 
Figure 4.x ― Link class notation 

Move the current 4th rd paragraph of 4.5.3 before the current 3  paragraph. 

“DRM classes contain all field elements defined within their class definition as well as all 
e 

Insert the following text before the 5th paragraph of 4.5.3: 

inherited from their abstract classes.  As a result, all instances of the same class have the sam
set of field elements and the field elements of a class are specified to reside within the concrete 
classes regardless of whether the field element was inherited or not.” 

 
Japan_T007:  
4.5.3, para. 4 (beginning with  “UML defines”) 
Problem: Some tutorials and references (excuse me, I’ve not chcked the DIS [I190051]) including 
OMG Unified Modeling Language Specification Version 1.4, do not mention to directionality as is 
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d: 

an association as a semantic relationship between two or more classes.  In 
of the association has an IsNavigable Boolean attribute that determines if a 

e way association means that only one class is aware of the 
 the UML attribute 

IsNavigable
the association, it is said that A is 
asso
asso
two
to A an
ass a
 

described here. 
Action: Review the paragraph clarifying what is explicitly said in UML and what is derived from 
UML in this draft. 

RESPONSE: Comment actually applies to the 5th paragraph. The following text will be 
use

‘UML defines 
UML each end 
class has access to the another class as specified in 2.5.2.3 of ISO/IEC 19501-1.  UML 
navigability is specified within this part of ISO/IEC 18023 by defining either one-way or 
two-way directionality.  On
association relationship (as indicated by one end of the association having

 set to FALSE). If there is a one way association of A and B, and A is aware of 
associated to B and B is associated by A. In two way 

ciations, both classes are aware of the relationship (as specified by both ends of the 
ciation having the UML IsNavigable attribute set to TRUE. Hence, if A and B have a 
 way association, A is associated to B and A is associated by B, as well as B is associated 

d B is associated by A.  All of these relationships are conveyed by the statement “A is 
oci ted with B”.’ 

Jap
4.5.4.4,

roblem hensible at least for non-English 
d as “able to be used or chosen instead of ...” or as “happening one after another”? 

cation needed. 

ps between two different environmental objects, the meaning of the 
association is

 
class instan
associated o

c. In associati y DRM class instances, the meaning of the 
ion is specified in 4.12 Topology.

an_T008:  
 item a) 

: The expression “the alternate representation” is incompreP
people. Is it use
Action: Clarifi

RESPONSE: Accept in principle. The following text replaces the list: 
“ 
a. In association relationshi

 specified using an instance of <DRM Base Association Data>. 
b. In association relationships between non-topology DRM class instances and topology DRM

ces, the association indicates that an instance’s topology is represented by the 
bject.  
on relationships between two topolog

associat  
 cases, the meaning of the association is that the associated DRM objects are each d. In all other

distinct representations of the same environmental object.” 
 
Japan_T009:  
4.6.2, para.2 

 science and mathematics for 
efining SRFT may be too difficult but deriving a specific SRF from some SRFT is not so complex.  

Review this paragaraph and provide a facility (as a new DRM class etc.,) for deriving a 
from some SRFT.  

ESPONS  text will be used:  “The DRM reli fied 

Problem: The two concepts SRF and SRFT are mixed up here.  The
d
Action: 
specific SRF 

R E: The following es on the concepts speci
in ISO/IEC 18026 to represent location data. Sim  

e SRM API to perform conversions a
n coordinate values.” 

ilarly, the SEDRIS API
relies on th
operations o

nd transformation 

Japan_T010
4.7.2.2, Tab
Problem: T s of 
FCD 18026 which does not mix up 2D, 3D, map projection and surface ones. 

:  
le 4.4 
he table is so much unstructured that readers cannot under tand its relation to Table 8.3 
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Action: Modify (or split) the table to be more similar to Table 8.3 of FCD 18026. 

RESPONS  layout: 

 
Type SRFT label 

E: Replace table 4.4 with the following

DRM Class 

CELESTIOCENTRIC <DRM CC 3D Location> 

LOCAL_SPACE_RECTANGULAR_3D <DRM LSR 3D Location> 

CELESTIODETIC <DRM CD 3D Location> 

PLANETODETIC None 

LOCAL_TANGENT_SPACE_EUCLIDEAN <DRM LTSE 3D Location> 

LOCAL_TANGENT_SPACE_AZIMUTHAL_SPHERICAL  <DRM LTSAS 3D Location>

LOCAL_TANGENT_SPACE_CYLINDRICAL <DRM LTSC 3D Location> 

CELESTIOMAGNETIC <DRM CM 3D Location> 

EQUATORIAL_INERTIAL <DRM EI 3D Location> 

SOLAR_ECLIPTIC  3D Location> <DRM SEC

SOLAR_EQUATORIAL <DRM SEQ 3D Location> 

SOLAR_MAGNETIC_ECLIPTIC <DRM SM 3D Location> 

SOLAR_MAGNETIC_DIPOLE <DRM SMS 3D Location> 

HELIOSPHERIC_ARIES_ECLIPTIC > <DRM HAEC 3D Location

HELIOSPHERIC_EARTH_ECLIPTIC  3D Location> <DRM HEEC

3D 

TORIAL  HELIOSPHERIC_EARTH_EQUA <DRM HEEQ 3D Location>

MERCATOR <DRM M Augmented 3D Location> 

OBLIQUE_MERCATOR_SPHERICAL <DRM OM Augmented 3D 
Location> 

TRANSVERSE_MERCATOR <DRM TM Augmented 3D 
Location> 

LAMBERT_CONFORMAL_CONIC <DRM LCC Augmented 3D 
Location> 

POLAR_STEREOGRAPHIC <DRM PS Augmented 3D 
Location> 

3D 
(augmented 
map 
projection)  

 Augmented 3D EQUIDISTANT_CYLINDRICAL <DRM EC
Location> 

MERCATOR <DRM M Surface Location> 

OBLIQUE_MERCATOR_SPHERICAL <DRM OM Surface Location> 

TRANSVERSE_MERCATOR <DRM TM Surface Location> 

LAMBERT_CONFORMAL_CONIC <DRM LCC Surface Location> 

POLAR_STEREOGRAPHIC  <DRM PS Surface Location>

Surface 
(map 

ection) 

EQUIDISTANT_CYLINDRICAL <DRM EC Surface Location> 

proj

CELESTIODETIC <DRM CD Surface Location> 

PLANETODETIC None 

Su

N <DRM LTSE Surface Location> 

rface 

LOCAL_TANGENT_SPACE_EUCLIDEA
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Type SRFT label DRM Class 

LOCAL_TANGENT_SPACE_AZIMUTHAL_SPHERICAL <DRM LTSAS Surface Location> 

LOCAL_TANGENT_SPACE_CYLINDRICAL <DRM LTSC Surface Location> 

LOCAL_SPACE_RECTANGULAR_2D <DRM LSR 2D Location> 

LOCAL_SPACE_AZIMUTHAL <DRM AZ 2D Location> 2D 

AL_SPACE_POLAR <DRM Polar 2D Location> LOC
 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

Japan_T011:  
4.7.3 and Table 6.215 (DRM_Reference_Surface) 
Problem: The current specifications allow only the reference surface specified  by  <DRM Property 

 m h 
have the standardize
Action: Discussion 

 

Grid>.  But there ay exists a strong user requirement to use predefined vertical offset surfaces whic
d codes in SRM, Clause 9 or to be registered. 

needed. 

 The relationship between SRF and vertical offset surface as used by the 
DRM will be described. Also, the relationship of “SRFs and vertical offset 
surfaces” with respect to an instance of <DRM Reference Surface> will be
described. 

RESPONSE:

Japan_T012:  
4.7.4 
Problem: The orientation facility introduced here neglects the direction facility specified in FCD 

 of specifying orientation facility, introduce the direction facility specified in FCD 

 will be changed to use that of the SRM (i.e., “direction”). 

the SRM direction facility. 

18026. 
Action: Instead
18026. 

RESPONSE: The terminology
The subclause will be rewritten to show how the SEDRIS functionality uses 

Japan_T013:  
inning with “In the <DRM Property Case>...”) 
nts here do not reflect the current use of Element_Type which is used o

4.8.1.1, pata.3 (beg
Problem: The conte nly in 

operty Description>.  Other DRM classes, such as <DRM Property>, use 
 

See response to SEDRIS_T104. 

<DRM Table Pr
Property_Code instead.
Action: Review the whole paragraph. 

RESPONSE: 

Japan_
4.16.7, 
Proble 026 specifies only the LSR SRF as being local.” does not 
reflect t
Action n after the review of the specification of <DRM Control 
Link> . 

RESP bclause will be rewritten to allow for dynamic control of non-
Fs. Specifically, this will require adding control link 
ditional local SRFs now specified in the SRM. 

T014:  
para.1 
m: The sentence  “ISO/IEC 18

.  he contetnts of FCD 18026
: This subclause should be rewritte

ONSE: Accept. The su 
rectangular local SR
subclasses for the ad

Japan_
4, (mis

T015:  
sing material)  
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Proble ld be introduced in Clause 4.  Now the following classes have not 
been in
 

al> 
nt> 

mmary Item> 
 

ur> 

olume> 

okup> 
> 

opology> 
ometry Topology> 

l Link> 
ctional Light> 

> 

 Link> 
al
as

<DRM Separating Plane> 

RESP

m: Every DRM class shou
troduced. 

<DRM Absolute Time Interv
<DRM Attachment Poi
<DRM Base Su
<DRM Base Time Data>
<DRM Blend Directional Light> 
<DRM Bounding Volume> 
<DRM Collision Volume> 
<DRM Colour Shininess> 
<DRM Cone Directional Light> 
<DRM Conformal Behaviour> 
<DRM Contact Point> 
<DRM Cross Reference> 
<DRM Directional Light Behavio
<DRM Face Direction> 
<DRM Feature Volume Shell> 
<DRM Geometric Centre> 
<DRM Geometry V
<DRM Grid Overlap> 
<DRM Icon> 
<DRM Image Lo
<DRM LSR Transformation Step
<DRM Model Instance Template Index> 
<DRM Moving Light Behaviour> 
<DRM Overload Priority Index> 
<DRM Perimeter Related Feature T
<DRM Perimeter Related Ge
<DRM Polygon Contro
<DRM Pyramid Dire
<DRM Relative Time Interval> 
<DRM Relative Time
<DRM Rotating Light Behaviour> 
<DRM Rotation Control Link> 
<DRM Rotation> 
<DRM Scale Control
<DRM Sc e> 
<DRM Se on> 
<DRM SEDRIS Abstract Base> 
<DRM Separating Plane Related Geometry> 
<DRM Separating Plane Relations> 

<DRM Strobing Light Behaviour> 
<DRM Surface Geometry> 
<DRM Time Of Day> 
<DRM Time Point> 
<DRM Translation Control Link> 
<DRM Translation> 
<DRM Twinkling Light Behaviour> 
<DRM Union Of Geometry Topology> 
<DRM Volumetric Feature> 
<DRM World 3x3> 

ONSE: Accept per below. 
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Most of ere subclasses of DRM classes found 
in the p  be added into and if no 
such pa
 

aph. 
agraph. 

ragraph. 
 paragraph. 

graph. 

IS_T352. 
, 4th paragraph. 

ph. 

 paragraph. 
 3rd paragraph. 

ragraph. 

 paragraph. 
dd to 4.13.7, 1st paragraph. 

aragraph. 

aragraph. 
ph. 

5, 4th paragraph. 

DRM Season> add to 4.12.12, last paragragh. 
SEDRIS Abstract Base> add to 4.6.1, first paragraph. 

M Separating Plane Related Geometry> add to 4.13.9, 1st paragraph. 

 
.3.5, 4th paragraph. 
st paragraph. 
graph. 
aph. 

as 4.16.12. 
ragraph. 
d to 4.15.3.5, 4th paragraph. 
add to 4.12.3, 1st paragraph. 
S_T136. 

<DRM World 3x3> add to 4.7.5, 3  paragraph. 
 

 the cases were because the unmentioned DRM classes w
aragraph belows.  Have taken the action and found the paragraraphs to
ragraph, where to add a new subclause. 

<DRM Absolute Time Interval> add to 4.13.12, last paragr
<DRM Attachment Point> add to 4.14.2.1, 2nd par
<DRM Base Summary Item> add to 4.17.3.1 2nd pa
<DRM Base Time Data> add to 4.13.12, last
<DRM Blend Directional Light> add to 4.15.3.5, 4th para
<DRM Bounding Volume> add to 4.7.8, 2nd paragraph. 
<DRM Collision Volume> add to 4.7.8, 2nd paragraph. 
<DRM Colour Shininess> add to 4.15.3.2, 3rd paragraph. 
<DRM Cone Directional Light> add to 4.15.3.5, 4th paragraph. 
<DRM Conformal Behaviour> add to 4.7.3, last paragraph. 
<DRM Contact Point> add to 4.14.2.1, 2nd paragraph. 
<DRM Cross Reference> removed; see SEDR
<DRM Directional Light Behaviour> add to 4.15.3.5
<DRM Face Direction> add to 4.12.2.3.1, 3rd paragraph. 
<DRM Feature Volume Shell> see SEDRIS_T148. 
<DRM Geometric Centre> add to 4.10.3.1, 1st paragraph. 
<DRM Geometry Volume> see SEDRIS_T149. 
<DRM Grid Overlap> add to 4.9.2, 3rd paragra
<DRM Icon> add to 4.15.7.1, 1st paragraph. 

st<DRM Image Lookup> add to 4.14.5.3.4, 1
<DRM LSR Transformation Step> add to 4.7.5,
<DRM Model Instance Template Index> add to 4.16.2.2, 5th pa
<DRM Moving Light Behaviour> add to 4.15.3.5, 4th paragraph. 

<DRM Overload Priority Index> add to 4.14.2.1, 2nd

<DRM Perimeter Related Feature Topology> a
<DRM Perimeter Related Geometry Topology> add to 4.13.7, 1st p
<DRM Polygon Control Link> add as 4.16.9. 
<DRM Pyramid Directional Light> add to 4.15.3.5. 
<DRM Relative Time Interval> add to 4.13.12, last p
<DRM Relative Time> add to 4.13.12, last paragra
<DRM Rotating Light Behaviour> add to 4.15.3.
<DRM Rotation Control Link> add as 4.16.10. 
<DRM Rotation> add to 4.7.5, 3rd paragraph. 
<DRM Scale Control Link> add as 4.16.11. 
<DRM Scale> add to 4.7.5, 3rd paragraph. 
<
<DRM 
<DR
<DRM Separating Plane Relations> see US_E083. 
<DRM Separating Plane> see SEDRIS_E098.
<DRM Strobing Light Behaviour> add to 4.15
<DRM Surface Geometry> add to 4.10.3.4.1, 1
<DRM Time Of Day> add to 4.13.12, last para
<DRM Time Point> add to 4.13.12, last paragr
<DRM Translation Control Link> add 
<DRM Translation> add to 4.7.5, 3rd pa
<DRM Twinkling Light Behaviour> ad
<DRM Union Of Geometry Topology> 
<DRM Volumetric Feature> see SEDRI

rd
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Japan_T016: 
5.2.6.7 etc., 
Problem: The references to the subclauses of EDCS are wrong. 

ul istent as follows:. 
New 

  9.2.3  5.2.3 
9.2.3  5.2.3 

5.3.3.70 9.2.5.6  5.2.5.5 

.2.

Action: They sho d be made cons
 Place  Old  

5.2.6.7
5.2.6.8  

 5.2.7.9  9.4.3   5.3.2 
 5.2.7.10 9.4.2  5.3.4 
 5.2.7.11 9.4.8  5.3.10 
 5.2.7.12 9.4.6  5.3.8 
 5.2.7.13 9.4.4  5.3.3 
 
 5.3.3.71 9.2.5.5  5.2.5.5 
 5.3.3.72 9.2.5.5  5.2.5.5 
 5.3.3.73 9 5.4  5.2.5.5 

RESPONSE: Withdrawn. 

Japan_T017: 
5.2.6.21 (and 5.2.6.18) 
Problem: The terms “front, back, upper, lower (upper,lower) ” are used without explicit explanations.  
Action: the naming convention ...” to “... in Fig.5.4, 

gh dinate axis and ‘front’ to ‘back’ is the 
e second coordinate axis (and ‘lower’ to ‘upper’ is the orientation of the third 

onvention ... ”.  

pt including for 5.2.7.32.  

Change the expression  “... in Figure 5.4 with 
where ‘left’ to ‘ri t’ is the orientation of the first coor
orientation of th
coordinate axis), with the naming c
 
 Note: The same kind of change may be necessary in 5.2.7.32, DIAGONALIZATION. 

RESPONSE: Acce

Japan_T018:  
, CLOSEST_TO_VERTICAL_OFFSET 5.2.6.22, Table 5.17

erm “datume(misspell of datum)” is not appropriate because there may exist many 
ecified position. 

Problem: The t
vertical datums at a sp
Action: Change “datume” to “ORM reference surface”. 

RESPONSE: See response to SEDRIS_T221. 

Japan_T019:  
5.2.6.22, Table 5.17, HIGHEST 

 meaning of the word “highest” is not clear. 
 

  “The intersection element to use is the one 
ce model centre.” 

Problem: The
Action: Change the description to “The intersection element to use is the one farthest to the object
reference model centre.  

RESPONSE: The following text will be used:
farthest from the object referen

Japan_T020:  

roblem: The role of “vertical offset surfaces” is not explained in the text. 

 SEDRIS_T221. 

5.2.6.22, Figure 5.5 
P
Action: The text and the figure should be made consistent. 

RESPONSE: Moot by

Japan_T021:  
5.2.6.28 etc., 
Problem: The references to the subclauses of SRM should be more precise in the same way as to 
those in ISO 19115 and EDCS. 
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hey should be made consistent as follows: 

1) In 5.2

2) In the
 

es

RESPONSE: 

Action: T
 

.6.28, 5.2.6.29 and 5.2.6.30, add “In 11.2.4”. 
 

 subcluases 5.2.7.53 to 5.2.7.61, add  “In 11.2.6”. 

3) In the subclaus  5.3.3.274 to 5.3.2.284, add “In 11.2.7.2”. 

Accept. 

Japan_T022:  
5.3.3.33 (and 5.3.3.
Problem: The data 
be imported without n. 

3) of ISO/IEC 19115 with the change of the 
tional” from “omittable” to “null value allowed”. 

RESPONSE:
5 are required by SEDRIS and shall have a specified default value 

in lieu of omitting the field. 

t 

164) 
type defined  in ISO/IEC 19115 includes “optional” items and is not adequate to 
 some explanatio

Action:  
The sentence  

This data type is defined in A.3.2(A.2.3) of ISO/IEC 19115. 
should be changed to   

This data type uses the defintion in A.3.2(A.2.
meaning of “op

 Text will be added to specify that the non-string optional fields defined by 
ISO 1911

 
Also change all occurrences of “ISO/IEC 19115” to “ISO 19115” throughou
the document. 

Japan_T023:  
5.3.3.33 (and 5.3 164) .3.

ferenced subclause does not include the full definition explicitly. 

defined in A.3.2(A.2.3) of ... 
hould be changed to   

ESP E: Accept. 

Problem: The re
Action: The sentence  

This data type is 
s

This data type is introduced in A.3.2(A.2.3) and defined in B.3.2.5(B.2.3) of ... 

ONSR

 Japan_T024: 
6.2.37 and Table 6.248 
Problem: The naming of octants using “northeast” etc., is not consistent with 5.2.6.18, 6.2.47 etc., 

sing “left-right”, “back-front” . 

RESP

u

ONSE: Accept. 

 Japan_T025:  

cal (Az) 2D 

z) 2D” is not a name of a SRF. It may be a name of a 
FT  (though the exact name does not exist in FCD 18026)..  

ce of this DRM class specifies a coordinate within a SRF derived from the Azimuthal 
spherical (Az) 2D SRFT. 

Table 6.17 etc., Definition 
Problem: The sentence  
 

An instance of this DRM class specifies a coordinate within the Azimuthal spheri
SRF. 

 
is  not correct because “Azimuthal spherical (A
SR
Action: Change the sentence to 
 

An instan
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ay with 

T. 

  
The coordinate field
  

 
Note: The same kind of changes should be done in all DRM classes referring to SRFs in this w
the check of exact name matching. 

RESPONSE: The following text will be used for all <DRM Location> classes: 

“An instance of this DRM class specifies a coordinate for an SRF based on the XXX SRF
  
See ISO/IEC 18026 for a complete definition. 

 specifies the set of coordinate component values.” 

Japan_T026:  
Table 6.215, DRM_
Problem: It is mean
Reference_Surface_ erence_Surface_Elevation_Select is to 
specify the rule for M Reference Surface> 
instances are provid
Action:  Move this 

RESPONSE:  6.215.  The 1st paragraph of 
.2.6.22 will be replaced by the following text:  “Table 5.17 defines the 

 
ce is penetrated more than once by a ray cast from the ORM centre to 

the 2D or surface location in question. This situation can occur with a 
 Surface> is specified using a 

resentation.” 
 
A new figure will be developed to illustrate this case. 

11. 

d 3rd paragraphs following the list in the 
e new wording of 5.2.6.22 concerning 

  - 
--- Here b orial comments. ---- 
 

Reference_Surface 
ingless for this DRM class to have a field elements “multiplicity_rule /    
Elevation_Select ” because the role of Ref

selecting exactly one elevation value when multiple <DR
ed in a transmittal.  
field element from here to some DRM classes using this DRM class. 

There is a conflict between 5.2.6.22 and Table
5
Reference_Surface_Elevation_Select data type that specifies the rule for 
selecting exactly one elevation value when the <DRM  Reference Surface>
instan

transmittal when the <D
polygonal or gridded rep

RM Reference

 
In addition, the existing text and figure in 5.2.6.22 will be moved to 4.7.3 and 

ee Japan_T0revised appropriately. Also s
 
In Table 6.215, the text in the 1st an

e thDefinition will be changed to us
rays. 

 -- End of the technical comments -
egin minor edit

Japan_E
4, throug
There ar emaining underscores in the Data Representation Model (DRM) class names 

 br hey should be replaced by spaces. 
<DRM LTSAS_3D_Location>

ation>
names in the second paragraph 

_Relations>
<DRM_Feature_Model>, <DRM_Geometry_Model>
 <DRM_Model_Library> and six others 

.3 many 
4.14.3.2,  4.14.3.3,  4.14.3.4,  4.12.3.5  

.1 
 

001:  
hout 
e some r

enclosed in angle ackets.  T
 Table 4.4, 

4.7.3 <DRM SMS 3D_Loc
4.13.3 all class 
4.13.9 <DRM_Separated_Plane
4.14.2.1 
4.14.2.2
4.14.2

4.1.4.4 
4.14.5.3
4.15.3.2
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 Accept. RESPONSE:

Japan_E002:  
4.5.5, the last sentence 
Change “may be found” to “are given”. 

 Accept. RESPONSE:

Japan_E003:  
4.13.5 
Change <DRM Base Level of Detail Data> to  <DRM Base LOD Data>  

 Accept. RESPONSE:

Japan_E004:  
4.14.3.2 
Change <DRM Property Set Table Groups>  to  <DRM Property Set Table Group> 

 Accept. RESPONSE:

Japan_E005
4.14.5.3.6, th

:  
e title 

and "D". 

 Accept. 

Remove a space between "<" 

RESPONSE:

Japan_E006:  
4.15.4.2 
Add “See” at the top of the second sentence. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

Japan_E007:  
5.2.7.40, the first line after Table 5.52 
Add “::=”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

Japan_E008:  
5.2.7.71, the first two lines after Table 5.73 

 moved to the end of the first line as to be consistent with other “(“ in the second line should be
definitions. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

Japan_E009:  
5.2.7.73, the first two lines after Table 5.75 
“(“ in the second line should be moved to the end of the first line as to be consistent with other 

 Accept. 

definitions. 

RESPONSE:

Japan_E010:  
5.3.3.68, line 3 
“(“ should be changed to “{“. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

Japan_E011:  
Table 6. 140, Definition 
Change “this this DRM class” to “this DRM class”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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United Kingdom 

UK National Body Comments on  

SEDRIS Part 1: Functional specification 

Final Committee Draft ISO/IEC 18023-1 

(ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 24 N2583) 

 (ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 24 WG 8 N0363) 
 
The UK votes to APPROVE FCD 18023-1, subject to the following comments being satisfied. 
 

General 
 
 UK_G001: 
Entire document 
All hyperlinks should be checked to ensure not only that they work, but also that they go to the cited 
location. 
A specific example of this comment is given by the hyperlink at the foot of each HTML page. The 
label for this link refers to 18023-1, whereas the cited location relates to 18023-2. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 UK_G002: 
Entire document 
It should be verified that all functionality in the standard has been implemented prior to publication of 
FDIS text. 

RESPONSE: It is currently believed that all functionality specified in this part of ISO/IEC 
18023 has been implemented in the current SEDRIS organization 
implementation release. It is intended further that all SRFs specified in the 
SRM will also have been implemented and will be accessible from SEDRIS 
applications. 

 UK_G003: 
Entire document 
The copyright frames that are now required should be added to the document. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 UK_G004: 
Entire document 
A number of UK comments that were made with respect to 18023-1 CD2 related not only to a specific 
sub-clause, but there was agreement to bring the rest of the document into alignment with that change 
and to make similar, consistent changes throughout the document. The Disposition of Comments on 
ISO/IEC CD2 18023-1 (WG 8 N0345) identifies changes to the specific sub-clauses and it is 
confirmed that these have been correctly applied. The editing meeting is asked to verify that any 
similar changes have also been applied throughout the document.  
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The SEDRIS part 1 CD2 comments referred to are, in particular,  UK G006, UK G013,  UK T054, 
UK T055, UK T064, UK  T072, UK T075 and UK T090. The comment in UK G006 is summarised 
as; 
1. Basic fundamental data types should be implementation-independent types only. Examples are 
Integer and Real. Examples of inappropriate data types are having both Short_Integer and Integer at 
this level of abstraction or worrying about squeezing out an extra bit by having both signed and 
unsigned versions of some types. 
 
2. Structured fundamental data types should be abstractly defined without restricting how an API or 
an encoding might implement them. 
 
3. The API should specialize both basic and structured fundamental data types as needed for binding 
to most programming languages. An example of such an appropriate restriction in the abstract types 
that should be in SEDRIS Part 1 (other than their specializations in the API)  is that some types “are 
intended to correspond to signed and unsigned integer data types in programming languages.” 
 
4. Each encoding can map both basic and structured fundamental data types to data types that can be 
efficiently encoded. Particular attention should be paid to permitting very compact encodings by 
allowing encodings to designate the coding precision used for many types, such as Integer and Real, 
as well as the representation technique, such as fixed or floating point. 
 
The other general comments relate to sections of text that are; 

- Loosely written 
- loosely written and provides rationale instead of simply stating what the standard provides 
- The title does not reflect the functionality described 
- too informal 
- grammatically incorrect and too wordy 
- poorly written and has ungrammatical constructs 

RESPONSE: The editing meeting confirms that the referenced comments were applied 
throughout the document. Detailed review of the FCD has found some areas 
that were missed and has corrected these through comments submitted by 
the editors against the FCD text as part of the SEDRIS comments. 
 
The response to UK_G006 comment on CD2 is reaffirmed: 
 
1. The CD2 disposition of comments document indicates that this item was 
rejected. This response is reaffirmed. 
 
2. The editing meeting believes that the current specifications are 
appropriate and reflect the intent of the comment. 
 
3. As discussed during the CD2 editing meeting, ranges have been attached 
where appropriate to the numeric data types. The quoted text cited in the 
comment is not needed since it is implied by the ranges being specified. 
 
4. The portion of the comment related to User_Data has been applied. It has 
been confirmed that there are no restrictions keeping an encoding scheme 
from specifying a compact representation of numeric data, therefore the 
editing meeting believes that item 4 has been appropriately applied. 
 
Regarding the remaining comments from CD2 and the summary of those 
comments contained herein, it is believed that the text has been thoroughly 
scrubbed to apply the intent of these comments both as a result of applying 
the responses to the CD2 comments and comments submitted against the 
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FCD. 
 
The editors are authorized by the editing meeting to perform any additional 
scrubbing needed to improve the quality of the text during the preparation 
of the next draft with particular emphasis on the text within the DRM class 
tables. 

Technical 

5 Fundamental data types  
 
 UK_T001: 
Throughout 
The data types that are actually realizations of data types in other standards are scattered throughout 
the various subclauses. A new major subclause should be added after the other major subclauses and 
should contain minor subclauses for each standard from which a data type is referenced. The current 
specifications for these data types should be moved to these minor subclauses. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

6 DRM class definitions  
 UK_T002: 
Throughout 
There are two divergent types of information in Clause 6:  constraint specifications and DRM class 
specifications. Consideration should be given to splitting this clause into Clause 6—Constraints and 
Clause 6bis—DRM classes. The reason that this is appropriate is highlighted by 6.1.2 which only 
refers to DRM classes. This would make a good introduction to a separate clause. 

RESPONSE: Accept. The two clauses will be entitled “DRM class definitions” and “DRM 
class constraints” and be included in that order. Appropriate introductory 
text will be provided for each clause. 

C Media format references 
 UK_T003: 
Throughout 
While this annex contains references to the various formats used in the DRM_Browse_Media class, 
corresponding references to the DRM_Sound and DRM_Symbol classes are missing and should be 
added. 

RESPONSE: See response to SEDRIS_T445. 

Editorial 
 
None 
 
 
***** End of UK Comments  ***** 
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United States 
 

US Comments on 18023-1 FCD 
 
 
GENERAL 
 
 US_G001: 
Throughout  --  there should be no logos, other than ISO and IEC.  Remove all SEDRIS logos and 
SEDRIS bars at the beginning of each clause. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_G002: 
Throughout  --  all occurrences of “an <DRM_classname>” should be changed to read “a 
<DRM_classname>” (change “an” to “a”).  Prior to adding DRM_ as a prefix to all class names, some 
class names were prefaced with “a”, and some with “an”.  Now that we have added DRM_ to all class 
names, all class names should be prefaced with only “a”.  For example, in the 5th paragraph of 4.8.2.1, 
it use to read “An <Environmental Domain Summary> instance …”, but it now incorrectly reads “An 
<DRM_Environmental Domain Summary> instance …”, since now it should actually read “A 
<DRM_Environmental Domain Summary> instance …”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

Technical 
 
 US_T001: 4.2.2.3 
Problem:  Table of contents for Clause 4 is missing 4.2.2.3 
Recommendation:  Ensure Table of contents is correct 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_T002: 4.2.2.3, penultimate paragraph, 2nd sentence 
Problem: Please clarify what “the same organizing principle” means as it is defined later. 
Recommendation:  Second sentence and third sentence should be removed.  

RESPONSE: Accept. The third sentence includes the list. 

 US_T003: 4.7.5 Transforming from a model SRF to an 
environmental SRF 
Problem: Need to make clause title and contents correspond.  Title 
reference Model SRF and Environment SRF, however, the contents 
mainly reference “local SRF” and “world SRF”,   “Model SRF is only 
mentioned once in the 4th paragraph and “environmental SRF” is not 
mentioned at all. 

Recommendation:  Modify title to read “4.7.5 Representing models 
within an environment”.  
RESPONSE: Accept. 
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 US_T004: 4.7.5 Transforming from a model SRF to an 
environmental SRF 
Problem: There needs to be more detailed discussion of the 
organization of Data_Tables with respect to the effect of the order of 
adding the tables axes and how the extents are calculated 
Recommendation:  Add discussion. 

RESPONSE: This is actually about 4.9.1. The following text replaces the content of 4.9.1: 

“The abstract <DRM Data Table> class specifies an n-dimensional array of data cells. This cell data 
is distinct from the DRM fields of the <DRM Data Table> class and is accessed through the 
specialized API functions, 7.3.23 GetDataTableData and 7.3.65 PutDataTableData. 

The number of dimensions of the cell data array is determined by the number of ordered <DRM Axis> 
instances aggregated by a given <DRM Data Table> instance. The axis_value_count field of 
each <DRM Axis> component specifies the number of cells in its corresponding dimension. The 
combination of the axis_value_count values defines the extents of a <DRM Data Table> 
instance.  Subsections of a <DRM Data Table> instance’s cell data are termed sub extents. The 
order of the cell data is determined by the ordered <DRM Axis> components with the data 
corresponding to the final <DRM Axis> component varying the most. 

EXAMPLE 1 A <DRM_Data_Table> subclass instance of <DRM_Property_Grid> with one 
<DRM Axis> subclass instance of <Regular Axis> as specified in Figure 4.X would 
have 10 cell values, sub extents from [0] to [9], and the data cell layout given 

in Figure 4.X +1. 
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Figure 4.X Precipitation rate 

 

Figure 4.X+1 Precipitation rate cell data layout 

EXAMPLE 1 A <DRM Data Table> instance with two axes with axis_value_count field 
values of s and t will have s×t cells 

EXAMPLE 2 A <DRM Data Table> subclass instance of <DRM Property Grid> with two 
<DRM Axis> subclass instances of <Regular Axis> as specified in Figure 4.X would 
have 50 cell data values, sub extents from [0,0] to [9,4], and  of the data cell ordering 
as shown in Figure 4.X+1. 
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Figure 4.X+2 
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Figure 4.X+3 

ed a 
ordered list of <DRM Table Property 

Each cell in a data table may contain one or more properties. The ordered list of properties is term
signature of the data table. This signature is constituted from the 
Description> components associated with the <DRM Data Table> instance. A <DRM Table Property 
Description> in the signature describes a property contained in the cell data. It specifies the property’s 
meaning, unit of measure, and data type. The dimensions and signature do not fully describe 
intended meaning of the overall 

the 
<DRM Data Table> instance. For that, a <DRM Classification Data> 

d as a component of each <DRM Data Table> instance. instance is provide

The cell data for a <DRM Data Table> instance is represented by an array of values of data type 
Data_Table_Data. Each element of type Data_Table_Data in the array represents the array of property 

lls values for the ce of the <DRM Data Table> instance. Since the cell data may be arbitrarily large
ose practical problems for access and storage, the 7.3.23 GetD

 
and consequently p ataTableData and 
7.3.65 PutDataTableData functions are provided to extract and insert sub-portions of cell data. Cell 

ed by individual properties and/or by a spatial sub-extents as specified by the
s of data type Data_Ta

data may be access  
extents field which i ble_Extents.” 
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 US_T005: 4.14.5.3.1 Overview 
Problem: The second list appears to be incomplete.  Should not the 
following be included:  < DRM Property Description>, <DRM Property 

<DRM Refere
Recommendation:  list and the 

4.14. 5.3.  

Table>, <DRM Property Table Reference>, and <DRM Property Value>.  
nce Vector> probably also be included. 
 Either:  1) add these classes to the second list or 2) replace the second

preceding sentence with text describing remainder of the topics in 

RESPONSE: Accept. The missing items will be added to the list. 

 US_T006: 4.16.4.2 Applying <DRM State Control Link> to a <DRM 
State Related Geometry> 

: The 1st 5 paragraphs and tables Problem  4.8 to 4.11 are repeated 

T200. 

starting at paragraph 6. 
Recommendation:  Delete correct duplicate.  

RESPONSE: See response to SEDRIS_

 US_T007: 5.2.7.22 Grid_Overlap_Operator 
Problem: Not sure what operation the operator “MERGE” implies.  It is not a 

n: 
Clarify or remove th

ented 
in metadata or outside of SEDRIS. Merge is much like the 

ATA_SPECIFIED. The merge method is 
n field of the associated <DRM 

on of MERGE:  “The description 
mental_information field 

ciated with the <DRM Data Table> 

well-defined mathematical operation.  Does it mean where the base grid and overlapping 
grid point coincide use the base grid, and where they do not, use the value from either grid 
that is closest?  
Recommendatio  Manner in which the merge occurs needs to be specified in the description. 

e operator MERGE.   

RESPONSE: MERGE operations are table type dependent and use methods docum

Interpolation_Type enumerant METAD
specified in the supplemental_informatio
Description> object. 
 
The following text will replace the Descripti
of the merge method is specified in the supple

scription> instance assoof the <DRM De
aggregate.” 

 US_T008: 6.2.2 Axis type constraints 
Problem: The constraints given cover more than just Axis type 

.  Suggest either renaming to Axis constraints or splitting up.  
alues to the renamed class. 

Recomm

RE eneral axis constraints”. 
ts”. Spatial axis 
is>. 

constraints
If r aen med move 6.2.49 Relative spatial axes v

endation:  Suggest renaming “a-d” to “General axis constraints” 

onstraint “GSPONSE: Items a)-d) will be collected into a new c
The remaining item will be renamed “Spatial axis constrain
constraints applies to <DRM Property Grid> and <DRM Ax
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 US_T009: 6.2.2 Axis type constraints 

roblem: There is no constraP int that specifies the axis scanning order. 
that 

 

E: See response to US_T004. 

Recommendation:  Add a constraint to 6.2.2 Axes type constraints (new name: Axes constraints) 
describes how the order in which the axes are added determines the scanning order.   That is, the last 
axes added varies the fastest when viewed as a linear array.

RESPONS

 US_T010: 6.2.2 Axis type constraints, item e.1 
Problem: How does one know if 
EAC_SPATIAL_ANGULAR_PRIMARY_COORDINATE corresponds to Latitude or Longitude?  Th
community is about evenly divided as to which is specified first.  This needs to be considered when 
specifying the order in which axes are added.
Recommendation:  This needs to be clarified.  Also, clarify that the primary axes does not need t
added first.  Needs to be coordinated with the SRM.  If previous comment accepted, this will now be
in clause 6.2.51 (previously 6.2.49). 

RESPONSE: Insert the followin

e 

o be 
 

g text as a new subclause following 4.9.5.1, to ensure that 
"spatial axis" is defined before it is referenced: 

ng as its 

_COORDINATE and  

 and 

LINEAR_TERTIARY_COORDINATE

ponent of a <DRM Property Grid> 
fie  Axis type constraints e). 

 (if angular) or 

ARY_COORDINATE. 

8.6

“A spatial <DRM Axis> instance is a <DRM Axis> instance with one of the followi
axis_type: 
a. For angular coordinates, such as latitude and longitude, 

EAC_SPATIAL_ANGULAR_PRIMARY
EAC_SPATIAL_ANGULAR_SECONDARY_COORDINATE;  

b. For x, y coordinates, 
EAC_SPATIAL_LINEAR_PRIMARY_COORDINATE  
EAC_SPATIAL_LINEAR_SECONDARY_COORDINATE; and  

c. For z and elevation coordinates, 
EAC_SPATIAL_ .  

 
A spatial <DRM Axis> instance shall appear only as a com
instance, as speci d in 6.2.2
 
For any SRF, 

- the primary component specified by the SRM is the 
EAC_SPATIAL_ANGULAR_PRIMARY_COORDINATE
EAC_SPATIAL_LINEAR_PRIMARY_COORDINATE (if linear); 

- the secondary component specified by the SRM is the 
EAC_SPATIAL_ANGULAR_SECONDARY_COORDINATE (if angular) or 
EAC_SPATIAL_LINEAR_SECONDARY_COORDINATE (if linear); and 

- the tertiary component specified by the SRM is the 
EAC_SPATIAL_LINEAR_TERTI

 
The primary, secondary, and tertiary components for each SRF are specified by the corresponding 
record type in 11.  of ISO/IEC 18026. 
 

<DRM Axis> instance's axis_type value as primary, secondary, or tertiary is 
he order in which that <DRM Axis> instance is attached to a <DRM Property Grid> 

The designation of a 
independent of t

stance. in
 
EXAMPLE 
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 P rid> instance G specified in a 3D CD SRF, in which the data provider is 
ta for a region. The spatial <DRM Axis> components 

 c t of G is that with axis_type 
_SECONDARY_COORDINATE, while the second <DRM Axis> 

eaning = { ATTRIBUTE, 
_E ON}}.” 

 Axis type constraints, e to reflect 4.9.5.2 by adding the following: 

<DRM Regular Axis> instance or <DRM Irregular Axis> instance shall not have 
ype set to DISALLOWED.” 

Consider a <DRM roperty G
supplying EAC_TERRAIN_ELEVATION da
are EAC_SPATIAL_ANGULAR_PRIMARY_COORDINATE, which for CD is longitude, and 
EAC_SPATIAL_ANGULAR_SECONDARY_COORDINATE, which for CD is latitude. The data 
provider who is creating G in this case is specifying the grid in the order (latitude, longitude), so the 
first <DRM Axis> omponen
EAC_SPATIAL_ANGULAR
component of G is that with axis_type EAC_SPATIAL_ANGULAR_PRIMARY_COORDINATE. 
The EAC_TERRAIN_ELEVATION information is specified by a <DRM Table Property 
Description> component of G having m
{EAC_TERRAIN LEVATI
 
Update 6.2.2
 
“4. A spatial 
interpolation_t

 US_T011: 6.3.192 DRM_Property_Description, Figure 6.223 in Tab
6.193 

le 

 in the bottom two classes are incorrect.  The 
 has the values for the quality and the quality has the values 
ight.  
tion:  Switch the meaning entries.  

Problem: The entries
height EA
for the he
Recommenda

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_T012: 6 .217 D
nd

.3 RM_Regular_Axis, Table 6.218, Definition, 6th 
sentence para, 2  

Problem: Does the statement “When a <DRM Data Table> has more 
than one axis, the order of the interpolations is in the order of axis 
definition.” mean that the first interpolation is along the first axis added?  

 the order in which the axes are scanned, the last 
ed varies the fastest. 
ation:  The order as which the interpolation occurs is immaterial.  Remove 2nd sentence.  

last sentence of the definition of the interpolation_type field will be 

Editorial 

Does this conflict with
axes add
Recommend

RESPONSE: The 
removed. 

 
 US_E001:  index.html  
The hyperlink to the ISO web site at the bottom of this clause (and all other clauses) is to a 18

 
023-2 

URL, not to a 18023-1 URL. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E002:  Foreword   
The first two paragraphs each have a hyperlink to the ISO web site.  The first appears in Times 
Roman font, and the second appears in Courier font.  Make the use of fonts for hyperlinks consistent. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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 US_E003:  Foreword   
In the 3rd paragraph, delete the period following “The SEDRIS Organization”, and before the 

pt. 

parenthetic SEDRIS web site citation. 

RESPONSE: Acce

Clause 0 
 
 US_E004:   
The 1st and 3rd paragraphs make reference to the DRM.  In one case the words that make up th
acronym are not capitalized, and i

e 
n the other case they are capitalized.  Make the capitalization for 

ept. 

these references consistent. 

RESPONSE: Acc

Clause 1 
 
 US_E005:  
In subparagra

 
ph “c” of the section that provides examples of the representation of terrain data, add a 

losing parenthesis following the word “rivers”. c

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E006:   
In subparagraph “b” of the section that provides examples of the representation of space data, delete 
the equired unless the list contains at least 
three ite

RE O

comma following the word “radiation” (a comma is not r
ms). 

SP NSE: Accept. 

Clause 3 
 
 US_E007:  Table 3.1   
In the 2nd row, change “dimensional” to read “Dimensional” (correct the capitalization), as per clause 
3.2. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E008:  Table 3.1   
Change “EDCS Unit Equivalence Class” to read “EDCS unit eQuivalence class” (correct the 
capitalization), as per clause 3.2. 

t. RESPONSE: Accep

 US_E009:  Table 3.1   
Change “EDCS attribute Value Characteristics Code” to read “EDCS attribute Value characteristics 
Code” (correct the capitalization), as per clause 3.2. 

t. RESPONSE: Accep

 US_E010:  Table 3.1   
Change “Geodetic“ to read “GeoDetic” (correct the capitalization), as per clause 3.2. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E011:  Table 3.1   
Change “Out-the-Window“ to read “Out-The-Window” (correct the capitalization), as per clause 3.2. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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 US_E012:  Table 3.1
Change “Extensible Markup Language“ to read “eXtensible Markup Language” (correct the 
capitalization), as per clause 3.2. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

   

 US_E013:  Table 3.1   
Change “Extensible 3

RESPONSE: Accept. 

D “ to read “eXtensible 3D” (correct the capitalization), as per clause 3.2. 

Clause 4 
 
 US_E014:  Clause 4  --  (ref CD2 UK G002, UK G011 responses)  
In checking the W3C html validation (at www.w3.org), the following errors were identified in the 

lumn 10: there is no attribute "HREF" 

clause 4 file: 
 

1. Line 2699, co
<img href="Images/OrientationEx.png" alt="Orientation Example" src="Images/Orien 
 

2. Line 4013 olumn 40, c : end tag for element "SPAN" which is not open 
with a zero index separating each.</span

RESPONSE: Accept. 

></p> 

 US_E015:  4.1.3   
In the last sentenc  change “…
being used as an adjective …” (add the word “is”). 

e,  DRM class being used as an adjective …” to read “… DRM class is 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E016:  4.2.2.1.e and 4.2.2.1.f   
Verify whether th rder of th
“logically” before As)? 

e o ese subparagraphs should be reversed (i.e., shouldn’t ECs be referenced 
 E

RESPONSE: See response to SEDRIS_T018. 

 US_E017:  4.2.2.3   
In the next to last bparagrap
specified …” to read “… organizing principle 

 su h (before “a. time,”), change “… organizing principle may also 
may also be specified …” (add the word “be”). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E018:  4.2.3.1   
Change “This part of 18023 p
missing “ISO/IEC as a prefix

rovides …” to read “This part of ISO/IEC 18023 provides …” (add the 
”  to 18023). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E019:  4.2.3.1   
In the 2nd paragraph, provide 
ISO/IEC 18023-3, and change the reference to read “part 2 of ISO/IEC 1802

a hyperlink to clause 2 for the references to both ISO/IEC 18023-2 and 
3” and “part 3 of 

his standard. ISO/IEC 18023” for consistency with other similar references throughout t

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E020:  4.2.3   
In the 3rd

.1 
ph dd 

the basic ISO/IEC 1802
 paragra , reference is made to ISO/IEC 18023.  Provide a hyperlink to clause 2, and a

3 to clause 2. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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 US_E021:  4.3.1  (second o.b ccurrence)   

ng Specification (EDCS)” to read “Environmental data coding Change “Environmental Data Codi
specification (EDCS)”, as per clause 2. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E022:  4.3.1.c   
Change “Spatial Reference Model (SRM)” to read “Spatial reference model (SRM)”, as p

RESPONSE: Accept. 

er clause 2. 

 US_E023:  4.3.1.d   
Change Part 2 of O/IEC 18IS 023 to read part 2 of ISO/IEC 18023 for consistency with other similar 

he reference/hyperlink. references throughout this standard, and add a comma following t

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E024:  4.3.2   .2 
4.5 Data representation model (DRM) syntaxIn the last paragraph, change “ ” to read “4.5 DRM 

syntax”, as per the actual 4.5 subclause title. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E025:  4.3.3 2   .1.
perlinks to parts 2 and 3 of ISO/IEC 18023, change “Part” to read “part” for In the references/hy

consistency with other similar references throughout this standard. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E026:  4.3.3.1.3   
Change the subcl e title, “Iaus nter-Transmittal Referencing (ITR)”, to read “Inter-transmittal 
referencing (ITR)” as per the Table of Contents (use standard ISO capitalization). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E027:  4.5.3   
This subclause references the UML standard (ISO/IEC 19501-1).  It is not necessary to cite the full 

, as full titles for other standards referenced in this standard are not provided. title of that standard

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E028: 4.5.3 Modelling technique and notation, 4th paragraph 
 o  replace “by depicting the name of the class in italics” by “by depicting 

ract class italics” 

he name of the 

For clarity, at end f sentence
the name of the abst

RESPONSE: Accept. The following text will be used:  “by depicting t
abstract class in italics”. 

 US_E029:  4.5.3
th

   
ph, change all instances of “one way” and “two way” to read “one-way” and In the 5  subparagra

“two-way”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E030:  4.5.3
th

   
In the 7  subparagraph, change “whole to part” to read “whole-to-part”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E031:  Figure 4.3   
This figure is missing / does not appear when
“Multiplicity.jpg”, whereas the actual filename is “multiplicity.jpg”.  All systems that enforce case-
sensitivity for filenames will not display this image as coded in the html. 

 viewed online because the hyperlink cites 
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E032:  4.5.4.1 
Incorrect font used in first part of sentence. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

Overview, last paragraph, 1st sentence 

 US_E033:  4.5.5
In the 1

   
6 DRM Classesst paragraph, change “ ” and “Annex A UML Diagrams” to read “6 DRM 

classes” and “Annex A UML diagrams” (correct capitalization), as per their actual clause/annex titles. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E034:  4.6.1
In the 4

   
, c  individual classes or group of classes” to read either “… individual th sentence hange “…

classes or a group of classes” (add the word “a”) or “… individual classes or groups of classes” (make 
the word “group” plural). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E035: 4.6.2 Spatial concepts, 1st paragraph 
ed in the 4th 

ce.  Ones SRF is defined, should it not be used? 
SRF is defined in the third sentence, however, “spatial reference frame” is still us
sentence, while SRF is used in the 5th senten

RESPONSE: Accept. 

US_E036:  4.6.2   
In the 4th paragraph, change “… point-sampled grid of surfaces …” to read “… a point-sampled grid 

ccept. 

of surfaces” (add the word “a”). 

RESPONSE: A

 US_E037:  4.6.4   
In the 1st paragraph, verify whether “EDCS Value_Characteristic” should read 
“EDC

RESP

S_Value_Characteristic” (appears the first underscore is missing). 

ONSE: Accept. 

 US_E0
ph “4.10 Geometry

38:  4.6.5   
In the last paragra , change ” to read “4.10 Geometry representation”, as per the 
actual title of the subclause. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E039:  4.6.6   
In the 1st paragraph, change “centerlines” to read “centrelines”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E040:  4.6.6   
In the last paragraph, change “4.11 Features” to read “4.11 Feature representation.”, as per the actual 
title of the subclause. 

Accept. RESPONSE: 

 US_E041:  4.6.7   
In this subclause, as well as throughout the remainder of clauses 4 and 5, change “<DRM Geometry 
Representation>”  read “<D to RM Geometry Representation>” (add italics), as per Table 6.98 and 

t. 

Figure 6.114. 

RESPONSE: Accep
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 US_E042:  4.6.7

th th
   

s, change “A <…> representations …” to read either “<…> representations In the 4  and 5  sentence
…” or “A <…> representation …”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E043:  4.6.9   
At the end of the  paragraph, verify1st  whether the phrase “multi-level buildings” should be replaced 

onplace phrase “multi-elevation structures”. with the more comm

RESPONSE: Withdrawn. 

 US_E044:  4.6.12 Models and model instancing, 2nd paragraph, 1st sentence 
t of sentence. 

Accept. 

Incorrect font used in first par

RESPONSE: 

 US_E045:  4.6.14   
The hyperlink to clause 4.16 actually points (or takes you) to 4.16.1. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E046:  4.7.2.1   
At the end of the 1st paragraph, correct the capitalization as shown below (the red underlined 
characters were previously capitalized: 

 s “An SRF e e parameterized set of two or more SRFs. Furthermore, ISO/IEC 18026 
 i
t is a finit

defines SRF nstances by specifying the SRF template parameters for an instance. The DRM 
provides the ability to store SRF information through all three mechanisms, SRF template 
parameters, SRF set parameters, and SRF instances.” 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E047:  4.
The 2

7.2.1   
nd and 3rd paragraphs contain two phrases: “an srf_info field “ and 

“a srf_info field”, which should all be made consistent. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E048:  4.7.2.2   
Change all instances of “SRF Template” to read “SRF template”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E049:  4.7.3   
 space character both before and after <DRM Reference Surface>In Example 3, add a . 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E050:  4.7.3 Locati  paragraph not including bullets 
d. 

on, 3
Incorrect font use

rd

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E051:  4.7.3 Location, p staragraph after Figure 4.7, 1  sentence 

“ofthe” with “of the”. RESPONSE: Replace 

 US_E052:  4.7.4   
In the 1st paragraph, change “4.7.5 Transforming from a model SRF to an environment SRF” 
“

to read 
odel SRF to an environmental SRF4.7.5 Transforming from a m ” (add “al” to environment), as per 

the actual subclause title. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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 US_E053:  4.7.4   
In the 2nd paragraph, change “4.8 Semantic Attribution in the DRM” to read “4.8 Semantic attribution 
in the DRM” (capitalization), as per the actual subclause title. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E054:  4.7.4   
In the 3rd paragraph, change “6.2.50 Required Reference Vector Location” to read “6.2.50 Required 
reference vector location” (capitalization), as per the actual subclause title. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E055:  4.7.5   
In the last paragraph, change “A <DRM Model> instanced defined with …” to read “A <DRM 
Model> instance defined with …”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E056:  4.7.6   
In the Example, clarify the meaning of “Consider the geodetic situation in of four points with …” 
(note the underlined text). 

pt. RESPONSE: Acce

 US_E057:  4.8   
Throughout this clause, EDCS terms are used with inconsistent capitalization.  For example, the 
phrases EDCS Attribute Codes, EDCS Unit and EDCS Scale appear as capitalized terms when they 

t the capitalization. should be lower-case.  Correc

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E058:  4.8.1.1   
ph “6.2.20 Index codes within tablesIn the last paragra , change ” to read 6.2.20 Index_Codes within 

tables” (capitalization an

RESPONSE: Accept. 

d underscore), as per the actual subclause title. 

 US_E059:  4.8.3   
ughout), change all instances of “<DRM Spatial Association Data>In the 2nd paragraph (and thro ” to 

ssociation Data>read “<DRM Spatial A ” (delete italics), as per Table 6.247 and Figure 6.294. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E060:  4.8.3 Relationships betw
Believe that  <DRM Base Ass

een representations 
ociation Data> is an abstract class and should be italicized.  Check 

 also.  elsewhere in document

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E061:  4.8.3 elationsh R ips between representations 
ssociation Data> <DRM Base Spatial A   is an abstract class and should be italicized.  Check 

elsewhere in document also.  

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E062:  4.8.3 elationsh R ips between representations, 1st para., 3rd sentence 
: “…as instances of concrete subclasses…”  Missing “of” in sentence

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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 US_E063:  4.9.5   .1 

 value_unit and value_scale fields referenced for <DRM Axis>In the last paragraph, the  
classes do not appear in Table 6.16.  Clarify (should this reference have been to <DRM Regular Axis> 
instead?). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E064:  4.10.3.3.3 
In the Example, change “… a count value of 30 …” to read “… a count value of 3
“count” to a Courier font). 

  
0 …” (change 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E065:  4.10.3.4.2   
Add a space character following the first instance of <DRM Vertex>. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E066:  4.10.3.5.3 
In this clause (and throughout), change “<DRM Volume Extent>

  
” to read “<DRM Volume Extent>”, 

as per Table 6.298 and Figure 6.356. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E067:  4.10.3.5.3   
In the 2nd paragraph, change “center” to read “centre”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E068:  4.10.3.5
change “<DRM Location 3D>

.3   
In the last paragraph, ” to read “<DRM Location 3D>”, as per Table 

Accept. 

6.142 and Figure 6.163. 

RESPONSE: 

 US_E069:  4.10.    3.6
“An interior ring is polygon contained by …” to read “An 

). 
In the 2nd paragraph, 3rd sentence, change 
interior ring is a polygon contained by …” (add the word “a”

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E070:  4.10.3.6 
In the 4

  
th paragraph, change “two dimensional” to read “two-dimensional” (add a hyphen). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E071:  4.10.3.6   
In the 5th paragraph, change “… with zeros values in …” to read either “… with zero values in …” 

r) or “… with zeros in …” (delete the word “values”). (make “zeros” singula

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E072:  Table 4.5   
Change the table title from “Mesh face table for Figure 4.9” to read “Mesh face table for Figure 4.13”. 

ccept. RESPONSE: A

 US_E073:  4.10.3.6   
In Example 2, change the reference to Figure 4.9 to read Figure 4.13. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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 US_E074:  Table 4.6   

e from “Adjacent face table for FiChange the table titl gure 4.9” to read “Adjacent face table for Figure 
4.13”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E075:  4.11.2.4   
In the 2nd paragraph, the hyperlink to <DRM Regular Feature Face> is inoperable. 

cept. RESPONSE: Ac

 US_E076:  4.12.2.3.1   
In the last paragraph (and throughout), change “<DRM Feature Face Ring>” to read “<DRM Feature 
Face Ring>” (remove italics), as per Table 6.77 and Figure 6.88. 

cept. RESPONSE: Ac

 US_E077:  4.13.1.3   
In the 1st paragraph, delete the carriage return following “… one branch of”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E078:  4.13.5   
In the 1st sentence, change “… organizing principles provides a …” to read “… organizing principles 
provide a …” (subject-verb agreement). 

 principle. “principles provides” will be changed to “principle 
ovides”. 

RESPONSE: Accept in
pr

 US_E079:  4.13.5   
In the 1st paragraph, change “<DRM Base Level of Detail Data>” to read “<DRM Base LOD Data>”, 
as per Table 6.19. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E080:  4.13.  (second5.d  instance)   
in” (subject-verb agreement). Change “begins” to read “beg

RESPONSE: Moot per response to SEDRIS_T157. 

 US_E081:  4.13.7   
Change “6.2.35 Non-selfoverlapping Perimeter_Data locations” to read “6.2.35 Non-selfoverlapping 
perimeter data locations”, and correct the hyperlink to point to the correct clause; it currently 
incorrectly points to 6.2.34. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E082:  4.13.8   
In the 1st and 5th p agraphs, car hange “6.2.47 Quad tree related organizing principle” to read “6.2.47 
Quadrant related organizing principle”, and correct the hyperlinks to point to the correct location. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E083:  4.13.  
st

9  
<DRM_Separated_Plane_Relations>In the 1  paragraph, change “ ” to read 

“<DRM_Separating_Plane_Relations>”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E084:  4.13.  
In the 1st paragraph, change “… 

9  
data objects is on the …” to read “… data objects are on the …” 

. (subject-verb agreement)
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will be changed from “the environmental data objects is” to “an 
ironmental data object is”. 

RESPONSE: The text 
env

 US_E085:  4.13.10   
In the 2nd paragraph, change “6.2.52 Spatial_Index related organizing principle” to read “6.2.52 
Spatial index rela  organizited ng principle” (capitalization). 

cept. RESPONSE: Ac

 US_E086:  4.14.2.2   
At the very end of the subclause, the <DRM_Feature_Model> hyperlink is inoperable because the 

 “Featurue”.  Correct the hyperlink. URL cited spells “Feature” as

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E087:  4.14.2.3   
In the 3  paragraph, change “… 
hyphen). 

rd nine element matrix …” to read “… nine-element matrix …” (add a 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E088:  4.14.3.2   
stIn the 1  paragra  change “ph, <DRM Property Set Table Groups>” to read “<DRM Property Set Table 

Group>” (make “ oups” sinGr gular). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E089:  4.14.3    
Change “4.9 Data ables

.4
 T ” to read “4.9 Data tables” (capitalization). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E090:  4.14.3
Change “4.5.11.1 odels

.6   
 M ” to read “4.14.2 Models”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E091:  4.14
st

.5.1   
nstance of <DRM Aggregate Geometry>In the 1  paragraph, the second i  is inoperable because the 

ces ateGeometry.html” rather than “Aggregate_Geometry.html”.  Insert the 
orrect the hyperlink. 

hyperlink referen  “Aggreg
missing underscore to c

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E092:  4.14.5
In the last paragraph, change all instances of “classification related” and “time related” to read 

d” and “time-related” (add hyphens). 

.1   

“classification-relate

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E093:  4.14.5.3.2 <DRM Classification Data>sentence, 2nd para., 1st sentence 
eason field will have a value of CLASSIFIED_OBJECT.”  

cept. 

Should read …”the union_r

RESPONSE: Ac

 US_E094:  4.14.5.3.5   
In the 3rd and 4th paragraphs, change “6.2.50 Required Reference Vector Location” to read “6.2.50 
Required reference vector location” (capitalization), as per the actual subclause title. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E095:  4.14.5.3.7   
Change “4.8.2.2 Qualification” to read “4.9.4.2 Qualification”. 
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E096:  4.15.3.4   
In the 3rd paragraph, change “… A <DRM Rendering Properties> instance …” to read “… a <DRM 
Rendering Properties> instance …” (capitalization of the word “a”). 

cept. RESPONSE: Ac

 US_E097:  4.15.3.5   
In the 4th paragraph, end the 2nd sentence with a period (“… utilized. The …”). 

cept. RESPONSE: Ac

 US_E098:  4.15.4.2   
In the 1st paragraph, to make sense, the 2nd sentence appears to need to begin with the word “See …” 

ct ng data(See 4.14 Constru s for shari  and …). 

cept. RESPONSE: Ac

 US_E099:  4.15.4.4.a – c   
Change “lower left”, “upper left” and “upper right” to read “lower-left”, “upper-left” and “upper-

cept. 

right” (add hyphens). 

RESPONSE: Ac

 US_E100:  4.15.5   
In the 2nd paragra , change “ph center” to read “centre”. 

cept. RESPONSE: Ac

 US_E101:  4.16.2.2   
The 1st sentence requires a semicolon (;) following <DRM Expression>.  Add the missing semicolon.  

cept. RESPONSE: Ac

 US_E102:  4.16.2.2   
In the 3rd paragra , change “ph EDCS Unit” and “EDCS Scale” to read “EDCS unit” and “EDCS scale” 
(capitalization). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E103:  4.16.2.2   
The value is determined by an <DRM Expression>In the 5th paragraph, change “ s aggregated by …” 

termined by <DRM Expression>to read “The value is de s aggregated by …” (delete the word “an”). 

…” 
RESPONSE: The following words will be used:  “The value is determined by <DRM 

Expression> instances aggregated by 

 US_E104:  Table 4.7   
In the Category column, 
Constants” becomes “Mathematical constants” (ISO capitalization). 

lower-case each row entry except for the initial word; e.g., “Mathematical 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E105:  4.16.3.2   
In the 1st paragraph, the two <DRM Light Rendering Properties Control Link> hyperlinks are 
inoperable online because they point to “Light_Rendering_Properties_Control_link.html” rather than 
to “Light_Rendering_Properties_Control_Link.html”.  Correct the hyperlinks. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E106:  4.16.2.3.3 The <DRM Pseudo Code Function> class 
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ars st paragraph and the 2nd and 3rd paragraph plus the list, present the same 

st

Accept. 

Problem: It appe  that the 1
information. 
Recommendation:  Delete 1  paragraph.  

RESPONSE: 

 US_E107:  4.16.    4.1
 capitalization). Change “EDCS Attributes” to read “EDCS attributes” (ISO

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E108:  4.16.4.2   
In the 1st paragrap  the phrash, es “four damage states … as shown in Table 4.8” are confusing since 

damage state.  Reword for clarity. Table 4.8 only shows the 0% (default) 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E109:  4.16.4.2   
h, es “shown in Table 4.12In the 6th paragrap  the phras  … four damage states” are confusing since 

s the 0% (default) damage state.  Reword for clarity. Table 4.12 only show

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E110:  4.16.4.2   
In the 9th paragraph, the hyperlink to Table 4.14 is inoperable online. 

ccept. RESPONSE: A

 US_E111:  4.16.4.2   
In the 10th paragraph, the hyperlink to Table 4.15 is inoperable online. 

t. RESPONSE: Accep

 US_E112:  4.17.2.2   
Change “Mandato  Metadatary ” to read “mandatory metadata” (ISO capitalization). 

ccept. RESPONSE: A

 US_E113:  4.17.2.3, 4.17.2.4, 4.17.2.6, 4.17.2.7   
In the 1st paragraph, change “6.2.25 Mandatory Metadata” to read “6.2.25 Mandatory metadata” 

cept. 

(capitalization). 

RESPONSE: Ac

 US_E114:  4.17.2.4   
The 2nd instance of <DRM Description> is inoperable because it points to “Point_Of_Contact.html” 

scription.html”. 

Accept. 

rather than to “De

RESPONSE: 

 US_E115:  4.17.2.7.a   
Change “correspond” to read “corresponds” for consistency with 4.17.2.7.b & c. 

ccept. RESPONSE: A

 US_E116:  4.17.3.4   
In the 2nd paragra , change “ph 6.2.34 Non-overlapping DRM Class Summary Items” to read “6.2.34 
Non-overlapping DRM class summary items” (capitalization), as per the actual title of this subclause. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E117:  4.19.1.2   
Change “implementation dependent information” to read “implementation-dependent information” 
(add a hyphen). 
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E: Accept. RESPONS

 US_E118:  4.19.2.2   
the phrase “… a specified DRM class …” by providing commas before and In the 1st bullet, set off 

after this phrase. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E119:  4.19.2.3.1  --  (ref CD
In the 1

2 UK T065 response)   

 has not been replaced by “… the specified DRM object”. 

cept. 

st paragraph, for each item in the list,  
“… an object in a transmittal”

RESPONSE: Ac

 US_E120:  4.19.2.3.3.2.h   
Change “within a specified levels” to read either “within specified levels” or “within a specified 

ccept. 

level”. 

RESPONSE: A

 US_E121:  4.19.3   
Change the subcl se title fro
referencing (ITR) ISO capit

au m “Inter-Transmittal Referencing (ITR)” to read “Inter-transmittal 
” ( alization). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E122:  4.19.  
In the 3

3  
el ra space character between “a  different”. rd bullet, d ete the ext

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E123:  4.19.4   
In the 1  bullet, c nge “that st ha all that all” to read “that all”. 

Accept. RESPONSE: 

 US_E124:  4.19.5   
Change “API maintains” to re
retrieved via”, and change “fo

ad “the API maintains”, change “may be retrieve via” to read “may be 
llowing function support” to read “following functions support”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E125:  4.19.    
Change “The API specifies th

6.3
e function 7.3.29 GetLastFunctionStatus returns the status …” to read 

function 7.3.29 GetLastFunctionStatus“The API specifies the  to return the status …”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E126:  4.20 
In the 2

  
ph Default Profile” to read “default profile” (ISO capitalization). nd paragra , change “

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E127:  4.21.  
Provide a hyperlink to the Int

1  
ernational Registry of Graphical Items referenced here. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E128:  4.21.2.c   
Here, and in the 4 paragraph
“implementation-dependent values” (add a hyphen). 

th  (two instances), change “implementation dependent values” to read 

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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Clause 5 
 
 US_E129:  5.2.3    .10

94 967 295]” should be changed to read “[1..4 294 967 295]”. Verify whether “[0..4 2

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E130:  5.2.3.11 – 5.2.3.13   
Provide hyperlinks to clause 2 for the ISO/IEC 18025 and 18026 references. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E131:  5.2.3.13   
Cite the ISO/IEC 18026 subclause containing this information (similar to the EDCS subclause 
references in 5.2.3.11 and 5.2.3.12). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E132:  5.2.4   
Change “

.1 
uble-precision” (add the hyphens). single and double precision” to read “single- and do

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E133:  5.2.4.4, 5.2.4.5   
Provide hyperlinks to clause 2 for the ISO/IEC 18025 and 18026 references. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E134:  5.2.4.5   
Cite the ISO/IEC 18026 subclause containing this information (similar to the EDCS subclause 
reference in 5.2.4.4). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E135:  5.2.5   
In the 2nd sentence, clarify the reference to “ISO/IEC 646”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E136:  5.2.6.    10
e “in X direction” to read “in the X direction”. 

 Accept. 

In the Example, chang

RESPONSE:

 US_E137:  5.2.6    
In the 1st sentence, change “

.18
pecifies” to read “data type specifies” (subject-verb data types s

agreement). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E138:  Tabl .16   e 5
ollowing the 2nd instance of <DRM Model>Add a space character f . 

Accept. RESPONSE: 

 US_E139:  5.2.6.    21
ge “… the division between from and back …” to read “… the division 

t. 

In the 2nd paragraph, chan
between front and back …” (change “from” to read “front”). 

RESPONSE: Accep

US_E140:  5.2.6.    22
f the Example references “CLOSEST_TO_VERTICAL_DATUM”, Table The text in the 2nd bullet o

5.17 references “CLOSEST_TO_VERTICAL_OFFSET” and describes it as “… 
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th  following Table 5.17 references 
AL_DATUM”.  Correct the inconsistenc(ies).

datume”, and e code
“CLOSEST_TO_VERTIC

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E141:  5.2.6.26   
The text in the 2nd paragraph of the subclause references “THREE_DIMENSIONAL_ONLY”, Table 

DIMENSIONAL”, and the code following Table 5.21 
stenc(ies). 

5.21 references “THREE_
references “THREE_DIMENSIONAL”.  Correct the inconsi

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E142:  5.2.6.26   
The text in the 3rd paragraph of the subclause references “TWO_DIMENSIONAL”, Table 5.21 
references “TWO_DIMENSIONAL_OR_SURFACE”, and the code following Table 
5.21 references “TWO_DIMENSIONAL_OR_SURFACE”.  Correct the 
inconsistenc(ies). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E143:  5.2.6.28 – 5.2.6.30   
Provide hyperlinks to clause 2 for the references to ISO/IEC 18026, and cite the ISO/IEC 18026 
subclause containing this information (similar to the EDCS subclause references in 5.2.7.9 – 

t. 

5.2.7.13). 

RESPONSE: Accep

 US_E144:  Table 5.28   
The values in the table cite “SINGLE_LONG_FLOAT” and “LONG_FLOAT”, but the code that 

” and “FLOAT”.  Correct the inconsistencies. 

pt. 

follows the table references “SINGLE_FLOAT

RESPONSE: Acce

 US_E145:  5.2.7.9 – 5.2.7.13  --  (ref CD2 UK T099 response)  
The names of these data types have not been changed to the names used in EDCS.  For example, 
“EDCS_Attribute_Code” has not been changed to “Attribute_Code”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

US_E146:  5.2.7.16   
The code provided does not account for the usage of a value/index of 76 (i.e., the code jumps from 75 
to 77..1000). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E147:  Tables 5.    
In the THREE row, Relationships a, change “eqch” to read “each”.

31, 5,35
 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E148:  5.2.7.19   
The hyperlink to Table 5.33 actually takes you to Table 5.63 instead. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

US_E149:  Table .36    5
is “MEAN”, but the code that follows the table references “AVERAGE”.  The last value in the table 

Correct the inconsistency. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E150:  Table 5.37   
Spell out “HS” (Hierarchy Summary) in the table title.  Such an abbreviation is not defined. 
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E151:  Table 5.39   
The values in the table cite “I_AND_ALPHA” and “ALPHA”, but the code that follows the table 
references “IA” and “A”.  Correct the inconsistencies. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E152:  Table 5.40   
In the 2nd non-header row, subparagraph a, change “color” to read “colour”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E153:  Table 5.40   
The values in the table cite “RGB_TO_RGB_ALPHA” and “RGB_ALPHA_TO_RGB_ALPHA”, but t
code that follows the table references “RGB_TO_RGBA” and “RGBA

he 
_TO_RGBA”.  Correct the 

t. 

inconsistencies. 

RESPONSE: Accep

 US_E154:  Table 5.41   
In the 2nd non-header row, change “… on top of anything the existing rendering” to read “… on top of 

” (add the word “in”). 

t. 

anything in the existing rendering

RESPONSE: Accep

 US_E155:  Table 5.41   
In the last row, under “For images with image signature LUMINANCE_ALPHA:”, indent the line that 
reads “× image alpha”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E156:  Tabl .43   e 5
 for COLOUR_COORDINATE_1, change “the first for its colour model (G 

r 
In the Description column
for RGB, M for CMY , or S for HSV )” to read “the first for its colour model (R for RGB, C for CMY , o
H for HSV )”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E157:  Table 5.43   
The code that follows the table has an enumerant named “BUMP”, which does not appear as a value in 
the table.  Correct the inconsistency. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E158:  Table 5.43   
In the Description of the BUMP_MAP_HEIGHT row, change “omputing” to read “computing”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E159:  Table 5.45   
In the 1st row, change “… instance is able reference its …” to read “… instance is able to reference i
…” (add the wo

ts 
rd “to”). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E160:  Table 5.46   
In the code following the table, the value/index of “12” is used/listed twice (i.e., 12 and 12..1000). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E161:  Table 5.48   
In the code following the table, the value/index of “5” is used/listed twice (i.e., 5 and 5..1000). 
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E162:  Table 5.49   
The entries in the Value column appear in alphabetical order, however the code that follows the table 

tical order  --  5:GIF and 6:EMF.  The orderings should be consistent. has two entries out of alphabe

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E163:  Table 5.52   
In the IF row, th efinition e D appears to be missing a closing parenthesis. 

t. RESPONSE: Accep

 US_E164:  Table 5.52   
The table cites a value of “REFERENCE_SURFACE_ELEVATION”, but the code that follows the 
table references “TERRAIN HEIGHT”.  Correct the inconsistency. _

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E165:  Table 5.5
In the TABLE_VALUE row, change the definition from “This values allows” to read “This value 
allows” (make “values” singular). 

2   

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E166:  Table 5.5
In the LIGHT_DIRECTION row, change “<DRM Directional Light Rendering Behaviour>

4   
” to rea

“<DRM Directional Light Beha
d 

viour>” (delete the word “Rendering”, and add italics), and correct the 
<DRM Geometry Representation> hyperlink to point to “Geometry_Representation.html” instead of 

cept. 

Geometry.html”. 

RESPONSE: Ac

 US_E167:  Table 5.54   
In the  row, change “<DRM Cylindrical Volume Extent> instanceMAJOR_AXIS ” to read “<DRM 
Cylindrical Volume Extent> instance” (delete the hyperlink from under the word “instance”). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E168:  Table 5.54   
In the REFLECTIVITY_EMISSIVITY_AZIMUTH
read “reflectivity and/or emissivity

 row, change “Reflectivity and/or Emissivity” to 
” (ISO capitalization). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E169:  Table 5.54   
V MAL row, change “instancew” to read “instance”. 

cept. 

In the REFLECTI ITY_NOR

RESPONSE: Ac

 US_E170:  Table 5.61   
The table cites a value of “WVE”, but the code that follows the table references “WVI”.  Correct the 

cept. 

inconsistency. 

RESPONSE: Ac

 US_E171:  Table 5.64   
In the code following the table, the value/index of “2” is used/listed twice (i.e., 2 and 2..1000). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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 US_E172:  5.2.7.53 – 5.2
Cite the ISO/IEC 18026 subclause containing this information (similar to the EDCS subclause 
references in 5.2.7.9 – 5.2.7.13). 

.7.61   

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E173:  5.2.7.73, 5
In the 1

.4.2   
st sentence, change “behavior” to read “behaviour”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E174:  Table 5.76   
The table cites values of “LSR_LOCATIO
“LSR_LOCATION_3D_W”, b

N_3D_U”, “LSR_LOCATION_3D_V” and 
ut the code that follows the table references 
LSR_LOCATION_3D_Y” and “LSR_LOCATION_3D_Z”.  Correct the “LSR_LOCATION_3D_X”, “

inconsistencies. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E175:  5.2.8.4   
In the 2nd paragra , change “
order specified …

ph … traversed in the ordered specified …” to read “… traversed in the 
” (change “ordered” to read “order”). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E176:  5.3.2.1   
In the 2nd paragra , change “
(make “dimensions” singular). 

ph Each dimensions shall be …” to read “Each dimension shall be …” 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E177:  5.3.3.14   
The hyperlink <D M AnimatR ion Related Geometry> actually points to Table 6.8, 

ct the hyperlink. DRM_Alternate_Hierarchy_Related_Features.  Corre

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E178:  5.3.3.22   
The hyperlink <DRM Base Spatial Association Data> actually points to Table 6.22,  

mDRM_Base_Sum ary_Item.  Correct the hyperlink. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E179:  5.3.3.26   
The hyperlink <D M BrowseR  Media> actually points to Table 6.24, DRM_Blend_Directional_Light.  
Correct the hyperlink. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E180:  5.3.3.48   
The hyperlink <DRM Colour Shininess> actually points to Table 6.39,  DRM_Colour.  Correct the 
hyperlink. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E181:  5.3.3.54   
Correct the hyperlink <DRM Continuous Level of Detail Related Geometry> to read <DRM 
Continuous LOD Related Geometry> (correct both the name & the URL). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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 US_E182:  5.3.3.58   
Correct the hyperlink <DRM Volume Level Of Detail Data> to read <DRM Volume LOD Data> 
(correct both the name & the URL). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E183:  5.3.3.60   
The 2nd sentence references “ISO 8601 (see 2.[I8601])”, however all other reference
to normative references appear to be of the form “

s in this standard 
ISO 8601”.

RESPONSE: Accept. 

  Clarify the inconsistency.  

 US_E184:  5.3.3  Data_T.62 able_Data 
ER. Remove “>” for INTEG

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E185:  5.3.3 1   
In the 4

.10
ottom, change “Spatial Search Boundary” to read “spatial search th paragraph from the b

boundary” (ISO capitalization). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E186:  5.3.3 1   
In the 3

.10
bottom, change “<DRM Continuous LOD Geometry>rd paragraph from the ” to read “<DRM 

Continuous LOD Related Geometry>”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E187:  5.3.3 2   
Verify whether th hrase in t

.10
e p he first sentence is correct:  “… from an <DRM Aggregate Feature> 

ate Feature>object or <DRM Aggreg  object  …” (appears to be duplicate wording). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E188:  5.3.3 8   
Correct the <DRM nline_Co

.11
 I lour> hyperlink.  It is inoperable online because it points to 
 rather than to Inline_Colour.html (note the “L” in “InLine”). InLine_Colour.html

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E189:  5.3.3 7   .13
ange “two character” and “three character” to read “two-character” and “three-In the 3rd sentence, ch

character” (add hyphens). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E190:  5.3.3 5   .14
trol Link>Change the <DRM LSR Location 3D Con  hyperlink to read <DRM LSR 3D Location 

Control Link> (correct both the name & the URL). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E191:  5.3.3 6   .14
Change the <DRM LSR 3D Location> hy
“LSR_Location_3D.html”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

perlink to point to “LSR_3D_Location.html” instead of 

 US_E192:  5.3.3 3   
Change the <DRM Property Table Reference Control Link>

.20
 hyperlink to point to 

ce_Control_Link.html” instead of “Light_Source_Control_Link.html”. “Property_Table_Referen

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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 US_E193:  5.3.3 1   .26

al Association Data>Change <DRM Spati  to read <DRM Spatial Association Data> (remove italics), 
as per Table 6.247 and Figure 6.294. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E194:  5.3.3 4   .26
al Index Related Feature Topology>Change the <DRM Spati  hyperlink to point to 

eature_Topology.html” instead of 

RESPONSE:

“Spatial_Index_Related_F
“Spatial_Index_Related_Geometry_Topology.html”. 

Accept.  

 US_E195:  5.3.3.    267
al Index Related TopoloChange <DRM Spati gy Geometry> to read <DRM Spatial Index Related 

Geometry Topology>. 

Accept. RESPONSE: 

 US_E196:  
Cite the ISO/IEC 180
references in 5.2.7.9 – 5.2.7.13). 

5.3.3.274 4   
26 subclause containing this information (similar to the EDCS subclause 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

– 5.3.3.28

 

 US_E197:  5.3.3.291 
s a “… state_array in this data type”, however the data type code provided cites 

pt. 

  
The 2nd paragraph cite
a “state_entry_array”.  Correct the inconsistency. 

RESPONSE: Acce

 US_E198:  5.3.3 6   
Change the 

.34
<DRM World 3x3> hyperlink to point to “World_3x3.html” instead of 

tml”. 

pt. 

“World_Transformation.h

RESPONSE: Acce

 US_E199:  5.4.2   
avioral” to read “behavioural”. In the last paragraph, change “beh

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E200:  6.2.3.a   
This sentence repeats the sam
subsequent 6.2.3. ubparagra

e verbiage as the 1st sentence of 6.2.3.  Delete 6.2.3.a, and renumber all 
x s phs accordingly. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E201:  6.2.1 , 6.2.15.a
Change <DRM F ture Face

1.a , 6.2.15.b   
ea  Ring> to read <DRM Feature Face Ring> (remove italics), as per Table 

  6.77 and Figure 6.88.

RESPONSE: Accept. 

US_E202:  6.2.11 , 6.2.15.a
The <DRM Geom ry Face R

.a , 6.2.15.c   
et ing> hyperlinks in these subclauses are inoperable because it appears 

ger a valid class name, or the Geometry_Face_Ring.html page is missing from that either it is no lon
the ISO/IEC FCD 18023-1 zip file distribution. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E203:  6.2.20.b.3   
Change the URL that tag points to from “Classification_Data.html” to read 
“Classification_Data.html#tag”, and also implement such a hyperlink in 6.2.20.c.2 and 6.2.20.d.2. 
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E204:  6.2.21   
Change the subclause title (and all references to it) from “Inheritance rule for Location” to read 

fo  (ISO capitalization). “Inheritance rule r location”

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E205:  Table 6.2   
In the 5th paragraph of the <DRM Responsible Party> row, change “the Contact_Information>
value” to read “the Contact_Inform  value” (delete the “>” character). 

 
ation

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E206:  6.2.31   
In the first paragraph, change “Associations are. By this rule:” to read “Associations are, by thi
rule:

s 
”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E207:  6.2.33   
Change the subclause title (and all references to it) from “Non-empty Model” to read “Non-empty 
model” (ISO capitalization). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E208:  6.2.40   
ndIn the 2  paragraph (and throughout from this point forward), change <DRM Feature> and <DRM 

Geometry> to read <DRM Feature Representation> and <DRM Geometry Representation> (correct 
s).

c

the names & the URL  

RESPONSE: Ac ept. 

 US_E209:  6.2.47.b.3   
Change the <DRM Spatial Extent> hyperlink to point to “Spatial_Extent.html” rather than to 

l”.“Spatial_Domain.htm  

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E210:  6.2.51.b.2.ii   
t_organizing_principle has 

e word “TRUE”), since the 2nd sentence begins “… has value FALSE, …”. 

Accept. 

Verify whether the 1st sentence should begin “If S’s stric
value , …” (adding thTRUE

RESPONSE: 

 US_E211:  6.2.53.a, 6.2.56.b
CS unit equivalence class” (ISO capitalization). 

ept. 

   
Change “EDCS Unit Equivalence Class” to read “ED

RESPONSE: Acc

 US_E212:  6.2.55   
Change the two hyperlinks to <DRM Absolute Time Point> to read either <DRM Absolute Time> or 

DRM Absolute Time Interval>< , as appropriate. 

t. RESPONSE: Accep

US_E213:  6 55   .2.
, change 6.2.55 Time dependencyIn the 1st paragraph  to read 6.2.54 Time dependency. 

ESPONSE: Accept. R

 US_E214:  6.3.2 – 04   6.3.3
 6 ta  that these subclauses reference, the names of abstract classes are not italicized in 

 names of abstract classes are italicized in the table 
In the clause bles
the Class and Class diagram rows of the tables. The
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er rows of these clause 6 tables (e.g., in Subclass, Definition, 
, and so it is unclear why this practice is not also adhered to for the Class and 

ntries.  Correct the inconsistencies. 

ESPONSE: Accept. 

titles and when cited in oth
Clarifications, … rows)
Class diagram row e

R

 US_E215:  6.3.2 – 6.3
In the Constraints rows of these tables, the capitaliz

.3
ation and punctuation of hyperlinks is often in 

 Object

04, Tables 6.3 – 6.305   

error.  For example, “Publishable ” should read “Publishable object” (capitalization), as per 
n crossing aggregationssubclause 6.2.46.  Similarly, “No ” should read “Non-crossing aggregations” 

, a per sub

cept. 

(punctuation) s clause 6.2.29. 

RESPONSE: Ac

 US_E216:  Table 6.4 — DRM_Absolute_Time_Interval, definition, 1st paragraph 
DRM Absolute Time>, i.e. <DRM Absolute Time>1. 

Acc

Add clarification indicator superscript 1 to  <

RESPONSE: ept. 

 US_E217:  .2 - 6 02, Tables 6.3 - 6.303   6.3 .3.3
any of the hyperlinks only take you to the top of clause 6, rather than to the 

referenced.  See the defective hyperlinks below.  

e(s)

Legal time ranges

In the Constraints rows, m
specific subclause(s) 
 
 Tabl    Hyperlink(s) 
 
 6.3   
 
6.6, 6.8, 6.14 135,, 6.  Colour Mapping restrictions
6.166, 6.174 78, , 6.1 No attribute conflicts
6.187, 6.212 51, , 6.2 Precedence of Property Set Index  

 Colour Mapping restrictions

6.262, 6.277 & 6.303 
 

2, 6.34, 6.7, 6.9, 6.1
6.167, 6.175, 6.213, Distinct geometric centre
6.252, 6.263 & 6.278 No attribute conflicts
Precedence of Property Set Index  
 
 6.13    ctionsColour Mapping restri
Continuous L riOD rest ctions
Linear Geome structry ture
No attribute c ictsonfl
Precedence of Property  Index Set    
 
 6.16, 6.69, 6.121, 6.122, Axis type restrictions
 6.1
 

94 & 6.218 

D related organizing principle6.19, 6.60, 6.117, 6.159, LO   
6.254 & 6.301 
 

No attribute conflicts6.27, 6.83, 6.161 & 6.196   

Colour Mapping restrictions
 
6.33   
Distinct link objects
Precedence of Property Set Index   

 Mapping restrictions
 
6.39, 6.41 & 6.119 Colour   
 
6.50   Colour Mapping restrictions
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ontinuous LOD restrictionsC
Distinct geometric centre
No attribute conflicts
Precedence of Property Set Index  
 
6.67, 6.177, 6.188, Colour Mapping restrictions
6.265, 6.299 & 6.302 Continuous LOD restrictions
No attribute ictsconfl
Precedence of Property Set Index   

nnected edge restrictions
 
6.75 & 6.76  Co
Feature Edge restrictions
No attribute conflicts  
 
6.78, 6.80, 6.82, 6.94, No attribute conflicts
6.96, 6.98 & 6.195 Precedence of Property Set Index  

Connected edge restrictions
 
6.81   
Contained node restrictions
No attribute conflicts  
 
6.85   Connected edge restrictions
Contained node restrictions
No attribute conflicts
Volume shell face consistency  
 
6.86   Volume shell face consistency
 
6.87   Colour Mapping restrictions
Continuous L  rest nsOD rictio
Finite Element Mesh structure
No attribute conflicts
Precedence of Property Set Index  

.92   Connected edge restrictions
 
6   

.93   Contained node restrictions
 
6    
 
6.95   Continuous LOD restrictions  
 
6.97   Connected edge restrictions
Contained node restrictions  

.101 
 
6   Connected edge restrictions
Con iontained node restrict s
Fac eses bordering volum   
 
6.133 & 6.136  Colour Mapping restrictions
Continuous LOD restrictions
Linear Geometry structure
No a ribtt ute conflicts
Precedence Index of Property Set    
 
6.144   Colour Mapping restrictions
LOD related organizing principle
No attribute conflicts
Precedence of Property Set Index      
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6.145   Colour Mapping restrictions
Distinct geometric centre
LOD related organizing principle
No attribute conflicts
Precedence of Property Set Index
 
6.171   Parallelepiped structure     
 

 

apping restrictions6.180   Colour M
Continuous LOD rictions rest
No attribute conflicts
Polygon as bounded plane
Precedence of Property Set Index  
 
6.182   Colour Mapping restrictions
Continuous LOD restrictions
No attribute conflicts
Polyhedron structure
Precedence of Property Set Index          
 
6.191 & 6.193  Property Characteristic restrictions
Property meaning restrictions  
 
6.192   Property Characteristic restrictions    
 
6.202   Axis type restrictions
Finite Element Mesh structure  
 
6.205   No attribute conflicts
Property Characteristic restrictions
Property meaning restrictions    
 
6  6.220  Legal time ranges.219 &   
 
6.234, 6.235 & 6.237 Separating Plane related organizing principle
 

6.236   Colour Mapping restrictions  
Distinct geometric centre  
No attribute conflicts   
Precedence of Property Set Index  
Separating Plane related organizing principle   

on organizing principle
 
 6.289 & 6.293  Uni
 

 6.290   Classification data constraint  
Colour Mapping restrictions  
No attribute conflicts  
Precedence of Property Set Index  

on organizing principleUni   
 

 6.291 & 292  Classification data constraint  
Colour Mapping restrictions  
Distinct geometric centre  

te conflictsNo attribu   
Precedence of Property Set Index  
Union organizing principle
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Classification data constraint 6.294     
Colour Mapping restrictions  
Continuous LOD restrictions  
Distinct geometric centre  
No attribute conflicts   
Precedence of Property Set Index  
Union organizing principle  

 
 6.295   Variable meaning restrictions

RESPONSE: Accept. 

US_E218:  6.3.5 – 6.3.298   
In many (but not all) of these subclauses, italicization of abstract class names is inconsistent.  For 
example, in 6.3.5, DRM_Aggregate_Feature is italicized in the subclause title and in the reference to
Table 6.6, but no

 
t in the text of subclause 6.3.5.  Similarly, in 6.3.298, DRM_Volume_Geometry is 

bc  and in the reference to Table 6.299, but not in the text of subclause italicized in the su lause title
6.3.298.  Correct the inconsistencies. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E219:  6.3.5, Table 6.6  --  (ref CD2 UK T117, US G001 responses)  
The referen
rror is still alent throug

ce to the abstract class <DRM Aggregate Feature> in the Class row is not italicized.  This 
 prev hout the standard, particularly in the clause 6 tables. 

E: pt. 

e

RESPONS  Acce

 US_E220:  .16, Tabl6.3
thal spherical (Az)” to read “Azimuthal spherical (AZ)”. 

e 6.17   
In the Definition row, change “Azimu

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E 2 .16 – 6.239, Tab2 1:  6.3 les 6.17 - 6.240   
lowing tables, change “The coordinate field …” to read “The 

te field …”, and h coordinate to the Field elements row. 

126,  6.146,  6.147,  6.151 - 6.158,  6.168,  6.169,  
7,  6 32,  6.238 - 6.240 

SE: pt. 

In the Definition rows of the fol
yperlink coordina

 
7,  6. ,  6.63,  6.66,  6.125,  6. 6.1 35,  6.62

6.179,  6.20 .208,  6.2

RESPON  Acce

 US_E222: .26, Tabl  6.3 e 6.27   
aph, change “… that can be described by in one of …” to read “… 

desc ne of …” (delete the word “by”). 

SE:

In the Definition row, 5th paragr
that can be ribed in o

RESPON Acce pt. 

 US_E223: .26, Tabl  6.3 e 6.27   
s eye view” should be replaced by “bird’s eye 

nce to “God” should be removed from this International Standard, and 
l (non-religious) means to describe the intended concept. 

In the Example(s) row, possibly the phrase “God’
view”.  In any case, the refere
replaced with some other technica

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E224:  6.3.29, Table 6.30   
In the Definition row, change “Celestiodetic Surface” to read “Celestiodetic (CD) Surface”. 

t. RESPONSE: Accep

 US_E225:  6.3.31, Table 6.32   
The meaning of ECC is given in the Example(s) row, however it should appear first in the Definition 
row, as should the meaning of EAC. 
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E226:  6.3.34   
In the subclause text and the reference to Table 6.35, change “DRM_CM_Location” to read 

t the “_3D”), as per the subclause title and Table 6.35. “DRM_CM_3D_Location” (inser

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E227:  6.3.34, Table 6.35   
In the Definition row, change “Celestiomagnetic 3D SRF” to read “Celestiomagnetic (CM) 3D SRF”.  

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E228:  6.3.40, 6.3.42, Tables 6.41 and 6.43   
In the Example(s) rows, change “Out-the-Window (OTW)” to read “out-the-window (OTW)
capitalization). 

” (ISO 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E229:  6.3.41 – 6.3.286, Tables 6.42 – 6.287   
In the Example(s) rows, the text in the following figures is blurry and difficult to read (all figures in 
the clause 6 tables are a little hazy, but these are particularly difficult to read). 

.75

3 

0 

.27

.28

.32
4 

 
Table  Figure(s) 
 
6.42  6.44 
6.61  6.69 – 6.71 
6.64  6  
 6.77  6.89 
 6.193  6.223 
6.205  6.241 
6.212  6.249 & 6.250 
6.213  6.252 & 6.25
6.215  6.256 
 6.216  6.258 & 6.26
6.221  6.266 
6.230  6 6 
6.236  6 3 
6.252  6.300 
6.258  6.307 
6.263  6.314 & 6.315 
6.268  6 2 
6.278  6.333 & 6.33
6.283  6.340 
6.287  6.345 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E230:  6.3.44, Table 6.45   
In the Example(s) row, 2nd paragraph, change “Out the Window (OTW)” to read “out-the-window 
(OTW)” (punctuation and ISO capitalization), and change “Night Vision Goggles (NVG)” to read 
“night vision goggles (NVG)” (ISO capitalization). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

US_E231:  6.3.46   
In the subclause text, change “DRM_Colour_Table_Library” to read 
“DRM_Cone_Directional_Light”, as per the subclause title and the reference to Table 6.47. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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 US_E232:  6.3.46, Table 6.47   
In the Definition row, 5th paragraph, change “Tvalue” to read “The value”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E233:  6.3.4 Table 6.46, 7   
ph, 3rd sentence, change  In the Example(s) row, 1st paragra

“… <DRM Cone Directional Light>, instance, then all …” to read “… <DRM Cone Directional 
Light> instance, then all …” (remove the incorrectly placed comma before “instance”). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E234:  6.3.46, Table 6.47   
In the Example(s) row, 3rd paragraph, change “parallel_gravity = = TRUE” to read 
“parallel_gravity = TRUE” (remove the duplicate equality sign). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E235:  6.3.49 Table 6.5, 0   
 occurrences of  “Continuous LOD node” to read “continuous LOD In the Example(s) row, change all

node” (ISO capitalization). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E236:  6.3.5 Table 6.51, 2   
tatement of Work” to read “statement of work”, and change 

talization). 
In the Example(s) row, change “S
“Product Specification” to read “product specification” (ISO capi

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E237:  6.3.52, Table 6.53   
In the Definition row, 3rd – 5th paragraphs, change the 3 field element names to a Courier font, and 
hyperlink them to the Field elements .  row

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E238:  6.3.52, Table 6.53   
In the Example(s) row, change “modeled” to read “modelled”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E239:  6.3.5 Table 6.57, 8   
In the Definition row, the [Foley] hyperlink is inoperable online because it points to bibliography.html 

 Accept. 

instead of Bibliography.html.  Correct the hyperlink. 

RESPONSE:

 US_E240:  6.3.5 Table 6.69, 0   
ll occurrences of “super-imposed” to read “superimposed”. In the Example(s) row, change a

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E241:  6.3.60 6.61 
In the Definition row, 1

, Table   
graph, change “that are used that transmittal” to read “that are used in 

g word “in”). 
st para

that transmittal” (insert the missin

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E242:  6.3.60 6.61 
In the Clarificatio  row, #3, 

, Table   
ns clarify the meaning of “… represents a class used in the entire the given 

e given” should be deleted. transmittal”.  Possibly the words “th

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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 US_E243:  6.3.61, Table 6.62   
In the Definition row, change “Equidistant Cylindrical Augmented” to read “Equidistant Cylindrical 
(EC) Augmented”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E244:  6.3.63, Table 6.64   
In the Definition row, 1st paragraph, change “ECC and a set of and a set of” to read “ECC and a set 
of”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E245:  6.3.68, Table 6.69   
In the Example(s) row, change “axis_value_array[]” to read “axis_value_array” in both 

e s ckets).  This notation is not employed elsewhere when referencing array places (remove th quare bra
names. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E246:  6.3.72, Table 6.73   
In the Definition row, change “The front field  …” to read “The front field  …”, and hyperlink 

row. front to the Field elements 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E247:  6.3.76, Table 6.77   
In the Example(s) row, change “2” to read “two” in both places. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E248:  6.3.85, Table 6.86   
In the Definition row, clarify whether the universal hyperlink should point to the Field elements
row in Table 6.86, vice Table 6.85. 

 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E249:  6.3.90, Table 6.91   
In the Example(s) row, in Figures 6.105 and 6.106, change “DRM 3D Location” to read “DRM
Location 3D”.  And the

 
 text in Figure 6.107 is too small, which makes it difficult to read. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E250:  6.3.94, Table 6.95   
In the Clarifications row, #3, change “Non empty Model” to read “Non empty model” (ISO 
capitalization). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E251:  6.3.9 Table 6.96, 7 
 the meaning of: “The that contains the , if any” (several 
ing). 

In the Clarifications row, #4, clarify
words/class names appear to be miss

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E252:  6.3.9 Table 6.97, 8   
In the Definition row, change “… this DRM class species” to read “… this DRM class specifies” 
(correct the spelling of “specifies”). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E253:  6.3.1 , Table 6.
In the Example(s) row, Figures 6.124 an

06 107   
d 6.125 are too wide, and cause the table to extend beyond 

100% of the window size, causing the reader of the table to have to scroll left and right to read the 
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arrower  --  so the table does not extend beyond 100% of the table contents.  Make these figures n
window size. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E254:  6.3.1 , Table 6.
In the Example(s) row, 2

06 107   
ragraph, change “can therefore summarized as follows” to read “can 

 (insert the word “be”). 
nd pa

therefore be summarized as follows”

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E255:  6.3.106, Table 6.107   
In the Example(s w, Figure
places). 

) ro  6.125, in the class names, change “Level of Detail” to read “LOD” (4 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E256:  6.3.106, Table 6.107   
th agraph, change “EDCS Classification Codes” to read “EDCS 

es” nge “EDCS Attribute Codes” to read “EDCS attribute codes” (ISO 
In the Example(s) row, 4  par
classification cod , and cha
capitalization). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E257:  6.3.1 , Table 6.
In the Definition , 4

10 111   
row graph, change “level_countth para  == 1” to read “level_count = 1” 

(delete the duplicate equals sign). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E258:  6.3.1 , Table 6.
In the Definition row, only ab

10 111   
out half of the field names are hyperlinked to the Field elements row.  

d elements row. Hyperlink all field names to the Fiel

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E259:  6.3.1 , Table 6.
In the Definition , in the 1

10 111   
row st NOTE, change “material_1” to read “material 1” (remove the 

incorrect underscore). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E260:  6.3.1 , Table 6.
In the Example(s w, chang

10 111   
) ro e “Dismounted Infantryman icon” to read “dismounted infantryman 

o read “infrared properties”, change “Night Vision Goggles 

. 

icon”, change “Infrared properties” t
properties” to read “night vision goggles properties”, and change “Surface Material Category 
properties” to read “surface material category properties” (ISO capitalization)

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E261:  6.3.113, Table 6.114   
In the Definition row, only about half of the field names are hyperlinked to the Field elements row.  

he Field elements row. Hyperlink all field names to t

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E262:  6.3.114, Table 6.115   
In the Example(s) row, 1st paragraph, clarify the meaning of: “… the <DRM Image> is mapped the 
<DRM Polygon> us s the word “to” missing following “mapped”?). ing …” (i

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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 US_E263:  6.3.1 , Table 6.28 129   

ple might be a <DRM Point>In the Example(s) row, change “An exam , instance where …” to read 
“An example might be a <DRM Point> instance, where ...” (reposition the incorrectly-placed 
comma). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E264:  6.3.133, Table 6.134   
In the Definition row, 1st paragraph, change  “An instance of this DRM class either provides 
read “An instance of this DRM class provides …” (delete “either”, since the OR po

…” to 
rtion is provided in 

th e same, sentence). the subsequent, ra er than th

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E265:  6.3.135, Table 6.136   
In the Definition row, 1st paragraph, change “derived form this” to read “derived from this” (change 
“form” to read “from”). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E266:  6.3.139, Table 6.140   
In the Definition row, 1st paragraph, change “derived from this this DRM class” to read “derived from 

uplicate “this”). 

cept. 

this DRM class” (delete the d

RESPONSE: Ac

 US_E267:  6.3.140, Table 6.141   
In the Definition row, change “… two dimensional …” to read “… two- dimensional …” (insert the 

 missing hyphen).

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E268:  6.3.141, Table 6.142   
In the Definition row, change “… three dimensional …” to read “… three-dimensional …” (insert the 

 missing hyphen).

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E269:  6.3.144, Table 6.145   
In the Example(s w, Figure
“LOD” (3 and 4 places, respectively

) ro s 6.167 and 6.168, in the class names, change “Level of Detail” to read 
). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E270:  6.3.145, Table 6.146   
In the Definition , change
Rectangular (LSR2) 2D SRF” (rem

row  “Local Space Rectangular (LSR2) 2D SRF” to read “Local Space 
ove the extraneous “2” following LSR).   

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E271:  6.3.148, Table 6.149   
llet, change “modeled” to read “modelled”. In the Example(s) row, 2nd bu

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E272:  6.3.154, Table 6.155   
In the Example(s) row, chang
Euclidean SRF” (insert “Space”

e “Local Tangent Euclidean SRF” to read “Local Tangent Space 
). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E273:  6.3.155, Table 6.156   
e “Local Tangent Euclidean (Surface) SRF” to read “Local Tangent 

Su sert “Space” and delete parentheses). 
In the Example(s) row, chang
Space Euclidean rface” (in
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E274:  6.3.156, Table 6.157   
In the Definition row, change “Augmented Mercator (MA) 3D SRF” to read “Mercator (M) 
Augmented 3D SRF”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E275:  6.3.157, Table 6.158   
In the Example(s) row, change “Mercator SRF” to read “Mercator Surface SRF”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E276:  6.3.1 , Table 6.60 161   
ether the nameIn the Clarifications row, clarify wh  hyperlink should point to Table 6.161, versus 

NSE: Accept. 

Table 6.111. 

RESPO

 US_E277:  6.3.1 , Table 6.61 162   
of the superscripted “1” (Distinct link objects1) is unclear, as its In the Constraints row, the meaning 

hyperlink is inoperative.  Clarify. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E278:  6.3.1    67
_OM_Augmented_3D_LocationD” to read In the subclause text, change “DRM

“DRM_OM_Augmented_3D_Location” (delete the “D” suffix). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E279:  6.3.167, Table 6.168   
In the Definition row, change “Oblique Mercator Augmented (OMA)” to read “Oblique Mercator 
(OM) Augmented”.  

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E280:  6.3.1 , Table 6.68 169   
ique Mercator SRF” to read “Oblique Mercator Surface SRF”. In the Example(s) row, change “Obl

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E281:  6.3.179, Table 6.180   
graph, change “Polygon_Flag tokens” to read “Polygon_Flags 

w. 
In the Definition row, 2nd para
tokens”, as per the Field elements ro

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E282:  6.3.188, Table 6.189   
e “… and not is not an …” to read “… and is not an …” (remove the In the Example(s) row, chang

extraneous “not”). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E283:  6.3.189, Table 6.190   
In the Example(s) row, change “ARC / INFO” to read “ArcInfo”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E284:  6.3.192, Table 6.193   
In the Example(s) row, in the text following the figure, begin subparagraph a) and b) with “the”, 
versus “The”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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 US_E285:  6.3.193, Table 6.194   
In the Definition row, 2nd paragraph, the end of the paragraph is missing a right closing parenthesis
Also, in subparagraph b), change “

.  
but as mentioned in a. above” to read “but as mentioned in a) 

above”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E286:  6.3.195, Table 6.196   
In the Example(s) row, 1st bullet, change “… instance, that references …” to read either “… instance 
that references …” (remove the comma) or “… instance, which references …” (change “that” to read 
“which”).  

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E287:  6.3.195, Table 6.196   
thIn the Example(s w, 7  bul

are …”. 
) ro let, change “… then the three that are …” to read “… then the two that 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E288:  6.3.195, Table 6.196   
thIn the Example(s) row, 8  bullet, change “… and and the sec

(remove the dupl te “and”).
ond …” to read “… and the second …” 

ica  

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E289:  6.3.199, Table 6.200   
rdIn the Example(s) row, 3  bullet, change “modelers” to read “modellers”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E290:  6.3.203, Table 6.204   
In the Example(s) row, Figure 6.236 is missing / does not appear when viewed online because the 

ctual filename is “PTRCLK_Ex1a.png”.  All 
sitivity for filenames will not display this image as coded in the html. 

hyperlink cites “PTRCLk_Ex1a.png”, whereas the a
systems that enforce case-sen

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E291:  6.3.20  6.20
In the Example(s) row, last bu

4, Table 5   
llet, change “… measurements that that relate to …” to read “… 

ove the duplicate “that”). measurements that relate to …” (rem

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E292:  6.3.20  6.20
In the Definition , change

6, Table 7   
row  “Polar Stereographic Augmented (PSA)” to read “Polar Stereographic 

(PS) Augmented”.  

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E293:  6.3.20  6.21
In the Definition row, 2

9, Table 0   
graph, change “horizontal_width or vertical_width” to read 

cal_width” (change field element fonts to Courier), and clarify 
d there are no bounds in that direction” (possibly an 

E: Accept. 

nd para
“horizontal_width or verti
the meaning of “… the value infinity is implie
“and” should be inserted following “implied”). 

RESPONS

 US_E294:  6.3.2 , Table 6.14 215   
ph c), change “(The initial default …” to read “(the initial default In the Definition row, 1st subparagra

…” (capitalization is not required unless this were a separate sentence). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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US_E295:  6.3.214, Table 6.215   
In the Definition row, following 2nd subparagraph b), change “complexity)” to read “complexity” 
(remove the closing parenthesis). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E296:  6.3.214, Table 6.215   
In the Definition row, 2nd subparagraph c), change “Distance, Index, Map Scale, or Spatial 
Resolution” to read “distance, index, map scale, or spatial resolution” (ISO capitalization), and change 

a) and/or b) above” (insert right parentheses). “cases a and/or b above” to read “cases 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E297:  6.3.214, Table 6.215   
In the Definition row, subparagraph d), change “cases a, b, or c” to read “cases a), b), or c)”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E298:  6.3.214, Table 6.215   
In the Definition row, last two paragraphs, hyperlink the field element names 
(multiplicity_rule and lod_rule) to the Field elements row. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E299:  6.3.215, Table 6.216   
In the Example(s) row, in the 4th bullet, change “modeled” to read “modelled” (international spelling), 

to read “retro-reflector” (remove the extra space character). and change “retro- reflector” 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E300:  6.3.217, Table 6.218   
In the Definition row, 1st paragraph, change “class is an concrete instance” to read “class is a concrete 
instance” (change “an” to “a”). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E301:  6.3.217, Table 6.218   
In the Definition row, 5th paragraph, change “(fe.g” to read “(e.g”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E302:  6.3.2 , Table 6.17 218   
, change “wind-chill” and “wind-speed” to read “wind chill” and 

ccept. 

In the Example(s) row, 2nd paragraph
“wind speed” (remove the incorrect hyphens). 

RESPONSE: A

 US_E303:  6.3.2 , Table 6.18 219   
 date / time is a astronomical …” to read “The date / time is an 

cept. 

In the Example(s) row, change “The
astronomical …” (change “a” to “an”). 

RESPONSE: Ac

 US_E304:  6.3.2 , Table 6.20 221   
 change  In the Definition row, 2nd paragraph,

“( rendering_priority)” to read “(rendering_priority)” (remove the extra space 

cept. 

character). 

RESPONSE: Ac

 US_E305:  6.3.220, Table 6.221   
In the Example(s) row, 1st bullet, change “modeler” to read “modeller”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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 US_E306:  6.3.220, Table 6.221   
In the Example(s) row, 2nd bullet, change “instancecould be either” to read “instance could be eith
(insert a space between the fir

er” 
st two words). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E307:  6.3.220, Table 6.221   
In the Example(s) row, 3rd bullet, change “A plan  view display …” to read “A plan view display …
(remove the duplicate space character between “plan” and “view”). 

” 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E308:  6.3.222, Table 6.223   
In the Definition row, 2nd paragraph, change “the phrase the term the data set” to read either “the 

” or “the term the data set”. phrase the data set

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E309:  6.3.222, Table 6.223   
In the Example(s) row, clarify the meaning of “The for the instance in this example …”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E310:  6.3.223, Table 6.224   
In the Definition row, 2nd paragraph, change “colour model isoften” to read “colour model is often” 
(insert a space character between the last two words). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E311:  6.3.224, Table 6.225   
In the Definition row, change “redfield” to read “red field”, change “greenfield” to read “gree
field”, and change “bluefield” to read “blue field” (insert a space

n 
 character between the two 

words). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E312:  6.3.229, Table 6.230   
In the Example(s) row, change the example title from “Externally Controlled Table-Based 

table-based animation” (ISO capitalization).  Animation” to read “Externally controlled 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E313:  6.3.230, Table 6.231   
In the Definition row, 1st paragraph, change “(see examples)” to read “(see example)”, as only a sing
example is provided. 

le 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E314:  6.3.231, Table 6.232   
In the Definition row, 1st paragraph, change “Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE)” to read “Geocent
Solar Ecl

ric 
iptic (SEC)”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E315:  6.3.231, Table 6.232   
In the Example(s) row, change “SEC” to read “Geocentric SEC”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E316:  6.3.2    32
ce to Table 6.233, change “DRM_SEDRIS_Abstract_ Base” to 

rd “Base”). 
In the subclause text and the referen
read “DRM_SEDRIS_Abstract_Base” (delete the extra space before the wo

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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 US_E317:  6.3.2 , Table 6.41 242   

hree dimensional” to read “three-dimensional” In the Definition row, subparagraph b), change “t
(insert the required hyphen). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E318:  6.3.241, Table 6.242   
In the Definition row, subparagraph c), change “two dimensional” to read “two-dimensional”, and 

dimensional” (insert the required hyphens). change “three dimensional” to read “three-

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E319:  6.3.2 , Table 6.41 242   
is missing a closing parenthesis. In the Example(s) row, subparagraph b) 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E320:  6.3.249, Table 6.250   
In the Example(s w, use co) ro nsistent notation to represent “10 km” (versus 10km) and 500m (versus 
500 m). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E321:  6.3.250, Table 6.251   
See Spatial index related organizing principleThe Example(s) row states:  “ , example #2”, however 
not identify an “example #2”. this referenced subclause does 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E322:  6.3.2 , Table 6.
st

54 255   
se by light reflected …” to read “The In the Definition row, 1  paragraph, change “The effect is cau

effect is caused by light reflected …” (change “cause” to “caused”). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E323:  6.3.2 , Table 6.
nd

55 256   
radiusIn the Definition row, 2  paragraph, change “The  fields …” to read “The radius field 

…”, as there is only one field. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E324:  6.3.256, Table 6.257   
In the Definition row, 1st paragraph, change “the radius field” to read “the radius field” and 
hyperlink radius to the Inherited field elements row, and change “This results in a a cone-shaped 

 re cone-shaped …”. …” to read “This sults in a 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E325:  6.3.256, Table 6.257   
In the Definition , there arrow e three instances of “case:  0.0” that are all different in content.  
Clarify. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E326:  6.3.256, Table 6.257   
In the Example(s) row, 2nd bullet, change “… as the  source …” to read “… as the source …” (remove 

he” and “source”). the extra space character between “t

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E327:  6.3.261, Table 6.262   
In the Example(s) row, 2nd paragraph, change “active_state” to read 
“active_state_value”. 
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E328:  6.3.262, Table 6.263   
In the Example(s) row, paragraph following 1st subparagraph b), change “… value is provided which 

alu ded that …” (change “which” to “that”), and change “This is allows the 
ove incorrect “is”). 

…” to read “… v e is provi
…” to read “This allows the …” (rem

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E329:  6.3.262, Table 6.263   
llet, change “modeled” to read “modelled”. In the Example(s) row, 3rd bu

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E330:  6.3.265, Table 6.266   
In the Definition row, change “The symbol_urn fields …” to read “The symbol_urn fields …”, and 

e Field elements row. hyperlink symbol_urn to th

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E331:  6.3.268, Table 6.269   
In the Definition row, change “image specified” to read “image-specified” (insert the missing 
hyphen). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E332:  6.3.270, Table 6.271   
In the Example(s) row, change “lower left” to read “lower-left” (insert the missing hyphen). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E333:  6.3.278, Table 6.279   
In the Definition row, change “Transverse Mercator Augmented (TMA)” to read “Transverse 
Mercator (TM) Augmented”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E334:  6.3.278, Table 6.2
In the Example(s) row, change “Transverse Mercator SRF” to read “TM Augmented SRF” (2 places).

RESPONSE: Accept. 

79   
 

 US_E335:  6.3.2 , Table 6.79 280   
“Transverse Mercator SRF” to read “TM Surface SRF” (2 places). In the Example(s) row, change 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E336:  6.3.280, Table 6.281   
e “modeled” to read “modelled”. In the Example(s) row, chang

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E337:  6.3.286, Table 6.287   
In the Definition row, subparagraph d), change “EDCS Classifications” to read “EDCS 
classifications” (ISO capitalization). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E338:  6.3.290, Table 6.291   
In the Example(s) row, change “modeled” to read “modelled”, and change “Radar Cross-section 
(RCS)” to read “radar cross-section (RCS)”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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 US_E339:  6.3.293, Table 6.294
In the Example(s) row, 3

   

plicate “in”). 
rd paragraph, change “the order in in which” to read “the order in which” 

(remove the du

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E340:  6.3.300, Table 6.301
In the Example(s) row, 1

   
st paragraph, change “… used outside that volume” to read “… used beyond 

1000m of the runway”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E341:  6.3.303, Table 6.304   
In the Definition row, 1st paragraph, change “nine element matrix” to read “nine-element matrix” 
(insert the missing hyphen). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E342:  6.3.304, Table 6.305   
In the Example(s) row, 2nd bullet, change “The location, and orientation of …” to read “The location 
and orientation of …” (delete the extraneous comma). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E343:  7.2, Table 7.2   
Fill-in the missing descriptions in the Semantics, Success status codes, and Failure status codes rows; 
and in the Output parameters row, left justify the Parameter name heading. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E344:  7.3.3, Table 7.4   
llet following the NOTE, clarify the meaning of “Current status In the Semantics row, in the 1st bu

code is set to SUCCESS the requested composition relationship is added if …” (is an “and” missing 
between “SUCCESS” and “the requested …”?). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E345:  7.3.5, Table 7.6   
In the Semantics row, 3rd paragraph, change “… one of the following actions occurs” to read “… the 
following action occurs”, since only a single action follows this statement. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E346:  7.3.7, Table 7.8   
In the Semantics row, 2nd paragrap
iterator is expected to retain …” (change “are” to read “is”). 

h, change “An iterator are expected to retain …” to read “An 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E347:  7.3.10 7.11, Table    
h, change “… one of the following actions occurs” to read “… the 

 Accept. 

In the Semantics row, 3rd paragrap
following action occurs”, since only a single action follows this statement. 

RESPONSE:

 US_E348:  7.3.11 7.12, Table    
larify the meaning of “… the reference count for this object is In the Semantics row, 1st bullet, c

decremented a valid parameter was passed in and …” (is an “if” missing between “decremented” and 
“a valid parameter …”?). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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 US_E349:  7.3.11, Table 7.12   
In the Semantics row, 1st bullet, 2nd sentence, change “The” to read “The” (correct the font size on the
leading “T”). 

 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E350:  7.3.11, Table 7.12   
In the Semantics row, 4th paragraph, change “… one of the following actions occurs” to read “… the 

ngle action follows this statement. following action occurs”, since only a si

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E351:  7.3.12 – 7.3.17, Tables 7.13 - 7.18   
rdIn the Semantics rows, 3  paragraphs, change “… on

following action urs”, sinc
e of the following actions occurs” to read “… the 

occ e only a single action follows this statement. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E352:  7.3.16, 7.3.24, Tables 7.17 and 7.25   
p s row, delete the horizontal line beneath the “None” entries, and unbold 

s. 
In the Input/output arameter
the “None” entrie

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E353:  7.3.18 7.19
In the Semantics row, 2

, Table    
et under “When this function completes in error”, clarify the meaning of 

egate object …” (is a “made” missing between “are” and “if no 
nd bull

“… and no changes are if no aggr
aggregate object …”?). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E354:  7.3.20, Table 7.21   
In the Semantics row, 3  para
following action urs”, sinc

rd graph, change “… one of the following actions occurs” to read “… the 
occ e only a single action follows this statement. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E355:  7.3.21, Table 7.22   
In the Semantics row, Example, the hyperlinks (2 places) to “<DRM Inline Colour>” are inoperable 

ey InLine_Colour.html” instead of “Inline_Colour.html”.  Change the 
than “InLine”. 

online because th  point to “
hyperlinks to read “Inline” rather 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E356:  7.3.23, Table 7.24   
In the Semantics row, 1  bullet, change 
(delete the duplicate “and”). 

st “and and the requested data” to read “and the requested data” 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E357:  7.3.27, Table 7.28   
In the Semantics row, 5th paragraph, change the fon ields” from Times Rot for “bits_of_ f man to 
Courier. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E358:  7.3.28, Table 7.29   
In the Semantics row, 3rd paragraph, change “… one of the following actions occurs” to read “… the 
following action occurs”, since only a single action follows this statement. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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 US_E359:  7.3.28, Table 7.29   
In the Input/output parameters row, delete the horizontal line beneath the “None” entry, and unbold 
the “None” entry. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E360:  7.3.29, Table 7.30   
In the Semantics row, 2nd paragraph, change “eturns” to read “returns”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E361:  7.3.2 7.3.30, Ta9, bles 7.30 and 7.31   
, left justify the Parameter name headings. In the Input/output parameters row

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E362:  7.3.33, Table 7.34   
stIn the Semantics row, 1  sentence, change “… 

returns an object for …”. 
returns an object for …” to read “… this function 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E363:  7.3.37 7.38
In the Semantics row, 1

, Table    
graph, change “7.3.14 FreeObjectst para ” to read “7.3.11 FreeObject”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E364:  7.3.43, Table 7.44   
In the ndSemantics row, 2  bullet under “When this function completes in error”, change “if an object 

 in which they were stored” to read either “if objects have 
m ittal in which they were stored” or “if an object has been removed from 

red” (subject-verb agreement). 

have been removed from the transmittal
been removed fro  the transm
the transmittal in which it was sto

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E365:  7.3.45, Table 7.46   
rd f the following actions occurs” to read “… the 

occ e only a single action follows this statement. 
In the Semantics row, 3  paragraph, change “… one o
following action urs”, sinc

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E366:  7.3.46, Table 7.47   
In the Semantics row, under “When this function completes in error”, change “7.3.98 
UseDefaultSRFInfo” to read “7.3.87 UseDefaultSRFInfo”, and change “7.3.92 SetSRFInfo” (2 

oplaces) to read “7.3.81 SetSRFInf ”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E367:  7.3.4 Table 7.59, 0   
nder “When this function completes in error”, change 

 
In the Semantics row, 2nd bullet u
“transmittal is not a valid to an open transmittal” to read “transmittal is not a valid handle
to an open transmittal” (insert the word “handle”). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E368:  7.3.50, Table 7.51   
In the Semantics row, 3rd and 4th paragraphs, change “Minor version are …” to read “Minor versions 
are …”, and change “Interim version are …” to read “Interim versions are …” (change “version” to 
“versions” in both places). 

 Accept. RESPONSE:
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 US_E369:  7.3.50, Table 7.51   
In the Semantics row, 6th paragraph, change “… one of the following actions occurs” to read “…
following action occurs”, since only a single action follows this st

 the 
atement. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E370:  7.3.51, Table 7.52   
In the Semantics row, 1st paragraph, change “this function returns in identifier …” to read “this 
function returns in identifier …” (change “identifier” to a Courier font). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E371:  7.3.51, Table 7.52   
|In the Semantics row, 2nd bullet under “When this function completes in error”, change 
“transmittal is not a valid open transmittal” to read “transmittal is not a valid handle to an 

 (in ords “handle to an”). open transmittal” sert the w

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E372:  7.3.52, Table 7.53   
In the Semantics row, 4th paragraph, change “RFCxxxx” to read “RFC1738”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E373:  7.3.54, Table 7.55   
In the Semantics row, 1st paragraph, last sentence, change “… only condition a need be satisf
read “… only condition a)

ied” to 
 need be satisfied”, for consistency with similar verbiage in Tables 7.56 and 

7.57. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E374:  7.3.56, Table 7.57   
In the Semantics row, 7th paragraph, correct the <DRM Inline_Colour> hyperlink.  It is 

oints to InLine_Colour.html rather than to Inline_Colour.html (note the inoperable online because it p
“L” in “InLine”). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E375:  7.3.56, Table 7.57   
In the Semantics row, near th

” t ead “
e bottom in subparagraph f), change “traversal order 

o r ” (insert the missing underscores). parameters traversal_order_parameters

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E376:  7.3.56, Table 7.57   
In the Semantics row, at the bottom, delete the extra space/line between subparagraph i) and j). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E377:  7.3.57, Table 7.58   
In the Semantics row, 4th paragraph, a closing parenthesis, “)”, is provided in this paragraph, but no 
corresponding opening parenthesis, “(“, is provided. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E378:  7.3.58, Table 7.59   
In the Semantics row, 3rd paragraph, change “… one of the following actions occurs” to read 
following action occurs”, since only a single action follows this statement. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

“… the 
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 US_E379:  7.3.59, Table 7.60   
In the Semantics row, 1st paragraph, change “result returns the value TRUE  …” to read “result 
returns the value TRUE  …” (change “result” to a Courier font). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E380:  7.3.60 Table 7.6, 1   
 of the following actions occurs” to read “… the In the Semantics row, 3rd paragraph, change “… one

following action occurs”, since only a single action follows this statement. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E381:  7.3.6 Table 7.6
In the Semantics , 5

3, 4   
row et, b), change “if create or update mode …” to read “create or update 

it is redundant since the 5th bullet ends in “if”). 

th bull
mode …” (delete the leading “if”; 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E382:  7.3.63 Table 7.6, 4   
larify the meaning of “… not supported by the implementation(s) of In the Semantics row, 6th bullet, c

the linked to the application”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E383:  7.3.6 Table 7.64, 5   
h, change “7.3.28 GetLastFunctionStatusIn the Semantics row, 1st paragrap ” to read “7.3.29 

GetLastFunctionStatus”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E384:  7.3.6 Table 7.65, 6   
h, correct the <DRM_Data_Table>In the Semantics row, 1st paragrap  hyperlink.  It is inoperable 

because it points to Data_Table_Data.html rather than to Data_Table.html. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E385:  7.3.6 Table 7.66, 7   
 no changes are …” In the Semantics row, last bullet, change “… set to INACTIONABLE_FAILURE

to read “… set to INACTIONABLE_FAILURE and no changes are …” (insert the word “and”). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E386:  7.3.67 7.68, Table    
d the appropriate bits_of_ fields as  …” to read “… 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

In the Semantics row, 5th paragraph, change “… an
and the appropriate bits_of_fields as  …” (delete the extra space character before the word 
“fields” and change “bits_of_fields” to a Courier font). 

 US_E387:  7.3.70, Table 7.71   
In the Semantics row, near the bo
relationship” to read “are not related by a component relationship” (change “an” to “a”). 

ttom in subparagraph d), change “are not related by an component 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E388:  7.3.71 7.72, Table    
clarify “and if valid parameters were …” (and what, if valid 

ified by 
m the transmittal if valid parameters were …”?). 

Accept. 

In the Semantics row, 1st bullet, 
parameters were …?  Possibly it should be something like:  “and the object spec
old_object is removed fro

RESPONSE: 
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 US_E389:  7.3.7  7.3.77, T4 - ables 7.75 - 7.78   

n this function completes in error”, change “… one of the In the Semantics rows, following “Whe
following actions occurs” to read “… the following action occurs”, since only a single action follows 
this statement. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E390:  7.3.79, 7.3.80, Tables 7.80 and 7.81   
In the Semantics rows, following “When this function completes in error”, change “… one of the 
following actions occurs” to read “… the following action occurs”, since only a single action follows 

Accept. 

this statement. 

RESPONSE: 

 US_E391:  :7.3.80, Table 7.81   
In the Semantics rows, 1st paragraph, add “(see 5.5.3 Status_Logger)” to the end of the last sentence. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E392:  7.3.80, Table 7.81   
In the Semantics rows, 2nd paragraph, last sentence, change “Has priority over …” to read “Has 
priority over …” (add italics for emphasis). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E393:  7.3.81, Table 7.82   
In the Semantics rows, 2nd paragraph, change “7.3.87 UseDefaultSRFParameters” to read “7.3.87 
UseDefaultSRFInfo”, as per the 7.3.87 subclause title. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E394:  7.3.81, Table 7.82   
In the Semantics rows, 5th paragraph, 1st bullet, change “… if sufficient sufficient memory could …” 

ry could …” (delete the duplicate “sufficient”). 

ccept. 

to read “… if sufficient memo

RESPONSE: A

 US_E395:  7.3.83, 7.3.84, Tables 7.84 and 7.85   
In the Semantics rows, 3rd paragraph, change “… one of the following actions occurs” to read “… the 

occ e only a single action follows this statement. following action urs”, sinc

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E396:  7.3.86, 7.3.87, Tables 7.87 and 7.88   
In the Semantics s, followrow ing “When this function completes in error”, change “… one of the 
following actions occurs” to read “… the following action occurs”, since only a single action follows 
this statement. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E397:  7.3.8 Table 7.87, 8   
Change the table title, “UseDefaultSRFParameters” to read “UseDefaultSRFInfo”, as per the 
subclause title. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

US_E398:  7.3.87 able 7.88, T    
In the Semantics rows, Exa e, change “Augmetnted” to read “Augmented”. mpl

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E399:  8.1.2   
In the 2nd paragraph, change “Default Profile” to read “default profile”, and change “8.3.2 Default 
Profile” to read “8.3.2 Default profile” (ISO capitalization). 
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E400:  8.2   
Change “General Conformance” to read “General conformance” (ISO capitalization). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E401:  8.2.1.e   
Change Part 3 of ISO/IEC 18023 to read part 3 of ISO/IEC 18023 for consistency with other similar 

ho ndard. references throug ut this sta

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E402:  8.3.1   
Change “Default Profile (see 8.3.2 Default Profile)” to read “default profile (see 8.3.2 Default 
profile)” (ISO capitalization). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E403:  8.3.2   
Change “Default Profile” to read “Default profile”, here (in the title and in all 3 paragraphs) and in 
Table 8.1. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E404:  A.2.15   
Change “… base classes and reference surfaces and volumes are …” to read “… base classes, 

s, a es are …” (remove first “and”, and correct punctuation). reference surface nd volum

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E405:  A.2.18   
Change “Expressions” to read “lights and rendering properties”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E406:  A.2.22    
nd depicted” to read “time and metadata are depicted” (ISO Change “Time and Metadata a

capitalization, and change “and” to “are”). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E407:  B.1.2, Table B.1
Change “B.2 Tab of content

   
le s” to read “B.1.2 Table of contents”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E408:  B.2, Figure B.2   
Change the figure caption from “DRM Transmittal Root and Metadata” to read “DRM transmittal 

” alization). root and metadata (ISO capit

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E409:  B.2, Figure B.3   
Change the figure caption from “DRM Model instanced within the DRM Environment Root” to read 
“DRM model instanced within the DRM environment root” (ISO capitalization). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E410:  
Change the figure caption from “DRM Environment Root” to read “DRM environment root” (ISO 
capitalization). 

B.2, Figure B.7   
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on will be changed to:  “Root of the environment”. Also, a 
ing 

RESPONSE: The capti
paragraph will be appended to 4.1.3 that describes the conventions be
used for the presentation of DRM class names in UML diagrams. 

 US_E411:  C.2   
This subclause states:  “Table C.2 contains each of the available media formats specified in 5.2.7.37 
Media_Format.”, wever the ho  table is missing references for EMF, VRML, X3D and X3DV media 

eferences. formats.  Provide the missing r

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E412:  C.2, Table C.2   
In the AVI row, change “Audio Video Interleave (AVI) standard” to read “AVI RIFF File Reference”, 

t the top of the web page should be cited. as the actual title that appears a

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E413:  C.2, Table C.2   
ctional Specification” to read “Functional specification” 
 of www.iso.org. 

In the BIFF row, change “Fun
(capitalization), as per a search

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E414:  C.2, Table C.2   
In the BMP row, change “BMP - Windows Bitmap Format references” to read “BMP - Windows 

title that appears at the top of the web page should be cited. Bitmap Format”, as the actual 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E415:  C.2, Table C.2   
In the CGM row, change “ISO/IEC 8632:1999” to read “ISO/IEC 8632-1:1999”, and add “— Part 1: 

he title listed, as the actual title that appears in the pdf file should be Functional specification” to t
cited. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E416:  C.2, Table C.2   
hics Interchange Format Specification Ver. 1989a” to read 
 FORMAT(sm)  Version 89a”, as the actual title (including original 

In the GIF row, change “Grap
“GRAPHICS INTERCHANGE
capitalization) that appears in the web page / specification should be cited. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E417:  C.2, ble C.2   Ta
EG File Interchange Format," JFIF, Version 1.02” to read “JPEG File In the JPEG row, change “ "JP

Interchange Format Version 1.02”, as the actual title that appears at the top of the web page / 
specification should be cited. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E418:  C.2, Table C.2   
In the JPEG2000 row, change 
and Hypermedia Information — Coding of Still Pictures — JPEG 2000 Part 1” to read “Information 
technology -- JPEG 2000 image coding system -- Part 1: Core coding system”, as per a search of 
www.iso.org. 

“Information technology — Coding of Audio, Picture, and Multimedia 

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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 US_E4
In the N  ional Imagery Transmission Format for the National Imagery 
Transmission Form t Version 2.1 
for the l Im  the top of 
the web / spec

RESPONSE: 

19:  C.2, T
ITFS row,

able C.2   
change “Nat
at Standard Ver. 2.1” to read “National Imagery Transmission Forma
agery Transmission Format Standard”, as the actual title that appears at
ification should be cited. 

 Nationa
 page 

Accept. 

 US_E  T
In the PICT row, c “With” (capitalization), as the actual title (including original 
capitalization) that

RESP

420:  C.2, able C.2   
hange “with” to read 
 appears in the web page / specification should be cited. 

Accept. ONSE: 

 US_E421:  C.2, Table C.2
In the P h

   
ange ISO/IEC 15948:2003(E)NG row, c  to read ISO/IEC 15948:2004 as per a search of 

www.iso.org. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E422:  C.2, Table C.2   
In the QT row, cha
Format t

RESPONSE: 

nge “QuickTime 6 — The Digital Media Standard” to read “QuickTime File 
ual title that appears in the pdf file / specification should be cited. 

Accept. 

”, as the ac

 US_E423:   T
In the R ch

C.2,
IFF row, 

able C.2   
ange “Microsoft Video for Windows Development Kit (VFWDK) Ver. 1.1e” to 

read “RIFF - Microsoft Resource Interch atange File Form ”, as the actual title that appears in the web 
page / tion

RESPONSE: 

specifica  should be cited. 

Accept. 

 US_E 2, T
In the SVG row, change “1.0 Specification” to read “1.1 Specification”, as per the www.w3.org web 

424:  C. able C.2   

page cited. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E425:  C.2, Table C.2   
In the TIFF row, change “TIFF Specification Rev. 6.0” to read “TIFF Revision 6.0” as the actual title 

ecification should be cited. that appears in the pdf file / sp

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E426:  C.2, Table C.2   
In the WMF row, change “Windows Metafile Format specification” to read “Microsoft Windows 
Metafile”, as the actual title that appears in the web page / specification should be cited.  Note that 
here the hyperlink also changes by deleting the “#MICMETA-DMYID.4” portion. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E427:  C.2, Table C.2   
In the XBM row, change “X BitMap Distribution Format Ver. 2.1” to read “XBM – X BitMap”, as the 
actual title that appears in the web page / specification should be cited. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E428:  Bibliography   
These document reference citations do not adhere to the standardized citation formats required by ISO 
(and as employed in the ISO/IEC FDIS 18025).  The table should be changed to that shown below. 
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er Reference Identifi

I8632 
ISO/IEC 8632:1992 (all parts), Information technology — Computer 
graphics — Metafile for the storage and transfer of picture description 
information.  

FOLEY and Practice. 2nd ed. Reading (Massachuse
ISBN 0201121107. 

Foley, James D. and Van Dam Computer Graphics: Principles 
tts): Addison-Wesley, 1990. 

, Andries. 

GAMMA 
Gamma, Erich, et al. Design Patterns: Elements of Reusable Object-
Oriented Software. Reading (Massachusetts): Addison-Wesley, 1997. 
ISBN 0201633612. 

OLIVER John Wiley, 
Oliver, Margaret A. Geostatistics for Environmental Scientists. New York: 

2001. ISBN 0471965537. 

PRENTER iley, 198
Prenter, P. M. Splines and Variational Methods. 4th ed. New York: John 
W 9. ISBN 0471504025. 

RFC1766 Place of publication unknown: Intern
Alvestrand, Harald Tveit. Tags for the Identification of Languages [online]. 

et Engineering Task Force, 1995 
[ ust 2004]. Available from World Wide Web: 
< w.ietf.org/rfc/rfc1766.txt
cited 12 Aug
http://ww >. Document RFC 1766. 

SAMET n. The Design and Analysis of Spatial Data Structures, 
Boston: Addison-Wesley, 1989. ISBN 0201502550. 
Samet, Hana

WATT 1993. ISBN 0
Watt, Alan. 3D Computer Graphics. 2nd ed. Boston: Addison-Wesley, 

201631865. 

ZWIL 31st ed.  Boca Raton (Florida): CRC Press, 2002. ISBN 1584882913. 
Zwillinger, Daniel. CRC Standard Mathematical Tables and Formulae. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E429:  DRM class index   
None of the figure numbers in the 2nd column should be italicized.  Italicization of the abstract class 

olu ficient. names in the 1st c mn is suf

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 US_E430:  
y paragraph, it should be explained what is available upon reaching the 

te diagrams from the links in columns 2 and 3.  That is, (1) the 
ks back to the DRM class definitions, and similarly, 

n hyperlinks back to the individual UML class 

DRM class index   
Somewhere in the introductor
individual UML class / composi
individual UML class diagrams contain hyperlin
(2) the individual UML composite diagrams contai
diagrams. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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SEDRIS 
 
 

SEDRIS Organization Comments 
On 

 
18 December 2004 

 

Final Committee DRAFT ISO/IEC 18023-1

 
 
GENERAL 

 SEDRIS_G001: Throughout 
he term "table of contents" at the beginning of each clause should be replaced by "topics". 

NSE: Accept. 

T

RESPO

 SEDRIS_G002: Throughout 
yrighRunning header with the cop t needs to be applied. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_G003: Throughout 
s to items within ISO/IEC 18026 should be checked to ensure that they are up to date. 

ESPONSE: Accept. 

All reference

R

 SEDRIS_G004: Throughout 
Align SRM terminology with SRM specification (e.g. class names, types referenced in clause 5). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_G005: Throughout 
es of "&emsp;" should be replaced by "&nbsp; ". An instance of this occurs in the 
able 7.22. 

All occurrenc
example of T

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_G006: A.2, Clause 6, and elsewhere 
All the UML diagrams should be reviewed to ensure that they are up to date. 

Accept. RESPONSE: 

 SEDRIS_G007: Throughout 

 

Change "SEDRIS transmittal" to "transmittal". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_G008: Throughout 
Change "SEDRIS object" to "DRM object". 

ion 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 
TECHNICAL 
 
ntroductI

 
 SEDRIS_T001: 0.1 Purpose, 3rd paragraph  
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Change "SEDRIS Data Representation Model (DRM)" to "DRM". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T002: 1 Purpose 0. , 3rd paragraph, 1st sentence 
Change "create" to "describe". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T003: 0.1 Purpose, 4th paragraph, 1st sentence 
o " . Change "create" t describe"

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T004: 0.2 Standardized software interface, last paragraph, last sentence 
ides inappropriate level of detail for introduction. Remove sentence since it prov

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 
Scope 
 
 SEDRIS_T005: 1st list, item b 
Remove "specifications of". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 
Clause 2 
 
 SEDRIS_T006: Throughout  

ndards should Before FDIS publication, the numbers of the sta
versions (e.g. EDCS). 

be updated to reflect the current 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 
Clause 3 
 
 SEDRIS_T007: 3.1.4, hyperlink 
Check that hyperlink refers to current version of DIS specification. 

RESPONSE: The entry in Clause 2 will be checked to ensure that it references the latest 
version of ISO/IEC 19501-1. 

 S
"defined in ISO/IEC 18023-3" shoul

EDRIS_T008: 3.1.18 
d be enclosed in parentheses and moved after the phrase "binary 

enc e title. 

RE

oding"; drop "(STF)" from th

SPONSE: Accept. 

 SE able 3.1 
X3D nd a reference to 
197

RE nnex C. 

 

DRIS_T009: T
 reference to the Web 3D Consortium should be replaced by ISO / IEC 19775, a

75 should be placed in the bibliography (not clause 2). 

SPONSE: Accept except that the reference to 19775 will be placed in A 

Clause 4 
 
 SEDRIS_T010: Clause 4, throughout 
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inder The first occurrence of SEDRIS API is the only one that should be "SEDRIS API"; the rema
should be just API; so change all occurrences of "SEDRIS API" except the first to "API". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T011: Clause 4, throughout 
The first occurrence of “spatial reference frame” is the only one that should be spelled out; the 

rst remainder should be just SRF; so change all occurrences of "spatial reference frame" except the fi
to "SRF". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T012: Clause 4, throughout 
Verify all concrete classes are not italicized and abstract classes are. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T013: 4.1.2, 1st sentence 
Replace "this International Standard" with "this part of ISO/IEC 18023".   

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T014: 4.2.1, 2nd paragraph, 4th sentence 
Cha

RE O

nge "real" to "natural" and "artificial" to "constructed" for clarity. 

SP NSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T015: 2.1, 4 4. ragraph, before example 1 
. 

th pa
Change "artificial" to "constructed" for clarity

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T016: 4.2.1, 4  paragraph preceding exam
Change "artificial" to "constructed" for clarity. 

th ple 8 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SE
Cha

RESPONSE: Accept. 

DR
nge "artificial" to "constructed" for clarity. 

IS_T017: 4.2.1, Example 28 

 SEDRIS_T018: 2.2.1, list   4.
hanges to the corresponding classes. Remove "the" in h for consistency. 

y to reflect clause order in EDCS rather than 
ns and directions" after item b. Should read as 

Update a, b to reflect name c
Transpose items f and e and relabel accordingl
alphabetical order. Insert new item for "spatial positio
follows: 
 

a. geometry representation,  
b. features representation, 
c. spatial positions and directions, 
cd. topology,  
de. metadata,  
f. EDCS classifications (ECs) (see 5 EDCS classifications of ISO/IEC 18025),  
e.g. EDCS attributes (EAs) (see 6 EDCS attributes of ISO/IEC 18025),  
f. EDCS classifications (ECs) (see 5 EDCS classifications of ISO/IEC 18025),  
h. relationships among data, and  
i. the organization of data. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T019: 2.2.2, 1 4. entence st s
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g the DRM"; should read: The same Change "represented in the DRM" to "represented usin
environmental object may be represented inusing the DRM in different ways for different purposes. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T020: .2.3, 1 4.2 aragraph st p
For clarity, change to: 
The ability to support multiple forms of representations is called representational polymorphism. 
Polymorphism (from the Greek meaning “having multiple forms”) is the ability to allow multiple 
forms. Representational polymorphism allows a variable, function, or object to have more than one 
formrepresentation. The DRM supports representational polymorphism by specifying DRM classes 

le, nt representations of environmental data to be created and the 
ng resentations to be expressed. 

that allow multip independe
relationships amo  these rep

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T021: 4. 3, EX
Correct use of "in nce" vers

2.2. AMPLE 1 
sta us "class", correct conjunction to read:  

r 
ygons. 

Accept. 

EXAMPLE 1  A road may be represented using: 

a. an instance of a DRM class specifying a linear feature, and/o
b. an instance of another DRM class specifying a series of pol

RESPONSE: 

 SEDRIS_T022: 2.2.3, EX 4. AMPLE 2 

pecifying a 3D grid of moisture content, using a DRM 

e of a cloudy region within a 

RE

Correct use of "instance" versus "class", correct conjunction to read:  

EXAMPLE 2  A cloud may be represented using: 

a. an instance of a DRM class s
class specifying a volumetric feature, and/or 

b. an instance of a DRM class specifying an areal featur
weather map. 

SPONSE: Accept. 

 SE  
Rem

Accept. 

DRIS_T023: 4.2.2.3, d
ove "or theme" to eliminate redundancy. 

RESPONSE: 

 SEDRIS_T024: 4.2.2.3 last paragraph, last sentence  
Drop last sentence to eliminate redundancy. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SE
For
A p  by 

me cation. Such purposes are supported through the use of a common object 

DRIS_T025: 4.2.3.1, 2nd paragraph 
 clarity change to:  
roducer may create data for a variety of purposes including tailoring environmental data for use

a particular custo r or appli
model (the SEDRIS DRM n this part of ISO/IEC 18023), a common file format (the 

ied in part 2 of ISO/IEC 18023-
 as specified i

SEDRIS abstract transmittal format specif 2), and specific encodings 
art 3 of ISO/IEC 18023-such as that specified in p 3. Both are accessedAccess to environmental data is 

rough the application program interface that isth  specified in 7 Application program interface (API)). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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 SEDRIS_T026: 4.2.3.2, 1st paragraph, 1st sentence 
For consistency & clarity change to: SEDRISThis part of ISO/IEC 18023 supports the creation an
reuse of environmental data by providing a common representational mechanism. 

d 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T027: 4.2.3.2, 2nd paragraph, 5th and 6th sentences 
For consistency & clarity replace with: SEDRISThis part of ISO/IEC 18023 makes it possible for 

bsuch processing to e feasible. This meansby allowing data to be viewed from different perspectives. 
It also meansand  providing data access facilities by suchso that the interface to data can be tailored 

ntext under application control. 
to 

a given view and co

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T028: 4.2.3.3 
For consistency, f mat both or lists as examples. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T029: 4.2.3.3, last sentence 
For clarity, change "provided by
DRM". 

 its data representation" to "defined by the application using the 

RESPONSE: Accept. Also, the word “model” will be removed. 

 SEDRIS_T030: 4.3.1, second list, item e 
Drop "SEDRIS". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T031: 4. .1, 3  pa
Drop last sentenc s redunda

3 ragraph from the end (antepenultimate) 
e a nt. 

rd

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T032: 4. .2.1, 1  p
This paragraph is kward. M

3 aragraph 
 aw ake the following changes: 

umerated list 

 that "possible relationships" is last not first 
e data model that allows" 

  

ology necessary to express the representation of an environmental object. 
ct's 

ition and characteristics of that environmental object, 
mental object, and 

ject's possible relationships to other environmental objects of interest. 

st

• three things listed in sentence 1 should be an en
• change "relationship" to "relationships" 
• swap order around so
• remove th phrase "a 
• drop last sentence 
• swap order of first and second sentences 

 
Should look like:
 
The DRM provides the techn
Representation of an environmental object requires the expression of the environmental obje
semantics, including: 

a. the compos
b. the spatial attributes of that environ
c. that environmental ob

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T033: 4.3.2.2, 2nd paragraph 
For clarity, replace with: 
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at an object is (classification) 
descriptions use the entries in the EDCS. New 

nc e added to the EDCS dictionaries without changing the DRM. 

The DRM relies on ISO/IEC 18025 for describing the semantics of wh
and what characteristics it has (attribution). These 
environmental co epts can b

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T034: 4. 2, 3  paragraph
The sentence is im recise. Re

3.2. , 1  sentence 
p place "or" with "and/or" and add “spatial” before “extent”. 

ental 

rd st

RESPONSE: This comment actually applies to 4.3.2.1. Accept but also “environm
data object” is changed to “environmental object”. 

 SEDRIS_T035: 4.3.2.2, 1  p
For clarity, chang o: "Specif

st aragraph, 1st sentence 
e t ic DRM classes are provided for creating DRM objects that hold values 

." for location, classification, and attribution

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T036: 4.3.2.2, 1st paragraph 1, 2nd and 3rd sentences 
For correctness, change "DRM objects" to "DRM classes". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T037: 4.3.2.2, 1st paragraph, 3rd sentence 
For consistency with EDCS terminology, change "EDCS entries" to "EDCS dictionary entries" 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T038: 4.3.2.2, 2nd paragraph, 1st sentence 
Change “The DRM objects for" to "The DRM objects used for" to supply missing word. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T039: 4.3.2.2, 2nd paragraph, last sentence  
Remove sentence (redundant). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T040: 4.3.2.2, 3rd paragraph, 2nd sentence 
For clarity & consistency, change "by type" to "by classification", and drop "and use". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T041: 4.3.2.2, 3rd paragraph, last sentence 
For clarity, replace with: “Such organizations support the creation of unique sets of environmental 
data tailored to specific applications.” 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T042: 4.3.3.1.1  
For consistency, replace "SEDRIS transmittal" with "transmittal"; apply elsewhere as well. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T043: .3.1.3, 3 4.3  sentence rd

For clarity, remove "still". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T044: 3.3.1.3, 1 4.  paragraph, last sentence 
ts". 

st

For consistency, replace "objects" with "DRM objec

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T045: 4.3, 1 4. tence st sen
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For consistency, change "SEDRIS" to “this part of ISO/IEC 18023”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T046: 4.5.2, 1st paragraph, 3rd sentence 
nge "or phenomena" to "and/or phenomena". For clarity & correctness, cha

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T047: 4.5.3, 3rd paragraph following Figure 4.1, last sentence 
For clarity, replace "All of these relationships" with "All of the relationships of a two-way 
association". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T048: 4.5.3, final paragraph 
For clarity, define "link classes" and provide a figure illustrating the concept. 

nent relationships have a class associated with the relationship as shown 
uc re termed link classes. Instances of link classes specify information that 

tances of link classes are termed link objects.” 

 
Replace the last paragraph with the following: 
“Some association and compo
in figure xxxx.  S h classes a
applies to the given relationship. Ins
 

Class A

Class C

Class B

 

RESPONSE: See response to Japan_T006. 

 SEDRIS_T049: 4.5.4.1, antepenultimate paragraph 
ove "type or" and change "thought of as" to "considered as". For clarity & consistency, rem

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T050: 4.5.4.2, 2nd paragraph 
For clarity, end fi  sentence rst after "directly"; replace the remainder of the sentence with "In this part 

s. Therefore, in this part of ISO/IEC 18023, of ISO/IEC 18023, concrete classes never have subclasse
superclasses are always abstract." 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T051: 4.5.4.5, EXAMPLE 

RESPONSE: 

For clarity, add after "diagram" the words "depicted in Figure 4.6". 

Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T052: 4.5.5, Table 4.3, Class diagram 
For clarity, replace "A UML diagram" with "A hyperlink to a UML diagram". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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 SEDRIS_T053: 5.5, Table 4.  4.3, Associated with (two-way) (inherited), 1st & 2nd sentences 

asses that may contain two-way associations to For correctness, change to: “A list of inherited DRM cl
with the DRM class speci ied in this table. The DRM cf
association 

lass specified in this table will have an 
to with the DRM classes in this list” 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T054: 4.5.5, Table 4.3, Associated
For correctness, change to: “A list of DRM cla

 with (two-way) 
sses that may contain two-way associations to with the 

ie ble. The DRM class specified in this table will have an association toDRM class specif d in this ta  
with the DRM classes in this list.” 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T055: 5.5, Table 4.3, Property column 
tency, change "Description" to

)”, and 

 4.
For clarity & consis  "Definition", 

)” 

RESPONSE:

“Composed of” to “Composed of (two-way
“Component of” to “Component of (two-way

 Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T056: 4.5.5, Table 4.3,  
Per previous agreement, move Clarifications row under the Definition row (renamed from 
Description). 

RESPONSE: See response to Japan_T002. 

 SEDRIS_T057: 4.6.2, antepenultimate paragraph 
For clarity, consistency, an  correctness, d change "onto" to "unto", "the specific set of DRM objects" 
to "a specific set of DRM classes", and "fields of these DRM objects" to "fields of instances of these
DRM classe

 
s". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T058: 4.6.2, last paragraph 
For correctness, change "objects" to “classes”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T059: 4.6.5, 1   paragraph, last sentenc
For correctness & consistency, change "D

st e 
s" and "geometry" to RM objects" to "DRM classe

"geometry representation". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T060: 4.6.5, last paragraph, last sentence 
For correctness & consisten y, change "Ge metry" to "c o Geometry representation". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T061: 6.6, 1 4. ragraph, 1st sentence 
esented as a higher abstraction of 

no realizable physical form, the object is 

st pa
Replace with: "In cases where an environmental object is best repr
its physical form or when the environmental object has 
represented conceptually." 

RESPONSE: Accept except that “the object” will be replaced by “the environmental 
object”. In addition, the following sentence is inserted after the 2nd  sentence:  
“These environmental objects are modelled using feature representations.” 

 SEDRIS_T062: 4.6.6, 1  paragraph, last sentence
For correctness & consistency, change “objects” to “

st  
classes” and "features" to "feature 

representations". 
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T063: 4.6.6, 2nd  paragraph, 2nd sentence 
Remove "And" at start of sentence. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T064: 4.6.6, 3rd paragraph, last sentence 
 to epresentation". Change "feature"  "feature r

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T065: 4.6.7, title  
Change "features  "feature" to ". 

 changed to “Distinction between feature representation and RESPONSE: The title will be
geometry representation”. 

 SEDRIS_T066: .9, last p
Change "objects" to "classes"

 4.6 aragraph 
. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T067: 6.10, 2  paragraph 
Change "geometr nd feature" to "geometry representation and feature representation", "themselves" 

 4. nd

y a
to "itself", and remove the comma. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T068: 6.10, 3 4. aragraph 
ation and feature representation" throughout 

rd p
Change "geometry and feature” to "geometry represent
paragraph. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T069: 4.6.10, last paragraph 
Change "objects" to "classes". 

 principle. “DRM objects used as” will be changed to “DRM classes RESPONSE: Accept in
used to represent” 

 SEDRIS_T070: 4.6.11, 1st paragraph 
Change "an objec to "an environmental object" and drop "3D". t" 

 changed to “an item”.  “3D models” will be changed to 
stantiated”. 

RESPONSE: “an object” will be
“models of environmental objects that can be in

 SEDRIS_T071: 4.6.12, 2 paragraph, 2
Change "act analogous" to "b

nd nd sentence 
ehave analogously" and "feature and geometry" to "feature 

tation". representation and geometry represen

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T072: 4. , last paragraph
Insert "single" after first "a”. 

6.12 , 1st sentence 

tively, a single <DRM 
n represent a single 

d 
d within the environment.” 

RESPONSE: The following text replaces the first sentence:  “Alterna
Model> instance without references to other models ca
environmental object (for example, a park bench, a door knob, or a tree) an
can be reuse

 SEDRIS_T073: 4.6.13, 1stparagraph, 1stsentence 
Change "allows for inclusion of" to "supports". 
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T074: 4.6.13, penultimate paragraph 
Change to: "The metadata associated with the contents of a transmittal is also supported in the DRM 

arsing of transmittals, if such metadata is present. Such metadata 
mittal summary, included structures, use of EDCS, DRM classes used, 

to allow automated machine-p
includes the following: a trans
and a summary of primitives and hierarchies used." 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T075: .13, last  4.6 paragraph 
Change "objects" to "classes". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T076: 7, Throughout 4.  
odified to correspond to the latest draft of SRM. All of 4.7 should be reviewed and m

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T077: 7.1, 1 4. tence 
 comma after "location data". 

objects” will be changed to “classes”. 

st sen
Change "objects" to "classes" and add a

RESPONSE: The first comma will be removed and “

 SEDRIS_T078: 7.2.2, 1 4. aragraph, 2nd sentence st p
Change "object subtree" to "DRM object subtree", 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T079: .2.2, 1 4.7 aragraph, 3rd sentence 
e"  to “within the SRF context”. 

st p
Change "so that it is specified within the SRF Templat

RESPONSE: The following text will be used:  “within the SRF”. 

 SEDRIS_T080: 7.2.2, 1 4. aragraph, 4th sentence st p
Remove sentence. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T081: 7.2.2, 1 4. aragraph, 4th sentence 
mpatible with”. 

is comment applies to the 6th and 7th sentences. Accept. 

st p
Change "A coordinate is compatible to" to “A coordinate is co

RESPONSE: Th

 SEDRIS_T082: 7.2.3, last 4.  sentence 
 srf_info field". Change "unique SRF" to "unique set of values for the

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T083: 7.3, Exam 4. ple 1 
 text regarding Geocentric Solar Magnetic and the 

E: Accept. 

Ensure consistency with the SRM FDIS
abbreviation SMS.  

RESPONS

 SEDRIS_T084: 7.3, Exam 4. ple 3 
re to immediately precede example 4. 

raph between Figures 4.7 and 4.8 should 
e”. 

Move example 3 and its associated figu

RESPONSE: Accept. Also, “ofthe” in the parag
be “of th

 SEDRIS_T085: 4.7.3, Figure 4.7 caption 
Change "conformal points" to "conforming points".  
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T086: 4.7.4, 3rdparagraph, 1stsentence 
nce”. 

ccept. 

Change “<DRM Reference Vector> object” to “<DRM Reference Vector> insta

RESPONSE: A

 SEDRIS_T087: 4.7.4, 3rd paragraph, 2ndsentence 
 Change “the <DRM Reference Vector>” to “a <DRM Reference Vector> instance”.

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T088: 7.4, 5 4. ragraph, 2ndsentence 
ct” to “<DRM Reference Vector> instance”. 

th pa
Change “<DRM Reference Vector> obje

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T089: 7.4 throu 4. ghout 
ipsoid" to align with the SRM. Replace the term "spheroid" with "ell

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T090: 4.7.4, 6thparagraph 
Replace "an ellipsoid" with "an oblate ellipsoid or a sphere". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T091: .4, 7 4.7
" 

thparagraph, 2nd sentence 
Change "same ray to "ray". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T092: 4.7.4, 7th paragraph, last sentence 
ector> object” to “<DRM Reference Vector> instance”. Change “<DRM Reference V

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T093: 4.7.5, 1st paragraph, 1st sentence 
Replace "real-world location" with "location in a real or virtual world". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T094: 4.7.5, 1st paragraph, 3rd sentence 

Accept. 

Remove "real-world". 

RESPONSE: 

 SEDRIS_T095: 4.7.5, 2 paragraph, 3  sentence 
Remove "thus" in front of “specified”. 

nd rd

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T096: 4.7.5, 3rd paragraph 
Change "instance" to "instantiate", "object" to “instance”, and "are not restricted" to "is not 
estricted". r

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T097: 4.7.5, 4thparagraph 
Change "object hierarchy" to "DRM object hierarchy". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T098: 4.7.5, last paragraph 
Change "instanced" to instance and "object hierarchy" to "DRM object hierarchy". 
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T099: 4.7.6, Example 1, 1st sentence 
Remove "in" and change “ISO/IEC 180126” to “ISO/IEC 18026”. 

RESPONSE:  

 SEDRIS_T100: 4.7.7, 1st paragraph 

 

Change "object" to “DRM object”, add "instance" to <DRM Perimeter Data>, and  
“nth” should be in code font (including the superscript). 

RESPONSE: Accept.

 SEDRIS_T101: 4.7.7, last paragraph 
<DRM Perimeter Data> is missing "instance". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T102: 8.1, throu 4. ghout 
.1 has been moved.  Collapse 4.8.1.2.1 

 4.8.1.2.2 <DRM Property Characteristic> to 4.8.1.3 
Value> to 4.8.1.4  

y Description> to 4.8.1.5 

Reorganize clause structure once the final paragraph of 4.8.1
into 4.8.1.2.  Renumber clauses as follows: 

 4.8.1.2.3 <DRM Property 
 4.8.1.2.4 <DRM Table Propert
 4.8.1.2.5 <DRM Property Description> to 4.8.1.6 

RESPONSE: Accept. The editors will ensure that references to these subclauses are 
updated where necessary. 

 SEDRIS_T103: 4.8.1.1, list items c, d  
“meaning” should be in code font. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T104: 4.8.1.1 final paragraph; 4.8.1.2.1, 4.8.1.2.4 
g tic meaning <DRM Property> and its subclasses corresponds to an 

 following updates the text to reflect that <DRM Table 

1.1, and add pertaining information to 4.8.1.2.1 and 4.8.1.2.4, as 

s specified by a Property_Code value, a 
 either an EDCS_Attribute_Code or a Variable_Code. The 

instance of <DRM Property> depends upon the concrete 
two concrete subclasses, each of which serves a somewhat 
unctionality: <DRM Property Value> and <DRM Property 

e c aracteristics abstracted by <DRM Property> are discussed above, with 
istic>, which is described below." 

able> instance, and specifies the meaning of the corresponding set of 

The text describin the seman
earlier version of the specification. The
Property Description> is no longer a subclass of <DRM Property>, and that the data type of the 
meaning field in <DRM Property> and that of <DRM Table Property Description> are no longer 
specified using the same data type from clause 5. 
 
Remove the final paragraph of 4.8.
described below. 
 
Replace the first and second paragraphs of 4.8.1.2.1 with: 
"For an instance of <DRM Property>, the semantic meaning i
data structure that is specified to contain
Variable_Code data type supports semantic meanings of attributes that are specific to the DRM. 
Except for the special cases covered by Variable_Code, the information represented by 
Property_Code is specified by an EAC. 
 
The set of data values bound to a given 
subclass involved. <DRM Property> has 
different purpose and provides different f
Description>. Th ommon ch
the exception of <DRM Property Character
 
Replace the text of 4.8.1.2.4 with: "<A DRM Table Property Description> instance is always a 
component of a <DRM Data T
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RM 
specified by an Element_Type value, a data structure that is 

 
g the contexts in which they can be used so that they convey 

 d

ATA_TABLE_COMPONENT is constrained by 6.2.20 Index 
hin the context of a <DRM Data Table> instance with 

nstance also specifies the data type of the data, but the data 
 for further 

RESPONSE: 

elements within the cells of the <DRM Data Table> instance. The semantic meaning of a <D
Table Property Description> instance is 
specified to contain an EDCS Attribute Code, an Index_Code, or a Variable Code. The Index_Code 
and Variable_Code data types support semantic meanings of attributes that are specific to the DRM.
These two types are constrained regardin
semantically valid ata. 
 
EXAMPLE The Index_Code value D
codes within tables to appear only wit
appropriate characteristics. 
 
A <DRM Table Property Description> i
itself is contained by the cells of the <DRM Data Table> instance. (See 4.9 Data tables
details.)" 

Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T105: 4.
Use code font for “c

RESPONSE: 

8.2.1, 5th paragraph, 2nd sentence 
lassification” and change "resolution surface" to "reference surface". 

Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T106: 4.8.2.2, 1st sentence 
Change "object" to DRM object and example should be in example layout 

stRESPONSE: This applies to the 1
sentence

 paragraph. The occurrence of “object” in the 1st 
 will be changed to “DRM object” and the example will be converted 

to example layout. 

 SEDRIS_T107: 4.8.3, 1st paragraph 
Italicize <DRM Base Association Data> and <DRM Geometry Representation> and add missing "of" 
in the last sentence. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T108: 4.8.3, 2ndparagraph 
Italicize <DRM Base Association Data> and <DRM Base Spatial Association Data>, but remove 
italics from <DRM Spatial Association Data>. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T109: 4.8.3, Example 
Move in last sentence of preceding paragraph, use code font for "meaning", change “specifying" to 
“specified” and "via" to "by", and remove italics from <DRM Spatial Association Data>. 

RESPONSE: Accept. Also “Thus” will be removed. 

 SEDRIS_T110: 4.8.3, 4th paragraph 
Change "proximity of" to "proximity to", italicize <DRM Base Association Data>, remove "examples 
of" and change "between the two objects" to "between the two environmental objects". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T111: 4.9.1, 3rd paragraph 
Change "a signature" to "the signature". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T112: 4.
”, "sub-portions" to “portions”, and “Data_Table_Extents” to 

9.1, last paragraph 
Change "sub-extents" to “subextents
“Data_Table_Sub_Extents”. 
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ling of “sub-extent” will not be changed. Otherwise accept. RESPONSE: The spel

 SEDRIS_T113: 4.9.2, 1st paragraph 
Change "some of the axes" to "at least one of the axes" and "surface" to "surfaces", add instance to 

d r

RESPONSE: 

<DRM Axis”, an emove “therefore”. 

Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T114: 4.9.2, list 
Change "preserves" to "determines". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T115: 4.9.2, 4th paragraph 
Break first sentence in two, put the analog part after what is currently the second part. 

RESPONSE: The following text will be used:  “The <DRM Property Grid Hook Point> 
of 

 Property Grid> to a spatial location within its referenced geometric 

hat provides a <DRM Transformation> instance.” 

class is a subclass of <DRM Geometry Hierarchy> that ties an instance 
<DRM
context. This is an analog to a <DRM Geometry Model> instance referenced 
at a spatial location using an instance of <DRM Geometry Model Instance> 
t

 SEDRIS_T116: 9.2, last paragraph 
to "The", "This allows" to "

 4.
Change "Note that" Thus", "to be" to "may be". Add "field" after 

". "location_index" and remove "if desired

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T117: 4. .4.1, 3  and 4
Missing "instance nd code f

9 rd th paragraph 
" a ont used for “meaning" 

 

el RM Data Table> instance may reference other <DRM Data Table> 
erenced <DRM Data Table> instance is represented by the 

able. This 
component data table may exist as a direct component of the referencing <DRM Data Table> instance 

t o  Data Table Library> instance.  

CO NT or DATA_TABLE_LIBRARY, indicating that the data table's cell 
 the referencing data table, the index value indicates which 

a Table> instance may have multiple signature items per cell and each may 
mponent data tables. Consequently, the set of component data tables that 

ssification 

able Property Description> instance." 

pt that the missing occurrences of “instance” and the code font 

 
To clarify how indexing data tables plays a role with multiple signature items, replace the 3rd and 4th
paragraphs with: 
 
"In addition, the c ls of a <D
instances. In this case, all the data in the ref
referencing cell. The referenced <DRM Data Table> instance is termed a component data t

or as a componen f a <DRM
 
For signature items that refer to component data tables, the meaning field of the applicable <DRM 
Table Property Description> instance is set to the appropriate Index_Code, either 
DATA_TABLE_ MPONE
values contain an index. For each cell in
component data table is represented by the cell. 
  
However, a <DRM Dat
reference a different set of co
are referenced with a signature item shall all have the same ECC specified in a <DRM Cla
Data> component. This ECC shall be distinct from any other ECCs for other component data tables. 
The signature item determines which set of component data tables to index using the 
component_data_table field of the <DRM T

RESPONSE: Accept exce
for “meaning” is moot since the existing text is being replaced. 

 SEDRIS_T118: 4.9.4.2, Example 
ge "as given by" to "specifRemove "a reference to" and chan ied by". 
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T119: 4.9.5.1, 1st paragraph 
Change "type of spacing being used" to "whether arithmetic or geometric spacing is being used". 

es to 4.9.5.2. The text “the type of spacing being used” 
d”. 

RESPONSE: This comment appli
will be replaced by “whether arithmetic or geometric spacing is being use

 SEDRIS_T120: 4.9.5.1, 3rd paragraph 
hange “Element_Type” to “EDCS_Attribute_Code” and add "meaning" after "unambiguous". C

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T121: 4.9.5.2, last paragraph  
For clarity, add as new first sentence: “A spatial axis is an <Axis> instance that describes sam
along one of the components of an SRF.” 

pling 

RESPONSE: Accept except that “an <Axis>” will be changed to “a <DRM Axis>”. 

 SEDRIS_T122: 4.9.5.3  
or clarity, change "ith spatial axis of a grid" to "for any particular spatial axis of a grid". Remove the 

 and runs to 

F
last two paragraphs. 

ESPONSE: Accept. The last two paragraphs start with “In particular, …”R
the end of the subclause. 

 SEDRIS_T123: 4.9.5.5, last sentence 
Change to “The interval entries shall not overlap and shall satisfy 6.2.2 Axis type constraints." and 
reate hyperlink. c

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T124: 4.10.2.1, 1st paragraph 
ange “The <DRM Geometry Hierarchy> class represents” to “The <DRM Geometry Hierarchy> Ch

class instances represent”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T125: 4.10.2.1, 2nd paragraph 
odel> instance” to “<DRM Geometry Model> component”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

Change “<DRM Geometry M

 SEDRIS_T126: 4.10.2.2 
Add instance to “A <DRM Aggregate Geometry>” and add reference to "4.13 Organizing principl

RESPONSE: Accept. 

es". 

 SEDRIS_T127: 4.10.2.3, Figure 4.11 
Change “local_index” to “location_index” and change caption to "<DRM Property Grid Hook Poin
usage". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

t> 

 SEDRIS_T128: 4.10.3.3.1, 2nd paragraph and Table 6.36 <DRM Linear Geometry> 
The paragraph is not sufficiently clear as to how the fields of a <DRM Linear Geometry> instance are 
to be interpreted in the following cases: 
- how "evenly spaced" is to be interpreted 
- what happens when count = 1 
- when a <DRM Light Rendering Properties> is present, and how any specific fields of <DRM Light 
Rendering Properties> affect the issue 
- when a <DRM Light Rendering Properties> is not present 
- how "alternating" is interpreted 
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DRM Location> 

tal length of the <DRM Linear Geometry> 
sta e 

 
 c. If
com e
 
    Th
Geometr e halfway 
point of 
 
For e ress_last indicates whether the last light 

ent in the sequence is to be suppressed or rendered. 

pdate Table 6.36 <DRM Linear Geometry> in accordance with the changes made to 4.10.3.3.1 
 
The D arate 
doc

RE

Ch e

The  instance does not refer t

- when a <DRM Rendering Properties> is present 
- any specific constraints that affect the issue 
 
---- 
Replace paragraph 2 with the following: 
"For a <DRM Linear Geometry> instance L, the value of the count field indicates how L is to be 
rendered; the count field is not related to the number of <DRM Vertex> or <
instances specifying the geometry. The count field value is interpreted for L as follows: 
 
 a. If the count field value is zero, L is to be rendered as solid, and the suppress_last field does not 
apply. 
 
 b. If the count field value is greater than zero and L does not have a <DRM Light Rendering 
Properties> component, count is the number of evenly spaced line segments to be rendered along L. 
 
    The length of a segment is calculated by dividing the to
in nc by the count. 

 the count field value is greater than zero and L has a <DRM Light Rendering Properties> 
pon nt, count is the number of evenly spaced light points to be rendered along L. 

e distance between light points is calculated by dividing the total length of the <DRM Linear 
y> instance by the count. If the count value is 1, a single light point is placed at th
L. 

eith r b. or c., if count is greater than 1, supp
point/segm
 
-- 
U

 SE RIS Organization is to provide further clarification, including an example, in a sep
ument at the editing meeting. 

SPONSE: Accept. 

ang s highlighted with red strikethroughs for deletion, blue underlines for additions: 

count field of a <DRM Linear Geometry> o the number of <DRM 
Vertex> or <DRM Location> instances specifying the geometry. Instead, count indicates how the 
<DRM Linear Geometry> instance is to be rendered. A count field value of zero for a given <DRM 

inear Geometry> instance L indicates that L is to be rendered as one solid line segment, and the L
suppress_last field does not apply. If, however, count is greater than zero and , the 
interpretation of count depends on whether L has a <DRM Light Rendering Properties> component 
the following applies:. If a <DRM Light Rendering Properties> component is present, a. count is the 
number of evenly spaced light points to be rendered along L. b. The distance between light points is 
calculated by dividing the total length of L by count c. If count is 1, a single light point is placed 
at the halfway point of L and suppress_last field does not apply. d. If a <DRM Light Rendering 
Properties> component is present, then the fields of the <DRM Light Rendering Properties> are 
applicable to each light point, refer to 4.15.3.5. e. If a <DRM Rendering Properties> component is 
present it is applicable to each light point, refer to 4.15.3.4. f. no additional constraints are in effect. If 
count is greater than zero and L does not have a <DRM Light Rendering Properties> component the 
following applies: a. count is the number of evenly spaced light segment to be rendered along L. b. 
The length of a segment is calculated by dividing the total length of L by count c. If count is 1, a 
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single line segment is used and suppress_last field does not apply. d. If a <DRM Light 
Rendering Properties> component is present, then the fields of the <DRM Light Rendering 
Properties> are applicable to each line segment, refer to 4.15.3.5. e. If a <DRM Rendering Properties> 
component is present it is applicable to each line segment, refer to 4.15.3.4. f. no additional 
constraints are in effect.Otherwise, count is the number of evenly spaced line segments to be 
rendered along L. In either of these two cases, The field suppress_last indicates whether the last 
light point/segment in the sequence is to be suppressed or rendered.  

Final look of paragraph (existing text with changes made and including  example figures): 

The count field of a <DRM Linear Geometry> instance indicates how the <DRM Linear 
Geometry> instance is to be rendered. A count field value of zero for a given <DRM Linear 
Geometry> instance L indicates that L is to be rendered as one solid line segment, and the 
suppress_last field does not apply. If count is greater than zero and L has a <DRM Light 
Rendering Properties> compo
 

nent the following applies: 

ced light points to be rendered along L.  
ding the total length of L by count. 

t is 1, a single light point is placed at the halfway point of L and suppress_last 
s n

ndering Properties> component is present, then the fields of the <DRM 
ght point, refer to 4.15.3.5. 

M g Properties> component is present it is applicable to each light point, 

rties>

a. count is the number of evenly spa
b. The distance between light points is calculated by divi
c. If coun

field doe ot apply.  
d. If a <DRM Light Re

Light Rendering Properties> are applicable to each li
e. If a <DR  Renderin

refer to 4.15.3.4.  
f. No additional constraints are in effect.  

 
If count is greater than zero and L does not have a <DRM Light Rendering Prope  component 

 along L.  

 <DRM 
de erties> are applicable to each line segment, refer to 4.15.3.5.  

M  Properties> component is present it is applicable to each line segment, 

supp es to be 
suppressed or rende

ered as a single light 

the following applies:  
 

a. count is the number of evenly spaced light segment to be rendered
b. The length of a segment is calculated by dividing the total length of L by count. 
c. If count is 1, a single line segment is used and suppress_last field does not apply.  
d. If a <DRM Light Rendering Properties> component is present, then the fields of the

Light Ren ring Prop
e. If a <DR Rendering

refer to 4.15.3.4.  
f. No additional constraints are in effect. 
 

The field r s_last indicates whether the last light point/segment in the sequence is 
red.  

 
EXAMPLE 1  <DRM Linear Geometry> subclass <DRM Line> instance rend
point 
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RM  subclass <DRM Line> instance rendered as three line EXAMPLE 2 <D  Linear Geometry>
segments 

 

 SEDRIS_T129: 4.10.3.3.3, EXAMPLE 
Replace 3rd sentence with "The first and last
points are evenly spaced between them." 

 light points are at the ends of L, and the remaining light 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T130: 4.10.3.4.3, st paragraph 1
Add to last sentence "in the SRF in which they are specified". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T131: 4.10.3.4.3 
For clarity (unnecessary explanation), remove 2nd paragraph. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T132: 0.3.5.2, 2 4.1 nd and 3rd sentences 
y a set of four or more <DRM Polygon> components. The 

mpletely enclosed volume.” 
Change to “The exact volume is specified b
set of <DRM Polygon> components shall specify a co

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T133: 4.10.3.6, paragraph immediately preceding E
For clarity & completeness, add to en

xample 1 
shall not overlap either with each 

ach mesh face shall list the vertices in the same 
 fo Polygon>. Interior rings shall be listed in the opposite order." 

d of paragraph: "Interior rings 
other or with the boundaries of the parent mesh face. E
order as specified r <DRM 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T134: 4.11.2.1, list 
DR e Feature> to the itemized list. Add item d. for < M Volum
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ee” to either “four” or remove the number 
n since it is obvious. 

RESPONSE: Accept. Also, change “thr
indicatio

 SEDRIS_T135: 4.11.2.4, 2  paragraph nd

Replace <DRM Regular Feature Face> with “regular <DRM Feature Face>”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T136: 4.11.2.4 
Add section: 
4.11.2.5 Volumet  Features ric

An instance of <DRM Volumetric Feature> is used to rep
D universe within which all other <DRM Primitive Feature>

resent either an environmental object or the 
 instances are considered to be located. 

M Volumetric Feature>

3

If an instance of <DR  is used to represent an environmental object, it 
ial 

 
represents a single environmental object, such as a building, or boulder, in such a way that the spat
information associated with that representation has been abstracted to a bounded volume. The spatial
information itself is provided by one or more associated <DRM Feature_Volume> instances (see 4.12 
Topology). 

If an instance of <DRM Volumetric Feature> is used to represent the 3D universe within which all 
other <DRM Primitive Feature> instances are being specified, the spatial information itself is 
provided using one associated universal <DRM Feature Volume> instance (see 4.12 Topology). 

RESPONSE: Accept but the title will be changed to “Volumetric features”. 

SEDRIS_T137: 4.11.3, last paragraph, last sentence 
Add reference to 4.13 organizing principles. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T138: 4.12.1  
dd missing volume items to lists. Specifically, A

add <DRM Feature Volume> as item d. in the
dd <DRM Geometry Volume> as item d. in the 

 itemized list of <DRM Feature Topology> classes, and 
itemized list of <DRM Geometry  Topology> a

classes. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T139: 4.12.2.1  
Add missing volume items to lists. Specifically, 

d list of <DRM Feature Topology>, and 
ized list of <DRM Geometry Topology>. 

add item d. <DRM Feature Volume> to itemize
dd item d. <DRM Geometry Volume> to itema

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T140: 4.12.2.2  
Remove NOTE (unnecessary explanation). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T141: 12.2.2, 2 4.  paragraph, last sentence 
e are intermediate <DRM Location> components". 

nd

For clarity, add "and ther

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T142: 4.12.2.3.1 2  paragraph nd
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ittal shall have more than one instance of <DRM Feature Face> characterized by 
may have at most one universal <DRM Feature Face> 

Replace "No transm
having an infinite extent." with "A transmittal 
instance for each <DRM Environment Root> instance in the transmittal. 

ESPONSE: Accept. R

 SEDRIS_T143: 4.12.2.3.4, item 0 
Change "coordinates in space" to "position in space". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T144: 4.12.2.3.4, item 1 
Change "coordinates in space" to "position in space". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T145: 4.12.2.3.4, item 3 
Add missing “instances”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T146: 4.12.2.3.4, item 5 
Apply code font to the field name “universal”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T147: 4.12.2.3.4, penultimate paragraph 
Add wording to deal with multiple <DRM Environment Root> instances and how a universal <DR
Feature Face> relates to levels higher than three, as follows. 
Add a following sentence after the current 2nd sentence that says, "Each <DRM Environment Root>
instance has its own topology context." 

M 

 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T148: 4.12.2.4bis Volumes 
Add the following section for <DRM Feature Volume>. 
 
4.12.2.4 Volumes 

 terms of its connectivity is represented with the DRM 
 the preceding sections as well as <DRM Feature Volume> and <DRM Feature 

e 
ular 

re Volume> instance). In addition, the volume may contain any number of holes. The 
ol > class is used to represent a volume's outer boundary and also the 

 V ell> instance specifies a 3D boundary as a sequence of two or more 
orming a bounded volume. Each <DRM Feature Face> 

M 

 set to 
M 

4.12.2.4.1 Overview 
A 3D volume in space that is significant in 
classes mentioned in
Volume Shell>. 
 
A <DRM Feature Volume> instance represents a 3D volume in space topologically. The 3D volum
may be either infinite (i.e., a universal <DRM Feature Volume> instance) or bounded (i.e., a reg
<DRM Featu
<DRM Feature V ume Shell
boundaries of its holes. 
 
4.12.2.4.2 <DRM Feature Volume Shell> 
 
A <DRM Feature olume Sh
ordered <DRM Feature Face> instances f
instance is associated through a <DRM Face Direction> instance, specifying whether the <DR
Feature Face> is facing towards or away from the volume. 
 
4.12.2.4.3 Regular <DRM Feature Volume> 
 
A regular <DRM Feature Volume> instance, as identified by having its Boolean universal field
FALSE, is used to topologically represent a solid 3D object that may contain holes. The first <DR
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sal eature Volume> 

ed by having its Boolean universal field set 
e. This volume is represented by a set of 
 only holes in the universal volume. 

M Feature Volume> for each <DRM Environment Root> 

Feature Volume Shell> component represents the outer boundary of the object while inner holes are 
represented with other optional <DRM Feature Volume Shell> components.  
 
4.12.2.4.4 Univer  <DRM F
 
A universal <DRM Feature Volume> instance, as identifi
to TRUE, is used to topologically represent an infinite volum
<DRM Feature Volume Shell> components that represent the
There may be at most one universal <DR
instance in a transmittal. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T149: 4.12.3 
Change 2nd paragraph to: 
"A <DRM Geometry Node> is always associated with an instance of one of the following: 
  <DRM Point>,  
  <DRM Vertex>,  
  <DRM Property Grid Hook Point>,  
  <DRM Ellipse>, 

ecified by the <DRM Location> component 
." 

wo <DRM Geometry Node> associates that topologically 

 instance, the 
f t nts represented by the associated <DRM Geometry Node> instances are 

ertex> components of the <DRM Linear Geometry> 

surface. The <DRM 
re <DRM Geometry Edge> instances. In this 

 Node> instances are specified by the 
 P nstance. A <DRM Geometry Face> instance may also form part of a 

nstance topologically represents a 3D solid volume. The <DRM 
is represented with four or more associated <DRM Geometry Face> 

 Volume> instance is associated to a <DRM Polyhedron> instance 
cation information in its <DRM Polygon> components."  

  <DRM Volume Object> 
The location of a <DRM Geometry Node> instance is sp

nstanceof the associated <DRM Primitive Geometry> i
 
Change 3rd paragraph to: 
"A <DRM Geometry Edge> instance has t
represent the starting and ending locations of the edge.  
When a <DRM Geometry Edge> instance is associated with a <DRM Linear Geometry>
actual locations o he endpoi
specified with the first and last <DRM V
instance. A <DRM Geometry Edge> instance may also form part of a <DRM Geometry Face> 
instance." 
 
Add the following between the 3rd and the 4th paragraph: 
"A <DRM Geometry Face> instance topologically represents a finite geometric 
Geometry Face> instance is represented with one or mo
case, the locations for the corresponding <DRM Geometry
associated <DRM olygon> i
<DRM Geometry Volume> instance." 
 
Add the following after the 4th paragraph: 
"A <DRM Geometry Volume> i
Geometry Volume> instance 
instances. The <DRM Geometry
that contains the actual lo

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T150: 4.13.1.1, 1stparagraph, 1st sentence 
Change "the geometry data" to "geometry representation" and "the feature data" to "feature 
representation". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T151: 4.13.1.1, 2nd paragraph 
Remove for clarity. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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 SEDRIS_T152: 4.13.1.1, list 
Add continuous LOD and put union of features before union of geometry for completeness and 
consistency. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T153: 4.13.2, last sentence 
Replace "link class <DRM Hierarchy Data> instance" with "<DRM Hierarchy Data> link object". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T154: 4.13.5, 1st paragraph 
Change as follows for clarity:  The LOD organizing principle provides a DRM mechanism to 
represent support the representation of the same set of environmental data using alternative by 
providing equivalent representations at different levels of detail. This is done with the classes, using 
instances of <DRM LOD Related Geometry> and/or <DRM LOD Related Features>. These two 
DRM classes of a regate obgg jects, <DRM Aggregate Feature> and <DRM Aggregate Geometry>, 
contain the actual alternate representations at the differenting levels of detail are contained in 
instances of <DRM Geometry Hierarchy> and/or <DRM Feature Hierarchy>. The level of detail 
information is provided in the link object that will be of one of the DRM subclasses of <DRM Base 
Level of Detail Data> in an accompanying <DRM Base LOD Data> link object. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T155: 4.13.5, List
Change “can begin to be fade

 2, item b 
d in" to "begins to appear". 

RESPONSE: Moot per response to SEDRIS_T157. 

 SEDRIS_T156: 4.13.5, List 2, item d 
Change "begins to fade out" to "begins to disappear". 

RESPONSE: Moot per response to SEDRIS_T157. 

 SEDRIS_T157: 4.13.5, 2nd paragraph 
In order to better explain the concepts of fade bands, replace the list with text :  “Instances of the 

LO class specify the range in metres within which the corresponding 
erarchy> or <DRM Geometry Hierarchy> is valid, and fade bands at 

e of the transition from invisible to fully visible (and vice 

<DRM Distance D Data> 
instance of <DRM Feature Hi
each end of the range that specify the siz
versa) for the corresponding instance of <DRM Feature Hierarchy> or <DRM Geometry Hierarchy>. 

RESPONSE: Accept except that the comment refers to the 3rd paragraph. 

 SEDRIS_T158: 13.5, last  4. paragraph, 4th sentence 
Remove sentence, the information is incorrect. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T159: 4.13.5, last paragraph 
Add "The surface of the volume is considered inside the volume." for completeness. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T160: 13.6, 1 4.
Insert new sentence
specified in 5.6.2.18

be appended to the 1st paragraph. 

st paragraph 
 to reference data type used with hyperlink: "The meaning of the octant field is 
 Octant." 

RESPONSE: The new sentence will 

 SEDRIS_T161: 4.13.6, 3  paragraph, 2  sentence rd nd

Change “parallelepiped” to"bounding parallelepiped". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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 SEDRIS_T162: 4.13.8, 1st paragraph 
Add sentence with hyperlink: "The notion of 
4.13.6 octant." for consistency. 

quadrant is analogous to that of an octant as discussed in 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T163: 4.13.9 
Add the following to define how to compute the normal:  “The order of the <DRM Location> 
components is counter clockwise when viewed from the direction identified by computing the cross 
product of the vector from the first location to the second and the vector from the second location to 
the third.” 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T164: 3.12, 2 4.1  sentence 
Feature> to <DRM Feature Hierarchy> and  
nd

Change <DRM Aggregate 
<DRM Aggregate Geometry> to <DRM Geometry Hierarchy>. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T165: 4.14.2.3, 3rd paragraph, 2nd sentence 
For correctness, replace the sentence with the following: “The <DRM Location> instance is in a 
destination SRF, and specifies the position to which the origin of the model is transformed.” 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T166: 4.14.2.3, 3rd paragraph, 3rd sentence 
Remove “data” from " scaling and rotation data”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T167: 4.2.3, las
For clarity chang  the follo

 4.1 t paragraph, last sentence 
e to wing: “The transformation is specified by an instance of <DRM Local 

 Transformation Step>, or both. If both are 
e composite of the set of <DRM LSR 

24 LSR Transformation components.” 

4x4> and/or by an ordered set of instances of <DRM LSR
specified, the instance of <DRM Local 4x4> shall represent th

mpliance with 6.2.Transformation Step> instances in co

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T168: 4.14.3.5, 1st sentence 
Replace with: "The <DRM Im ce aggregates a complete list of the <DRM Ima
instances th

age Library> instan ge> 
at are resident in a transmittal." The current text doesn't reflect the fact that a <DRM 

stance can reference a <DRM Image> instance resident in another Image Mapping Function> in
transmittal. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T169: 4.14.3.6, 1st sentence 
For clarification, replace with: “The <DRM Model Library> aggregates a complete list of the <DRM 

ident in a transmittal.”. Model> instances that are res

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T170: 4.14.3.7, 1st sentence 
For clarification, replace with: “The <DRM Sound Library> aggregates a complete list of the <DRM 

dent in a transmittal.”. 

t. 

Sound> instances that are resi

RESPONSE: Accep

 SEDRIS_T171: 4.14.3.8, 1st sentence 
F mbol Library> aggregates a complete list of the <DRM 
S ittal. See 4.15.7 Labels” 

or clarification, replace with: “The <DRM Sy
ymbol> instances that are resident in a transm
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T172: 4.14.4, and clause 6 <DRM Property Set> 

 is instance-specific rather than being appropriate for a set of shared 
properties.) 

R patial Extent> from the bulleted list. In 6.3.195, 
remove the entry for <DRM Spatial Extent> from the Composed of (two-

Remove the formal component relationship between <DRM Property Set> and <DRM Spatial 
Extent>, and remove <DRM Spatial Extent> from the list of inheritable property classes. (<DRM 
Spatial Extent>'s SRF context is not specified within a <DRM Property Set> instance, and the 
information it expresses

ESPONSE: In 4.14.4, remove <DRM S

way) table entry. In 6.3.247, remove the entry for <DRM Property Set> from 
the Component of (two-way) table entry. 

 SEDRIS_T173: 4.14.5.1, last paragraph 
For completeness, add “A similar inheritance occurs for time-related aggregations.” 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T174: 4.15.1, throughout 
For consistency and correctness, replace "SEDRIS object" with "DRM object", and italicize "i.e.". 

RESPONSE: Accept for all of 4.15. 

 SEDRIS_T175 ist f and 3rd paragraph  
For clar add dition” to start new paragraph and combine with 3rd paragraph 
and rew  to th
 
“For the cases where an organizing principle does not exclude two branches of an organization from 

e 
low 

: 4.15.1, l
ity, a break before “In ad
rite e following: 

being active simultaneously with potentially overlapping data, or for an organization that may hav
potentially overlapping data within the same branch, the following mechanisms are supplied to al
data providers to resolve potential ambiguities in the rendering of potentially overlapping data.” 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T176: 4.15.3.1 
For completeness, add "and light emission" after "reflectance". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T177: 4.15.3.5, 4  paragraph, 2  sentence 
Remove “The types of behaviour include:” and change the enumerated list with the actual names of 
subclasses with hyperlinks. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

th nd

 SEDRIS_T178: 4.15.4.2, 1st paragraph 
The concept of an image has not been defined. Insert at the beginning of the paragraph: 
"An image is conceptually an n-dimensional array of elements. The elements are termed texels
last sentence of the paragraph should be moved to become the new 3rd sentence. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

." The 

 SEDRIS_T179: 4.15.4.2, 3rd paragraph, 5th sentence 
Change “Image_Data type” to “Image_Data data type”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T180: 4.15.4.2, 3rd paragraph, last sentence 
Change “These files are described as follows” to “The image data is described as 
follows” for correctness. 
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T181: 4.15.4.3, 4th paragraph, last sentence 
Replace with "In the case where F specifies a planar projection and is part of a geometric 
representation, either <DRM Tack Point> or <DRM Texture Coordinate> instances are specified, or 
<DRM Image Anchor> on F itself shall be specified." 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

a 

 SEDRIS_T182: 4.15.4.3, 5th paragraph 
Remove paragraph since it is no longer needed given rewrite of 4th paragraph's final sentence in 
previous comment. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T183: 4.1

sses deal with different 

 a data producer to designate a vista point within a 3D 

 to 
ie e visual representation of a transmittal.  In addition, the <DRM Camera 

on from which data consumers can render an 

meters: 

mera orientation, 
ro e, and 

 limits. 

5.5 
Update clause as follows: 

4.15.5 View-related concepts 

4.15.5.1 Overview 

The DRM provides two specific classes for dealing with special view-related concepts.  These are the 
<DRM Camera Point> and <DRM Stamp Behaviour> classes.  These cla
view-related concepts. 

4.15.5.2 Specifying vista points 

An instance of the <DRM Camera Point>allows
environment for a number of purposes.  The <DRM Camera Point> class may be used to indicate a 
point of interest in the environment with a specific view direction and frustum.  This can be used
provide specific v ws into th
Point> class may be used to designate a specific locati
image and compare it to a reference image from the same position included in the transmittal.  This 
allows data consumers to compare the result of their processed data to how the data producer had 
processed the same data. 
 
The <DRM Camera Point> class includes the following para

a. location, 
b. ca
c. p jection typ
d. viewing frustum

The location of the camera is specified by the <DRM Location 3D> component. The direction at 
which the camera is pointed is specified by the instance of <DRM Reference Vector> that has a 

fiel  
the instance of <DR
vector_type d value of CAMERA_FORWARD_AXIS. The up axis of the camera is specified by

M Reference Vector> that has a vector_type field value of 
. The up axis specifies the rotational orientation of the camera around the 

 provide the necessary information to position the camera in the currently 
nt the camera with respect to its up axis, and identify the direction in which the 
he viewing frustum is centered horizon

location specified by the <DRM Location 3

CAMERA_UP_AXIS
forward axis. These
applicable SRF, orie
camera is pointing. T tally and vertically around the forward 
axis, with origin at the D> component. 
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ective 
 is 

ecified explicitly by the  and  fields. The 
d 

 

The projection type is specified by the projection field, and may specify either an orthographic or
a perspective projection. The projection type also specifies the fundamental shape of the viewing 
frustum. For an orthographic projection, the viewing frustum is a parallellepiped. For a persp
projection, the viewing frustum is a truncated pyramid. The width and height of the frustum
sp horizontal_field_of_view aspect_ratio
extents of the frustum closest and furthest from the camera are specified by the camera_near an
camera_far fields, respectively. 
To associate a specific image to a given vista point, an instance of the <DMR Image> may be 
associated with an instance of the <DRM Camera Point>. Such an association indicates that the given
<DRM Image> instance represents a picture taken from the location of the given <DRM Camera 
Point> instance with the given aspect ratio, camera projection, and camera axes as specified by the 
<DRM Reference Vector> instances. 

4.15.5.3 Orienting geometry representations to rendering viewpoints  

 
 

ays have a specified orientation 
lationship to the viewpoint of the 3D graphics application at the time of rendering the data.  The 

When environmental data sets are used in 3D graphics applications, for efficiency it is often required
to reduce the number of geometric primitives that are processed.  To achieve this, in some
applications it is desirable for some geometry representations to alw
re
<DRM Stamp Behaviour> class supports this type of view-related rendering used in 3D graphics 
applications.  
An instance of <DRM Stamp Behaviour> specifies how a geometry representation (usually planar) 
shall be oriented such that it always faces the viewpoint when it is being rendered by a 3D graphics 
pplication. Such an instance is attached as a component of a <DRM Geometry Hierarchy>a  instance. 

<DRM Geometry Hierarchy>The  instance rotates about the x, y, and/or z axes of its local coordinate 
ystem, with respect to the viewpoint of the 3D graphics application, and within the specified angular 

limits. The center of rotation is s
s

pecified by the <DRM Location 3D> instance that is a component of 
the <DRM Stamp Behaviour> instance. Both clockwise and counter-clockwise angular lim
specified for each axis independently. A value for in

its may be 
finity shall specify unlimited rotation. 

r and 
spelling. 

RESPONSE: Accept in principle. The text will be checked for correct gramma

 SEDRIS_T184: 4.15.5  
Change title to "View-related concepts" for clarity. 

RESPONSE: Moot per response to SEDRIS_T183. 

 SEDRIS_T185: 4.16.1, 2nd paragraph, 2nd sentence 
For clarity replace with: "The need for this control extends beyond extracting individual <DRM 
Model> instances for use as moving models, or environmental objects that are moved through or 
within the environment represented by the transmittal; it includes the need to identify and control the 
state of environmental objects that have dynamic behaviour." 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T186: 4.16.1, final paragraph, penultimate sentence 
Remove because neither italicized items are used in the standard. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T187: 4.16.1, final paragraph, list 
Change to EXAMPLE form, and change "object" therein to "environmental object" throughout. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T188: 4.16.2.1, 2nd paragraph 
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lowings before the last sentence, "Such a 

t. 

Remove "constraint" in next-to-last sentence. Add the fol
field is termed a constraint field." Change "are indexes" to "specify indices". 

RESPONSE: Accep

 SEDRIS_T189: 6.2.2, 1 4.1  paragraph 
xpression> that is used to specify 

st

For clarity, replace with "<DRM Literal> is the subclass of <DRM E
constant values." 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T190: 6.2.2, 2 4.1 nd paragraph 
ple to show interrelationship of <DRM Control Link>, <DRM Expression>, and 

light will be added to the buoy, the 
agraph of the example will be cleansed, and the diagram 

ccordingly: 
 

Geometry Model> 
e e geometric representation of the lighthouse.  

izes the geometry of G 
nce> component S representing the sound of the lighthouse 

be turned on or of ced. 

ry <DRM 

le> instance F representing the existence of fog to be evaluated 
ether or not the foghorn sound is active depends on the 

ject on the relationship between X and F. The 
d for the first <DRM Variable> instance 

 Interface Template> component. 

Add detailed exam
one or more target fields. 

RESPONSE: Accept in principle. The following example will be used as the 
basis for changes to be appended to 4.16.2.2 except lighthouse 
will be replaced by buoy, a 
last par
will be modified a

“EXAMPLE  Consider a lighthouse in which the foghorn of the lighthouse  can be turned on
and off. The <DRM Model> instance L represents the lighthouse by a <DRM Classification 
Data> component specifying ECC_LIGHTHOUSE  and a <DRM 
component G sp cifying th
 
The <DRM Union Of Geometry Hierarchy> component that organ
specifies a <DRM Sound Insta
foghorn. The active_sound_value of S is set to FALSE, indicating that the foghorn is turned off 
by default. The <DRM Sound Instance Control Link> component of S allows the foghorn to 

f when L is instan
 
The <DRM Geometry Model Instance> X instances M through an association to G. X is 
required to supply values for all <DRM Variable> instances within M; that is, for eve
Variable> instance associated to the <DRM Interface Template> component of M, X 
supplies a value.  
 
X supplies a <DRM Variab
when L is instanced. Wh
environment variable F that indicates whether fog is present. 
 
X specifies that F is to be substituted for L's <DRM Variable> instance V by means of the 
<DRM Model Instance Template Index> link ob
index value of 1 specifies that F is to be substitute
associated with L's <DRM
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Figure 4.W <DRM Variable> usage 
 
 SEDRIS_T191: 4.16.2.2, 2nd and 4th paragraphs 
For clarity, eliminate paragraph 4 by moving its text into a rewritten paragraph 2. Then define what a 
<DRM Interface Template> is.  The following should be the new 2nd and 3rd paragraphs: 
 
“A <DRM Variable> instan nstance to points 
within <DRM Expression> DRM Interface Template> 
instanc d list of <DRM Variab DRM object hierarchy 

ce exists to connect a <DRM Interface Template> i
trees where outside control may be exerted. A <

e is an ordere le> instances that exist within the 
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rooted at the instance of <DRM Environment Root> or <DRM Model> that aggregates the <DRM 
Interfac
  

ake this a list). A <DRM Interface Template> 
instance for a <DRM Environm provides access to the <DRM Variable> instances 
that may be ariable> 
instances occurs because these <DRM Variable> instances are linked to the <DRM Interface 
Templa ce at the point w  exist through <DRM 
Model late Index>

RESP ccept. 

e Template> instance. 

<DRM Variable> instances represent the variant information within <DRM Expression> trees. <DRM 
Expression> instances are components of instances of <DRM Geometry Model Instance>, <DRM 
Feature Model Instance>, or <DRM Control Link> (m

ent Root> instance 
 modified by the consuming application. The effect of changes in these <DRM V

te> instan here their <DRM Expression> instances
Instance Temp  link objects.” 

ONSE: A

 SEDR .2.2, 3rd pa st sentence 
Change e of a con e meaning is specified by an 
Eleme ” to “For  Variable>, the meaning is specified by a 
Property_Code e,” 

IS_T192: 4.16 ragraph, 1
 “For an instanc crete subclass of <DRM Variable>, th
nt_Type value,

 valu
 an instance of a <DRM

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T193: 4.16.2.2, 3rd paragraph, 2nd sentence 
Change “Since any subclass of <DRM Variable> may represent” to “Since a <DRM Variable> 
instance may represent” 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS th_T194: 4.16.2.2, 3rd paragraph, 3rd, 4th, & 5  sentences 
Remove and replace with the following: “The meaning field can be either an EDCS Attribute Code or 
a Variable_Code. A Variable_Code represents meanings that are defined within this part of ISO/IEC 
18023.”  

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T195: 4.16.2.2, 5th paragraph 
Replace with "For a <DRM Variable> instance contained within the DRM object hierarchy rooted at a 
<DRM Model> instance, evaluation is valid only for a specific model instance. The value is 
determined by a <DRM Expression> instance aggregated by the specific instance of <DRM Geometry 
Model Instance> or <DRM Feature Model Instance>." 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T196: 4.16.2.2, 6th paragraph 
ntained within the DRM object tree rooted at a 

ent Root> instance, evaluation can only be performed within the context of values 
ns plication." 

Replace with "For <DRM Variable> instances co
<DRM Environm
supplied by the co uming ap

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T197: 16.2.3.2, T
Remove "

 4. able 4.7, row Mathematical Constants 
FALSE" and "TRUE". 

new description will read “This category includes RESPONSE: Accepted in principle. The 
the value PI. 

 SEDRIS_T198: 16.3.2 
For clarity change “whether the target is “on” or “o

 4.
ff”, and” to “whether the target is on or off, and”, 

s the candela_value field to vary” to “In addition, if the 
d to vary”, and “The user is not required to provide control over all four 

fields.” to “"It is not required that control be provided over all four fields." 

“In addition, if the user allow
candela_value is allowe
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T199: 4.
Use code font for st ated as state applicable" to "are termed state 

3 State-related organizing principle for rules on which attributes are 

16.4.1 
ate_tag, change "are design

applicable” and add “See 6.2.5
considered state applicable.” 

RESPONSE: See response to SEDRIS_T200. 

 SEDRIS_T200: 16.4.2 
material from this clause including duplication in tables and rewrite to rem

on to be supplied by SEDRIS organization as separate document. 

The following text will replace 4.16.4: 

 State Control Link> 

 4.
Remove redundant ove 
reference to “user”. 
Rewrite of this secti

RESPONSE: 

“4.16.4 <DRM

 

The following exa

A state-related aggregation represents an environmental object that can assume multiple states as 
described in 4.13.11.  The remainder of this subclause explains how the aggregation is used in relation 
to control link objects.  

mple is stated in terms of <DRM State Related Geometry> instances on
ithout loss of generality to <DRM State Re

ly, 
but also applies w lated Features> instances.  

ry>Consider a <DRM State Related Geomet  instance T. T represents an environmental object 
ibute described by the state_tag field of 

h  of T represents one of the possible states and the 
ates which branch is currently active. In order for T 

by the data provider to 
 

 <DRM State Control Link>

that can assume multiple states of the EDCS Attr
T, where eac branch
active_state_value field of T indic
to be able to assume a state other than that indicated by the value used 
populate the active_state_value field of T when T was created, T shall have an
appropriate  component C. C provides a connection between the 
active_state_value ntrolling <DRM Expression> of T and the co  component E of C, so 
that the active_state_value of T is determined by the value of E. Since

 is the only controlled field in a
 

active_state_value  <DRM State Related Geometry> 
Control Link>instance, the <DRM State  has exactly one <DRM Expression> component, 

as shown in Table 4.10and its expression_index field value is one .  

M State Related Geometry> Table 4.10 — <DRM State Control Link> fields for <DR

expression_index 1 

mismatch_behaviour appropri  ate value

Consider a specific building represented by a <DRM State Related Geometry> 
 data provider is concerned with representing the 
ION state of the building. The data provider has chosen to 

instance B, where the
FRACTEAC_GENERAL_DAMAGE_

model four damage states: 0% damaged, 25% damaged, 50% damaged, and 100% 
damaged (totally destroyed), as shown in Table 4.8.  

Table 4.8 — Possible state values example 

  <DRM State <DRM State <DRM State <DRM State Data>
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Data> Data> Data>

state_value 0% 25% 50% 100% 

meaning building is OK some damage heavy damage completely 
demolished 

Table 4.9 indicates that the default state of B is 0% damage; that is, completely 
e Data>undamaged. The <DRM Stat  link objects of the branches  have the possible 
 the bottom row) shown in Table 4.8. 

k>

field values (meanings given in

B needs a <DRM State Control Lin  component C to allow the use of states other 
than the default of 0% damage as shown in Table 4.10.  

Table 4.9 — Example state specification 
g EAC_GENERAL_DAMAGE_FRACTION state_ta

active_state_value 0% 

As shown in Table 4.11, the <DRM Expression> component of C is a <DRM 
Variable> instance V, so that whatever value is p
fed into the active_state_value of B by C.  

lugged into V when B is instanced is 

pression using a <DRM Variable> instance 
TIVE_STATE_VALUE } 

Table 4.11 — Example ex
meaning { VARIABLE, AC

value_un  EUC_UNITLESS it

value_scale ESC_UNI 

value_type  FLOAT 

description { DEFAULT , 12, "damage state"} 

runtime_label { DEFAULT, 0, ""}  

Suppose that a value of 25% is supplied to the <DRM Variable> instance V. B then 
 is 

 is not covered by any of the 
the mismatch_behaviour of the <DRM State Control Link>

changes state to 25% damage. Then more damage is done, so that the damage
updated to 45%. This presents a problem, because the data provider has specified 
each branch with a single matching value, and 45%
branches. At this point,  

e is LAST, B will remain in the 25% damage 

 ssible choices for mismatch_behaviour, but they are not 
 would have reset B to its default state (that 

. The 
that 45% damage would appear to return the building to its intact 

would 99% damage, or any other value not covered by the 
 T r possible choice, NONE , acts as an off state. The building 

 the branches matched, then reappear 
at had been specified, 5% damage would make 

m sight, but 25% damage would make it reappear. “ 

instance C comes into play. Since its valu
state.  

There are two other po
appropriate for this example. DEFAULT
provided by the original unmodified active_state_value), namely, 0% damage
effect would be 
state, as for that matter, 
branches of B. he othe
would seem to disappear completely if none of
when a matching value occurred. If th
the building disappear fro
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 SEDRIS_T201: 4.16.7, 1st paragraph 
For SRM correlation, remove the last sentence. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T202: 17.2.1 
the last sent

 4.
For clarity, remove ence. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T203: 4.17.2.3, list item c 
Change “organization corresponds” to “organization_name corresponds”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 
 SEDRIS_T204: 4.17.2.4, list 

and 
15 fields 

Add missing field elements. 

RESPONSE: The mapping of the “credit_count”, “credit”, 
“supplemental_information” fields to their corresponding ISO 191
will be added to the list. 

 SEDRIS_T205: 4.17.2.6 
Update text to constrain the arra
separated list fix; remove Key

y to have at least one entry, array entries contain a semicolon-
word_Structure and keyword_list to current fields. 

Keywords> class corresponds 
f ISO 19115, specifying a 

_count, keyword_array, and type as fields, where 6.2.25 

RESPONSE: The following text will be used:  “The <DRM 
to the data element MD_Keyword o
keyword
Mandatory Metadata constrains the data provider with further restrictions. 

o group similar 
 keyword_count 

ifies the number of entries in keyword_array, each entry of which 
es a commonly used word, formalized word, or phrase used to 

The type field specifies the subject matter being used t
keywords in a given instance of <DRM Keywords>.The
field spec
specifi
describe the subject.” 

 SEDRIS_T206: 4.17.2.8, 1st paragraph 
A <DRM Browse Media> instance separates the file name and 

format and media_urn field.” 

dia_format and media_urn.” 

Change the last two sentences to read “
file type in the fields media_

RESPONSE: The following text will be used:  “A <DRM Browse Media> instance 
separates the file name and file type of MD_BrowseGraphic by using the 
fields me

 SEDRIS_T207: 4.17.2.8, 2nd paragraph 
Remove paragraph because of redundancy. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T208: 4.17.3.2, last paragraph 
Break <DRM DRM Class Summary Item> to its own paragraph, as follows: 
"The optional <DRM DRM Class Summary Item> components are discussed in 4.17.3.4 DRM class 

ary>, if present, specifies an ECC (possibly qualified as 

summary." 
Add new paragraphs at the end of 4.17.3.2: 
"Each <DRM Environmental Domain Summ
per 4.8.2.2 Qualification) that applies to the entire transmittal." 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T209: 4.19.2.4, 1st paragraph, and list 
Change objects to DRM objects. 
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 o RM object; but not for object handle. 
mittal Root object” to “<DRM Transmittal Root> 

 SRM”); and drop rest of sentence for bullet. 

In the list, change bject to D
For TransmittalVersion list item, change “Trans
instance”; add SRM (“DRM, EDCS, and
In last item, drop "specified by a single storage mechanism". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T210: 19.2.6  4.

 

t. 

Change object to DRM object. 
Change third list item to: 
“7.3.52 GetUnresolvedObjectFromPublishedLabel creates a placeholder object to be used for creating 
relationships from the local DRM object to the unresolved DRM object when the unresolved DRM
object is not available.” 

RESPONSE: Accep

 SEDRIS_T211: 4.19.2.9, and in Clause 7 and Clause 5 
Rename CloneObject to CloneObjectHandle 

RESPONSE: The name is changed to more correctly describe the purpose of the function. 

 SEDRIS_T212: 4.19.3 
Change the text for item “ResolveTransmittalName” to “resolves the specified transmittal name and
returns the location of the transmittal.” 

 

d of URN for the other bullets that use it. 
 the resolution mechanism on the specified DRM 

RESPONSE:

Make similar change to get ri
Change text for item “ResolveObject” to “calls
object”, and drop rest of sentence. 
Change all object to DRM object. 

 Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T213: 4.21.2, last paragraph
The following statement should be appe

 
nded to the last paragraph: 

"The selector number assigned to the selector shall be as specified by the Registry of Graphical 
Items." 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 
Clause 5 
 
 SEDRIS_T214: 5 Entire clause 

o "any order" throughout. Change "a random order" t

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T215: Table 5.1, CREATE 
Change "add" to "add and subsequently change". 

 table in 5.2.6.2. RESPONSE: Accept. Applies to

 SEDRIS_T216: 5.2.6.5 
.4 defines the Colour_Binding data typChange first sentence to "Table 5 e that specifies which type of 

colour inheritance is in effect within the scope of the given <DRM Rendering Properties> instance." 
NORMAL Change "overload" to "override" 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T217: 5.2.6.9 
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nc le 5.6 defines the Hierarchy_Inclusion data type that specifies, for a 
ure> or <DRM Aggregate Geometry>, whether the instances 

Change first sente e to "Tab
given subclass of <DRM Aggregate Feat
and their components are included or excluded from a search." 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T218: Table 5.46 interpolation type 
Add reference for OAML to bibliography. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T219: 5.2.7.34 LOD_Data_Type 
 LOD_Data_Type align with eacEnsure that LOD_Entry and h other and that their entries are in 

alphabetical order. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T220: 5.2.6.14 LSR_Transformation_Axis 
Change x, y, z to u, v, w to align with SRM. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T221: 5.2.6.22 
To align with SRM, replace "datume" with "vertical offset model", and change 
CLOSEST_TO_VERTICAL_DATUM to CLOSEST_TO_VERTICAL_OFFSET. 

RESPONSE: Accept e
surface”

xcept “vertical offset model” will be replaced by “vertical offset 
. 

 SEDRIS_T222: 5.2.6.23 Reference_Surface_LOD_Select 
For consistency, relabel FULL to MOST_DETAILED with a corresponding change in the table 
entry's description of MOST_DETAILED. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T223: 5.2.6.24 Return_Code 
For consistency with Clause 7, change FAILED to FAILURE, and change SUCCEEDED to 

Accept. 

SUCCESS. 

RESPONSE: 

 SEDRIS_T224: 2.6.25 Sea 5. rch Bounds Closure, 2nd paragraph 
 "Each Search_Bounds value specifies an enclosed region of a 

de 
Replace first sentence with
tessellation." Use code font appropriately in sentences 1 and 2. In the last sentence, fix use of co
font, and change "guaranteed" to "ensured". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T225: 5.2.6.26, 2nd paragraph 
Change "search dimension" to name of type in code font. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T226: 5.2.6.26, 3rd paragraph 
Change TWO_DIMENSIONAL to TWO_DIMENSIONAL_OR_SURFACE. 

t. RESPONSE: Accep

 SEDRIS_T227: 5.2.6.31 
Add missing occurrences of "instance". Change order of DEFAULT and LAST to alphabetical order, 
so that DEFAUL s the first T i listed. 

t. RESPONSE: Accep
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 SEDRIS_T228: 5.2.7.3 Camera_Projection_Type 
Change "to be used when viewing a scene" to "that applies to a <DRM Camera Point> instance". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T229: 5.2.7.5 Colour_Mapping 
Since multiple values can be simultaneously specified, change this to a set type, moving to the 
ppropriate section of Clause 5 accordingly. 

ange the asterisk to a multiply sy
For x, y change "object" to "environmental o nged 
to "DRM object". Add missing occurrences o
"signatures" since already specified image_si
Change mention of 123 COLOUR to image_ 3COLOUR or image_signature = 

 because both apply. 
 object" 

 set data type, not a selection data type. 

a
In part c, ch mbol. 

bject"; otherwise "object" in this section is to be cha
f "instance" where needed. Remove the term 
gnature. Correct the spelling of "instance". 
signature = 12

123COLOUR_ALPHA
In table, change "object" to "DRM
Update Colour_Mapping to be a

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T230: 5.2.7.14, Table 5.29 
Change text for Attribute to specify an EDCS

RESPONSE: Accept. 

_Attribute_Code not just an attribute. 

 SEDRIS_T231: 5.2.7.19, Table 5.33 
Add missing comma after "attribution". 
Before table 5.33, add the following sentence
environmental objects that have the functiona

cept. 

: "The DRM objects cited below correspond to the 
l association." 

RESPONSE: Ac

 SEDRIS_T232: 5.2.7.21, 1st paragraph 
Replace with "Table 5.35 defines the Geome r a given 
<DRM Geometry Topology Hierarchy> insta

RESPONSE: Accept. 

try_Topology_Level data type that specifies, fo
nce, the level of geometry topology that is present." 

 SEDRIS_T233: 5.2.7.23 
In the first paragraph, change "objects" to "D
Change "how many of the object type" to "ho ecified DRM class". 

RM objects". 
w many instances of the sp

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T234: 5.2.7.25 
Update the labels for the entries of Image_Lo kup_Signature to correspond to the terminology for 

3 Colour, intensity to luminance). 

ESPONSE: Accept. 

o
Image_Signature (e.g. RGB to 12

R

 SEDRIS_T235: 2.7.26   5.
ond to the terminology for Image_Signature (e.g. I_TO_I to L_to_L, Update the labels to corresp

"intensity" to "luminance",  "RGB" to "123 colour" for I_to_RGB. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T236: 2.7.28, Ta 5. ble 5.42 
PHERICAL, insert "as specified by <DRM Image Anchor>" (right after 

: Accept except that “<DRM Image Anchor>” will be “the <DRM Image 
 instance”. 

For CYLINDRICAL and S
the "warped to a xxx shape"). 

RESPONSE
Anchor>

 SEDRIS_T237: 5.2.7.32 
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Change "cell values" to "data table cell values". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T238: 2.7.38  5.
nd of the first sentence: "the components of a given instance of <DRM For clarity, append to the e

Union Of Features> or <DRM Union Of Geometry>". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T239: 5.2.7.39, Table 5.51 
Change CONSTANT's description to 
"All pixels of the geometry representation are of the specified colour." 

us 
nst he representation." 

Change BLEND's description to 
"The pixels of the geometry representation have a colour that is linearly interpolated from the vario
<DRM Vertex> i ances of t

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T240: 5.2.7.40, 2nd paragraph 
Add comma before "continuing on". After "first argument" add "and is the first ordered component of 

instance"; similarly for "second argument". the given <DRM Predefined Function> 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T241: 5.2.7.40, Table 5.52 
Delete the second paragraph for ADD (and elsewhere where it's obvious which is the left argument 

ment); th y. 
REFERENCE_SURFACE_ELEVA ces" in its description. 

, change "<D ion>" 

and which is the right argu e paragraph preceding the table makes this text unnecessar
TION insert missing "instan

For TABLE_VALUE RM Prespecified Function>" to "<DRM Predefined Funct

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T242: 5.2.7.43 Search_
OCIATION_DRM_C

Remove ASSOCIATION.  
OMPONENT_DRM_CL

For both ASSOCIATE and COMPO
NULL when passed for the DRM c class). 
For the other rule types, specify tha
Make appropriate changes to Searc

Accept. 

Rule_Type 
Rename ASS LASS to ASSOCIATE. 

Rename C ASS to COMPONENT.  
NENT, change the validity rules to describe the meaning of 

lass (meaning that the related object may be of any DRM 
t NULL is not allowed for the drm_class. 
h_Rule in 5.3.3.239. 

RESPONSE: 

 SEDRIS_T243: 5.2.7.44 
Change "object" to "DRM object". to 
"bounding box search" for consiste

RESPONSE: Accept. 

In paragraph 2, next to last sentence, change "box search" 
ncy. 

 SEDRIS_T244: 5.2.7.45, Table 5
Alphabetize entries to make locatin
Insert as last sentence of paragraph Data types from EDCS or SRM that correspond to 

arch value type are ue_Type." 

: Accept. 

.57 
g entries easier. 
 before table: "

the specified se considered to be of the type specified by the Search_Val

RESPONSE

 SEDRIS_T245: 5.2.7.47 Shading
For INTERPOLATED_COLOUR, 
Italicize fixed shading, Gouraud sh  not 

xed". 

_Method 
change "attribute" to "representation". 
ading, and Phong shading where terms are introduced, but do

capitalize "Fi
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E: Accept. RESPONS

 SEDRIS_T246: 5.2.7.49 
A reference to Annex C should be a
Media_Format (see comments agai

RESPONSE: Accept. 

dded, so that this type is handled in a manner consistent to 
nst Annex C that adds references for this type). 

 SEDRIS_T247: 5.2.7.50
Change wording to "Tabl

 
e 5.62 def RM 

s> instance, how the sp
nt for reference to spaci

ept. 

ines the Spacing_Type data type that specifies, for a given <D
Regular Axi
Use code fo

acing value is used to compute tick marks." 
ng field. 

RESPONSE: Acc

 SEDRIS_T248: 5.2.7.51 
ly

M object". 
Handle analogous  to Function Association Meaning Type. 
Change "object" throughout table to "DR

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T249: 5.2.7.62 
Reorder Status_Code enumerants as shown in the foll
INVALID_OBJECT_LABEL for consistency with cl  
where indicated. 
Note that for clarity and consistency with clause 7, U  
relabelled to UNRESOLVED_INPUT_OBJECT, and
UNRESOLVED_OUTPUT_OBJECT. 

is sta
succeed
Other st
the func ore 
informa

owing table, adding the missing entry for 
ause 7, and update descriptions of selectors

NRESOLVED_START_OBJECT is to be
 UNRESOLVED_OBJECT to 

 
SUCCESS Th tus code is returned when the function 

ed and no further information is provided. 
atus codes do not necessarily indicate that 
tion failed. See particular functions for m
tion. 

DELETED_OBJECT  
DIFFERENT_TRANSMITTAL  
INACTIONABLE_FAILURE  
INVALID_ACCESS_MODE  
INVALID_OBJECT_LABEL This sta

received d in 
accorda  
attempt has b
with a l

tus code is returned when the function 
 as an argument a label that was not vali

nce with label syntax rules, or when an
een made to publish a DRM object 

abel that is already in use. 
INVALID_TRANSMITTAL_NAME  
NO_OBJECT This sta

GetAsso t 
when th eet 
the spec

tus code is returned by GetAggregate, 
ciate, GetComponent, and GetNextObjec

ere are no further objects to return that m
ified criteria. 

OUT_OF_MEMORY  
TRANSMITTAL_INACCESSIBLE This sta l 

function
accessib as 
opened for READ_ONLY or UPDATE access and 
the file does not exist. It can also occur if the file 
location specified a non-local file and the API had 

 of 

tus code is returned by the open-transmitta
s if the resolved file location was not 
le by the API. This can occur if the file w

no transport mechanism available capable
accessing the remote file. 
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UNPUBLISHED_OBJECT  
UNRESOLVED_INPUT_OBJECT  
UNRESOLVED_OUTPUT_OBJECT  
UNRESOLVED_TRANSMITTAL  
UNSUPPORTED_ENCODING  
 

 AcRESPONSE: cept. 

 SEDRIS_T250: 5.2.7.
A reference to Annex C
Media_Format (see co

RESPONSE: Accept. 

63 
 should be added, so that this type is handled in a manner consistent to 

mments against Annex C that adds references for this type). 

 SEDRIS_T251: 5.2.7.
Replace both occurrenc  
Geometry>". 

RESPONSE:

65 
es of "<DRM Geometry Representation>" with "<DRM Time Related

 Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T252: 5.2.7.69 Transmittal_API_Function 
Rename to API_Function (because not all API functions have to do with transmittals) with 

 made throughout specification. appropriate changes

ESPONSE: Accept. R

 SEDRIS_T253: 5.2.7.75 
Alphabetize the entries, and reorder the variants in Volume_Extent_Entry accordingly. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T254: 5.2.8.4 (note has no table) 
Change LEVEL_OF_DETAIL to LOD. 
Change OCT_TREE to OCTANT 
Change QUAD_TREE to QUA
Remove "_GEN

DRA
ERAL" from SPATI

RESPONSE: Accept. 

NT. 
AL_INDEX_RELATED_GENERAL label, for consistency. 

 SEDRIS_T255: 5.2.8.5 Polygon_F
_Fl

RESPONSE: Accept. 

lags 
ag (other set data types such as Display_Side and DisplayRename the data type to Polygon

are named in the singular). 
_Style 

 SEDRIS_T256: 5.2.8.6 Polygon Fl
Add documentation for the following
 

e 

ag 
 set members: 

BACKDROP_GROUND Indicates that the given <DRM Polygon> instance is th
nd" backdrop. default "grou

BACKDROP_SKY Indicates that the given <DRM Polygon> instance is the 
default "sky" backdrop. 

CLUTTER_ENHANCED Indicates that the given <DRM Polygon> instance has 
algorithmically scattered model instances on it. 

CONCAVE Indicates whether the given <DRM Polygon> instance is 
concave. 

DECAL Indicates that the given <DRM Polygon> instance shall 
always be given rendering priority above any other coplanar 
<DRM Polygon> instance. When set to TRUE, this flag 
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supercedes the index value in any applicable <DRM 
Rendering Priority Level> instance. 

DONT_DRAPE  conforming <DRM Polygon> instances (<DRM 

 

M Polygon> instance crosses terrain facets. If this flag is 

 Vertex> 

For
Polygon> instances with all <DRM LSR 2D Location> 
instances), a <DRM Polygon> instance usually drapes across
the terrain, breaking into multiple polygons if the draped 
<DR
set, then the given <DRM Polygon> instance is not draped 
and does not break at terrain facets; instead, terrain facets are 
ignored, and the given <DRM Polygon> instance is simply 
defined by the locations of its conformed <DRM
components. 

FOOTPRINT Indicates that the given <DRM Polygon> instance is a 
footprint for other geometry. 

HAT_TEST Indicates that the given <DRM Polygon> instance P may be 
used to measure the vertical height of an environmental object 

uch that the "height A that is positioned directly above P s
above terrain" (HAT) of A is taken to be its height above P. 

INACTIVE Indicates that the given <DRM Polygon> instance is inactive, 
or not used. 

INVISIBLE Indicates that the given <DRM Polygon> instance is invisible, 
or not seen. 

LASER_RANGE_FINDING Indicates that the given <DRM Polygon> instance is used for 
horizontal tests for computer image generator (CIG) 
applications. This flag is analogous to HAT_TEST, where 
LASER_RANGE_FINDING is used for tests in the 
horizontal direction. 

MOON_REFLECTION Indicates that the moon's reflection is to be generated upon 
. the given <DRM Polygon> instance

SHADOW Indicates that the given <DRM Polygon> instance is in a 
shadow. 

SUN_ILLUMINATED Indicates that the given <DRM Polygon> instance is 
illuminated depending on the position of the sun. 

RESPONSE: The current descriptions will be replaced by the provided text. 

 SEDRIS_T257: 5.2.8.6 Polygon Flag 
Add documentation for the following set members: 
 
ENABLE_FEAT E_SIZE_UR BLENDING This flag indicates whether feature-based 

blending is enabled. All <DRM Polygon> 
instances that have this flag set will blend 
(geometry and texture) simultaneously 
based on the size (radius) of the original 
feature that the <DRM Polygon> instances 
were derived from. 

ENABLE_POLY N_RANGE_BLENDING Indicates whether range ring blending is 
en

GO
abled. All <DRM Polygon> instances that 

have this flag set will blend (geometry and 
 same range (distance). texture) at the

ENABLE_FRACTAL This flag exists to allow the face of the 
given <DRM Polygon> instance to 

ided for 

states. 

fractalize in real-time, and is prov
use in applications such as representing sea 
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given <DRM Polygon> instance may 
change at run-time. 

EXAMPLE A <DRM Polygon> instance 
representing part of the surface of a body of 
water, such as a sea. In such an example, 
the colour might also change if different 
colour textures were being used for the 
surface. For 3D representations of a sea 
surface that changes with (for instance) 
EAC_BEAUFORT_WIND_SCALE, the 
colour of a <DRM Polygon> instance may 
tend more towards white as the sea gets 

 
This flag indicates that the shape of the 

 

rougher. 
 

RESPONSE: The current description will be replaced by the provided text. 

 SEDRIS_T258: 5.2.8.5 Polygon_Flags, CUT, CUT_IMAGERY, RAISED 
llowing set members: 

cates that the given <DRM Polygon> instance was cut below the 
e normally derived 

DRM Linear Feature> instances corresponding to environmental 
s such as roads and rivers. 

Add documentation for the fo
 
CUT Indi

terrain surface. Such <DRM Polygon> instances ar
from <
object

CUT_IMAGERY Indicates that the the given <DRM Polygon> instance is to be used to cut 
resent. geospecific imagery into any cultural features that are p

RAISED Indica
above

tes that the given <DRM Polygon> instance was a filling polygon 
 the terrain surface. Such <DRM Polygon> instances are normally 

ved from <DRM Linear Feature> instances corresponding to 

given <DRM Polygon> instance was 
 above the surrounding terrain surface. Such <DRM Polygon> 

ances are normally derived from <DRM Areal Feature> instances 

deri
environmental objects such as roads. 
 
This flag also indicates that the 
raised
inst
corresponding to environmental objects such as forest canopies. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T259: 5.2.8.5 Polygon_Flags, REFLECTIVE 
REFLECTIVE This flag indicates that the given <DRM Polygon> instance reflects light that 

t. is shown on i
 
Remove this set member; the reflectance properties of a <DRM Polygon> instance can be more 

ts. 

 the current text describing the 

clearly specified through the use of <DRM Property Value> componen

RESPONSE: The text in the right column above replaces
REFLECTIVE polygon flag. 

 SEDRIS_T260: 5.2.8.5 Polygon_Flags, COLLIDIBLE and PROJECTILE_COLLIDIBLE 

for use for collision detection in a consuming application. If 
an environmental object collides with the environmental 

Add documentation for the following set members: 
 
COLLIDIBLE Indicates that the given <DRM Polygon> instance is suitable 
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epresented by the given <DRM Polygon> instance, a 
collision state is to be set in the consuming application. 
object r

PROJECTILE_COLLIDIBLE Indicates that the given <DRM Polygon> instance is suitable 
ision detection in a consuming 

onmental object corresponding to a 
projectile collides with the environmental object represented 
by the given <DRM Polygon> instance, a projectile collision 

 be set in the consuming application. 

for use for projectile coll
application. If an envir

state is to

RESPONSE: Accept. Actually, this is replacement text for the current content. 

 SEDRIS_T261: 5.2.8.5 Polygon_Flags 
y the creation of the <DRM Polyhedron> 

This flag is used with the RAISED flag, to indicate that the given 
<DRM Polygon> instance has been raised such that it now forms 

f the polyhedron is opaque. 

Remove the following set members as being superceded b
class: 
OPAQUE_TOP 

part of a polyhedron, where the top o
VISIBLE_FLOOR This flag is used with the RAISED flag, to indicate that the given 

<DRM Polygon> instance has been raised such that it now forms 
part of a polyhedron, where the floor of the polyhedron is visible. 

VISIBLE_INTERIOR This flag is used with the RAISED flag, to indicate that the given 
<DRM Polygon> instance has been raised such that it now forms 
part of a polyhedron, where the interior wall of the polyhedron is 
visible. 

VISIBLE_PERIMETER This flag is used with the RAISED flag, to indicate that the given 
<DRM Polygon> instance has been raised such that it now forms 
part of a polyhedron, where the perimeter wall of the polyhedron is 
visible. 

RESPONSE: The text in the right column replaces the text in the corresponding en
within the definition of Polygon_Flags with the addition that “polyhe
be replaced by “<DRM Polyhedron> instance” throughou

tries 
dron” 

t. 

 SEDRIS_T262: 2.8.5 Poly 5. gon_Flags, TERRAIN 
is semantic can be indicated by providing a <DRM 

n> instance. 

 Withdrawn. 

Remove the set member TERRAIN. Th
Classification Data> component with tag = ECC_TERRAIN for the given <DRM Polygo

RESPONSE:

 SEDRIS_T263: 2.8.5 Poly 5. gon_Flag, WATER_BODY_SURFACE 
SURFACE. This semantic can be indicated by providing a 

ed, rename it to WATERBODY_SURFACE, for consistency 

RBODY_SURFACE” and replace 
ironmental object classified as an 

ATERBODY_SURFACE”. Replace all occurrences of “polygon” 
e”. 

Remove the set member WATER_BODY_
<DRM Classification Data> component with tag = ECC_WATERBODY_SURFACE for the given 
<DRM Polygon> instance. 
If WATERBODY_SURFACE is retain
with EDCS. 

RESPONSE: Change the name of the flag to be “WATE
“surface of a body of water” with “ an env
ECC_W
with “<DRM_Polygon> instanc

 SEDRIS_T264: 5.3.3.6 Address 
Postal_code and country have their da
Add a statement t t the coun

ta types transposed; correct this. 
ha try code is as specified as is the country code for Locale. 

ata type 
des 

. 

RESPONSE: Accept. (The data type for Postal Code should be String and the d
for country code should be Character[3]). Also, Postal Code prece
Country
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 SEDRIS_T265: 5.3.3.9 Alternate_Hierarchy_Parameters 

 this structure", and change the two field names to "hierarchy_data_array". 
nd"  comma in last paragraph. 

ept. 

Use Code font for type names and field names. Change "object" to "instance". 
Remove "as appropriate in
Insert missing "a  after last

RESPONSE: Acc

 SEDRIS_T266: 5.3.3.15 
Change "object" to "instance". 
Fix "an" to "a". 
Remove last sentence as inappropriate. 

the word “instance” will be inserted after the 2nd <DRM Accept. Also, RESPONSE: 
Animation Related Geometry>. 

 SEDRIS_T2 3.3.44 67: 5.
Remove this; CMYK_Data is no longer used in this specification. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T268: 5.3.3.52 C
This data type, for complian

ontact_Information, new type Telephone_Information 
ce with ISO 19115, should support multiple voice and facsimile telephone 

x_phone, and tdd_tty_phone fields of Contact_Information with a single 
rmation", where the new data type Telephone_Information is specified 

 contact information 

    teger_Unsigned; 
     tdd_tty                 String[ ; 
; 

E: Accept in principle. Add explanation that this is derived from CI_Telephone 

numbers. 
Replace the voice_phone, fa
field, "phone   Telephone_Info
as follows. 
 
The Telephone_Information data type encapsulates the complete set of telephone
used by Contact_Information. 
Telephone_Information := 
{ 
     voice _count      Short_Integer_Unsigned; 
     voice                  String[voice_count]; 
     facsimile_count  Short_Integer_Unsigned; 
     facsimile             String[facsimile_count]; 
     tdd_tty_count  Short_In

tdd_tty_count]
}

RESPONS
defined in ISO 19115. 

 SEDRIS_T269: 5.3.3.54 
Correct class name to <DRM Continuous LOD Related Geometry> 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T270: 3.3.62  5.
eferences to Clause 7. Change function references to proper hyperlinked r

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T271: 5.3.3.63 
For consistency, change “Data_Table_Extents” to “Data_Table_Sub_Extent”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T272: 5.3.3.78 
In the first sentence, replace "the type of data for which a DRM class instance applies" with "the
of data being specified by a <DRM Table Property Description> instance". 

 type 
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T273: 5.3.3.93 
Change the parag hs after trap he first colon to a three-entry list corresponding to Hierarchy_Inclusion's 
entries. 
Throughout, replace "hierarchy object" with "hierarchy". 
Change the last two paragraphs before the data type definition to a list, similarly to the material after 
the first colon. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T274: 5.3.3.101 
Insert missing "of" after "branches", and change "object to "instance". 
Change "specified by the data model" to "specified by the DRM" 
Add missing entries for spatial resolution for LOD. 
Update Octant and Quadrant enumerant labels to match the corresponding type's entries. 

by odel" to "ordered by the DRM" 
_tree to quadrant. 
 other subclasses of <DRM Aggregate 

 Aggregate Geometry>, see the specifications for the appropriate subclasses." 

Change "ordered  the data m
In the fields, change oct_tree to octant, and change quad

lace the last paragraph with: "For allFor correctness, rep
Feature> and <DRM

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T275: 5.3.3.102, 1  paragraph 
Change "an" to "a". 
Change second "<DRM Aggreg

st

ate Feature>" to "<DRM Aggregate Geometry>". 
 throughout where appropriate. Change "object" to "instance"

Add missing occurrences of "instance" in later paragraphs. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T276: 5.3.3.102, last paragraph 
esentation>" to "<DRM Aggregate Feature>", and change "<DRM 

ometry>". 

meters". 

Change "<DRM Feature Repr
Geometry Representation>" to "<DRM Aggregate Ge
Change "types" to "subclasses". 
Fix capitalization of _PARAMETERS to "_Para

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T277: 5.3.3.122 
Change "<DRM Enumeration Axis>" to "<DRM Interval Axis>". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T278: 5.3.3.142 
Change last part to "specifies a single value for a long float interval". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T279: 3.3.143, 1 5. st sentence 
al_Value"; change "variant record" to not be in Change "Float_Interval_Value" to "Long_Float_Interv

code font; and change "float interval value" to "long float interval value". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T280: 5.3.3.177 Packed_Hierarchy_Object 
For consistency with similar field names in other types, change "number_of_components" to 
"component_count", and change "number_of_aggregates" to "aggregate_count" 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T281: 3.3.224  5.
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ilar field names in other types, change "number_of_objects" to For consistency with sim
"object_count" 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T282: 3.3.245 and 5.3.3.242 
Search_Rule_Field_Array is currently the same as Sear

 5.
ch_Rule_Field, and cannot specify an array. 

nt value field with 
"ar
"valu
 
Make

RE

After drm_class, replace the curre
ray_size    Short_Integer_Positive" 

e_array  Any_Search_Value[array_size]" 

 similar updates to Search_Rule_Component_Field_Array. 

SPONSE: Accept. 

 SE
The f

RE

DRIS_T283: 5.3.3.247 Search_Rule_Predicate 
irst field of Search_Rule_Predicate should be "test_data Test_Data" 

SPONSE: Accept. 

 SE
dd S ence the new text to the SRM. 

DRIS_T284: 5.3.3 
RM_Coordinate data type to 5.3.3, and suitably referA

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T285: 5.3.3.301 
Remove month, since it is no longer a DRM class that can be used to create components of <DR

s ata>. 
M 

Time Constraint  D

pt. RESPONSE: Acce

 SEDRIS_T286: 5.4.3 
Remove item c (unsaved state no longer exists). 
Also remove references to c from the second paragraph. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T287: 5.5.2 Predicate 
Change the text to: 
"The Predicate data type specifies a callback function used during searching. 

type instance holds the value of 

edicate function, passing: 

e arbitrary test data to the third parameter. 

t. 

Whenever the rule_type value for a Search_Rule data 
PREDICATE, a function with the following signature shall be provided: 

Return value:  Boolean 

Parameters:  Object  
          Object  
          Test_Data 

During the filtering process, the iterator invokes the pr
a. a handle to the DRM object to be tested to the first parameter; 
 
b. a handle to the link object, if encountered, to the second parameter; and 
 
c. a handle to som
 
The test data is specified as described in 5.3.3.247 Search_Rule_Predicate." 

RESPONSE: Accep
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Clause 6 
 
 SEDRIS_T288: 6. s type constraints, e.1 2.2 Axi

f the following as its 
e is an instance with one of the following as its 

Replace "A spatial <DRM Axis> is a <DRM Axis> instance with one o
axis_type" with "A spatial <DRM Axis> instanc
axis_type:" 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T289: 6.2.2 Axis type constraints, e.2 
For clarity, replace sentence with: "The number of spatial <DRM Axis> components of a <DRM 

cified by spatial_axes_count. These spatial <DRM Axis> components 
mponents of the <DRM Property Grid> instance, and shall 

e of the <DRM Property Grid> instance's SRF." 

Property Grid> instance is spe
shall be the first listed <DRM Axis> co
correspond to a coordinat

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T290: 6.2.5 Connected edge constraints 
Rename constrain o "Valid n
following constraints apply to instances of connect

t t ode/edge relationships", and change the first sentence from "The 
ed edge DRM classes" to "The following specifies 

tween <DRM Feature Node> / <DRM Geometry 
ly" 

the constraints for forming valid relationships be
Node> and <DRM Feature Edge> / <DRM Geometry Edge> instances, respective

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T291: 6.2.5 Connected edge constraints, a.3 
elationships being described, and in “a” Change "shall be" to "shall not be" for consistency with the r

change the first "components" to "instances". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T292: 6.2.6 Contained node constraints 

Face> / <DRM Geo
respectively." 

In the first sentence, change "instances of contained node DRM classes" to "instances of <DRM 
Feature Node> / <DRM Geometry Node> that are contained within an instance of <DRM Feature 

metry Face> or <DRM Feature Volume> / <DRM Geometry Volume>, 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T293: 6.2.6 Contained node constraints, c 
Change "E" to "F". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T294: 6.2.6 Contained node constraints 
After "conversely, " in a. add "at feature topology levels 3 and higher," and in c. add "at g
topology levels 3 and higher,". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

eometry 

 

 SEDRIS_T295: 6.2.6 Contained node constraints 
d. add "at geometry After "conversely, " in b. add "at feature topology levels 5 and higher," and in 

topology levels 5 and higher,". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T296: 2.8 
Remove this constraint (superceded by

 6.
 6.2.42). 

 Accept. RESPONSE:
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 SEDRIS_T297: 6.2.9 
Remove the second paragraph; this became obsolete when <DRM Elliptic Cylinder> was replaced b
<DRM Volume Object>. 

y 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T298: 6.2.9bis, Distinct Geometric Centre 
Add this constraint: "If an instance of <DRM Aggregate Geometry> specifies more than one <DRM 
Geometric Centre> component, each shall specify a different value for its meaning field." 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T299: 6.2.10 Distinct link objects 
For a, b add "or c ponents, om as appropriate" after "field values". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T300: 6.2.11 Edges bordering faces 
For <DRM Geometry Edge>, remove a.. For b., remove "of any <DRM Geometry Face Ring> 

stances". These changes result from the earlier elimination of the <DRM Geometry Face Ring> in
class. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T301: 6.2.14 
Make a consistent with Clause 4. Add missing occurrence(s) of "instance". 
Check <DRM Feature Edge> constraints for completeness after incorporating the topology additions 

ESPONSE: The following text will be used: 

igher, no <DRM Feature Edge> instance may intersect with or 

undaries of 

 the 
boundary of more than two <DRM Feature Face> instances. 

E is located within a <DRM 

for clause 4. 

R

The following restrictions apply: 
a. The <DRM Location> instances within a <DRM Feature Edge> instance shall be distinct; that 

is, no two <DRM Location> instances may have the same position in space. 
b. <DRM Feature Edge> instances may meet only at <DRM Feature Node> instances, and <DRM 

Feature Face> instances may meet only along one or more <DRM Feature Edge> instances. 
c. At feature topology level 2 or h

overlap another <DRM Feature Edge> instance. 
d. At feature topology level 3, each <DRM Feature Edge> instance forms part of the bo

exactly two <DRM Feature Face> instances. 
e. At feature topology level 4, at least one <DRM Feature Edge> instance forms part of

f. At feature topology level 5, if a <DRM Feature Edge> instance 
Feature Volume> instance V, E shall associate to V. 

 
 SEDRIS_T302: 6.2.15 Reference Surface example (and example for class itself) 

In the first example, the text 
“lod_rule = ALL” is replaced by “lod_rule = MOST_DETAILED”. 

Update to deal with removal of ALL from Reference_Surface_LOD_Select. 

RESPONSE: This comment actually applies to 6.3.214. 

 SEDRIS_T303: 6.2.15 
Change <DRM Geometry Face Ring> to <DRM Geometry Face> throughout, d
elimination of the <DRM Geometry Face Ring> class. 

ue to the earlier 

RESPONSE: Accept. Also apply elsewhere as appropriate. 

 SEDRIS_T304: 6.2.16 
For c.3, change "with the constraint" to "with the following constraints:".  

or c.3.ii, add "value" after multiplicity_meaning and "field" after "multiplicitF
a

y"; similarly for c.5.1.ii 
nd c.5.3.ii. 
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T305: 6.2.18 Image_Anchor spatial reference frame 
me

owed by". 

ESPONSE: Accept. 

Change "srf_para ters" to "srf_info field", in accordance with the earlier revision of the <DRM 
Image Anchor> class. In a, change "within" to "as all
In b, change "either a component of" to "a component of either", and remove the second "of". In c, 
change "equal those" to "specify the same value as that". 

R

 SEDRIS_T306: 6.2.19 Image mapping functions and texture coordinates 
Change "<DRM Image Mapping Function> i
omponents". 

nstances" to "<DRM Image Mapping Function> 

 
c
Change "a concrete subclass of <DRM Geometry Representation>" to "<DRM Geometry
Representation>" throughout, and italicize. 
Also, change "a concrete subclass of <DRM Feature Representation>" to "<DRM Feature 

epresentation>" throughout, and italicize. R

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T307: 6.2.20 Index_Codes within tables 

 "field" after "component_data_table_ecc". 

Change "DT" to "D" in b. 
In b.3, unhyperlink "tag" and change to "tag field". 

ddA

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T308: 6.2.22 Level of detail related organizing principle 
Rename to "LOD related organizing principle". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T309: 6.2.22 Level of detail related organizing principle, b 
Change first sentence to: "For each pair of branches with <DRM Distance LOD Data> or <DRM 
Volume LOD Data> that overlap, neither shall be a subset of the other." 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T310: 6.2.24 

y a <DRM Local 4x4> component only, it shall be possible to express the <DRM LSR 
ransformation> instance as an ordered set of <DRM LSR Transformation Step> components." 

Change "An" to "A". After the last sentence, add: "If a <DRM LSR Transformation> instance is 
specified b
T

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T311: 6.2.25 Mandatory metadata 

 <DRM Access>, b, change "use_constraints" to "use_constraints field" 
For <DRM Access>, a, change "access_constraints" to "access_constraints field" 
For

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T312: 6.2.25 Mandatory metadata, Keywords 
he constraint was not updated to reflect earlier changes for compliance with ISO 19115. Replace the 

M object shall have distinct type codes. Within a given <DRM Keywords> instance, the entries of 
e keyword_array shall be distinct." 

ESPONSE: The following text will be used:  “No two <DRM Keywords> components 
ithin a 

T
text for <DRM Keywords> with the following: "All the <DRM Keywords> components of a given 
DR
th

R
shall have same type and <DRM Citation> component field values. W
given <DRM Keywords> instance, the entries of the keyword_array shall be 
distinct.” 
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 SEDRIS_T313: 6.2.25 Mandatory metadata, <DRM Responsible Party> 

try code. 
Put "String" and "Address" in code font. Delete the duplicate paragraph for the locale of the String 
field's coun

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T314: 6.2.25 Mandatory metadata, <DRM Responsible Party> 
hange the text for email_address to reflect that it is now an array: "Each element of the 

s." Delete the duplicate paragraph for email_address. 

C
email_address array of the Contact_Information value shall contain a syntactically valid email 
addres

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T315: 6.2.25 Mandatory metadata, <DRM Responsible Party> 
hange the text for web_site to reflect that it is now a structured type field named online_resource: 

y 
n its linkage field." Delete the duplicate paragraph for web_site. 

C
"The online_resource field of the Contact_Information  value, if specified, shall specify a syntacticall
valid URL i

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T316: 6.2.27 Model spatial reference frame 
Add to the end of b.3, "or the <DRM Geometry Model Instance> instance or <DRM Feature Model 
Instance> instance that references M contains a <DRM Transformation> component that maps the 
SRF of M into the target SRF." 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T317: 6.2.28 Nested primitive geometry 
For clarity, replace the first paragraph with: "When a <DRM Primitive Geometry> instance contains a 

face of the <DRM Union Of Primitive Geometry> instance, the resulting geometry shall lie on the sur
parent geometry." 
Replace the second sentence with: "Allowed nesting combinations are:" 
Change the list from bulleted format to enumerated. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T318: 6.2.29 No
Rename the constraint to "C

n-crossing aggregations 

 c  in taking component DRM objects as follows: 

le 
in the component tree of M. 

ponent tree of a <DRM Model> instance other than M. 

than <DRM Property Grid> or <DRM Symbol>, where X 

e component tree of a <DRM Environment Root> instance.  

onstraints on components", and revise for clarity by replacing the text of 
the constraint with the following: 
 
"DRM objects are onstrained
 
1. Let M be an instance of <DRM Model>. 
   a. Let T be an instance of <DRM Property Table>. If T appears in the component tree of M, T shall 
not appear in the component tree of a <DRM Data Table Library> instance. 
 
   b. Let X be an instance of <DRM Property Grid> that is not a component of a <DRM Data Tab
Library> instance, where X appears 
 
      i. X shall not appear in the com
 
      ii. X shall not appear in the component tree of a <DRM Environment Root> instance.  
 
   c. Let X be an instance of a class other 
appears in the component tree of M. 
 
      i. X shall not appear in the component tree of a <DRM Model> instance other than M. 
 
      ii. X shall not appear in th
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all 

a <DRM Data Table 

ppear in the component tree of a <DRM Environment Root> instance other than R. 

odel> instance.  

hat the enumerated numbering scheme will be corrected. 

 
 
2. Let R be an instance of <DRM Environment Root>. 
   a. Let T be an instance of <DRM Property Table>. If T appears in the component tree of R, T sh
not appear in the component tree of a <DRM Data Table Library> instance. 
 
   b. Let X be an instance of <DRM Property Grid> that is not a component of 
Library> instance, where X appears in the component tree of R. 
 
      i. X shall not a
 
      ii. X shall not appear in the component tree of a <DRM M
 
   c. Let X be an instance of a class other than <DRM Property Grid> or <DRM Symbol>, where X 
appears in the component tree of R. 
 
      i. X shall not appear in the component tree of a <DRM Model> instance. 
 
      ii. If X appears in the component tree of another <DRM Environment Root> instance R2, the 
srf_info of R2 shall match that of R. 

ESPONSE: Accept except tR

 SEDRIS_T319: 6.2.30 Non-crossing associations 
Rename the constraint to "Constraints on associates", and revise for clarity by replacing the text of the 
constraint with the following. 
 
"DRM objects are constrained in taking associate DRM objects as follows: 
 
"1. Let M be an instance of <DRM Model>. 

nt tree of F and T be a <DRM Feature Topology> instance in 
e component tree of F. 

tance outside the component tree of F shall associate to F1. 

ce outside the component tree of F. 

 

 
   a. Let M have a <DRM Feature Model> component F, and let F1 be a <DRM Feature 
Representation> instance in the compone
th
 
      i. F1 shall not associate to a <DRM Feature Representation> instance outside the component tree 
of F. 
 
      ii. No <DRM Feature Representation> instance outside the component tree of F shall associate to 
F1. 
 
      iii. F1 shall not associate to a <DRM Feature Topology> instance outside the component tree of F. 
 
      iv. No <DRM Feature Topology> ins
 
      v. T shall not associate to a <DRM Feature Topology> instan
 
      vi. No <DRM Feature Topology> instance outside the component tree of F shall associate to T. 
 
   b. Let M have a <DRM Geometry Model> component G, and let G1 be a <DRM Geometry 
Representation> instance in the component tree of G and T be a <DRM Geometry Topology> 
instance in the component tree of G. 
 
      i. G1 shall not associate to a <DRM Geometry Representation> instance outside the component
tree of G. 
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e component tree of G shall associate 

 Geometry Topology> instance outside the component tree of 

instance outside the component tree of G shall associate to 

M Geometry Topology> instance outside the component tree of 
. 

ature Model> component F and a <DRM Geometry Model> 

    ii. No <DRM Geometry Representation> instance outside the component tree of G shall associate 

e 

o 

> 

 associate to X. 

Let R2 have a <DRM Geometry Hierarchy> 
ree of 

 c. Let R have a <DRM Feature Hierarchy> component F, and let X be a <DRM Feature 
component tree of F. Let R2 have a <DRM Geometry Hierarchy> component 

will be corrected. 

 
      ii. No <DRM Geometry Representation> instance outside th
to G1. 
 
      iii. G1 shall not associate to a <DRM
G. 
 
      iv. No <DRM Geometry Topology> 
G1. 
 
      v. T shall not associate to a <DR
G
 
      vi. No <DRM Geometry Topology> instance outside the component tree of G shall associate to T. 
 
   c. Let M have both a <DRM Fe
component G. Let F1 be a <DRM Feature Representation> instance in the component tree of F and let 
G1 be a <DRM Geometry Representation> instance in the component tree of G. 
 
      i. F1 shall not associate to a <DRM Geometry Representation> instance outside the component 
tree of G. 
 
  
to F1. 
 
      iii. G1 shall not associate to a <DRM Feature Representation> instance outside the component tre
of F. 
 
      iv. No <DRM Feature Representation> instance outside the component tree of F shall associate t
G1. 
 
2. Let R and R2 be instances of <DRM Environment Root>, where the srf_info of R does not match 
that of R2. 
 
   a. Let R have a <DRM Feature Hierarchy> component F, and let X be a <DRM Feature 
Representation> instance in the component tree of F. Let R2 have a <DRM Feature Hierarchy
component F2, and let X2 be a <DRM Feature Representation> instance in the component tree of F2. 
X shall not associate to X2, and X2 shall not
 
   b. Let R have a <DRM Geometry Hierarchy> component G, and let Y be a <DRM Geometry 
Representation> instance in the component tree of G. 
component G2, and let Y2 be a <DRM Geometry Representation> instance in the component t
G2. Y shall not associate to Y2, and Y2 shall not associate to Y. 
 
  
Representation> in the 
G2, and let Y2 be a <DRM Geometry Representation> in the component tree of G2. X shall not 
associate to Y2, and Y2 shall not associate to X." 

ESPONSE: Accept except that the enumerated numbering scheme R

 SEDRIS_T320: 6.2.32, a 

E: Accept. 

Replace with: "A <DRM Model> instance shall have a <DRM Feature Model> instance and/or a 
<DRM Geometry Model> instance." 

ESPONSR
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 SEDRIS_T321: 6.2.32 
For b, change ", that is, a <DRM Geometry Model> without a component <DRM Geometry 
Hierarchy>, " to "(a <DRM Geometry Model> without a <DRM Geometry Hierarchy> component)"
Similarly, for c, change ", t

. 
hat is, a <DRM Feature Model> without a component <DRM Feature 

t. 

Hierarchy>, " to "(a <DRM Feature Model> without a <DRM Feature Hierarchy> component)" 
Add missing period at the end of d. 

ESPONSE: AccepR

 SEDRIS_T322: 6.2.34 
Change "type fields set to the same class type" to "drm_class fields set to the same DRM class." 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T323: 6.2.37 Octant related organizing principle 
Change "oct tree-related" to "octant-related". In a, first sentence, change "that the oct tree is 
organizing into" to "is being organized into". Update references to Octant enumerants to use the 
orrect terms. c

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T324: octant related, quadrant related, perimeter related, separating plane related, 
spatial index related 
Revise constraints to address the cases where a geometry/feature lies entirely along the boundary of a 
tile, whether separating plane, spatial index, perimeter, octant, or quadrant. Also, the constraints 
require clarification on which tiles include/exclude objects lying on the boundary. Update 4.13.10 and 

rimitive lies entirely along the right boundary of the branch, the primitive 
l extent of the UPPER_LEFT_BACK octant but within that of 

itive 
of 

 of 

e branch, the primitive 
 the 

 
HT_BACK octant and not within that 

tant. 

related sections of clause 4 as needed accordingly. 
Revision to be supplied by the SEDRIS organization as a separate document. 

RESPONSE: The following changes will be made: 

6.2.37 OCTANT 
 
(for the UPPER_LEFT_BACK octant's constraints, b.4, add) 
b.4.iii. In the case where a p
is considered not to lie within the spatia
the UPPER_RIGHT_BACK octant. 
b.4.iv. In the case where a primitive lies entirely along the front boundary of the branch, the prim
is considered to lie within the spatial extent of the UPPER_LEFT_BACK octant and not within that 
the UPPER_LEFT_FRONT octant. 
b.4.v. In the c irely along the lower boundary of tase where a primitive lies ent he branch, the primitive 
s considered to lie within the spatial extent of the UPPER_LEFT_BACK octant and not within thati

the LOWER_LEFT_BACK octant. 
 
(for the UPPER_RIGHT_BACK octant's constraints, b.5, add) 
b.5.iii. In the case where a primitive lies entirely along the right boundary of th
is considered to lie within the spatial extent of the UPPER_RIGHT_BACK octant and not that of
UPPER_LEFT_BACK octant. 
b.5.iv. In the case where a primitive lies entirely along the front boundary of the branch, the primitive
s considered to lie within the spatial extent of the UPPER_RIGi

of the UPPER_RIGHT_FRONT octant. 
b.5.v. In the case where a primitive lies entirely along the lower boundary of the branch, the primitive 
is considered to lie within the spatial extent of the UPPER_RIGHT_BACK octant and not within that 
of the LOWER_RIGHT_BACK oc
 
(for the UPPER_LEFT_FRONT octant's constraints, b.6, add) 
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e 
ed not to lie within the spatial extent of the UPPER_LEFT_FRONT octant but within that 

f the UPPER_RIGHT_FRONT octant. 
ive lies entirely along the back boundary of the branch, the primitive 

ER_LEFT_FRONT octant. 
e lower boundary of the branch, the primitive 

hin that 

itive lies entirely along the right boundary of the branch, the primitive 
 considered to lie within the spatial extent of the UPPER_RIGHT_FRONT octant and not that of the 

FRONT octant. 
e 

hin that 

imitive 
 considered to lie within the spatial extent of the UPPER_RIGHT_FRONT octant and not within 

R_RIGHT_FRONT octant. 

BACK octant's constraints, b.8, add) 
.8.iii. In the case where a primitive lies entirely along the right boundary of the branch, the primitive 

WER_LEFT_BACK octant but within that 

itive lies entirely along the front boundary of the branch, the primitive 
 considered to lie within the spatial extent of the LOWER_LEFT_BACK octant and not within that 

_LEFT_FRONT octant. 
ve 

ithin that of 

or the LOWER_RIGHT_BACK octant's constraints, b.9, add) 
case where a primitive lies entirely along the right boundary of the branch, the primitive 

 
octant. 

.9.iv. In the case where a primitive lies entirely along the front boundary of the branch, the primitive 
 octant and not within that 

 octant. 
itive lies entirely along the upper boundary of the branch, the primitive 

 spatial extent of the UPPER_RIGHT_BACK octant and not within that 
BACK octant. 

the branch, the 
tent of the LOWER_LEFT_FRONT octant but 

within that of the LOWER_LEFT_FRONT octant. 
 w imitive lies entirely along the upper boundary of the branch, the 

 lie within the spatial extent of the UPPER_LEFT_FRONT octant and not 

b.6.iii. In the case where a primitive lies entirely along the right boundary of the branch, the primitiv
is consider
o
b.6.iv. In the case where a primit
is considered to lie within the spatial extent of the UPPER_LEFT_BACK octant and not within that of 
the UPP
b.6.v. In the case where a primitive lies entirely along th
is considered to lie within the spatial extent of the UPPER_LEFT_FRONT octant and not wit
of the LOWER_LEFT_FRONT octant. 
 
(for the UPPER_RIGHT_FRONT octant's constraints, b.7, add) 
b.7.iii. In the case where a prim
is
UPPER_LEFT_
b.7.iv. In the case where a primitive lies entirely along the back boundary of the branch, the primitiv
is considered to lie within the spatial extent of the UPPER_RIGHT_BACK octant and not wit
of the UPPER_RIGHT_FRONT octant. 
b.7.v. In the case where a primitive lies entirely along the lower boundary of the branch, the pr
is
that of the LOWE
 
(for the LOWER_LEFT_
b
is considered not to lie within the spatial extent of the LO
of the LOWER_RIGHT_BACK octant. 
b.8.iv. In the case where a prim
is
of the LOWER
b.8.v. In the case where a primitive lies entirely along the upper boundary of the branch, the primiti
is considered to lie within the spatial extent of the UPPER_LEFT_BACK octant and not w
the LOWER_LEFT_BACK octant. 
 
(f
b.9.iii. In the 
is considered to lie within the spatial extent of the LOWER_RIGHT_BACK octant and not that of the
LOWER_LEFT_BACK 
b
is considered to lie within the spatial extent of the LOWER_RIGHT_BACK
of the LOWER_RIGHT_FRONT
b.9.v. In the case where a prim
is considered to lie within the
of the LOWER_RIGHT_
 
(for the LOWER_LEFT_FRONT octant's constraints, b.10, add) 
b.10.iii. In the case where a primitive lies entirely along the right boundary of 
primitive is considered not to lie within the spatial ex
within that of the LOWER_RIGHT_FRONT octant. 
b.10.iv. In the case where a primitive lies entirely along the back boundary of the branch, the 
primitive is considered to lie within the spatial extent of the LOWER_LEFT_BACK octant and not 

b.10.v. In the case here a pr
primitive is considered to
within that of the LOWER_LEFT_FRONT octant. 
 
(for the LOWER_RIGHT_FRONT octant's constraints, b.11, add) 
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right boundary of the branch, the 
RONT octant and not 

b.11.iv. In the case where a prim

 case where a primitive lies entirely along the upper boundary of the branch, the 
primitive is considered to lie within the spatial extent of the UPPER_RIGHT_FRONT octant and not 
with t
 
6.2.39 PER
In the case of a prim dary specified by the <DRM Perimeter Data> instance 
corresponding to a b c ll be considered to have a spatial extent fully contained 
within that specified by tance. 
 
6.2.47 QUADRANT
Consider a quadrant com  C touches that of another quadrant of 
Q, C is considered t c not to include its upper and right 
boundaries. 
 
(for the LEFT_BAC q
b.4.iii. In the case w re right boundary of the branch, the primitive 
is considered not to lie within the spatial extent of the LEFT_BACK quadrant but within that of the 
RIGHT_BACK
b.4.iv. In the ca e a primitive lies entirely along the front boundary of the branch, the primitive 
is considered to lie within the spatial extent of the LEFT_BACK quadrant and not within that of the 
LEFT_FRO  
 
(for the RIG
b.5.iii. In the cas
considered to lie
LEFT_BACK q
b.5.iv. In the s
is considered to
RIGHT_FRON
 
(for the LEFT_FRONT quadrant's constraints, b.6, add) 
b.6.iii. In th
is considered no
RIGHT_FRON
b.6.iv. In the ca e lies entirely along the back boundary of the branch, the primitive 
is considere
LEFT_FRO  
 
(for  
b.6.i I
conside
RIGHT
b.6.iv. I
is considere K quadrant and not within that of the 
RIGHT_FR T
 
6.2.51 SEPARATIN
For each <DRM Sep at ing 
Plane> component of R: 

b.11.iii. In the case where a primitive lies entirely along the 
primitive is considered to lie within the spatial extent of the LOWER_RIGHT_F
that of the LOWER_LEFT_FRONT octant. 

itive lies entirely along the back boundary of the branch, the 
primitive is considered to lie within the spatial extent of the LOWER_RIGHT_BACK octant and not 
within that of the LOWER_RIGHT_FRONT octant. 
b.11.v. In the

in hat of the LOWER_RIGHT_FRONT octant. 

IMETER 
itive lying on the boun
ran h, the primitive sha

the <DRM Perimeter Data> ins

 
ponent C of Q. Where a boundary of

o in lude its lower and left boundaries, but 

K uadrant's constraints, b.4, add) 
he  a primitive lies entirely along the 

 quadrant. 
se wher

NT quadrant. 

HT_BACK quadrant's constraints, b.5, add) 
e where a primitive lies entirely along the left boundary of the branch, the primitive is 
 within the spatial extent of the RIGHT_BACK quadrant and not within that of the 
uadrant. 

 ca e where a primitive lies entirely along the front boundary of the branch, the primitive 
 lie within the spatial extent of the RIGHT_BACK quadrant and not within that of the 
T quadrant. 

e case where a primitive lies entirely along the right boundary of the branch, the primitive 
t to lie within the spatial extent of the LEFT_FRONT quadrant but within that of the 

T quadrant. 
se where a primitiv

d to lie within the spatial extent of the LEFT_BACK quadrant and not within that of the 
NT quadrant. 

 the RIGHT_FRONT quadrant's constraints, b.6, add) 
ii. n the case where a primitive lies entirely along the left boundary of the branch, the primitive is 

red not to lie within the spatial extent of the LEFT_FRONT quadrant but within that of the 
_FRONT quadrant. 
n the case where a primitive lies entirely along the back boundary of the branch, the primitive 

d to lie within the spatial extent of the RIGHT_BAC
ON  qu raad nt. 

G PLANE (b.2) 
ponent R of S, let P be the <DRM Separatar ing Plane Relations> com
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i. For each <DRM P e X in the component tree of a branch of R, X shall 
have a spatial extent e ed that branch. 
ii. Let X be a <DRM  lies entirely within the plane of P.  
 
If X is a <DRM Pol n n> that otherwise lies entirely within the 
positive half-space d in n the positive half-space defined by P. 
Otherwise, X is con e pace defined by P. 
 
iii. If the strict_
branch of R shall have a spatial extent fully contained within the half-space specified by the <DRM 
Separating Plane Data> instance corresponding to the branch. 
 
iv. If the strict_organizing_principle field of S has the value FALSE, no guarantees exist as to how 
accurately t
from that specif
 
6.2.52 SPATIA
Consider a c C
include its lo
a primitive that 
but a primitive t
within C. 
 

rimitive Geometry> instanc
 ov rlapping that of the half-space specifi
 Primitive Geometry> instance such that X

ygo > component of a <DRM Polyhedro
ef ed by P, X is considered to lie withi

sid red to lie within the negative half-s

organizing_principle field of S has the value TRUE, every primitive within each 

he DRM objects of the component tree rooted at S were placed into their sorted bins apart 
ied by b.2.i above. 

L INDEX (a.3.iii) 
ell  of S. Where a boundary of C touches that of another cell of S, C is considered to 
wer and left boundaries, but not to include its upper and right boundaries. Consequently, 

lies entirely along the lower and/or left boundary of C is considered to lie within C, 
hat lies entirely along the upper and/or right boundary of C is not considered to lie 

 SEDRIS_T325
Revise to spell o
does it. 
SEDRIS org

RESPONSE:

The following text replaces the first sentence in 6.2.37. 
t 

Inse
“Fo
within t
Con u
be f
 
Rep e
“If O ha
shall be
 
The l
“Consid
Related
 
Inse
“For each branch of Q, each primitive within the branch shall have a spatial extent fully contained 

onding to the branch. 
ll be set to TRUE, because no DRM object can 

be f y Spatial Extent> instance of more than one branch of Q.” 
 
Add

: 6.2.37, item c 
ut how strict organizing principle more correctly, along the lines of how spatial index 

anization to supply as separate document. 

 The following changes will be made: 

“Consider an instance O, which is either a <DRM Octant Related Features> or a <DRM Octan
lated Geometry> instance.” Re

 
rt b.1bis. : 
r each branch of O, each primitive within the branch shall have a spatial extent fully contained 

hat specified by the <DRM Spatial Extent> instance corresponding to the branch. 
seq ently, the unique_descendants field of O shall be set to TRUE, because no DRM object can 
ully contained within the <DRM Spatial Extent> instance of more than one branch of O.” 

lac  c. with: 
s eight branches, the strict_organizing_principle field of O shall be set to TRUE; otherwise it 
 set to FALSE.” 

 fol owing text replaces the first sentence of 6.2.47: 
er an instance Q, which is either a <DRM Quadrant Related Features> or a <DRM Quadrant 
 Geometry> instance.” 

rt b.1bis: 

within that specified by the <DRM Spatial Extent> instance corresp
Consequently, the unique_descendants field of Q sha

ull  contained within the <DRM 

 new c.: 
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“If Q has four branches, the strict_organizing_principle field of Q shall be set to TRUE; otherwise it 
sha e
 

ll b  set to FALSE.” 

 SE erimeter related feature topology partitioning 
Rem 2.39. 

RE

DRIS_T326: 6.2.38 P
ove; superseded by 6.

SPONSE: Accept. 

 SE
Cha e es of" to "Instances of" throughout. 

dd i throughout. Change uses of the form "<DRM xxx> object" to 
and other occurrences of "object" to "DRM object". 

DRM 

DRIS_T327: 6.2.40 
ng  "Instances of concrete subclass
 m ssing occurrences of "instance" A

"<DRM xxx> instance", 
Ensure that all class names are enclosed in brackets. 
Change "apply based on this enumeration." to "apply:" 
Change <DRM Geometry> to <DRM Geometry Representation> throughout; similarly for <
Feature> to <DRM Feature Representation>. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T328: 2.40  6.
onflicts represent, and how this is supposed to apply to the data provider. To 
document by the SEDRIS organization. 

The ll

“Cons

Clarify/specify what the c
a separate be supplied as 

RESPONSE: The following changes will be made: 

 fo owing text replaces the content of 6.2.40: 

ider an instance P of <DRM Geometry Representation> or <DRM Feature Representation>, 
whe Pre  has a <DRM Property Set Index> component X that references a <DRM Property Set> 
instance S.  

a. Let S have a component C and let P have a component D such that C and D are instances of 
the same class.  

1. Let C be an instance of any of the following:  
 <DRM Access>,  
 <DRM Citation>,  
 <DRM Classification Data>,  
 <DRM Data Quality>,  
 <DRM Description>,  

M Image Mapping Function> <DR ,  
operties> <DRM Light Rendering Pr ,  

ntation Domain> <DRM Prese ,  
ing Priority Level> <DRM Render ,  

g Properties> <DRM Renderin , or  
 <DRM Time Constraints Data>.  

ver C, such that C is not treated as a directly attached component D takes precedence o
of P.  

2. If C and D are instances of <DRM Cross Reference>, C is treated as a directly 
omponent of P.  

 be instances of <DRM Property Table>
attached c

3. Let C and D . If C and D have matching 
lassification Data><DRM C  components, D takes precedence over C, such that C is 

ated as a directly attached component of P. Otherwise, C is treated as a directly 
component of P.  
d D be instances of <DRM Property Table Reference>

not tre
attached 

4. Let C an . If C and D refer to 
 Table><DRM Property  instances having matching <DRM Classification Data> 
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 D takes precedence over C, such that C is not treated as a directly 
hed component of P. Otherwise, C is treated as a directly attached component of 

components,
attac
P.  

5. Let C and D be instances of <DRM Property Value>. If C and D have matching 
eam ning fi

directly attac
eld values, D takes precedence over C, such that C is not treated as a 
hed component of P. Otherwise, C is treated as a directly attached 

component of P.  
6. Let C and D be instances of <DRM Colour>. If C and D specify conflicting <DRM 

Presentation Domain> instances, D takes precedence over C, such that C is not 
treated as a directly attached component of P.  

<DRM Property Set Index>b. Let P have another  component Y that references a <DRM 
Property t>Se  instance S2, where Y appears further down the ordered list of <DRM Property 
Set Index> components of P than does X. Let S have a component C and let S2 have a 

C2 are instances of the same class, where P does not have a 

1. Let C2 be an instance of any of the following:  
M Access>

component C2 such that C and 
component that is an instance of that class.  

 
 <DR ,  

<DRM Citation>,   
 <DRM Classification Data>,  
 <DRM Data Quality>,  
 <DRM Description>,  

M Image Mapping Function> <DR ,  
 <DRM Light Rendering Properties>,  
 <DRM Presentation Domain>,  
 <DRM Rendering Priority Level>,  
 <DRM Rendering Properties>, or  
 <DRM Time Constraints Data>.  

d as a directly attached 
component of P.  

 C2 are instances of <DRM Cross Reference>

C takes precedence over C2, such that C2 is not treate

2. If C and , C2 is treated as a directly 

3. Let C and C2 be instances of <DRM Property Table>
attached component of P.  

. If C and C2 have matching 
D ification Data>< RM Class  components, C takes precedence over C2, such that C2 is 

ed as a directly attached component of P. Otherwise, C2 is treated as a not treat
directly attached component of P.  

4. Let C and C2 be instances of <DRM Property Table Reference>. If C and C2 refer to
<DRM Property Table>

 
 instances having matching <DRM Classification Data> 

s not treated as a directly 
 attached component 

d C2 be instances of <DRM Property Value>

components, C takes precedence over C2, such that C2 i
attached component of P. Otherwise, C2 is treated as a directly
of P.  

5. Let C an . If C and C2 have matching 
meaning field values, C t
directly attached component of P. Otherwi

akes precedence over C2, such that C2 is not treated as a 
se, C2 is treated as a directly attached 

om f P.  
d C2 be instances of <DRM Colour>

c ponent o
6. Let C an . If C and C2 specify conflicting <DRM 

Presentation Domain> instances, C takes precedence over C2, such that C2 is not 
treated as a directly attached component of P.” 

The following text forms a new constraint entitled “<DRM Presentation Domain> conflicts”: 
“ 
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, every instance of <DRM Colour>a. In a given transmittal , <DRM Image Mapping Function>, 
Properties>and <DRM Rendering  shall specify a <DRM Presentation Domain> component, 

whether directly or through inheritance.  
b. In a given transmittal, every instance of <DRM Image> that specifies a <DRM Image 

Anchor> component shall specify a <DRM Presentation Domain> component.  
c. Let X be a DRM object such that X has <DRM Image Mapping Function> components F1 

1 ify a <DRM Presentation Domain>and F2. F shall spec  component P1 and F2 shall specify a 
ain><DRM Presentation Dom  component P2 such that the presentation_domain sets 

of P1 and P2 do not intersect.  
d. Let X be a DRM object such that X has <DRM Colour> components F1 and F2. F1 sha

specify a <DR
ll 

M Presentation Domain> component P1 and F2 shall specify a <DRM 
Presentation Domain> component P2 such that the presentation_domain sets of P1 and 
P2 do not intersect. 

e. The  presentation_domain field of a <DRM Presentation Domain> instance shall not 
be empty.” 

The new constraint applies to the following classes: 
• <DRM Aggregate Feature> 
• <DRM Aggregate Geometry> 
• <DRM Data Table> 
• <DRM Primitive Feature> 
• <DRM Primitive Geometry> 
• <DRM Property Set> 

 Image> 

• <DRM Vertex> 
• <DRM Colour> 
• <DRM Image Mapping Function> 
• <DRM Rendering Properties> 
• <DRM
• <DRM Presentation Domain> 

 
 SEDRIS_T329: 6.2.41 
In c, change "eith in its <DR
instance, or both" to "in its <DRM Featu

er M Feature Hierarchy> instance, its <DRM Geometry Hierarchy> 
re Hierarchy> instance and/or its <DRM Geometry 

Hierarchy> instance" 
In d, eliminate the "either…or…or both" by changing to use "and/or" 
In e, remove "This constraint implicitly enjoins the constraint that". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T330: 6.2.43 
Replace with: 

 conditions shall hold: 

nsistent with the restrictions imposed by the meaning field value of P. 
lued Variable_Code M as its meaning, the value_unit 

S Unit Equivalence class to which M is bound. 

ion> instance P, the following conditions shall hold: 
ion>, its value_type field and those of the 

ing elements of any applicable <DRM Data Table> instances shall be consistent 

_Code M as its meaning, the value_unit 
alence class to which M is bound. 

"For a <DRM Property> instance P, the following
a. If P is an instance of <DRM Property Value>, its value.attribute_value_type field shall be 

co
b. If P specifies a real-valued EA or real-va

of P shall specify a unit belonging to the EDC
c. If P does not specify a real-valued EA or real-valued Variable_Code as its meaning, the 

value_unit and value_scale shall be set to EUC_UNITLESS and EUC_UNI, respectively. 
For a <DRM Table Property Descript

a. If P is an instance of <DRM Table Property Descript
correspond
with the restrictions imposed by the meaning field of P. 

b. If P specifies a real-valued EA or real-valued Variable
of P shall specify a unit belonging to the EDCS Unit Equiv
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valued Variable_Code as its meaning, the c. If P does not specify a real-valued EA or real-
value_unit and value_scale shall be set to EUC_UNITLESS and EUC_UNI, respectively." 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T331: 6.2.46 
Add the following classes to the list: 
<DRM Feature Topology Hierarchy>, 

g P tions> 
> from list) 

 Data> 

patial Index Data> 

<DRM Geometry Topology Hierarchy> 
<DRM Library> 
<DRM Model> 
<DRM Separatin lane Rela
(remove <DRM Property Grid
Add the following: 
"2. Instances of the following classes may be published, where they serve the role of link objects: 
<DRM Base LOD Data> 
<DRM Classification Data> 
<DRM Hierarchy
<DRM Octant Data> 
<DRM Perimeter Data> 
<DRM Quadrant Data> 
<DRM Separating Plane Data> 
<DRM S
<DRM State Data> 
<DRM Time Constraints Data> 
3. An instance of a class not covered by 1 or 2 above shall not be published." 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T332: 6.2.47 Quadrant related organizing principle 
Change "quad tree-related" to "quadrant-related". In a, first sentence, change "that the quad tree is 

nto". Update references to Quadrant enumerants to use the organizing into" to "is being organized i
correct terms. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T333: 6.2.48 Reference to Data_Table_Library 
Add missing occurrences of "instance". 
Change name of constraint to: "Characteristics of DRM_Property_Table_Reference" 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T334: 6.2 
Where reference is made to class names in constraint names, ensure that the class name always
"DRM" in front of it within the constraint name. 

 has 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T335: 6.
bers of a <DRM Property Set> instance are to be 

able 6.196's definition, after the list. The constraint 

2.44 Property Set constraints 
This constraint expresses how the referenced mem
interpreted, rather than expressing a constraint as such; it describes how <DRM Property Set> 
behaves, rather than correct usage. 
 
The text of this constraint should be moved to T
will therefore no longer exist, so it will no longer be referenced in clause 6. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T336: 6.2.49 
Add "Within a <DRM Property Grid> instance, " at the beginning of the constraint. 
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T337: 6.
 collinear or coincident". 

st part of sentence 1 to read "If the strict_organizing_principle field of S has 

onstruction. Change "bins" to "half-spaces". 

2.51 
For clarity, in a, change "shall specify a plane" to "shall not be
For b.2.ii, change the fir
value TRUE". 
For sentence 2, use a similar c

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T338: 6.2.52 
For b.2, change "b  b.1 abovey " to "a.3.iii". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T339: 6.2.54 
Change "time configuration" to code font and insert the missing underscore throughout. For b, specify 

)] the range in range notation [(1-day)...(30-day

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T340: 5.3.3.300 Time_Day_Of_Year_Value 
e. The range for day shall be 0 to 365 inclusiv

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T341: 6.2.55 
Change <DRM Absolute Time Point> to <DRM Absolute Time> throughout due to earlier class 
rename. Reference "6.2.55" should be to "6.2.54". Change "time configuration" to code font and insert 

. the missing underscore throughout

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T342: 6.2.56 
Change "variable code" to "Variable_Code" in code font. Fix "Unitless" to "EUC_UNITLESS" and 
Uni" to "ESC_UNI". "

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T343: 6, all classes 
Ensure that the examples and their diagrams are up to date. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T344: Table 6.5 <DRM Access> and Table 6.57 <DRM Description> 
 instance of <DRM Access> as a component may also have an 
 as a component. <DRM Description> itself does not take <DRM 

valent classes in ISO 19115 such a relationship 

on with ISO 19115, revise the composition relationships of <DRM Access> as 

s composed of list, add 0 or 1 instance of <DRM Access> 
nt version of the specification takes <DRM Access> as a component 

ove the relationship (which will now be provided by placing the 
RM Description> component instead, to more closely reflect 

nt in clause 6 to reflect that for a <DRM Description> 
t 

ESPONSE: Accept. 

Currently every class that has an
scription>instance of <DRM De

Access> as a formal component, although in the equi
exists. 
For closer correlati
follows: 
To <DRM Description>'
For each class that in the curre
(<DRM Transmittal Root>, etc.), rem

omponent on the <D<DRM Access> c
ISO 19115). 
Update the Mandatory Metadata constrai
instance that is a component of a <DRM Transmittal Root> instance, the <DRM Access> componen
of <DRM Description> is required. 

R
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 SEDRIS_T345: Table 6.5 <DRM Access> 
<DRM Access> currently combines the functionality of both the MD_LegalConstraints and 
MD_SecurityConstraints entities from ISO 19115, where the <DRM Access> component-of 
relationships have the multiplicity of the latter. However, this currently restricts the DRM's ability to 

5 com ISO 

 

DRM 

    
 Security_Constraints data type 

 5 as this was its only use 

user_note String; 
> class <DRM Security Constraints>. 

Unsigned 
    

- Move the access_c
<DRM Legal Const

se 6 to 

support ISO 1911 pliant information, since legal constraint information compliant with 
19115 has a different multiplicity than security constraints information. 

Make the following updates to <DRM Access>: 
1) Replace the use_limitation field with two fields, added in front of the current first field in <
Access>. 
use_limitation_count    Short_Integer_Unsigned 
use_limitation           String[use_limitation_count] 
2) Replace the security field of <DRM Access> with the fields of the
from clause 5, and remove the Security_Constraints data type from clause
case in this part of ISO / IEC 18023. 
3) Add the following field after the new classification field: 

4) Rename the <DRM Access
5) Create a new class, <DRM Legal Constraints>, as follows. 

o fields, defined as above: - Add the following fields as its first tw
use_limitation_count    Short_Integer_
use_limitation           String[use_limitation_count] 

onstraints, use_constraints, and other_constraints fields from <DRM Access> to 
raints>. 

- Make <DRM Legal Constraints> a formal component of <DRM Description>, where a <DRM 
Description> instance can have zero or more <DRM Legal Constraints> components, and a <DRM 
Legal Constraints> instance can belong to zero or more <DRM Description> instances. 
 
Update all examples currently referring to <DRM Access> to refer to <DRM Legal Constraints> and 
<DRM Security Constraints> appropriately. Update the Mandatory metadata constraint in clau
reflect these changes. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T346: Table 6.6 <DRM Aggregate Feature> and each of its subclasses, Clarifications 
eded for 

cases in which an <D DRM Presentation Domain> component is 
 Aggregate Feature> that are". 

For the clarification for the <DRM Presentation Domain> component, replace "This is ne
RM Aggregate Feature> is" with "A <

needed for instances of <DRM

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T347: Table 6.6 and Table 6.7 <DRM Aggregate Feature>, <DRM Aggregate 
Geometry>, Definition 
For the STATE a  TIME secnd tions, replace "represents something" with "represents an environmental 

portion, replace 
object". 

es involved, for the OCTANT To comply with earlier name changes to the class
"represents an octant" with "represents an octant-related organization", and for the QUADRANT 
portion, replace "represents a quadrant" with "represents a quadrant-related organization". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T348: Table 6.24 <DRM Blend Directional Light>, Example(s) 
For clarity, replace occurrences of "vertical axis vector" with "VERTICAL_AXIS vector". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T349: Table 6.27 <DRM Camera Point> 
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rdinate 

cation of viewing volumes by clipping planes to specify volumes by the use of a 
xt consistency with how volumes are specified 
R r clarity in cases where a <DRM Camera Point> is instanced in a non-

 a <DRM Parallelepiped Volume Extent> 

ifying the viewing volume as a frustrum bounded by the clipping planes. 

 change of X,Y,Z to U,V,W will be made. The second paragraph of 

Replace the use of X, Y, Z in this class with U,V,W, consistent with earlier changes to the coo
field names of LSR. 
Revise the specifi
<DRM Volume E ent> component instead, for 
elsewhere in the D M, and fo
LSR SRF. In the case of ORTHOGRAPHIC projection,
would be equivalent to specification of a volume by clipping planes. In the case of perspective 
projection, the field-of-view/aspect ratio method can always be used rather than providing the 
alternative method of spec

RESPONSE: Only the
the comment is not applied. 

 SEDRIS_T350: Table 6.31 <DRM Citation> 
For compliance with ISO 19115, change the multiplicity of the composition relationship with <DRM 

lause 
solute Time> components, their 

the multiplicity of the composition relationship with <DRM 
> ctly 1" to "0 or more", adding a constraint to Mandatory metadata in 

ltiple <DRM Responsible Party> components, their 

Absolute Time> from "exactly 1" to "1 or more", adding a constraint to Mandatory metadata in c
6 that if a <DRM Citation> instance has multiple <DRM Ab
time_significance field values shall be distinct. 
For compliance with ISO 19115, change 
Responsible Party  from "exa
clause 6 that if a <DRM Citation> instance has mu
role codes shall be distinct. 

RESPONSE: Accept all aspects except that the request to add a constraint about role 
codes being distinct is rejected. 

 SEDRIS_T351: Table 6.45 <DRM Colour Table Group> 
Remove first example. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T352: Table 6.52 <DRM Cross Reference> 
Now that ISO/IEC 18023 supports ISO 19115-compliant metadata, this class has been superceded by 

Accept. 

other metadata mechanisms in the DRM. Remove it. 

RESPONSE: 

 SEDRIS_T353: Ta
For consistency with eated elsewhere in the DRM, replace the fields making 
optional statements 
Add the following c
- <DRM Property V
- <DRM Property D
Remove the followi
- absolute_horizonta racy 

e 
DRM Property Value> and <DRM Property Description> instances. 

ble 6.54 <DRM Data Quality> 
 how properties are tr

of accuracy with <DRM Property Value> components, as follows: 
omponent relationships: 
alue> (zero or more) 
escription> (zero or more) 
ng fields: 
l_positional_accu

- relative_horizontal_positional_accuracy 
- absolute_vertical_positional_accuracy 
- relative_vertical_positional_accuracy 
The fields being removed can be expressed, as currently indicated by their clarifications, through th
use of EDCS in <

RESPONSE: Withdrawn. 

 SEDRIS_T354: Table 6.57 <DRM Description> 
To support future registration of more keyword types, change the multiplicity of the <DRM 
Keywords> component from 0..5 to zero or more. 
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ith 15, add a <DRM Citation> component to this class to permit a <DRM 
ce information for the DRM 

: 

- <D M
- <D M
- <D M

 S  

tta
 m y so that a <DRM Description> component of a 

DRM Citation> component. 

t 
ore, to permit the specification of responsible parties playing different 

pecifies 
sponsible party twice, the two shall be playing different roles. 

RESPONSE: Accept but also rename the <DRM Description> class to <DRM 
ation>. 

For compliance w  ISO 191
Description> instance to specify recommended bibliographic referen
object(s) being described by the <DRM Description>. 
 
With the addition of this <DRM Citation> component to <DRM Description>, the following classes 
(which currently take a <DRM Description> component) no longer need a direct <DRM Citation> 
component, so remove it from their composition relationships
- <DRM Colour Table> 

R  Colour Table Group> 
R  Data Table> 
R  Environment Root> 

- <D M
- <DRM Library> 
- <DRM Model> 
- <DRM Property Set> 

R  Image> 

- <DRM Property et Table>
- <DRM Property Set Table Group> 
- <DRM Sound> 
- <DRM Symbol> 
- <DRM Transmi l Root> 
Update Mandatory etadata in clause 6 accordingl
<DRM Transmittal Root> instance is required to specify a <
 
For compliance with ISO 19115, change the multiplicity of the <DRM Responsible Party> componen
from exactly 1 to zero or m
roles. Update the Mandatory metadata constraint in clause 6 to indicate that if a DRM object s
the same re

Identific

 SEDRIS_T355: Table 6.60 <DRM Distance LOD Data>, clarifications 
For the <DRM Location> component, change "This is" to "If present, the <DRM Location> 
component is". 

RESPONSE: Accept. Also, check size of superscript at <DRM Location>. 

 SEDRIS_T356: Table 6.64 <DRM EDCS Use Summary Item> 
The phrase "specifies a pattern of EDCS codes that appears" is not clear! 
Replace the sentence with “Within the scope being summarized, a <DRM EDCS Use Summary Item
instance can specify either an ECC with an optional set of EACs, or just an indi

> 
vidual EAC.” 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T357: Ta
Missing constraint f

RESPONSE: ill be added to <DRM 
DRM Classification Data>, and <DRM 

ble 6.71 <DRM Environmental Domain Summary> 
or qualified ECC 

The constraint “No property conflicts” w
Environmental Domain Summary>, <
Reference Surface>. 

 SEDRIS_T358: Table 6.85 
Shell> 

<DRM Feature Volume> and Table 6.86 <DRM Feature Volume 

to apply to the entire <DRM 
DRM Feature 

sta . 
ers m <DRM Feature Volume Shell> and add it to <DRM Feature 

olume> instead, updating the definition, clarifications, and example text accordingly. 

The universal field of the <DRM Feature Volume Shell> class is defined 
Feature Volume> to which a <DRM Feature Shell> instance belongs, rather than the <
Volume Shell> in nce itself
Remove the univ al field fro
V
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ponent relationship between <DRM Feature Volume> and <DRM Feature Volume 
ered relationship. 

ature Volume> clarifications, remove 

Make the com
hell> an ordS

RESPONSE: Accept. Also in <DRM Fe
inappropriate occurrence of “SE_”. 

 SEDRIS_T359: Table 6.93 
"The external boundary of a <DRM Geometry Face> instance is specified by its <DRM Geometry 
Face> component." Replace with "The external boundary of a <DRM Geometry Face> instance is 

etry Edge> associates." specified by its <DRM Geom

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T360: Table 6.95 <DRM Geometry Model>, Examples 
Replace the second example with the following: 

M nstance M specified in an LSR 3D SRF, representing a missile and 
on. M is a component of a <DRM Model Library> instance 

red  SRF, but for whom it is customary to specify missiles pointing down 

"Consider a <DR Model> i
specifying a geometric representati
containing many <DRM Model> instances representing missiles, each of which for consistency is 
expected to be specified in the same LSR 3D SRF and oriented pointing down the positive V axis. 
 
In the case of M, however, the <DRM Geometry Model> component was provided by a data provider 
who uses the desi  LSR 3D
the -W axis. To make M consistent with the rest of the 
<DRM Model Library> instance in which it resides, therefore, the <DRM Geometry Model> 
component of M has an <DRM LSR Transformation> component to reorient it to point down the 
positive V axis." 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T361: Table 6.131 <DRM Light_Source> 
Add an optional <DRM Classification Data> component to <DRM Light Source> to allow a data 
provider to specify whether a <DRM Light Source> instance represents an environmental object, such 
as the sun. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T362: Table 6.178 <DRM Point Feature> 
In the examples, replace "classifying it as a well" with "classifying it as ECC_WELL" and 

a b ith "classifying it as ECC_BUILDING". 
ith "<DRM Classification Data> component" 

FUNCTION". 

"identifying it as uilding" w
Replace "<DRM Classification Data> instance" w
throughout. For the third example, replace "its height" with 
"EAC_HEIGHT" and "its building function category" with "EAC_BUILDING_

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T363: Table 6.191 <DRM Property> 
Add a Boolean field apply_property_inheritance to this class (and thus its subclasses). The 

: "If apply_property_inheritance is TRUE for a given instance P of 
rited." This allows a data provider to specify 

 DRM 
bject 

ion that would be inherited). 
rty ce section of clause 4 accordingly. To be supplied by the SEDRIS 

aph of 
.6: 

tly attached <DRM Property Description>

clarification text for this field
<DRM Property>, P is inherited; otherwise, P is not inhe
whether a property applies to the entire representation of an environmental object, or only to the
object at the root of the representation (for example, the LENGTH of an entire environmental o
versus the material composit
Update the prope  inheritan
organization as a separate document. 

RESPONSE: Accept. In addition, the following text is inserted before the 1st paragr
4.14.5.3
 
“A direc  component is inherited 
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ce field is set to TRUE; otherwise only if its apply_property_inheritan
it is not inherited.” 
 
The following text is inserted before the 1st paragraph of 4.14.5.3.9: 
 
“A directly attached <DRM Property Value> component is inherit
its a

ed only if 
pply_property_inheritance field is set to TRUE; otherwise it is 

not inherited.” 

 SEDRIS_T364: Table 6.194 <DRM Property Grid> 
Currently data providers must specify <DRM Property Grid> instances' cell data relative to a hook 

<DRM Property Gr stance or one describing a 
specific region. 
Add a Boolean field
whether the cell dat ed relative to the context 

t references it." 
M Property Grid> instance 
the relative_to_hook_point 

ges. 

point, whether or not the <DRM Property Grid> instance's SRF is a local SRF, and whether a given 
id> instance is a "generic" <DRM Property Grid> in

 relative_to_hook_point, defined as "The relative_to_hook_point  field specifies 
a of the given <DRM Property Grid> instance is specifi

of a <DRM Property Grid Hook Point> instance tha
Add the following constraint to the <DRM Property Grid> class: "A <DR
G may be a component of a <DRM Data Table Library> instance only if 
field value of G is TRUE." 
Update the appropriate section of clause 4 to reflect these chan

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T365: Table 6.223 <DRM Responsible Party> 
Currently the role played by the responsible party is embedded in the <DRM Responsible Party> cl

 Responsibl
ass 
e 

e same party 

M Role Data> class as follows: 
e performed by the given 

ription>, 
 

itself, rather than being associated as link data with the relationship between the <DRM
Party> and its aggregate. This reduces the DRM's ability to reuse information when th
plays multiple roles. 
To address this, create a <DR

- Definition: An instance of this DRM class specifies the rol
responsible party. 

- Fields: (Move the role field from <DRM Responsible Party> to this new class). 
- Examples: See <DRM Responsible Party>. 

For the relationships between <DRM Responsible Party> and <DRM Citation>,<DRM Desc
ate theand <DRM Process Step>, add an instance of <DRM Role Data> as a link object. Upd

examples of <DRM Responsible Party> to reflect this change. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T366: Table 6.257 <DRM Spot Light>, Clarifications 
obe For the <DRM Lobe Data> component, replace "This" with "The <DRM L

RESPONSE: Accept. 

Data> component". 

 SEDRIS_T367: Table 6.259 <DRM Stamp Behaviour> 
To clarify what is meant by the viewer, change "with respect to the viewer's location" to "a 3D
graphics appl

 
ication's viewpoint at the time that the environmental object assigned the <DRM Stamp 

r>, which is currently implicit in its 

ed only within the context of an LSR 3D SRF." 

Behaviour> is rendered". 
Add the following constraint for <DRM Stamp Behaviou
definition: 
"A <DRM Stamp Behaviour> instance shall be specifi

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T368: Table 6.285 <DRM Translucency Con
Append the following to the last paragraph, "Thus, this val

trol Link>, Definition 
ue specifies which <DRM Expression> 

ucency_value field of the affected <DRM Translucency> instance(s)." component controls the transl
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T369: Table 6.286 <DRM Transmittal Root>, Clar
, the 

ifications 
Change "1 For each such <DRM Base Time Data> instance
set to Time_Significance." to "None.", and remove the superscript on the <DRM Base Ti

time_significance field shall not be 
me Data> 

RESPONSE: 
ittal Root> or <DRM Environment 

e Data> components shall specify the same 
raint to <DRM Transmittal 

component. (The constraints already cover this). 

Accept. Also add a new constraint “Distinct time significance” that states:  
“For any instance of <DRM Transm
Root>, no two <DRM Base Tim
time_significance value.” Add this const
Root> and <DRM Environment Root>. 

 SEDRIS_T370: Table 6.286 <DRM Transmittal Root> 
Add version fields for the SRM, similar to those for the DRM and EDCS. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T371: Table 6.286 <DRM Transmittal Root>, Exam
Replace "Databases such as Grafenfels and Ft. Knox." with a self-c

ple(s) 
ontained example. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 
Clause 7 
 
 
 SEDRIS_T372: 7, all functions 
Check that at least one function still retains the use of "Input/Output parameters". If not, remove the 

ments for FreePackedHierarchy and corresponding row from Table 7.2 and all functions. (Note: If com
FreeRemainingObjectList are accepted, such functions will exist.) 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T373: 7, all functions 
For the SUCCESS case, remove the phrase (or equivalent wording) "if valid parameters were passe
in" since this condition will always apply in the success case. 

d 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T374: 7.3.1 Overview 
The overview should summarize all API functions, not just those that have to do with transmittals. 
Suggest adding the following sentence: 
"There are also functions that interface with the error handling mechanism specified by the API." 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T375: 7.3.2 AddAssociateRelationship, Table 7.3 
For clarity, add the following text: "If the requested relationship has already been established, another 

is d and SUCCESS is returned." such relationship establishe

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T376: 7.3.3 AddComponentRelationship, Table 7.4 
E.
e  text: "If the requested relationship has already been established, no 

at the link_object is also addressed by changing "if both 
 changing "either is" to "any 

_OBJECT, b, remove "not". 

Remove the NOT  
For clarity, add th following
action is taken and SUCCESS is returned." 
For UNPUBLISHED_OBJECT, ensure th
component_object and aggregate_object" to "if all involved objects", and
are". 
For UNRESOLVED_INPUT
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T377: 7.3.4 CloneObject, Table 7.5 
Rename the param ter currene tly called "object" to "original_object", for clarity. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T378: 7.3.6 CreateObject, Table 7.7 
Rename the parameter currently called "new_object_type" to "new_object_class". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T379: 7.3.7 CreateSearchFilter, Table 7.8 
The encoding par eter is noam  longer needed for this function, since it no longer identifies API 
implementation; remove it. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T380: 3.8 CreateSpatialSearchBoundary, Table 7.9  7.
onger identifies API The encoding parameter is no longer needed for this function, since it no l

implementation; remove it. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T381: 3.9 Determ 7. ineSpatialInclusion, Table 7.10 
on, since it no longer identifies API 

rom 

ts" (this may be either a volume or 
h area" to "spatial extents". 

xcept that the removal of UNRESOLVED_OUTPUT_OBJECT is 
panying 

to:  “if an unresolved 
ocation> object is encountered.” Also, only “ boundary” is removed 
f the requested “of the search boundary”. 

The encoding parameter is no longer needed for this functi
implementation; remove it. 
Remove the UNRESOLVED_OUTPUT_OBJECT segment from the list of failure actions and f
the list of failure status codes, because it cannot occur. 
Remove "of the search boundary" from the descriptions of search_bounds_parameter and 
search_bounds_closure. 
In the 3rd paragraph, change "spatial search area" to "spatial exten
an area). In the paragraph describing the output parameters, change "searc
For clarity, rename the "object" parameter to "test_object". 

RESPONSE: Accept e
rejected. Instead the description accom
UNRESOLVED_OUTPUT_OBJECT is changed 
<DRM L
instead o

 SEDRIS_T382: 7.3.10 FreeIterator, Table 7.11 
For clarity, rename the "to_free_object" parameter to "to_free_iterator". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T383: 7.3.12 FreePackedHierarchy, Table 7.13 
ew final sentence, "All memory allocated by GetPackedHierarchy is 

erarchy" for consistency. 
 instance of 

y".

In the first paragraph, add a n
freed when this function completes successfully." 
Remove the second sentence in the SUCCESS action accordingly. 
Change to_free to an input/output parameter and rename it to "to_free_hi
For INACTIONABLE_FAILURE, change "handle to a DRM object" to "
Packed_Hierarch  

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T384: 7.3.13 FreeRemainingObjectsList, Table 7.14 
In the first paragraph, add a new final sentence, "All memory allocated by GetRemainingObjectsList 

t" for consistency. 

is freed when this function completes successfully." 
Remove the second sentence in the SUCCESS action accordingly. 
Change to_free to an input/output parameter and rename it to "to_free_lis
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URE, change "handle to a DRM object" to " instance of For INACTIONABLE_FAIL
Remaining_Objects_List". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T385: 3.14 Free 7. RemainingPackedHierarchiesList, Table 7.15 
mory allocated by 

s function completes successfully." 
action accordingly. 

output parameter and rename it to "to_free_hierarchies_list" for 

In the first paragraph, add a new final sentence, "All me
hen thiGetRemainingPackedHierarchiesList is freed w

Remove the second sentence in the SUCCESS 
Change "to_free" to an input/
consistency. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T386: 7.3.15 FreeSearchFilter, Table 7.16 
Rename "to_free" to "to_free_filter" for consistency. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T387: 7.3.16 FreeSpatialSearchBoundary, Table 7.17 
boundary" for consistency. Rename "to_free" to "to_free_

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T388: 7.3.17 FreeTransmittal, Table 7.18 
For SUCCESS, c nge "givenha  handle" to "the memory associated with the given handle". 

 last are accept. For INACTIONABLE_FAILURE item b, the 
 text replaces the existing text:  “to_free_transmittal is the only 

For INACTIONABLE_FAILURE, change "was not " to "was". 
Rename "to_free" to "to_free_transmittal" for consistency. 

RESPONSE: The first and
following
handle to an open transmittal; or”. 

 SEDRIS_T389: 7.3.18 GetAggregate, Table 7.19 
Rename the "obje " paramet
Add the following to the first paragr

ct er to "component_object" for clarity. 
aph: "If more than one valid aggregate of the specified class has 

e is retrieved." 

to "an unresolved object handle". 
_T TTAL, change d to "the aggregate (and link_object, if appropriate) from 
ran as successfully resolved and retrieved". 

component_object as a component, the first encountered aggregat
For UNRESOLVED_OUTPUT_OBJECT, change "and/or" to "or", and change "point to an 
unresolved object" 
For DIFFERENT RANSMI
a new, different t smittal w
Remove item c of INACTIONABLE_FAILURE (cannot occur). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T390: 7.3.19 GetAssociate, Table 7.20 
Rename the "object" parameter to "associating_object" for clarity. 
For DIFFERENT RANSMI
a new, different t smittal w

_T TTAL, change d to "the associate (and link_object, if appropriate) from 
ran as successfully resolved and retrieved". 

nt to an 

ss_  "link_object" throughout. 
 IN ABLE_FAILURE (cannot occur). 

For UNRESOLVED_OUTPUT_OBJECT, change "and/or" to "or", and change "poi
unresolved object" to "an unresolved object handle". 
Change "link_cla object" to
Remove item c of ACTION

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T391: 3.21 GetC
Rename the "obje " paramet

 7. omponent, Table 7.22 
ct er to "aggregate_object" for clarity. 

ponent (and link_object, if appropriate) 

Remove item c of INACTIONABLE_FAILURE (cannot occur). 

For DIFFERENT_TRANSMITTAL, change d to "the com
from a new, different transmittal was successfully resolved and retrieved". 
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T392: 7.3.22 GetContextTransformation, Table 7.23 
out. 

effective transformation" with "currently effective 
DR ormation> instances". 

h "<DRM Environment Root>" throughout. 
 of a <DRM 

Rename "object" to "transformed_object" and ensure that it is in code font through
For clarity, in the first paragraph, replace "current 
composition of < M Transf
In the first case, replace "<DRM Transmittal Root>" wit
In the third paragraph, remove "depending on whether the object was or was not part
Model>". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T393: 7.3.23 GetDataTable, Input parameters 
Change “Data_Table_Extents” to “Data_Table_Sub_Extent”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T394: 7.3.24 GetDRMClass, Table 7.25 
Rename "object_ty e" to "object_class".
For INACTIONABLE_FAIL

p  
URE, a, change ";" to "; or" and remove b. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T395: 7.3.25
URE, a, change ";" to "; or" and remove b. 

 GetEncoding, Table 7.26 
For INACTIONABLE_FAIL

 Accept. RESPONSE:

 SEDRIS_T396: 7.3.26  
to de in clause 5, SRF_OPERATION_UNSUPPORTED, and add it to the 

n error section, add "Current status code is set to 

oked to set the current SRF to an SRF to 

 GetFields
Add a new entry Status_Co
Failure status codes for GetFields. For the completes i
SRF_OPERATION_UNSUPPORTED and no changes are made if object is a handle to a <DRM 
Location> instance and 7.3.81 SetSRFInfo has been inv
which object cannot be converted." 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T397: 7.3.28 GetIterationLengthRemaining, Table 7.29 
For INACTIONABLE_FAILURE, a, change ";" to "; or" and remove b. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T398: 7.3.35 GetObjectFromIDString, Table 7.36 
icient 

memory cou
Add  "Current status code is set to OUT_OF_MEMORY and no changes are made if suff

ld not be allocated", and add OUT_OF_MEMORY to the Failure status codes section. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T399: 7.
For INACTIONABLE_FAIL

3.36 GetObjectIDString, Table 7.37 
URE, a, change ";" to "; or" and remove b. 

EMORY and no changes are made if sufficient Add "Current status code is set to OUT_OF_M
memory could not be allocated", and add OUT_OF_MEMORY to the Failure status codes section. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T400: 7.3.37 GetO
For INACTIONABLE_FAIL

bjectReferenceCount, Table 7.38 
URE, a, change ";" to "; or" and remove b. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T401: 7.3.38 GetPackedHierarchy, Table 7.39 
hange ";" to "; or" and remove b. For INACTIONABLE_FAILURE, a, c
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T402: 7.3.39 GetPublishedLabels, Table 7.40 
For INACTIONABLE_FAILURE, a, change ";" to "; or" and remove b. 

us t to OUT_OF_MEMORY and no changes are made if sufficient 
ORY to the Failure status codes section. 

cept. 

Add "Current stat  code is se
memory could not be allocated", and add OUT_OF_MEM
Rename "number_labels" to "label_count". 

RESPONSE: Ac

 SEDRIS_T403: 3.40 GetPublishedObjectList, Ta 7. ble 7.41 
Rename "number_published_objects" to "published_object_count". 
For INACTIONABLE_FAILURE, a, change ";" to "; or" and remove b. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T404: 3.41 GetR 7. eferencedTransmittalList, Table 7.42 
 remove b. For INACTIONABLE_FAILURE, a, change ";" to "; or" and

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T405: 7.3.43 GetRemainingObjectsList, Table 7.44 
a, change ";" to "; or" and remove b. For INACTIONABLE_FAILURE, 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T406: 7.3.44 GetRemainingPackedHierarchiesList, Table 7.45 

cept. 

For INACTIONABLE_FAILURE, a, change ";" to "; or" and remove b. 

RESPONSE: Ac

 SEDRIS_T407: 3.45 GetRootObject, Table 7.46 
LE_FAILURE, remove 

 7.
For INACTIONAB b. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T408: 7.3.46 GetSRFInfo, Table 7.47 
For INACTIONABLE_FAILURE, remove c (this is a valid case covered by SUCCESS, as explained 
in case 2 in the semantics segment). Add "or" at the end of b. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T409: 7.3.47 GetTransmittalFromObject, Table 7.48 
For INACTIONABLE_FAILURE, remove b. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T410: 7.
For INACTIONAB URE, remove b. Add "or" at the end of a. 

3.48 GetTransmittalLocation, Table 7.49 
LE_FAIL

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T411: 7.3.49 GetTransmittalName, Table 7.50 
For INACTIONABLE_FAILURE, remove b. Add "or" at the end of a, and add "handle" after "valid". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T412: 7.3.50 GetTransmittalVersionInformation, Table 7.51 
For INACTIONABLE_FAILURE, remove b. Add "or" at the end of a. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T413: 7.3.51 GetUniqueTransmittalID, Table 7.52 
For INACTIONABLE_FAILURE, remove b. Add "or" at the end of a, and change "valid" to "a 
handle to a valid". 
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T414: 7.3.52 GetUnresolvedObjectFromPublishedLabel, Table 7.53 
e 

as the information). 
MEMORY and no changes are made if sufficient 

t be allocated", and add OUT_OF_MEMORY to the Failure status codes section. 

For INVALID_TRANSMITTAL_NAME, remove "according to the SEDRIS URN syntax rules (se
2.[RFCxxx])" (the URN data type definition in clause 5 h
Add "Current status code is set to OUT_OF_
memory could no

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T415: 7.3.52 GetUnresolvedObjectFromPublishedLabel, Table 7.53 
edObject. For "the label syntax rules", add a reference to the appropriate section of 7.3.64 Publish

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T416: 3.53 GetU
For INACTIONABLE_FAIL

 7. serData 
URE, remove b. Add "or" at the end of a. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T417: 7.3.54 InitializeAggregateIterator 
For INACTIONABLE_FAILURE, remove c and d (the conditions cannot occur). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T418: 7.3.55 InitializeAssociateIterator 
For INACTIONABLE_FAILURE, remove c and d (the conditions cannot occur). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T419: 7.3.56 InitializeComponentIterator 
For INACTIONABLE_FAILURE, remove d, h and i (the conditions cannot occur). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T420: 7.3.57 InitializeInheritedComponentIterator 
or INACTIONABLE_FAILURE, remove c, d and e (the conditions cannot occur). 

E: Accept. 

F

RESPONS

 SEDRIS_T421: 7.3.58 IsIteratorComplete 
ant with the first paragraph. For SUCCESS, remove the second sentence since it is redund

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T422: 7.3.61 ObjectsAreSame 
AILURE, remove b. and replace c. with standard wording. 

ESPONSE: t. 

For INACTIONABLE_F

 AccepR

 SEDRIS_T423: 7.3.62  OpenTransmittalByLocation 
For INVALID_ACCESS, replace current wording with that specified by OpenTransmittalByName. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T4
or INVALID

24: 7.3.63  OpenTransmittalByName 
_TRANSMITTAL_NAME, replace "valid according to the format of the SEDRIS 

rmed transmittal name". 
TTAL, the text "to a file location" should be removed since it is 

by the implementation(s) of the linked to the 
error. 
l is invalid or " since the case cannot occur. 

F
namespace" with "a validly fo
For UNRESOLVED_TRANSMI
redundant. 

t "For UNSUPPORTED_ENCODING, remove the tex
application" as it is unnecessary for understanding the 
For INACTIONABLE_FAILURE, the text "transmitta
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 RESPONSE: Accept.

 SEDRIS_T425: 7.3.64 PublishedObject 
Define the label syntax rules for a valid object label. They are that a label, if valid, shall 

s from the Latin-1 character set, and 

ed conventions" with "the label syntax rules". 

ESPONSE: Accept. 

1) consist only of letters, numbers, and underscore
2) begin with a letter. 

requirFor INVALID_OBJECT_LABEL, replace "the 

 R

 SEDRIS_T426: 7.3.65 PutDataTableData 
is is true for 

ts” to “Data_Table_Sub_Extent”. 

SPONSE: Accept. 

For SUCCESS, the text "and no error description is produced" should be removed since th
most functions and has not been included elsewhere. 
Change “Data_Table_Exten

RE

 SEDRIS_T427: 7.3.66 PutF
The text "in UPDATE mode" should mode" since 

m

RESPONSE: Accept. 

ields, 2nd paragraph 
 be changed to "in either CREATE or UPDATE 

CREATE ode allows further modification. 

 SEDRIS_
xt "e uld be changed to "form" since the use of "encoding" is reserved for 
ittal

RESPON t. 

T428: 7.3.6
ncoding" sh
 encodings. 

SE: Accep

7
o
 PutImageData, 5th paragraph 

The te
transm

 SED
For I

RIS_
NAC is required and " should be inserted in 

front of "link

PON Ac

T429: 7.3.6
TIONABLE

_object". 

9 RemoveAssociateRelationship 
_FAILURE, c, The text "if link_object 

RES SE: cept. 

 SEDRIS_ .70 RemoveComponentRelationship, 2nd paragraph 
The text "i E or UPDATE mode" since 

ATE 

RESPON Ac

T430: 7.3
n UPDATE 
mode allows

mode" should be changed to "in either CREAT
CRE  further modification. 

SE: cept. 

 SED
For 

RIS_ 0 RemoveComponentRelationship 
UNRE _OUTPUT_OBJECT, there are no output objects, so this condition cannot occur 

and should ed (including from the list of failure status codes). 
For UNRESOLVED_INPUT_OBJECT, add " or component_object" before "is unresolved". 

INVA CES
- In a, add ponent_object" after "aggregate_object", and add "or" after semicolon". 
- In b, replace "; and/or" with a period. 

move 
 INACT LE_FAILURE, c, The text "if link_object is required and " should be inserted in 

front of "link

PON Accep OLVED_INPUT_OBJECT, “or” should be 
“and/or” (two cases). 

T431: 7.3.7
SOLVED
 be remov

For LID_AC
"or com

S_MODE: 

- Re
For

item c. 
IONAB

_object". 

RES SE: t except for UNRES

 SE
In 

DRIS_
the 4th paragraph, the text "in UPDATE mode" should be changed to "in either CREATE or 

UPDATE mode" since CREATE mode allows further modification. 
rify tex BJECT by removing "or old_object was removed but the 

ject it re ced in another transmittal was not." 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

T432: 7.3.71 RemoveFromTransmittal 

Cla
ob

t for UNRE
feren

SOLVED_INPUT_O
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 SED
Rep

RIS_ 7
lace "U V ECT" throughout. 

PON
t is made to remove a published 

b

T433: 7.3.
NRESOL

2 ResolveObject 
ED_OUTPUT_OBJECT" with "UNPUBLISHED_OBJ

RES SE: Accep
INACTIONABLE_FAILURE if an attemp

t. Also, RemoveFromTransmittal will be changed to generate an 

o ject. 

 SEDRIS_ 7.3.7
Add "(see 5.3.3.340 URN)" to the end of paragraph 2. 
For INACT E

PON ept. 

T434: 3 ResolveTransmittalName 

IONABL

SE: Ac

_FAILURE, remove b (the condition cannot occur). 

RES c

 SEDRIS_ .78 SetRootObject 
For INACTIONABLE_FAILURE, remove c (the condition cannot occur). 

 Accept. 

T435: 7.3

RESPONSE:

 SEDRIS_T436: 7.3.77 SetGene
For clarity, add "The value NULL for Status_Logger indicates that a callback function is not being 
requested." as a new paragraph after the first paragraph. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

ralCallback 

 SED
For 

RIS_T437: 7.3.77 S kFor
clarity, add "The valu  for Status_Log  a callback function is not being 

requested." as a new paragraph after the first para

PONSE: Acce

etGeneralCallbac
e NULL

OneFunction 
ger indicates that
graph. 

RES pt. 

 S
A

EDRIS_T438: 7.3.80 SetSpecificCallback 
t the end of the 1st paragraph, add "(see 5.5.3 Status_Logger)". 

In the 3rd paragraph
For clarity, add "Th t being 

t. 

In the 2nd paragraph, change "Has priority over" to "This". 
, change "transmittal API function" to "API function" throughout. 
e value NULL for Status_Logger indicates that a callback function is no

requested." as a new paragraph after the first paragraph. 

ESPONSE: AccepR

 SEDRIS_T439: 7.3.82 SetUserData 
: "If user_data is NULL, the presence of user data is Add as a new paragraph after the first paragraph

reset.", and remove the second sentence of the SUCCESS case accordingly. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_T440: 7.3.84 TransmittalsAreSame 
_FAILURE, remove b (this condition cannot occur). 

ESPONSE: Accept. 

For INACTIONABLE

R

 SEDRIS_T441: 7.
For paragraph 

3.85 UnpublishObject 
3, change "UPDATE" to "CREATE or UPDATE". 

or INVALID_ACCESS_MODE, change "read-only" to READ_ONLY. 
, replace the text of c with "the function fails for any other reason". 

F
For INACTIONABLE_FAILURE

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 
Clause 8 
 
 SEDRIS_T442: 8.2.1, b 

suitable Status_Code". Change "an API error message" to "a 
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 
Annex A 
 
 SEDRIS_T443: A.1.1 
Change "this International Standard" to this part of ISO/IEC 18023" 

C 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 
Annex 
 
 SEDRIS_T444: Annex C  

MAdd missing reference for E F 
Add missing reference for VRML: ISO/IEC 14772-1 

ren 3D: ISO/IEC 19776-1 
or X3DV: ISO/IEC 19776-2 

pt the reference for EMF is the same as the reference for WMF. 

Add missing refe ces for X
Add missing references f

RESPONSE: Accept exce

 SEDRIS_T445: Annex C 
Change name of Annex to "Format references" 

t references" 
at references" 

_Format entries 

m

e.sourceforge.net/caolan/ora-

Change C.2 heading to "Media_Forma
Add new subclause C.3 "Sound_Form
Add references for the Sound
Add new subclause C.4 "Symbol_Format references" 
Add references for the Symbol_Format entries 
 
Suggested replace ents: 
 
EMF - http://wvwar
wmf.html ?? 
 

 ?

Table xxx — Sound_Format References 

 Format Name Reference 

AIFC 
Interchange 
Format, 

Audio http://www.tsp.ece.mcgill.ca/MMSP/Documents/AudioFormats/AIFF/AIFF.html
 

Compressed 
sound file 

AIFF Interchange 
Audio http://www.tsp.ece.mcgill.ca/MMSP/Documents/AudioFormats/AIFF/AIFF.html

http://www.borg.co
File Format 

m/~jglatt/tech/aiff.htm

AVI Video 
Interlea

Audio Microsoft Corporation (MS). Audio Vi

ve 

deo Interleave (AVI) standard. 
 Redmond (Washington).

IFF Int
Fil

erchange 
e Format 

http://netghost.narod.ru/gff/vendspec/iff/index.htm
http://www.borg.com/~jglatt/tech/aboutiff.htm  

MIDI Musical http://www.midi.org/about-midi/specinfo.shtml 
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Instrument 
Digital
Interface 

MP2 
MPEG 
Layer 2 
Audio 

ISO/IEC 13818-3 

MP3 Layer 3 
MPEG ISO/IEC  11172-3 

Audio 

MPG MPEG ISO/IE C 11172-2 
Video 

QT im
oper.apple.com/referencelibrary/API_Fundamentals/QuickTime-api-http://devel

QuickT e date.html
 

RA 
file 
Real Audio http://www.real.com/ 

SND Sound  http://cfile crma.stanford.edu/courses/422/projects/NextFormat/ 

VOC Creative 
Voice file 

http://www.programmersheaven.com/zone10/cat133/2166.htm
 

http://www.borg.com/~jglatt/tech/wave.htm
WAV Waveform 

Audio http://www.sonicspot.com/guide/wavefiles.html
 

WVE format with 

Electro  
Art’s file 

http://wnic

extension 

eb.coehs.siu.edu/Utilities/Storage/FileFormats/ind_wave.htm
http://www.wotsit.org/search.asp?page=27&s=ALLFILES
 

.wve 

 

Table  — Symbol_Format values 

ion Reference Name Descript

CGM Meta
Computer Graphics 

file 
ISO/IEC 8632-2 

 ISO/IEC 8632-3

SVG Scalable Vector Graphics http://www.w3.org/TR/SVG11/  

 
 

RESPONSE: Accept. Also, add MPEG to the table of acronyms in Clause 3. The editors 
irm that each is the proper reference and add appropriate will conf

bibliographic information. 

DRM Class Index 
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SEDRIS_T446: DRM Class Index 

 ta  be reviewed to ensure that they are up to date. The entries in the ble should

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 
EDITORIAL 
 
 
Foreword 
 
 SEDRIS_E001: 2nd Paragraph 

wrong font. Hyperlink to ISO is in the 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 
Introduction 
 
 SEDRIS_E002: 0. st paragraph 1, 1

E: Accept. 

Remove extra space before "ocean". 

RESPONS

 SEDRIS_E003: 2, Charac 0. teristics of SEDRIS technology 
entence with "Standardized access and 

M ensure that users can share a common 
In Universal lossless data interchange, 2nd sentence, replace s
the polymorphic representation of data through the DR
description of the environmental data." 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 
Scope 
 
 SEDRIS_E004: 1  sentence st

Add comma after "syntax". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E005: 1  list st

Change semicolons to commas. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E006: 2  list, item c nd

Add missing parenthesis after rivers. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E007: Sentence leading to each of the first four lists 
Change "include, " to "include" (dropping comma). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E008: 4  list 
Remove "a" in front of "space". 

th

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 
Clause 3  
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 SEDRIS_E009: 3.  
The leading aroun the note s

1.13
d eems too large. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E010: Table 3.1 
3D should capital  the D in ize Three-dimensional 

eQuivalence class" 
de" 

 in "the" 
n 

nd not the E in the expansion 

EQ should capitalize as "EDCS unit 
EVC should capitalize as "EDCS attribute Value characteristics Co
GD should capitalize as "GeoDetic" 
OTW should capitalize the 'T'
XML capitalize the X and not the E in the expansio
X3D capitalize the X a

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 
Clause 4  
 
 SEDRIS_E011: Table 4.1 
Fix hyperlink from 4.16 to go to 4.16 instead of 4.16.1. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E012: 1.3, last p 4. aragraph, last sentence 
ng clause, change to: If the DRM class is being used as an 

lass of that class. 
The word "is" is missing from the leadi
adjective, the noun refers to an instance of a concrete subc

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E013: 4.2.2.2, Examples 1, 2; all sub-lists 
Investigate the leading of these examples; it should be closer to that used in the first list. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E014: 2.2.3, par 4. agraph following Example 2, 2nd sentence 
Missing "be" before "specified". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E015: 3.2.2, 2 4. , 2nd sentence  
t match; change to "is instanced". 

nd paragraph
"set" and "are instanced" singular/plural grammar don'

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E016: 3.2.2, 4 4. aragraph th p
Correct "data modeler" to double-L spelling. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E017: 3.3.1.1  4.
smittal" should be italicized. First occurrence of "tran

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E018: 3.3.1.3   4.
Example should be in EXAMPLE form. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E019: 5.1, 1 4. tence 
RM”. 

st sen
Change "data representation model" to “D
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t. RESPONSE: Accep

 SEDRIS_E020: 5.2, 2 4. ragraph 
s. 

nd pa
Change double quotes to curved quote

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E021: 5.2, 2 4. ragraph, penultimate sentence nd pa
Change "phenomena" to "phenomenon". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E022: .3, 1 4.5 ragraph, last sentence 
ge". 

st pa
For correctness, change "use" to "usa

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E023: 4.5.3, 3rd paragraph following Figure 4.1 
d to be hyphenated consistently. "one-way" and "two-way" nee

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E024: 4.5.3, 4th paragraph following Figure 4.1 
d n"plain-line" shoul ot be hyphenated. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E025: 4.5.3, 2nd paragraph 
o to the figure, not the caption. Figure 4.1 hyperlink should g

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E026: 4.5.4.1, last paragraph, 1st sentence 
Leading clause is incorrectly formatted as 11 point type. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E027: 4.5.4.2, 3rd paragraph 
Change "vs." to "versus". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E028: 4.5.4.2, Figure 4.5, caption 
Change "vs." to "versus". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E029: 4.5.5, 1st paragraph 
las ses should use lowercase c) and "Annex A UML Diagrams" (d should be Change "DRM C ses" (clas

lowercase). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E030: .6, 1 4.6 ragraph, 2nd sentence 
. 

st pa
Correct "centerline" spelling to “centerline”

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E031: 6.7, 1 4. ragraph, 2nd sentence 

cept. 

st pa
Change "representations" to "representation". 

RESPONSE: Ac

 SEDRIS_E032: 6.7, 1 4. ragraph, 4th sentence st pa
Change "representations" to "representation". 
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E033: 6.12, 2 4. aragraph nd p
First sentence has wrong font size (span command). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E034: 6.12, last  4. paragraph, last sentence 
Change "is discussed" to "are discussed". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E035: 4.6.14, last sentence 
m  hyperlink. Fix duplicate com a and 4.16

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E036: 4.7.2.1, 2nd paragraph 
_info". Change "a srf_info" to "an srf

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E037: 4.7.2.2  
Remove inappropriate blank paragraph preceding 4.7.2.3 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E038: 4.7.2.3 
Change "by aggregation" to "by aggregating". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E039: 4.7.3, Example 1 
Fix missing underscore in hyperlink. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E040: 4.7.3,  Example 3, 2nd sentence 
Fix misplaced period. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E041: 4.7.3, paragraph after Example 3, 1st sentence 
 inFix missing space  “ofthe”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E042: 4.7.4, 3rd paragraph, 1st sentence 
Remove comma b ore the "oef r". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E043: 4.7.6, 1st paragraph 
First reference to O/IEC 18 IS 026 should be hyperlinked. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E044: 4.8.2.1, 5th paragraph, 1st sentence 
Change “An <DR  EnvironmM ental Domain Summary>” to “A <DRM Environmental Domain 

tion”. Summary>”. and use code font for “classifica

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E045: 8.2.2, 3 4.
le layout. 

rd sentence 
Put example in proper examp
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E046: 4.9.2, 4th paragraph, last sentence 
 of the constraint. Correctly capitalize the name

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E047: 4.9.2, Example & last paragraph 
ses where appropriate. Add “instances” to DRM clas

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E048: 4.9.3  
Missing "instance n paragra" i ph and change "spatial reference frame" to SRF. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E049: 4.9.4.1, 1st paragraph 
Change "a numer  to "numeic" ric". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E050: 4.9.4.1, 2nd paragraph 
Missing "instance". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E051: 9.4.1, Exa 4. mple 1 
Change “two dimensional” to 2D. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E052: 9.4.2, 1 4. aragraph 
lit first sentence in two at the "which". 

st p
Add missing "instance" and sp

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E053: 4.9.5.2, Example 
e font where getting assigned to fields and in the last sentence: change 

. 
The numbers should be in cod
“,” before first V to "and”

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E054: 4.9.5.2, last paragraph 
Change "tick mark in the axis" to "tick mark on the axis". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E055: 4.10.2.3, 1st paragraph 
Add missing “instance” 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E056: 4. .1, 210.3  paragraph 
ted" to "instance is aggregated". 

nd

Change "instance are aggrega

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E057: 4.10.3
le form. 

.3.2  
Put example in proper examp

 Accept. RESPONSE:

 SEDRIS_E058: 4.10.3 2 
tte  names  

.3.3, Figure 4.1
Fix bad capital le rs in field
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E059: 4.10.3.3.3, Example 
Start first sentence with capital letter 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E060: 4.10.3.4.2, 1st sentence 
x>. Add space after <DRM Verte

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E061: 4.10.3.4.2, last senten
t". 

ce 
Change "bits sets" to "bits se

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E062: 4.10.3.5.3, last paragraph 
Fix misplaced period. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E063: 4.10.3.6, 2nd paragraph, 3rd sentence 
on. Add missing "a" before polyg

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E064: 4.10.3.6, 2nd paragraph (after list) 
Change "object" to “instance” and “two dimensional" to "two-dimensional" 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E065: 10.3.6, 3 4.  paragraph 
ng indices” and "zeros values" to “zero 

rd

Change "unsigned integer" to “non-negative, representi
values”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E066: 4.10.3.6, Table 4.5 
Caption should refer to figure 4.13. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E067: 4.10.3.6, Table 4.6 
 4.13. Caption should refer to figure

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E068: 4.10.3.6,  Example 2 
3 Change hyperlink to reference to figure 4.1

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E069: 4.11.3, 1st paragraph, 1st sentence 
Change “instance” to “instances”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E070: 4.12.1, EXAMPLE  
Number example 1 and start sentence with capital letter. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E071: 4.12.1, EXAMPLE  
Number example 2 and start sentence with capital letter. 
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E072: 4.12.2.3.1, 2nd paragraph 
ar”. Italicize "universal" and "regular" in the next-to-last and last sentences, remove quotes from “regul

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E073: 4.12.2.3.1, 3rd paragraph 
Change "by using by a" to "by using a". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E074: 4.12.2.3.2  
All occurrences of the class Feature Face Ring are concrete and should no longer be italicized. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E075: 4.12.2.3.2, 2nd paragraph 
Correct incorrect leading preceding and following. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E076: 4.12.2.3.3 
Amount of leading on the 5th
succeeding text), . 

 level heading appears to be incorrect (preceding text differs from 
Fix

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E077: 4.12.3, 2nd paragraph 
Add missing “instances”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E078: 4.13.1.2, 2nd paragraph, after 3rd sentence 
Remove extra period. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E079: 4.13.1.3, 1st paragraph 

 

Fix incorrect carriage return. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E080: 4. , 1st paragraph 13.2
e", "geometry data" to "geometry 

rchy Data> 
ins he link class <DRM Hierarchy Data>”, and "for each branch" to "for 
ch

Change "organizing principles" to "organizing principl
representation", "feature data" to "feature representation", "the link class <DRM Hiera
instance" to “the tance of t
each specific bran ". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E081: 13.3, 1 4. aragraph 
e" ises". 

st p
Change "compris to "compr

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E082: 13.3, list 
Fix inappropriate underscores in <DRM 

 4.
Animation Related Geometry> since it is preventing the lines 

from breaking properly. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E083: 13.4 
Rewrite for clarity o the follo

 4.
 t wing: 
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mental data by ECC using the DRM The classification related organizing principle groups environ
classes instances <D sification Related Features>RM Clas  and/or <DRM Classification Related 
Geometry>. Each instance of The class <DRM Classification Related Features> shall have at least one 
component <DRM Feature Hierarchy> with instance of <DRM Aggregate Feature> and the ECC 
specified in an accompanying stored in a link object of DRM class <DRM Classification Data> link 
object. Likewise, each an instance of the class <DRM Classification Related Geometry> shall have at 
least one instance component of <DRM Aggregate Geometry> as a component <DRM Geometry 
Hierarchy> with and the ECC stored in a link object of DRM class specified in an accompanying 
<DRM Classification Data> link object. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E084: 13.5, last  4. paragraph, 1st sentence 
he volume” to “data is inside or outside the volume”. For clarity, change “data is in or outside of t

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E085: 13.6, title 4.  
Change to “Octant related organization” for consistency. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E086: 3.6, 3 4.1 aragraph, merge 1st and 2nd sentences 
t,

rd p
Replace as follows for clarity: “To begin specifying an octan  the region being subdivided into 
octants shall be specified. A is specified by attaching a three-dimensional <DRM Spatial Extent> 
component is attached to each octant related aggregation, . This <DRM Spatial Extent> component 
specifies specifying the parallelepiped that is being divided into octants.” 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E087: 4.13.6, 5th paragraph,
Fix bad hyperlink to 6.2.37. 

 1st sentence 

 Accept. RESPONSE:

 SEDRIS_E088: 4.13.7, last sentence 
Change "meet" to “satisfy” 

RESPONSE: Accept.  

 SEDRIS_E089: 4.13.8, title 
Change to “Quadrant related organization” for consistency. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E090: 4.13.8, 1st paragraph, 1st sentence 
Fix bad hyperlink to 6.2.47. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E091: 3.8, 3 4.1 aragraph, last sentence 
ield” and add the following sentence with hyperlink: "The 

rd p
Use code font for quadrant in “its quadrant f
meaning of the quadrant field is specified in 5.6.2.21 Quadrant." 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E092: 13.8, 4 4. aragraph, 2nd sentence 
PLE form. 

th p
Change example to EXAM

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E093: 4.13.8  1st sentence 
or g principle, and bad hyperlink. 

, 5  paragraph,
Fix wrong name f  organizin

th
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E094: 4.13.8, 5th paragraph, 2nd sentence 
Remove quotes from “size”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E095: 4.13.8, 5  paragraph,
Add “instance” to <DRM Spatial Extent>. 

th  last sentence 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E096: 4.13.8, last paragraph, 1st sentence 
Change as follows: “A <DRM Spatial Extent> component specifies a bounding box strict boundary, 
such that no position information in the scope of its aggregate may lie outside the bounding rectangle 

tia  instance(if the <DRM Spa l Extent>  is two-dimensional) or bounding parallelepiped (if the <DRM 
Spatial Extent> instance is three-dimensional) specified by the <DRM Spatial Extent>.” 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E097: 4.13.8, last paragraph, 3rd sentence 
ion  quadrants partition the quadrant’s region and” to “Since the Change “In addit , since the

quadrants”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E098: 13.9, 2 4. entence 
ironmental data organized by separating planes 

data objects are on the positive or 
he cified by the <DRM Separating Plane> instance.” 

nd s
Rewrite sentence for clarity to the following: “Env
uses instances of <DRM Separating Plane Relations> that aggregates instances of <DRM Geometry 
Hierarchy> and a component of <DRM Separating Plane>. A <DRM Separating Plane Data> link 
object provides a Boolean field specifying if the environmental 
negative side of t plane spe

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E099: 4.13.10, 1st paragraph, 1st sentence 
Italicize tile the first time. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E100: 4.13.11, 1  paragraph, 2st nd sentence 
Change as follows for consistency: “This is implemented with the DRM classes instances of  <DRM 

DRM State Related Geometry> that aggregate instances of DRM class State Related Features> and <
<DRM Aggregate Feature> <DRM Feature Hierarchy>and <DRM Aggregate Geometry> <DRM 
Geometry Hierarchy>, respectively, with link objects of <DRM State Data>. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E101: 13.11, las 4. t paragraph, last sentence  
Change as follows” “Since EAs that are used as state tag

te
s are restricted to those EDCS attributes 
 related organizing principle). Thereforehaving percentage or enumerated values (see 6.2.53 Sta , 

unit and scale information need not be specified. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E102: 4.13.12, list 
Enumerate list with elements followed by comma and comma at the end of the next to last. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E103: 4.13.12, last sentence 
For clarity change the sentence to the following: “The <DRM Time Related Features> and <DRM 

om ses contain a time_data_type field for specifying the type of time data.” Time Related Ge etry> clas
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E104: 4.13.13.1, 2nd paragraph 
Put example in E MPLE foXA rm and replace "instanced in with" to "instanced with". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E105: 4.13.13.1, 3rd, 4th, and 5th paragraphs 
Add missing “instances” 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E106: 4.13.13.1, 4th paragraph 
Change example to use EXAMPLE format for consistency. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E107: 4.13.13.1, last paragraph, last sentenc
 is no ordering re

e 
ason, the ordering_reason field shall be set Replace with "For instances where there

to NONE." for clarity. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E108: 4.13.13.2, 2  par
Change example to use EXAMPLE format for consistency

nd agraph, 2nd sentence 
. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E109: 4.13.13.2, 3  paragrap
Add multiple missing "instance". 

rd h 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E110: 4.13
For clarity, replace wi

.13.2, last paragraph, last sentence 
th: “For instances where there is no ordering reason, the ordering_reason field 

shall be set to NONE.” 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E111: 4.13.13.3, 4th paragraph 
Add multiple mis g "instancsin e" and put example in EXAMPLE form. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E112: 4.13.13.3, last paragraph, 1st sentence 
For clarity, remov "its unione  reason, and its ordering reason". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E113: 4.13.13.3, last paragraph, last sentence 
instances where there is no ordering reason, the ordering_reason 

r union_reason.”. 
For clarity, replace with “For 
field shall be set to NONE, and similarly fo

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E114: 4.14.1, list item c 
erty sets. Add missing period after prop

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E115: 4.14.2.1, EXAMPLE 
ith tter and end with period. Begin sentence w  capital le

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E116: 4.14.2.1, 2nd paragraph 
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e to wing: “When a model can stand alone in the transmittal, it is termed a 
ed a component model.”. 

For clarity chang  the follo
root model. If it cannot stand alone, it is term

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E117: 14.2.1, 3 4.  paragraph, 2nd sentence 
 representation" to "feature representation and a geometry 

rd

Change "feature and geometry
representation" 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E118: 4.14.2.1, last paragraph 
Change “onto themselves" to 'unto themselves', add missing "instance", break off EXAMPLE and 
include <Environment Root> section of example. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E119: 4.14.2.2 
Remove extra spacing embedded throughout the paragraph and inappropriate underscores in the 

s. names of several of the classe

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E120: 4.14.2.3, 2nd paragraph 
Italicize <DRM Transformation> and <DRM Location> throughout and change "to provide both" to 
"to support both". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E121: 14.2.3, las 4. t paragraph 
Change multiple "a LSR" to “an LSR”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E122: 14.3.1, 1 4.  sentence 
RM Environment Root>” and add multiple missing 

st

Change “an <DRM Environment Root>” to “a <D
"instance". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E123: 4.14.3.1, list 
Alphabetize list, remove “physical” from item e, replace comma with semicolon on item f, and 
remove “drop” from item g. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E124: 4.14.3.1 
Reorder the clauses to match the order in the list. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E125: 4.14.3.2, 1st and 2
Change “<DRM Property Set T

nd sentences 
able Groups>” to “<DRM Property Set Table Group>”, add multiple 

ultiple “object” with “instance” . missing “instance”, replace m

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E126: 4.14.3.2, 3rd sentence 
For clarity change to "The class <DRM Property Set> aggregates properties to be referenced as a 
set.”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E127: 4.14.3.2 2  paragraph, nd 2nd sentence 
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Change "the transmittal" to “a transmittal”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E128: 4.14.3.3, 1st paragraph 
Add multiple missing “instance”, change “object” to “instance”, change “This class" to “The <DRM 

up nd "allows for" to "supports". Colour Table Gro > class” a

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E129: 4.14.3.3, 2nd paragraph, 1st sentence 
iti ” to “primitive colours”. Change "the prim ve colours

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E130: 4.14.3.4, last sentence 
Reference to 4.9 Tables should be lowercase. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E131: 4.14.3.7, last sentence 
ound)”. For consistency add hyperlinked “(see 4.15.6 S

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E132: 4.14.4, 1st sentence 
tion". Change "object representation" to "environmental object representa

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E133: 4.14.4, list 
Enumerate the list. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E134: 4.14.4, penultimate paragraph, last sentence 

tics 
For clarity replace with the following: “This mechanism specifies, for a given kind of environmental 
object, a collection of characteristics of that kind of environmental object so that those characteris
can be shared by different representations.” 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E135: 4.14.5.1, 1st paragraph, last sentence 
Remove sentence since it is redundant. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E136: 14.5.1, 2 4.  paragraph 
o"  to". 

nd

Change "applies t  to "apply

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E137: 14.5.1, lis
Change "attribute f" to "pro

 4. t item e 
s o perties of". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E138: 4.14.5.1, 3rd paragraph, last sentence 
Remove last comma. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E139: 4.14.5.1, EXAMPLE 
Add multiple "instance" and remove comma. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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 SEDRIS_E140: 4.14.5.1, 4th paragraph 
Change "attribute inheritance" to "property inheritance". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E141: 4.14.5.1, 5th paragraph 
Italicize <DRM Geometry Representation> and add multiple missing “instance”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E142: 14.5.1, 6 4.  paragraph 
nd "attribute object" to "property object". 

6 Constructs for controlling dynamic data)”. 

th

Change "attribute inheritance" to "property inheritance” a
Add missing “instance” and hyperlinked “(see 4.1

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E143: 4.14.5.2, title 
Change “General inheritance rules” to “General inheritance rule”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E144: 4.14.5.3.2, 1st paragraph 
Add missing "instance". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E145: 4.14.5.3.2, 2nd paragraph 
Insert "have" before "value". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E146: 4.14.5.3.3  
Add multiple missing “instance”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E147: 4.14.5.3.3, 1st paragraph, 2nd and 3rd sentences 
Change "attribute object" to "property object". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E148: 4.14.5.3.3, 2nd paragraph, 1st sentence 
e s  both places. Put hyphen befor pecific in

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E149: 4.14.5.3.4 
Change “object” “instance”to , add missing "instance", and use “descendants” for last "components". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E150: 4.14.5.3.5 
Add multiple mis g "instancsin e" and correlate the LTP acronym versus the latest draft of the SRM. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E151: 4.14.5.3.5, 3rd paragraph 
Change "aggregation tree" to "component tree", for consistency. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E152: 4.14.5.3.5, last paragraph 
Remove comma before “and”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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 SEDRIS_E153: 4.14.5.3.6, 1st paragraph 

 Accept. 

Change “attribute” to “property”. 

RESPONSE:

 SEDRIS_E154: 14.5.3.6 p 4. aragraph 2 
Add missing "instance". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E155: 14.5.3.7  4.
Change “object” to “instance” 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E156: 14.5.4, 2 4.  paragraph 
es of <DRM Citation> cannot be inherited. 

nd

For clarity and consistency change as follows: “Instanc
The <DRM Citation> instance at the top of any DRM object hierarchy specifies the bibliographic
citation information for the co

 
llection as a whole. Referencing any part of the collection specifically 

 instancerequires its own <DRM Citation> .” 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E157: 4.14.5.4, 3rd paragraph 
For clarity and consistency change as follows: “Instances of <DRM Keywords> apply only to the 
DRM object to which they are attached, because the keywords applicable at the level of a DRM object 

h a eywords> instance is specified are built up from smaller subsets of 
nsequently, property inheritance does not 

hierarchy at whic  <DRM K
keywords derived from lower levels of that hierarchy. Co
apply to instances of <DRM Keywords>.” 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E158: 14.5.4, EX 4. AMPLE 
Add missing “instance”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E159: 15.1, list a 4.   
with "with no knowledge of how the conflict is resolved", For clarity, replace "at his or her own risk" 

and "should not be" with "are not". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E160: 15.1, list d 4.  
ss. Remove comma before "and" for correctne

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E161: 4. , list e 
Remove comma before "and"

15.1
 and remove "or" for correctness. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E162: 4 nd nd th.15.3.2, 2  paragraph, 2  and 4  sentences 
tanAdd missing "ins ce". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E163: 4.15.3.2, 3rd paragraph 
Add multiple missing “instance”, and  change “A <D
Primitive Colour> stance ca

RM Colour Table> can contain a” to “A <DRM 
 in n contain a” as well as “and” to “and/or” (before emissive colour). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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 SEDRIS_E164: 4.15.3.2, 3rd paragraph, last sentence 
For brevity change “is composed of a <DRM Colour Data>, as described in the beginning of this 
section, that contains the actual colour values for the ambient, diffuse, specular, and emissive 

y.” to “is composed of a <DRM Colour Data> 
ain al colour values.” 

characteristics of the coloured object, respectivel
instance that cont s the actu

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E165: 4. .2, 415.3  paragraph 
tan ery DRM class. 

th

Add missing "ins ce" for ev

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E166: 4. .2, 415.3  paragraph, 3  sentence 
s h lour is applied to the coloured object, such as the side of the object to 

e colour should be combined with a <DRM_Image>, if 
ct.” for clarity. 

th rd

Change “specifie ow the co
which the colour should be applied and how th
present.” to “specifies how the colour is applied to the environmental obje

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E167: 4.15.3.3, 1st paragraph 
For clarity break the first sentence at the semicolon. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E168: 4.15.3.3, 2nd paragraph, last sentence 

E: Accept. 

Remove parentheses. 

RESPONS

 SEDRIS_E169: 15.3.4, 3 4.  paragraph 
A <DRM Rendering Properties> instance” and italicize <DRM Geometry 

on> throughout. 

RE

rd

Fix miscapitalized “A” in “
Representati

SPONSE: Accept. 

 SE
Add mi d for correctness. 

RE

DRIS_E170: 4.15.3.5, 4th paragraph, 2nd sentence 
ssing period after utilize

SPONSE: Accept. 

 SE
Ital

RE

DRIS_E171: 4.15.4.1 
icize <DRM Geometry Representation> throughout for correctness. 

SPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E172: 15.4.2, 1 4.  paragraph, 2nd sentence 
istency and insert missing "instance". 

st

Insert "See" before “4.14” for cons

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E173: 15.4.2, 1 4.  paragraph, 3rd sentence 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

st

Insert missing "instance" for consistency. 

 SEDRIS_E174: 4.15.4.2, list item a 
Change "not being used" to “does not indicate are being used” for clarity 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E175: 4.15.4.2, last paragraph 
Add missing "instance" and change the last sentence to read as follows for clarity: "The use of the 
optional <DRM Property Table Reference> components for the ONE_MATERIAL, 
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TWO_MATERIALS, and THREE MATERIALS selection values is described in 5.2.7.29 Image 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

Signature." 

 SEDRIS_E176: 4.15.4.3, 1st paragraph 
through reference by a" to "by reference from a". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

Add missing "instance" and change "

 SEDRIS_E177: 4.15.4.3, 2nd paragraph 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

Add missing "instance" and change “object(s)” to “DRM object(s)” 

 SEDRIS_E178: 4.15.4.3, 3rd paragraph 

 
For clarity, replace the paragraph with the following: “Details of how <DRM Image Mapping 
Information> is to be combined with colour information is specified in 5.2.7.5 Colour_Mapping.”

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E179: 4.15.4.3, 4th paragraph, 3rd sentence 
Add missing “instance” for consistency. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E180: 4.15.4.4, 1st paragraph 
Add multiple missing "instance", change "may be called" to "is termed" and "geo-specific" to “geo 
specific”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E181: 4.15.4.4, 2nd paragraph 
Add multiple missing "instance" including list occurrences. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E182: 4.15.4.4, 3rd paragraph 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

Add missing "instance" and unbold “not”. 

 SEDRIS_E183: 4.16.1, 2nd paragraph, 1st sentence 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

For clarity, change to the following: "This mechanism can be used to dynamically control DRM 
objects within a transmittal." 

 SEDRIS_E184: 4.16.1, 2nd paragraph, 2nd sentence 
 Change "<DRM Model>s" to "<DRM Model> instances" and "object" to "environmental object" for

consistency. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E185: 4. , 2  paragraph 
For correctness c ge “these

16.1 , last sentence 
han  objects” to “environmental objects”, example to EXAMPLE format, 

st. 

nd

and remove the last two items from the li

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E186: 4.16.2.1, 1st paragraph, last sentence 
For consistency, insert "an instance of" before "the specialized <DRM Control Link>". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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 SEDRIS_E187: 4.16.2.1, 3rd paragraph 
Add missing "instance", change "SEDRIS objects" to "DRM objects". Replace "called..." with 
"termed target fields , and eliminate the parentheses.  and target objects

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E188: 4.16.2.1, 4th paragraph 
Change example to EXAMPLE form, "The <DRM State Control Link>'s" to "A <DRM State Control 
Link> instance", and add missing "instance" at the end of the sentence. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E189: 4.16.2.1, final paragraph 
For clarity, change list to enumerated list and add final sentence afterward: "These subclasses are 
described below." 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E190: 4.16.2.2, 2nd paragraph, 1st sentence 
Add the missing instances, and correct "a" to "an". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E191: 4.16.2.3.1 
Change “<DRM Expression>s” to “<DRM Expression> instance,”,  
“<DRM Function>” to “<DRM Function> instance”, and “<DRM Function>” to “<DRM Function> 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

instance”. Remove quotes from around "returned" and add to end of paragraph "These are described 
below." 

 SEDRIS_E192: 4.16.2.3.1, 2nd paragraph 
refore” and last sentence. Add multiple missing “instance”, and remove “the

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E193: 4.16.2.3.3, 1st parag
du

raph 
ndant with the subsequent paragraph. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

Remove paragraph because it is re

 SEDRIS_E194: 4.16.2.3.3, last paragraph 
ional standard. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

Remove paragraph since it is inappropriate for an internat

 SEDRIS_E195: 4.16.3.1 
ming application", remove "at will". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

Replace "consuming system" to "consu

 SEDRIS_E196: 4.16.3.3 
remove "at will", and add missing 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

Replace "consuming system" to "consuming application", 
“instance”. 

 SEDRIS_E197: 4.16.4.2 
For clarity: 

1. Move paragraph before table 4.10 up to be the first paragraph in the section.  
2. Change current paragraph 1 to EXAMPLE form and include tables 4.8 and 4.9.  
3. Switch the order of tables 4.9 and 4.8 and move the sentence immediately preceding 4.9 after 

t table 4.8.  
"(totally destroyed).".  

4. Fix leading after curren
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5. Move the first sentence currently following table 4.8 to precede table 4.8.  
6. Move the first sentence following table 4.9 to the end of the new first paragraph. 
7. Remove "Consequently," from the sentence following Table 4.9. 
8. Table 4.11 first row should not be formatted as a column heading row, but just another row; 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

it's part of the example. 

 SEDRIS_E198: 4.16.5.1, 2nd paragraph 
Use code font for field names 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E199: 4.16.5.1, 3rd paragraph 

within the context of a <DRM Colour Table> shall not have <DRM 
tro omponents, because a <DRM Colour Table> instance does not provide 

For correctness change to the following: 
“<DRM RGB Colour> instances 
RGB Colour Con l Link> c
ana <DRM Interface Template> instance to allow values to be supplied for <DRM Variable> 

<DRM RGB Colour Control Link> 
instances in the context of <DRM Model> and <DRM Environment Root> instances, and even in that 
instances. Data consumers need only concern themselves with 

case primarily wi the formeth r rather than the latter.” 

RESPONSE: Accep t. 

 SEDRIS_E200: 4.16.5.1, 4  paragraph 
sin e" for each DRM class and put car example in EXAMPLE form. 

th

Add multiple mis g "instanc

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E201: 4.16.5.3, 1  sentence 
Use code font for fields “s” and “t”. 

st

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E202: 4.16.5.3, 2  sentence 
For clarity, replace with “It is not required that control over both fields be provided.” 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

nd

 SEDRIS_E203: 4.16.5.3, 3rd sentence 
The current sentence is awkward, change to “Setting a link field (s_expression_index or 
t_expression_index ) within a <DRM Texture Coordinate Control Link> instance to zero 
specifies that the target field is not dynamically altered.” 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E204: 4.16.6.1, 1st paragraph, 1st sentence 
 <DRM Property Set Control Link> instance”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

Change “<DRM Property Set Control Link” to “A

 SEDRIS_E205: 4.16.6.1, EXAMPLE, 2nd sentence 
Change "an <DRM Property Set Table>" to "a <DRM Property Set Table>". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E206: 4.16.6.1, EXAMPLE, last sentence 
Use code font for “index” and add missing “instance” to <DRM Property Set>. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E207: 4.16.6.2, 1st sentence 
Change “<DRM Colour Index Control Link>” to “A <DRM Colour Index Control Link> instance”. 
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E208: 4.16.6.2, 2nd and 3rd sentences 
For clarity change to “It is not required that control over both fields be provided.  A target field is 
unaffected by specifying zero for the link field within a <DRM Colour Index Control Link> instance.” 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

  SEDRIS_E209: 4.16.6.3, 1st paragra
For clarity change to “A <DRM Prope

ph 
rty Table Reference Control Link> instance provides control 

over the index_on_axis field of the target <DRM Property Table Reference> instances. This allows 
the selection of different n-1 dimensional slices of the n-dimensional <DRM Property Table> instance 

y Table Reference> instance.” 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

that is referred to by a given <DRM Propert

 SEDRIS_E210: 4.16.6.3, EXAMPLE 
ed”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

For clarity, change “can be changed at will” to “can be chang

 SEDRIS_E211: 4.16.7, 2nd paragraph 
nd e 

Location Control Link> (u_expression_index, 
r w_expression_index)” 

For clarity, add missing “instance”, change 2  sentence to “It is not required that control over all thre
fields be provided”, and 3rd sentence to “The target field is unaffected by specifying zero for the link 
fields within a <DRM LSR 3D 
v_expression_index, o

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E212: 4.16.7, EXAMPLE  
Add multiple missing “instance” and change “an <DRM LSR 3D Location Control Link>” to “a 
<DRM LSR 3D Location Control Link>”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E213: 4.16.8, 1st paragraph, 1st sentence 
Change “<DRM Reference Vector Control Link>” to “A <DRM Reference Vector Control Link> 
instance”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E214: 4.16.8, 1st paragraph, 2nd and 3rd sentences 
ector be 

k> (v0_expression_index, v1_expression_index, or 

For clarity, change to “It is not required that control over all three entries of the unit_v
provided. The target field is unaffected by specifying zero for the link fields within a <DRM 
Reference Vector Control Lin
v2__expression_index)”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E215: 4.16.8, 2nd paragraph 
Change to EXAMPLE form, replace the overused word "control", and remove unnecessary comma in 
last sentence. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E216: 4.17.1, 1st paragraph 
ove the last sentence. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

To remove redundancy, rem

 SEDRIS_E217: 4.17.1, list, item a 
Add missing comma before "or". 
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E218: 17.2.1, 1 4.  sentence 
ndard for ". 

ccept. 

st

Change "were" to "are" and remove "ISO sta

RESPONSE: A

 SEDRIS_E219: 4.17.2.1, 2nd sentence 
Change “Objects” to "DRM objects". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E220: 4.17.2.1, 3  sentence rd

Remove the second "within this part of ISO/IEC 18023". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E221: 4.17.2.2, 1st paragraph 
Replace semicolon with period and change the rest of the sentence to “The required information that 
shall be provided in the fields of <DRM Responsible Party> instances to ensure such correspondence 

ry metadata.”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

is specified in 6.2.25 Mandato

 SEDRIS_E222: 4.17.2.2, list 
ore "data element linkage". 

Accept. 

Add the missing "the" bef

RESPONSE: 

 SEDRIS_E223: 17.2.3, 1 4.  paragraph, 2nd sentence 
traint name. 

cept. 

st

Correct capitalization of  "Metadata" in cons

RESPONSE: Ac

 SEDRIS_E224: 4.17.2.3 
Missing heading for Spatial Extent and for time-related information. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E225: 4.17.2.4, 1st sentence 
Fix "Mandatory Metadata" capitalization. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E226: 4.17.2.5 
Add header for Lineage and add multiple missing “instance”. 

t. RESPONSE: Accep

 SEDRIS_E227: 4.17.2.6 
 of ry Metadata.  Fix capitalization  Mandato

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E228: 4.17.2.7, list a 
Change “correspond” to “corresponds in”. 

RESPONSE: Accept.  

 SEDRIS_E229: 4. .7, 317.2  paragraph 
 of ry Metadata and change "kind," to "kind" in last sentence. 

rd

Fix capitalization  Mandato

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E230: 4.17.2.8 1  sentence 
Change "date" to "data". 

st
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E231: 4.17.3.1, 1st paragraph 
Remove quotes from around "metadata". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E232: 4.17.3.1, 2nd paragraph 
sen  comma forward. Drop last part of tence from

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E233: 4.17.3.2, 1st paragraph, 1st and 2nd sentences 

The information provided by a <DRM Transmittal Summary> instance 
he contents of a transmittal.” 

In 1st sentence, change "is required to provide" to "provides" 
Replace 2nd sentence with “
provides a summary of t

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E234: 4.17.3.2, 2nd paragraph 

nformation include features, geometry, and/or geometry 

a NOTE format as follows: “NOTE There is no 
_present field, since the presence of features automatically ensures the presence of 

Merge the paragraph into paragraph 1. 
Replace the 2nd sentence with “The kinds of i
topology.” 
And change final sentence to 
feature_topology
feature topology.” 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E235: 4.17.3.2, 3rd paragraph 
Add missing "instance" 
Change example EXAMPLto E form 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E236: 4.17.3.2, 4th paragraph 
Change "shall be required" to "may need". 

t. RESPONSE: Accep

 SEDRIS_E237: 4.17.3.2, 6th paragraph 
 Topology>. Add the missing "instances" for <DRM Feature

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E238: 4.17.3.2, 8th paragraph 
econd sentence (don't make it EXAMPLE format).  And change 

. 

t. 

Drop the "For example" out of the s
"would contain" to "contains"

RESPONSE: Accep

 SEDRIS_E239: 4.17.3.2, last paragraph 
Add missing occurrences of "instance". Replace "as is the optional EDCS usage summary 
information" with s are the  "a optional <DRM EDCS Use Summary Item> components." 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E240: 4.17.3.3, 1st paragraph, 1st sentence 
ear! 

Replace the sentence with “Within the scope being summarized, a <DRM EDCS Use Summary Item> 
instance can specify either an ECC with an optional set of EACs, or just an individual EAC.” (2nd 
sentence as currently standing) 

The phrase "specifies a pattern of EDCS codes that appears" is not cl
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E241: 4.17.3.3, list 
uld use sub-clause references, and also include "instance". All three items a, b, and c sho

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E242: 4.17.3.3, 3rd paragraph 
Add the missing "instance". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E243: 4.17.3.4, 1st paragraph 

thin the context being summarized" with “within the following: 
a.
b.
c.

RESPONSE: Accept. 

Add the missing "instance". 
In the first sentence, replace "wi

 transmittal summary 
 feature hierarchy, or 
 geometry hierarchy” 

 SEDRIS_E244: 17.3.4, 2 4.  paragraph 
ces. 

rase "non-value-adding". 

nd

Add the missing "instance" in various pla
Change "or" to "and/or". 
And drop the comma before "to prevent", and drop the ph

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E245: 17.3.4, las
Remove "note that". 

 4. t paragraph 

rious places. Add missing "instance" in va

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E246: 4.17.3.5, 1st paragraph 
Change "constraint specifies c
Change "an" to "a  

onstraints so" to “ensures”. 
".

. 

Add the missing "instance". 
Eliminate “or both” by using “and/or” 
Break off last sentence to EXAMPLE form

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E247: 4.17.3.5, 3rd paragraph 

 Accept. 

End sentence at summarized 

RESPONSE:

 SEDRIS_E248: 17.3.5, 4 4.  paragraph th

Add missing "instance". 
Drop "patterns of". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E249: 4.17.3.5, last paragraph 
Remove last sentence. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E250: 4.17.3.6, 1st paragraph 
Add missing occurrences of "instance". 
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ition to any hierarchy summary that may be present, a <DRM Model> 
Root> instance may be provided with a list of <DRM Primitive 

oncepts provide different functionality." 

at and add UML instance diagram. 

Change first sentence to "In add
instance or <DRM Environment 
Summary Item> instances. These c
Drop second sentence. 
Break off last sentence as EXAMPLE form

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E251: 4.17.3.6, 2nd paragraph 
Add the missing instance. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E252: 4.18.2 
Change “The <DRM Transmittal Root>” to “A <DRM Transmittal Root> instance”. 

t. 
" to DRM object. 

t to instance. 
ordinate components. 

Remove "SEDRIS" throughou
Change "data item
In last sentence, change objec
Change "subordinate classes" to sub

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E253: 4.18.2, 2nd paragraph 
data item to components. Change object to instance, and 

Drop last sentence. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E254: 4.18.3.1 
Change “An <DRM Environment Root>” to “A <DRM Environment Root> instance”. 

ontent occupies”. 
 to sses. 

. 

Change "its content occupies" to “the corresponding c
Change data item  DRM cla
Add the missing "instance"

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E255: 18.3.2, 1 4.  paragraph 
. 

… of the <DRM Environment Root> instance are specified”. 

e. 
 <DRM Environment Root> instance may not be empty.” 

st

Change specify to specifies
Change “its ...” to “the 
Change “and” to “and/or”. 
Drop 2nd sentenc
Change 3rd sentence to “A

 Accept. RESPONSE:

 SEDRIS_E256: 4.18.3.2, 2  paragraph 
Add missing "instance" and missing "field". 

n environment”, and drop "for example". 

nd

Change “a data set” to “a

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E257: 4.18.3.3 
Add missing instance. 

 to “contained”. 
Change data to environmental data (both). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

Change the first “represented”

 SEDRIS_E258: 4.19.1.1, list 
Item “a” is missing a co

error information". 
mma. 

Change item e  to "accessing 
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E259: 19.1.1  4.
te on. 
fore DRM objects. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

Change work with to opera
beInsert "the transmittals'" 

 SEDRIS_E260: 4.19.1.2 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

Missing "an" before object handle. 

 SEDRIS_E261: 4.19.1.4 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

Italicize transmittal handle (first occurrence). 
Last sentence, “Close Transmittal” should be presented and hyperlinked as in previous sentence. 

 SEDRIS_E262: 4.19.1.5, list 
Missing commas and period. 
Each item should be hyperlinked to the appropriate part of Clause 7 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E263: 4.19.1.5, 2nd paragraph 
Italicize iterator handle (first occurrence) 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E264: 4.19.1.6 
Italicize search filter handle 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E265: 4.19.1.7, next to last paragraph 
ameter. Insert missing "a" before par

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E266: 4.19.2.2, list 
Change “may be ated by:”cre  to “may be placed in a transmittal by performing the following steps:” 

 the new DRM object and other DRM objects in the 
transmittal. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

And change the list as follows: 
a. creating a new DRM object, 
b. storing the data corresponding to the new DRM object, and 
c. establishing the relationships between

 SEDRIS_E267: 4.19.2.2, bulleted list 
Missing "of" in first bullet. 
Remove ", insert, " in the sentence prior to bulleted list. 
Move last paragraph with its bullets to the beginning of the section. 
Remove the "Accessing" paragraph. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E268: 4.19.2.3.1 

 m eved from a transmittal" 
ittal" to “a DRM object”. 

Change “to related DRM objects” to 
"of DRM objects ay be retri
Throughout the list, change "an object in a transm
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E269: 19.2.3.1  4.
current title (add "and mesh face table data") Change reference to 4.19.2.7 to use 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E270: 4.19.2.3.2 
Add comma after right parenthesis 
In the list, change he specifi "t ed object" to "the specified DRM object", and the  "next object" to “next 
DRM object”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E271: 4.19.2.3.3.2 
Check leading for level 6 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E272: 19.2.3.3.2 4.  
 filter”. 

he list. 
 levels” to “to a maximum search depth”. 

Change "The search filter" to “A search
Drop "SEDRIS". 
Change “object” to “DRM object” throughout t
In item h, change “a specified

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E273: 4.19.2.3.3.3, 1st paragraph 
Change object to DRM object. 

ify". 

n”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

Throughout list, drop "spec
Change "if" to "whether" in c,d,e. 
Change “exact location objects” to “exact locatio

 SEDRIS_E274: 4.19.2.3.3.4 Searching
In the list, change "will be" to "are" throu

 by hierarchy organization 
ghout. 

agr sentence, replace "instance provides" with "parameter specifies", and 

eplace with "This parameter of 7.3.56 
which types of hierarchies are to be included and under what 

o be included." 

t. 

In the second par aph, first 
change "is to be included" to "indicates which branches are to be included". 
In the second paragraph, last sentence, r
InitializeComponentIterator determines 
criteria those hierarchies are t

RESPONSE: Accep

 SEDRIS_E275: 4.19.2.3.4 
Change ID to IDs efore the c b olon 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E276: 4.19.2.3.5 
Change object to DRM object
In last list item, change "associ

 
ated to" to "associated with" 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E277: 19.2.7  4.
Change selected cells to selected portions 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E278: 4.19.2.8 
rt ied in". Both bullets: inse "as specif
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t. RESPONSE: Accep

 SEDRIS_E279: 4.19.2.9 
Change real to actual. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E280: 4.19.3 
In third list item, ove extrrem a space. 

M object”. Change all "object" to “DR

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E281: 19.4  4.
that all", and 2 "of the DRM objects". In the list items, get rid of redundant "

Insert "originally" before "stored in the transmittal" (two items). 
Change object to instance; and "the field values" to "field values". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E282: 4.19.5 
In 4th sentence, change API to the API. 
In 6th sentence, change “may be retrieve” to “may be retrieved”. 

he following function” to “The following functions”. In last sentence, change “T

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E283: 4.19.6.1, and title of 4.19.6.2 
"call back" should be 1 word 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E284: 4.19.6.3 
Drop "human readable" 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E285: 4.21.1, 1st sentence 
Change "of one of" to "of instances of". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E286: 4.21.1, 1  sentenc
otnote to

st e 
 International Registry of Graphical Items. This is a standard footnote 

: Accept. 

There should be a fo
stating who maintains that registry. 

RESPONSE

 SEDRIS_E287: 21.2, 2 4. aragraph 
“in this part of ISO/IEC 18023” (both places). 

nd p
Change "in this standard" to 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E288: 21.3  4.

ber shall contain the name for the set member as well as the 
ch meanings shall not duplicate existing set members and shall 

not modify the intent of the set data type.” 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 

Add after first sentence: 
“A registration proposal for a set mem
meaning associated with that name. Su

 
Clause 5 
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 SEDRIS_E289: Table 5.1 
There are currently two tables numbered 5.1 (the table of contents and the next table). Correct table 

y. numbering throughout clause 5 accordingl

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E290: 5.1.2 
Change "SEDRIS to "this pa
Remove "SEDRI  before "tr

" rt of ISO/IEC 18023", and change "SEDRIS objects" to "DRM objects". 
S" ansmittal". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E291: 5.2.5, 1  pa
Add comma after "Hence" 

st ragraph 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_ stE292: 5.2.6.2, 1  paragraph 

 

Change Access_Mode to code font. 

RESPONSE: Accept.

 SEDRIS_E293: 5.2.6.18 Octant, 1st paragraph 
Change "data types" to "data type", remove "of an oct tree". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E294: 5.2.6.15, Model_Reference_Type 
Add missing occurrences of "instance" in table entries. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E295: 5.2.6.18, Octant 
The spelling of the word "oct tree" should be consistent between Clauses 4 and 5 

d be consistent between Clauses 4 and 5 
ms. 

The spelling of the word "quad tree" shoul
Check SAMET for proper ter

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E296: 5.2.6.20 Present_In 

 

Add missing occurrences of "instance". 

RESPONSE: Accept.

 SEDRIS_E297: 5.2.6.21 Quadrant, 1st paragraph 
ype", remove "of a quad tree". 

 

Change "data types" to "data t

RESPONSE: Accept.

 SEDRIS_E298: 5.2.6.26, Table 5.21 
Change "object" to "DRM object" throughout. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E299: 5.2.7.17, Table 5.31 
bject" in table entries. Change "object" to "DRM o

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E300: 5.2.7.20 
Change "reason for" to "semantic meaning of". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E301: 2.7.22, 1 5.  paragraph st
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s of "instance". Add missing occurrence

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E302: 5.2.7.27, Table 5.41 
Change "object" t "DRM obo ject". 

ept. RESPONSE: Acc

 SEDRIS_E303: 5.2.7.31 
First entry's description, insert missing "to" after "able". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E304: 2.7.34, Ta
Change "data" to nvironme

 5. ble 5.48 
 "e ntal data" throughout. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E305: 5.2.7.38, Table 5.50 
FIXED_LISTED has extra space in non-depth-buffered 

ccept. RESPONSE: A

 SEDRIS_E306: 5.2.7.43, Table 5.55 
The second sente e of the fir
object". 

nc st paragraph of FIELD is in the wrong font. Change "object" to "DRM 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E307: 5.2.7.52 
Check that "arc-second" is hyphenated correctly according to SI. 

ESPONSE: Accept. R

 SEDRIS_E308: 5.2.7.66, Table 5.69 
orrect spelling error for RELATIVE_TO_REFERENCE_TIME C

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E309: 5.2.7.70 
Add missing occu ence(s) ofrr  "instance". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E310: 5.2.8.3, Table 5.79 
m the Description column header. Remove inappropriate characters fro

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E311: 5.3.3.36 
Correct "Classification_Parameter" to "Classification_Parameters" 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E312: 5.3.3.37 
Correct Classific n_Parameter to Classification_Parameters, first sentence 
Use code font for pe names and field names. 

atio
 ty

Change "object" to "instance" 
For ""types" of branches", remove the quotes. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E313: 5.3.3.58 
Fix hyperlink and class name for <DRM Volume LOD Data>. 
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E314: 5.3.3.106, 2nd paragraph 
Change field names (hue, saturation, value) to code font. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E315: 5.3.3.112 
Change "a" to "an  ".
Add missing occurrence(s) of "instance". 
Italicize "i.e." 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E316: 5.3.3.137 
sis. Remove misplaced parenthe

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E317: 5.3.3.138 
Layout isn't right for the volume line. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E318: 5.3.3.141, last paragraph, 2nd sentence 
Change to example form. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E319: 5.3.3.172 
Change "an" to "a" and change "object" to "instance". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E320: 5.3.3.176, 5.3.3.177, 5.3.3.178 
Move right brace down to the next line. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E321: 5.3.3.214 Quadrant Select Parameters 
Change "an" to "a" and change "object" to "instance" 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E322: 3.3.231 R 5. GB_Data 
ata's text are handled Use code font for field names. Also check that CMY_Data's and HSV_D

correctly. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E323: 5.3.3.238 
ange "user specified" to take hChange Search_Bounds to code font. Ch

paragraph, change "minimum point" and "m
yphen. In the second 

aximum point" to the form of field names. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E324: 5.3.3.239 Search Rule
Change comma to "and" separating 5.4.2 Iterator and

 
 next hyperlink. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E325: 5.3.3.252 Separating_
Change "object" to "instance". 

Plane_Select_Parameters 

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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 SEDRIS_E326: 5.3.3.254 
Add missing occurrences of "instance". Change "<DRM Enumeration Axis>" to "<DRM Regular 
Axis> and <DRM Irregular Axis>". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E327: 5.3.3.263 
Change "object" to "instance". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E328: 5.3.3.291 
Change "object" to "instance", and add missing period at end of final sentence Change "do not 
disagree" to "satisfy". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E329: 5.3.3.297 
Italicize "e.g." throughout. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E330: 5.3.3.313 Time_Select_Parameters 
Change "object" to "instance". 
In EXAMPLE, change season to code font 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E331: 5.4.2 
Change "object" to "DRM object". 
Change "for instance" segment to example form. 
Change "SEDRIS to "this pa" rt of ISO/IEC 18023". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E332: 5.4.3 
Change "DRM class instance " to "DRM object" thr
Italicize "i.e." and "e.g.". 

oughout this section. 

Change "object" to "DRM object". 
Change "class handle" to "object handle" throughout. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E333: 4.6  5.

ns of Clause 7. 
On c, remove the parentheses around the last sentence. 
Change function references to cite appropriate sectio

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E334: 5  5.
roughout this section. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

Parameters' layout should be corrected for all parameter lists th

 SEDRIS_E335: 5.5.1, 5.5.2,
For 5.5.1, remove quotes from

 5.5.3 
 "call-back". 

Change "call-back" to "callback" throughout. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 
Clause 6 
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 SEDRIS_E336: 6, entire clause 
Replace "SEDRIS transmittal" with "transmittal", "SEDRIS object" with "DRM object".  

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E337: 6, entire clause 
Replace "EDCS Classification Code (ECC)" with "ECC", and "EDCS Attribute Code (EAC)" with 
"EAC" throughout. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E338: 6, entire clause 
Change "spatial reference frame" to "SRF". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E339: 6, entire clause 
wise" consistently throughout. 

t. 

Hyphenate "counter-clock

RESPONSE: The spelling “counterclockwise” will be used throughou

 SEDRIS_E340: 1.2 Descr 6. iption 
ironmental objects". 

ccept. 

Change "objects" to "env

RESPONSE: A

 SEDRIS_E341: 2, all cons 6. traints 
merants, and selectors throughout. For readability, the letters 

ruct should be in a distinct font and/or style. 
Use code font for field names, enu
representing specific instances of a const

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E342: 2.2 Axis t 6. ype constraints, a.2 
"distinct" to an "and". Change the comma after 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E343: 6.2.2 Axis type constraints, b.2 and d.2 
" to "the value of the axis_type". 

pt. 

Change "the axis_type's value

RESPONSE: Acce

 SEDRIS_E344: 6.2.2 Axis type constraints, c.5 
Change ", and" to a period. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E345: 6.2.3 Colour mapping constraints 

t. 

Add missing occurrences of "instance" for <DRM Colour> and <DRM Light Rendering Properties>. 

RESPONSE: Accep

 SEDRIS_E346: 6.2.4 Colour table size 
 of "instance" for <DRM Colour Table Group>. Insert missing occurrence

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E347: 2.5 Conne 6. cted edge constraints 
 of "instance" for <DRM Feature Node>, <DRM Geometry Node>, <DRM 

ge>. 
re Edge> and <Geometry Edge> to <DRM Geometry Edge> 

Add missing occurrences
Feature Edge>, and <DRM Geometry Ed
Correct <Feature Edge> to <DRM Featu
throughout. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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 SEDRIS_E348: 6.2.7 Continuous LOD constraints 
Add missing occurrence of "instance" after <DRM Environment Root> in a, and change "some" to 
"a". 
For b, insert "instance" after <DRM Continuous LOD Related Geometry>. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E349: 6.2.12 Environment_Root spatial reference frame 
, c. Add missing occurrences of "instance" in b

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E350: 6.2.13 Face Direction levels 0 – 3 
Change "true" to "TRUE" in code font. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E351: 6.2.16, c.5 
This segment should be 6.2.16, item d. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E352: .16, c.6 
This segment should be 6.2.16

 6.2
, item e. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E353: 2.17 
Add missing occurrences of "

 6.
instance": "A <DRM Light Rendering Properties> instance may contain 

ight Behaviour>." instances of only one subclass of <DRM Directional L

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E354: 2.18 Imag 6. e_Anchor spatial reference frame 
Remove quotes from around "extended". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E355: 2.20  6.
e provided. In the items under 

 periods, not commas or ", and" (for 1, 2). 
For all items that start with "For each", consistent presentation should b
b, c, and d, the list items should end with

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E356: 6.2.20, throughout 
Change wording of the form "component DRM_xxx instances" to "DRM_xxx components". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E357: 2.20 Inde 6. x_Codes within tables, b 
a Table Library> instance L", and for In sentence 2, change "<Data Table Library> instance" to "<Dat

the remainder of b, replace "<Data Table Library> instance L" with L. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E358: 6.2.20 Index_Codes within tables, b.3, c.2, and d.2 

Property Description> instance X" to "X". 
At the end of the first sentence, add ", as follows:" and remove the period. 
Throughout, change "the <DRM Table 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E359: 6.2.20, f 
Change "EAC" to "EDCS_Attribute_Code" in code font. Change "DT" to "D". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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 SEDRIS_E360: 6.2.21 Inheritance rule for Location 
Change "object" to "DRM object" throughout, and change "aggregation tree" to "component tree" for 

inologconsistency of term y. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E361: 6.2.22 Level of detail related organizing principle 

 "of the other, as follows:". 
Replace "whether a" with "whether an instance of". 
For b, change "of the other" to

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E362: 6.2.23 LSR model and reference surfaces 
Add missing occurrence of "instance" after <DRM Model>, and change "spatial reference frame 
(SRF)" to "SRF", and remove "(aggregate)". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E363: 2.24 LSR
Change "An" to "a", add "com

 6. _Transformation components 
ponent" after <DRM Local 4x4> in all occurrences. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E364: 6.2.25 Mandatory metadata, <DRM Lineage> 
in ces of "instance", and for b change "or" to "and/or". For a, b, add miss g occurren

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E365: 6.2.26 Model reference type constraints 
M nstance's name" to "name of the <DRM Model> instance", and add 

ces nce". 
Change "the <DR  Model> i
missing occurren  of "insta

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E366: 2.27 Mod
Change "Local Space Rectang

 6. el spatial reference frame 
ular" to "LSR" to reflect the SRM's terminology. 

s field of M". Change "a 

n-LSR SRF", and change "Local Space Rectangular 
frame" to "LSR SRF". 

Throughout, change "M's has_moving_parts field" to "The has_moving_part
Local Space Rectangular" to "an LSR". Change "M's has_units field" to "The has_units field of M". 
Change "non-LSR reference frame" to "no
reference 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E367: 6.2.31 
 object". Add missing occurrences of "instance", and change "object" to "DRM

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E368: 6.2.32 
Change "An" to "a". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E369: 6.2.32, b and c 
Add missing occurrences of "instance". 
In 2, change "tag" to "tag field". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E370: 6.2.36 
Remove line breaks at the end of the first sentence of a, and the end of the first sentence of b. Add 

ces nce". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

missing occurren  of "insta
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 SEDRIS_E371: 6.2.39 
In b.2, change "nstance" to "instance". 
In b.c, add missing "a" after "either". 
In c.3 and d.3, add missing occurrences of "instance". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E372: 2.42  6.
 a concrete subclass of" to Italicize <DRM Geometry Representation> throughout. Change "instance of

"instance of" throughout. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E373: 6.2.45 
Change "shall hold" to "holds". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E374: 6.2.50 
Add missing occurrences of "instance". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E375: 6.2.52 Spatial index related organizing principle 
ange 

ghout. Change 
.2 d bins", removing the quotes. In b.2, insert an "i.e." before "the 

Italicize <DRM Geometry Representation> throughout. For a.3.ii, do not capitalize "The". Ch
"S's strict_organizing_principle" to "The strict_organizing_principle field of S" throu
"sorted bins" in b to "indexe
branches of S". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E376: 2.53, title
Add hyphen betw n "state" a

 6.  
ee nd "related" 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E377: 2.53 
Add missing occu ences of "

 6.
rr instance". In a, change "in EUC_PERCENT units with ESC_UNI" to 

e "S's active_state_value" to "the 
active_state_value field of S". 
"with EUC_PERCENT units and ESC_UNI scale factor." In b, chang

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E378: 6.3.1, 2nd paragraph, last sentence 
Change "While DRM class instances" to "While instances". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E379: 6, all classes 
For all occurrences of "An <DRM xxx>" change to "A <DRM xxx>." 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E380: Table 6.3 <DRM Absolute Time> 
cc f "instance" in the Examples. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

Supply missing o urrences o

 SEDRIS_E381: Table 6.4 <DRM Absolute Time Interval> 
Supply missing occurrences of "instance" in the Examples. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E382: Table 6.7 <DRM Aggregate Feature>, Definition 
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Add missing occurrences of "instance". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E383: ble 6.7 < Ta DRM Aggregate Geometry>, Definition 
eplace "for example" Add missing occurrences of "instance". In the CLASSIFICATION section, r

with "e.g." in italics, for consistency with how <DRM Aggregate Feature> is presented. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E384: ble 6.16  Ta <DRM Axis> and its subclasses 
ick mark", for consistency. Replace any occurrences of the terms "hash mark" or "tic mark" with "t

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E385: Table 6.20 <DRM Base Positional 
In the definition, t non-brea

Light> 
pu king spaces in the (a + bd + cd^2) equation. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E386: Table 6.32 <DRM Classification Data>, Definition 
Supply missing occurrences of "instance", and change "object" to "DRM object" where appropriate. 
Replace "<DRM Classification Data> is used" with "<DRM Classification Data> instances are used". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E387: Table 6.44 <DRM Colour Table>, Examples 
Replace "represented in SEDRIS" with "represented". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E388: ble 6.45  Ta <DRM Colour Table Group> 
Update examples to use complete sentences. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E389: Table 6.45 
Replace the first example with

<DRM Colour Table Group>, Examples 
 "Consider a transmittal containing a <DRM Colour Table Library> 

ponent, which in turn has only one <DRM 
nce is the one and only <DRM Colour 

or  transmittal." 
"Night Vision Goggles (NVG)" to "night vision 

instance with only one <DRM Colour Table Group> com
Colour Table> component.  That <DRM Colour Table> insta
Table> instance f the entire
Change "Out the Window (OTW)" to "OTW" and 
goggles". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E390: Table 6.45 
Add missing occurrences of "

<DRM Colour Table Group>, Examples 
component" after "<DRM Colour Table>". Add missing occurrences of 

"instance". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E391: Table 6.46 <DRM Colour Table Library>, Examples 
Change "represented in SEDRIS" to "represented". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E392: Table 6.47 <DRM Cone Directional Light>, Examples 
Change "0.8" to "0,8" and add missing occurrences of "instance". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E393: Table 6.47 <DRM Cone Directional Light>, Examples 
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f parentheses around the "(width / 2,0) 

dth / 2,0) - 
 (width / 2,0))" 

 / 2,0) - 

In the Example(s), change the following equation to add a set o
- degrees_away_from_direction_vector": 
 Change 
"     final_intensity =  minimum_colour_intensity + (((wi
degrees_away_from_direction_vector  /
-to- 
"     final_intensity = minimum_colour_intensity +  ((((width
degrees_away_from_direction_vector) / (width / 2,0))" 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E394: Table 6.48 <DRM Conformal Behaviour>, Definition 
Add missing occurrences of "instance". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E395: Table 6.50 <DRM Continuous LOD Related Geometry>, Definition 
Add missing occurrences of "instance". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E396: Table 6.52 <DRM Cross Reference> 
Supply missing occurrences of "instance" in the Definition and Example(s). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E397 Table 6.56 <DRM Data Table Library>, 1st example 
RM Property Grid> of the 

 other properties  This grid could be instanced in multiple 
 represented as a 2D 

r ce representing the bottom elevation, surface properties, and other 
rid ferenced as needed in a transmittal by means of". 

Replace the following, "A generic seamount could be modeled as a 2D <D
bottom elevation, surface properties, or
places in the environment by means of" with "Consider a generic seamount
<DRM Property G id> instan
properties. This g  can be re

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E398: Table 6.56 
Replace the following, "A tab

<DRM Data Table Library>, 2nd example 
le of material properties can be placed in a <DRM Data Table Library> 

 T representing material 
 Library> instance.  T can be accessed 

fo instances to identify the materials and their properties for objects in the 
operties in various wavelength bands)." with 

s manner DRM objects representing 
environmental objects co ame materials with the same properties, such as optical or 

ro various wavelength bands, can be specified." 

and accessed via" with "Consider a <DRM Property Table> instance
properties, where T is a component of a <DRM Data Table
using". 
Also, replace the llowing, "
given transmittal (e.g., the optical or electromagnetic pr
"instances by DRM objects in the given transmittal. In thi

mposed of the s
electromagnetic p perties in 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E399: Table 6.57 <DRM
Change the follow g "The de

 Description>, Example(s) 
in scription of a <DRM Model> of a particular aircraft," to "The 

of aircraft,". description of a <DRM Model> instance representing a particular type 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E400: ble 6.72  Ta <DRM Expression>, Definition 
d replace "object" with "DRM object". Replace "consuming system" with "consuming application" an

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E401: Table 6.75 <DRM Feature Edge>, Example(s) 
Add missing occurrences of "instance". 
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E402: Table 6.79 <DRM Feature Model>, Example(s) 
instance". Add missing occurrences of "

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E403: Table 6.85 <DRM Feature Volume> 
Supply missing occurrences of "instance" in the Example(s) (except for <DRM Label>, which should 

 in clarity). take "component" stead for 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E404: Table 6.86 <DRM Feature Volume Shell>, Example(s) 
In the Example(s), change the following, "would consist of a single" to "consists of a single". 

 be associated with the <DRM Feature Face>" to "is associated with the Change the following, "would
<DRM Feature Face>". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E405: Table 6.86 <DRM Feature Volume Shell>, Definition 
utside" any other volumes.  Remove quotes from the word outside in the following "instance lies "o

Since the". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E406: Table 6.86 <DRM Feature Volume Shell>, Example(s) 
 a Change the following, "representing a building. It has an associated" to "instance V representing

building. V has an associated". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E407: Table 6.86 <DRM Feature Volume Shell>, Example(s) 
haracteristics, such as material Change the comma after composition to a semi-colon - "describe its c

composition; and a" (or turn the list into list form). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E408: ble 6.91  Ta <DRM Geometric Centre>, Definition 
regate Geometry>" with "a <DRM Replace "an instance of a concrete subclass of <DRM Agg

Aggregate Geometry> instance" 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E409: Table 6.95 <DRM Geometry Model>, Clarification 
he following, "Although not required, tIn the Clarifications, replace t

specify a uniform model orien
his allows a data provider to 

tation within a <DRM Model Library>." with "The <DRM LSR 
llows a data provider to specify a uniform model orientation within a 

r is not required to do so.)". 
Transformation> component a
<DRM Model Library> instance.  (Note that a data provide

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E410: Table 6.96 <DRM Geometry Model Instance>, Example(s) 
 "<DRM Model>'s (0, 0, 0) coordinate will be instanced," making it 

d,". 
Remove the parentheses from
"<DRM Model> instance's (0, 0, 0) coordinate will be instance

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E411: Table 6.97 <DRM Geometry Node>, Definition 
o ject" where appropriate. Change "geometry node" to "<DRM Geometry 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

Change "object" t "DRM ob
Node> instance". Change "is the same location as" to "is the same as that of". 
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 SEDRIS_E412: Table 6.97 <DRM Geometry Node> 
In the clarifications, add missing occurrences of "instance". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E413: Table 6.98 <DRM Geometry Representation> 
In the definition, replace "a concrete class derived from this DRM class species:" with 
"this DRM class specifies either" 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E414: Table 6.101
Add missing occurrences of "

 <DRM Geometry Volume>, Examples 
instance". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E415: Table 6.102 <DRM Grid Overlap>, Definition: 
ds>" to "<DRM Property Grid> instances" Change "<DRM Property Gri

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E416: Table 6.107 <DRM Hierarchy Summary Item> 
Add missing occurrences of "
summarized" after "transmitta

instance" in the Definition and Example(s). In the definition, Add "being 
l". In the examples, change "EDCS Classification Codes" to "ECCs" 

and change "EDCS Attribute Codes" to EACs". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E417: Table 6.107 <Hierarchy Summary Item> 
 wide" 

o zero" to "shall be set to zero". 

Rescale the figures to keep the tables from getting "too
Multiplicity note. 
Change "should be set t

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E418: Table 6.111 <DRM Image>, Definition 
For level count, replace occurrences of "2" with "two" where appropriate, and replace "SEDRIS" w
"the DRM". Throughout, change "consumer's system" to "consuming application". 
In the 5th paragr

ith 

aph, change the following, "a power of 2. Please note that SEDRIS places no 
"a two. Please note that the DRM places no restriction on", and change the 
nd MPLE is an example. 

age. 

restriction on" to  power of 
note to a NOTE a  the EXA
Put a comma after "image_signature value" for bits_of_material2_percent

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E419: Table 6.111 <DRM Image>, Clarifications 
Change the following, "<DRM Image Mapping Function>, because an <DRM Image> may be 
significant only for a particular domain, e.g. radar, thermal, out-the-window." to "<DRM Image 
Mapping Function> instance, because a <DRM Image> instance may be significant only for a 

, s ar, thermal, or out-the-window.". particular domain uch as rad

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E420: Table 6.112 <DRM Image Anchor>, Example(s) 
instance" in the Definition and Example(s). 

le, global". 
Add missing occurrences of "
In the first examp  remove "
In the second example, change the first occurrence of "data" to "instance". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E421: Table 6.113 <DRM Image Library> 
In the examples, add missing occurrence(s) of "instance", and change "world SRF" to "SRF". 
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E422: Table 6.115 <DRM Image Mapping Function> 
In the examples, add missing occurrence(s) of "instance". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E423: Table 6.119 <DRM Inline Colour> 
Add missing occurrences of "instance" in the Definition. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E424: Table 6.120 <DRM Interface Template> 
Add missing occurrences of "instance" in the Definition. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E425: Table 6.128 <DRM Light Rendering Behaviour> 
In the definition, licize "typita e" in the expression "type of light". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E426: Table 6.133 <DRM Line>, Clarifications 
Change the EXA LE to theMP  correct style. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E427: Table 6.136 <DRM Linear Geometry> 
In the definition, replace "instance of a concrete class derived form this DRM class" with "instance
this DRM class". 

 of 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E428: Table 6.139 <DRM Local 4x4>, Definition 
Add missing occurrences of "instance" throughout. 
In the 2nd paragraph, remove the 2nd and 3rd sentences since they are tutorial in nature. 

ESPONSE: Accept. R

 SEDRIS_E429: Table 6.139 <DRM Local 4x4>, Definition 
Change the following, "specif
LSR SRF, in whi  case". 

ied in an LSR SRF as a world SRF, in which case" to "specified in an 
ch

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E430: Table 6.149
Supply missing occurrences of "instance" in the Exa

 <DRM LSR Transformation> 
mple(s). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E431: Table 6.160 <DRM Mesh Face Table>, Definition 
Throughout, change "node" to "vertex" for consistency. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E432: Table 6.161
In the Example(s), change the following, "<DRM 

 <DRM Model> 
Models> in this data provider's mapping to a 

nces in this data 
odel> instances.". 

transmittal can reference the "automobile" <DRM Model>." to "<DRM Model> insta
provider's mapping to a transmittal can reference the "automobile" <DRM M

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E433: Table 6.163 <DRM Model Library>, Definition 
Change the following, "<DRM Model> instances that are stored in the transmittal." to "<DRM 
Model> instance(s) that are stored in the given transmittal." 
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E434: Table 6.172 <DRM Perimeter Data> 
Supply missing occurrences of "instance" in the Example(s). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E435: Table 6.178 <DRM Point Feature>, Definition: 
Italicize "zero-dimensional". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E436: Table 6.186 <DRM Primitive Colour> 
step with the For each step, add "component" after the class name. For the first three steps, begin the 

word "combine". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E437: Table 6.191 <DRM Property>, Definition 
Change the following, "its meaning (specified using an Attribute_Code," to "its meaning (specified 
using an EAC,". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E438: Table 6.192 <DRM Property Characteristic>, Example(s), 1st example 
le, ence change "<DRM Property Value> instance" to "<DRM Property 
nt"

In the first examp  first sent
Value> compone . 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E439: Table 6.192 <DRM Property Characteristic>, Examples, last example, la
paragraph 
Add a comma after "components" in "

st 

components provided that they have different meaning values. 
For example, this" making it "components, provided that they have different meaning values. For 
example, this". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E440: Table 6.195 <DRM
Change the following, "Consider a two

 Property Grid Hook Point>, Example(s) 
-dimensional <DRM Property Grid>" to "Consider a 2D 

<DRM Property Grid>" 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E441: Table 6.196 <DRM Property Set>, Definition 
Change the following, "An <DRM Property Set> instance " to "A <DRM Property Set> instance " 

Accept. RESPONSE: 

 SEDRIS_E442: Table 6.196 <DRM Property Set>,Example(s) 
 Property Set Index> instance,  that references an <DRM Property Set> 
y Set Index> instance that references a <DRM Property Set> instance 

 has a" 
ing an <DRM Property Set> containing a" to "referencing a <DRM Property Set> 
g a" 

g, "components, which references an <DRM Property Set>" to "components, 
Property Set> instance" 

 "which references an <DRM Property Set> that contains another two. As a 
RM  Primitive Geometry> may contain many ordered" to "which references a <DRM Property 

other two. As a <DRM Primitive Geometry> instance may contain 
many ordered" 

Change the following, "<DRM
containing" to "<DRM Propert
containing". 

hange "instance also has an" to "instance alsoC
Change "referenc
instance containin
Change the followin
which references a <DRM 
Change the following,
<D
Set> instance that contains an
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E443: Table 6.197 <DRM Property Set Index>, Definition 
Change the following, "specifies which of its <DRM Property Set Table> components is being use
while the <DRM Property Set Index> specifies which <DRM Property Set> within that primary 
<DRM Pr

d, 

operty Set Table>" to "instance to which it is associated. The <DRM Property Set Table 
spe ich of its <DRM Property Set Table> components is being used, while 

 Set> component within that 
Group> instance cifies wh
the <DRM Property Set Index> instance specifies which <DRM Property
primary <DRM Property Set Table> instance". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E444: Table 6.197 <DRM Property Set Index>, Definition and Example(s) 
cc f "instance". Supply missing o urrences o

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E445: Table 6.198 <DRM Property Set Index Contr
Change the following, "This could be achieved by using a" to "This

ol Link>, Example(s) 
 can be achieved by using a" 

cc f "instance". 
Function> 

Supply missing o urrences o
Change the following, "<DRM Image Mapping Function>. An" to "<DRM Image Mapping 
instance. A" 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E446: Table 6.199 <DRM Property Set Table>, Examples 
Supply missing occurrences of "instance". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E447: Table 6.200 <DRM Property Set Table Group>, Definition 
Supply missing occurrences of "instance". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E448: Table 6.200 <DRM
Replace the first example with "Consider a trans

 Property Set Table Group>, Example(s) 
mittal containing a <DRM Property Set Table 

 w ne <DRM Property Set Table Group> component, which in turn has 
is the 

Library> instance ith only o
only one <DRM Property Set Table> component.  That <DRM Property Set Table> instance 
one and only <DRM Property Set Table> instance for the entire transmittal." 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E449: Table 6.201 <DRM Property Set Table Library>, Definition 
Change the following, "<DRM Library>  instance containing many" to "<DRM Library> instance of" 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E450: Table 6.210 <DRM Pyramid Directional Light>, Definition 
 set to 0, the valueChange the following, "When one of these values is

bounds in that direction." to "When one of these valu
 infinity is implied there are no 

es is set to 0, then it means infinity, and that 
ection." there are no bounds in that dir

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E451: Table 6.210 <DRM Pyramid Directional Light>, Definition 
Change the following, "This value is used in conjunction with the primary colour's intensity value. If 

ield is used in 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

the primary colour is specified by a" to "The value of the minimum_colour_intensity f
conjunction with the primary colour's intensity value. If the primary colour is a" 
 
Change "then nothing is visible" to "nothing is visible" for minimum_colour_intensity. 
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 SEDRIS_E452: Table 6.210 <DRM Pyramid Directional Light>, Example(s) 
Change angular measures from degrees to radians. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E453: Table 6.212 <DRM Quadrant Related Features>, Example(s) 
), c  following, "Consider a <DRM  Quadrant Related Features> instance 

sider 
In the Example(s hange the
linked to a <DRM  Union Of Features> instance representing its back-left quadrant by a" to "Con
a <DRM Quadrant Related Features> instance linked to a <DRM Union Of Features> instance 
representing its UPPER_RIGHT quadrant, using a" 
Update the examples and figures to use the correct names for the quadrants. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E454: Table 6.213 <DRM Quadrant Related Geometry>, Example(s) 
le res to use the correct names for the quadrants. Update the examp s and figu

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E455: Table 6.214 <DRM Reference Origin>, Definition 
Change the following, "This specifies the spatial reference frame within which the given" to "The
srf_info field 

 
specifies the SRF within which the given" 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E456: Table 6.215 <DRM Reference Surface> 
In the Definition, change the following, "The lod_rule field value specifies a rule to select one LOD 
branch." to "The lod_rule field specifies a rule to select one LOD branch." 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E457: Table 6.215 <DRM Reference Surface>, Example(s) 
Change "aggregation tree " to "component tree " 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E458: Table 6.217 <DRM Reference Vector Control Link>, Example(s) 

 Geometry Model> instance with a <DRM 
try y>  instance, to which is attached a <DRM Spot Light>  instance 

as a <DRM Lobe Data> instance 

ent 
ion etry Hierarchy> instance, to which is attached a <DRM Spot Light> 

 <DRM Lobe Data> 

cept. 

Change the following, 
"A <DRM Model> instance of a lighthouse has a <DRM
Union Of Geome  Hierarch
representing the lighthouse light. The <DRM Spot Light>  instance h
describing the shape of the light code" to 
"A <DRM Model> instance representing a lighthouse has a <DRM Geometry Model> compon
with a <DRM Un  Of Geom
instance representing the lighthouse light. The <DRM Spot Light> instance has a
instance describing the shape of the light lobe " 

RESPONSE: Ac

 SEDRIS_E459: Table 6.218 <DRM Regular Axis>, Definition 
Change "an concrete instance" to "a concrete instance" 
Change the following, "The value_unit  field specifies the unit of measurement of the <DRM 

nst  to "The value_unit field specifies the unit of measurement of the given 

 classes are constrained so that such a case cannot occur). 
ng definition text of the value_unit, value_scale fields of <DRM Irregular 

Regular_Axis>  i ance that"
<DRM Regular Axis> instance that" 
For value_unit, value_scale, remove mentions of these being specified in combination with a meaning 
bound to the data type STRING. (The <DRM Regular Axis>, <DRM Interval Axis>, and <DRM 
Irregular Axis>
Make similar cha es for the 
Axis> and <DRM Interval Axis>. 
Change "fe.g." to "e.g." and italicize. 
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E460: Table 6.219 <DRM Relative Time>, Example(s) 

 in  set as follows: 

   delta_hours   6 
5 

Change the following, " 
   Relative Time> stance are
  
       delta_days = 0 
  delta_hours = 6 
  delta_minutes = 25 
  delta_seconds = 30,0 
" to " 
   Relative Time> instance are set as follows. 
  
   delta_days    0 

   delta_minutes 2
   delta_seconds 30,0 
" 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E461: Table 6.221<DRM Rendering Priority Level>, Example(s) 
odel> instancecould be either a building" to "(where the <DRM 

n 

E: Accept. 

Change "(where the <DRM M
Model> instance could represent either a building" 
Remove extra space by changing "A plan  view display can display" to "A plan view display ca
display" 

RESPONS

 SEDRIS_E462: Table 6.223 <DRM Responsible Party>, Definition 
vironmental data 

ng 
Change the following, "the phrase the term the data set refers to the collection of en
being described by the" to "the phrase the data set refers to the collection of environmental data bei
described by the given". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E463: Table 6.223 <DRM Responsible Party>, Example(s) 
h "following data:". 

e examples. 
Replace "following data." wit
Also check that the correct field names are used in th

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E464: ble 6.224 Ta  <DRM RGB Colour>, Definition 
Change "isoften"  to "is often". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E465: Table 6.226 <DRM Rotating Light Behaviour>, Definition 
Change "An instance of this DRM class is a concrete instance of  <DRM Light Rendering 

An of this DRM class is a <DRM Light Rendering Behaviour> instance". Behaviour>" to "  instance 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E466: Table 6.227 <DRM Rotation>, Example(s) 
Change "the X axis." to "the u axis." 

 axis." Change "the Y axis." to "the v
Change "the Z axis." to "the w axis." 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E467: Table 6.236 <DRM Separating Plane Related Geometry>, Example(s) 
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resenting a house, consisting of a <DRM Geometry 
Model> instance representing a chimney, and a" 

st of the house model's geometry." to "the rest of the house model's 
tance." 

Change the following, "of a house, consisting of a <DRM Geometry Model Instance> instance of a 
chimney <DRM Model>  instance, and a" to "rep
Model Instance> instance of a <DRM 
Change the following, "the re
geometry, represented by the <DRM Union Of Primitive Geometry> ins

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E468: Table 6.242 <DRM Sound Instance>, Definition 
Change "spatialized audio." to "spatialized audio:". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E469: Table 6.242 <DRM Sound Instance>, Example(s) 
rtin ce should be part of the base text of the 3rd example. The text in b. sta g with the 2nd senten

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E470: Table 6.243 <DRM Sound Instance Control Link>, Example(s) 
use has a <DRM Geometry Model> instance with a" 

de e representing a lighthouse has a <DRM Geometry Model> component 
Change "A <DRM Model> instance of a lightho
to "A <DRM Mo l> instanc
with a" 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E471: Table 6.248 <DRM Spatial Extent>, Exam
Change "a <DRM odel>  in

ple(s) 
 M stance of a building" to "a <DRM Model> instance representing a 

building" 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E472: Table 6.250 <DRM Spatial Index Related Feature Topology>, Example(s) 
hange "single 10 km by 10 km spatial organization of topology spanning the entire transmittal, as 

00m by 500m" to "single 10 kilometre by 10 kilometre spatial organization of topology 
entire transmittal, as well as one 500 metres by 500 metres" 

s and one for the 500m squares." to "one for the 10 kilometre 

ept. 

C
well as one 5
panning the s

Change "one for the 10km square
squares and one for the 500 metre squares." 

RESPONSE: Acc

 SEDRIS_E473: Table 6.251 <DRM Spatial Index Related Features>, Definition 
eature Hierarchy>  objects in which each <DRM Feature Hierarchy>  Change the following, "<DRM F

component" to "<DRM Feature Hierarchy> instances in which each <DRM Feature Hierarchy> 
component" 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E474: Table 6.252 <DRM Spatial Index Related Geometry>, Definition 

hy> 
Change "<DRM Geometry Hierarchy>  objects in which each <DRM Geometry Hierarchy>  
component" to "<DRM Geometry Hierarchy> instances in which each <DRM Geometry Hierarc
component" 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E475: Table 6.256 <DRM Spherical Volume Extent>, Definition 
Change "The radius fields" to "The radius field". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E476: Table 6.257 <DRM Spot Light>, Definition 
d by "#.#" to "#,#". Change all the numbers represente

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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 SEDRIS_E477: Table 6.258 <DRM SRF Summary>, Definition 

me " to "The srf_info field specifies the SRF " Change "This specifies the spatial reference fra

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E478: Table 6.260 <DRM State Control Link>, Definition 

M Expression>" 
lling  <DRM 

hen 
e" 

Change "This specifies which <DRM Expression>" to "The expression_index field specifies which 
<DR
Change "This specifies the behaviour state control when the specified contro
Expression> instance" to "The  mismatch_behaviour field specifies the behaviour state control w
the specified controlling <DRM Expression> instanc

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E479: Table 6.262 <DRM State Related Features>, Definition 
Change "component, this field is the target of that" to "component, the  active_state_value field is the 
target of that" 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E480: Table 6.262 <DRM State Related Features> 
Insert missing uses of "instance". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E481: Table 6.263
Insert missing uses of "instan

 <DRM State Related Geometry> 
ce". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E482: Table 6.263 <DRM State Related Geometry>, Example(s) 
Change "Figure 6.314 - <DRM State Related Geometry>  four representation example" to "Figure 
6.314 - <DRM State Related Geometry> four damage states example" 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E483: Table 6.264
Change "The peri  field spe

 <DRM Strobing Light Behaviour>, Definition 
od cifies in  seconds " to "The period field specifies, in seconds," 

ecifies, in seconds, " Change "The delay field specifies in seconds  " to "The delay field sp

Accept. RESPONSE: 

 SEDRIS_E484: Table 6.266
Add for <DRM Description>, "If provided, the <D

 <DRM Symbol>, Clarifications 
RM Description> component may be used to 

e field." and update the name field's provide a more detailed description than that specified by the nam
definition text accordingly. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E485: ble 6.266 Ta  <DRM Symbol>, Example(s) 
lays are comprised of the symbols" to "On a 

comprised of <DRM Symbol> 

 

Change "On an operational chart, the tactical over
representation of an operational chart, the tactical overlays are 
instances". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E486: Table 6.268 <DRM Table Property Description>, Definition 
de," to "<DRM Data Table> 

ponent_data_table_ecc specifies" to "The component_data_table_ecc field 

Change "<DRM Data Table> instance by providing: an Attribute_Co
instance by providing an EAC," 
Change "The  com
specifies". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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 SEDRIS_E487: Table 6.269 <DRM Tack Point> 
Change  “image specified” to “image-specified”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E488: Table 6.271 <DRM Texture Coordinate>, Definition 

 <DRM Texture Coordinate> components". 
oo ould be “texture coordinate”. 

Change "should be displayed based on the <DRM Texture Coordinates>" to "should be displayed 
based on the
For the t field, “c rdinate” sh

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E489: Table 6.284 <DRM Translucency>, Example(s) 
Change "The alpha value for an ambient OTW colour can be encoded in the DRM" to "The alpha
value for an ambient, OTW colour 

 
can be represented in a transmittal". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E490: Table 6.285 <DRM Translucency Control Link>, Definition 
f 

ranslucency> instance" 
one-based index". 

ich <DRM Expression> component controls the translucency_value of 
ncy> instance(s)." 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

Change "<DRM Translucency> instance's translucency_value field" to "translucency_value field o
the <DRM T
Change "field specifies a 1-based index" to "field specifies a 
Add "This value specifies wh
the affected <DRM Transluce

 SEDRIS_E491: Table 6.286 <DRM Transmittal Root>, Definition 
ass  in a single transmittal." to "DRM objects in a single transmittal." 

" to "The minor_EDCS_version field" 
Change "DRM cl  instances
Change "Th minor_EDCS_Version  field 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E492: Table 6.291 <DRM Union Of Geometry>, Example(s) 

" throughout. 
Change "What the radar sees is modeled" to "What the radar sees is modelled". 
Change "antenna" to "aerial

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E493: Table 6.294 <DRM Union Of Primitive Geometry>, Example(s) 
Change "Tthe <DRM Polygon> instance" to "The <DRM Polygon> instance". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E494: Table 6.295 <DRM Variable>, Example(s) 
Change "Consider a tank <DRM Model> in such a database." to "Consider a <DRM Model> insta
representing a tank in

nce 
 such a database." 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E495: 6, all classes 
Spell out "metre" for "m" and "kilometre" for "km" throughout, and similarly for other metric units. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 
Clause 7 
 
 SEDRIS_E496: 7 throughout 
Change "for writing or modification" to "with either Access_Mode CREATE or Access_Mode 

hoUPDATE" throug ut. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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 SEDRIS_E497: 7 throughout 
Italicize all occurrences of "i.e." and "e.g." (
former). 

see InitializeAggregateIterator for an occurrence of the 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E498: 7, all functions
Change "link_class_object" to

 
 "link_object" and "link class object" to "link object" throughout. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E499: 7 all functio
Ensure that all the references 

ns 
to the field names of record type parameters are consistent with their 

objects" field referred to in the semantics of specifications in clause 5. Example: The "number_of_
GetRemainingObjectList. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E500: 7.1.2 
Change "SEDRIS API" to "API". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E501: 7.3.1 Overview 
In the first senten , change "ce file" to "clause". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E502: 7.3.2 AddAssociateRelationship, Table 7.3 
Change the period to a colon 
c.  

after "met" in the first sentence. Add the missing period for second item 

 link_object. 
smittal than from_object" to "is in a 

ttal _object" throughout. 

For INVALID_ACCESS_MODE, item a, insert a comma after
For UNPUBLISHED_OBJECT, change "is in another tran
different transmi  from from

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E503: 7.3.3 AddComponentRelationship, Table 7.4 
d " tion" at the beginning of the sentence, and change the period to a colon. 
ess  Access_Mode. 

 ", or" 

First sentence, ad This func
In b, change "acc  mode" to
For INVALID_ACCESS_MODE, a, change the ",." to

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E504: 7.3.4 CloneObject, Table 7.5 
llet, change "the 

y". 
In the first sentence, change "same object" to "same DRM object". At the first bu
object referenced by" to "the DRM object referenced b

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E505: 7.3.6 CreateSearchFilter, Table 7.7 
Change "object" to "DRM object" where appropriate. 

function" before "defines". In the second sentence, 
se nto an iterator when creating the iterator" with "the set of rules is passed 

 to "The iterator will then use that set of 

"iterator is". 

In the first paragraph, first sentence, add "This 
replace "pass the t of rules i
to an iterator creation function". Change the third sentence
rules to filter all DRM objects that will be returned by that iterator." 
In the second paragraph, second sentence, change "iterator are" to 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E506: 3.8 CreateSpatialSearchBoundary, Table 7.9  7.
, b, change ", or" to "; or". 

For c, remove "if". 
For INACTIONABLE_FAILURE
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RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E507: 7.3.9 DetermineSpatialInclusion, Table 7.10 
Change "i.e." to "i.e.," (add missing comma). 

o ject" where "object" occurs in isolation. Change "object" t "DRM ob

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E508: 7.3.11 FreeObject, Table 7.12 
In paragraph 2, ch ge "samean  object" to "same DRM object". 

T" at the beginning of the second For SUCCESS, add "if" in front of "a valid parameter". The "
sentence is in the wrong font. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E509: 7.3.16 FreeSpatialSearchBoundary, Tab
ut parameters,

le 7.17 
 "None" appears in an incorrect style. In the input/output parameters and in the outp

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E510: 7.3.18 GetAggregate, Table 7.19 
Change "link_class_object" to "link_object" throughout. 
In the first paragraph, change "type" to "DRM class". Change "object" to "DRM object" where 
appropriate. Ensure that all parameter names appear in the proper font. 

ha alid" to "a valid". 
omatic resolution of ITR references 

 "were 

For SUCCESS, c nge "one v
For DIFFERENT_TRANSMITTAL, b, change description to "aut
was requested". 

e "were passed" toFor UNRESOLVED_OUTPUT_OBJECT in the error conditions, chang
passed in". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E511: 7.3.19 GetAssociate, Table 7.20 
Remove the first paragraph (superceded by the second paragraph). Chan
Change "will look for" to "retrieves" and "will be returned" to "is retriev

ge "type" to "DRM class". 
ed". Change "object" to 

er iate. 
ssociate". 

tion of ITR references 

"DRM object" wh e appropr
For SUCCESS, change "point to the associate" to "a handle to the a
For DIFFERENT_TRANSMITTAL, b, change description to "automatic resolu
was requested". 
For UNRESOLVED_OUTPUT_OBJECT in the error conditions, change "were passed" to "were 
passed in". 
For NO_OBJECT, change "no aggregate" to "no associate". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E512: 3.20 GetC 7. olourModel, Table 7.21 
Change occurrences of "object" to "instance" or "DRM object" as appropriate. In Case 1, change 
"type" to "DRM class". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E513: 7.3.21 GetComponent, Table 7.22 
Add missing occurrences of "instance". Change "link_class_object" to "link_object" throughout. 
In paragraph 2, change "will be" to "are". 

d", and capitalize "Setting" at the 

ange "Inter-Transmittal Reference (ITR)" to "ITR reference". 
ha  one object" to "a DRM object". 

e" to "component" throughout, and change 
ITR references". 

For the example, correct the spelling of "immediate" and "inherite
beginning of the sentence. 
For the itr_traversal parameter, ch
For SUCCESS, c nge "only
For DIFFERENT_TRANSMITTAL, change "associat
"inter-transmittal references (ITR)" to "
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CT (successful completion case), change "only one object" to 
M nd link object, if appropriate)". Add "and/or link_object" after "the 

For DIFFERENT_TRANSMITTAL, b, change description to "automatic resolution of ITR references
was requested". 
For UNRESOLVED_OUTPUT_OBJE
"a component DR  object (a
component object". 
Change "associate_object" to "component_object" throughout. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E514: 7.  GetContextTra
Add missing occurrences of "

3.22 nsformation, Table 7.23 
instance". Change "object" to "DRM object" where appropriate. 

ly effective". For SUCCESS, change "current effective" to "current

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E515: 7.3.23 GetDataTableData, Table 7.24 
For SUCCESS, change "and and" to "and". 
Change "object" to "DRM object" throughout. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E516: 7.3.24 GetDRMClass, Table 7.25 
Change "object" to "DRM object" throughout. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E517: 7.3.25 GetEncoding, Table 7.26 
Change "object" to "DRM object" throughout. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E518: 7.3.26 GetFields, Table 7.27 
Change "object" to "DRM object" throughout. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E519: 7.3.27 GetImageData, Table 7.28 
Add missing occurrences of "instance". 
In paragraph 5, change "two or three-dimensional" to "2D or 3D". Break the 3rd sentence by pla
period after "boundaries". The new 4th sentence reads "The fields of image_object specify the fo

cing a 

with a capital letter. 
ta" to "in image_data". 

rm of 
the texel component values". 
Change "bits_of_" to use code font. 
In paragraph 6, add "fields" after "scan_direction_z". 
In the example, begin the first sentence 
For SUCCESS, change "in da

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E520: 7.3.28 GetIterationLengthRemaining, Table 7.29 
t p , "None" appears in an incorrect style. In the input/outpu arameters

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E521: 7.3.29 GetLastFunctionStatus, Table 7.30 
turns". In the second paragraph, replace "eturns" with "re

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E522: 7.3.30 GetMeshFaceTableData, Table 7.31 
For SUCCESS, change "and and " to "and". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E523: 7.3.31 GetNextObject, Table 7.32 
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rences 

ED T_OBJECT, change "point to" to "the handle of". 

For SUCCESS, change "point to" to "the handle of ". 
For DIFFERENT_TRANSMITTAL, b, change description to "automatic resolution of ITR refe
was requested". 
For UNRESOLV _OUTPU

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E524: 7.3.32 GetNthAssociate, Table 7.33 
before "the desired associate object". 

je n code font. 
For SUCCESS, insert "a handle to" 
Change "from_ob ct" to be i

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E525: 7.3.33 GetNthComponent, Table 7.34 
returns". 

move "or". 

In the 1st paragraph, 1st sentence, insert "this function" before "
For DELETED_OBJECT, c, change "associate" to "component". 
For INACTIONABLE_FAILURE, b, re

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E526: 7, all functions 
Change "object" to "DRM object" throughout, except where it occurs as a parameter name or data 

 should be replaced by type name, or where it appears immediately after a class name (when it
"instance" instead). 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E527: 3.37 GetO 7. bjectReferenceCount, Table 7.38 
Change "type" to "data type" throughout. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E528: 3.38 GetP
For DELETED_OBJECT, a, 

 7. ackedHierarchy, Table 7.39 
change the period to "; or". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E529: 7.3.39 GetPublishedLabels, Table 7.40 
For DELETED_OBJECT, remove the colon. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E530: 7.3.42 GetReferencedTransmittalList, Table 7.41 
First paragraph, remove "using Inter-Transmittal Referencing (ITR)" from the first sentence as 
redundant. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E531: 7.3.43 GetRemainingObjectsList, Table 7.43 
re" to "it was". 

, c  out of objects" to "has no more objects". 
For DELETED_OBJECT, change "have been" to "has been" and "they we
For NO_OBJECT hange "is

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E532: 7.3.44 GetRemainingPackedHierarchiesList, Table 7.45 
Change "sub-hierarchy" to "su
For NO_OBJECT hange "is

bhierarchy" throughout. 
, c  out of objects" to "has no more objects". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E533: 7.3.46 GetSRFInfo, Table 7.47 
Change "spatial reference frame (SRF) parameters" to "definition of the SRF". 
Paragraph 3, change "answer" to "value of srf_info". 
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 to originally produce the given 
 a call to the 7.3.81 SetSRFInfo function." 

 th tence (redundant with the status code information below it). 
 "SRF definition is". 

In case 1, replace sentence 3 with "This indicates that the SRF used
transmittal was overridden by
In case 2, remove e last sen
For SUCCESS, change "SRF parameters are" to

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E534: 7.3.50 GetTransmittalVersionInformation, Table 7.51 
 Representation Model, Environmental Data Coding Specification, 

en  to "the versions of the implementations of the DRM, EDCS, and 

tion". 

Change "the version of the Data
and Spatial Refer ce Model"
SRM". 
For the paragraphs on major, minor, and interim versions, change "specification" to "implementa

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E535: 7.3.51 GetUniqueTransmittalID, Table 7.52 
Change "identifier" to code font. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E536: 7.3.53 GetUserData 
In the first paragraph, 1st sentence, insert "the handle to" before "user data", and in the 2nd se
change "This is data" with "This is a user data handle". 

ntence, 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E537: 7.3.54 InitializeAggregateIterator 
In the first paragraph, b, change first sentence to "If a search filter filter is defined for the iterator, the 

 th r." In sentence 2, add a period after "a". 
J ge "it in which" to "in which". 

aggregates satisfy e rules specified in filte
In DELETED_OB ECT, chan

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E538: 7.3.55 InitializeAssociateIterator 
For clarity, in the 1st paragraph, 1st sentence, change "to those" to "to those DRM objects". 

objects". 
e sentence starting at "since". 

efined for the iterator, the 
 the rules specified in filter." In sentence 2, add a period after "a". 
m wo sentences by removing "for that start_object shall not return any 

bjects. An associate iterator". 
S, add "is" before "returned in". 

OLVED_INPUT_OBJECT, correct spelling of "changes". 
e "it in which" to "in which". 

In the 1st paragraph, a and b, sentence 1, change the first "They" to "The DRM 
In the 1st paragraph, a, sentence 2, remove the end of th
In the 1st paragraph, b, change first sentence to "If a search filter filter is d
associates satisfy
In paragraph 2, co bine the t
o
For SUCCES

or UNRESF
For DELETED_OBJECT, chang

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E539: 7.3.56 InitializeComponentIterator 
For clarity, in the 1st paragraph, 1st sentence, change "to those" t
In the 2nd paragraph, sentence 1, change "Objects"

o "to those DRM objects". 
 to "DRM objects". In a and b and c, sentence 1, 

hange "transitively" to "indirectly". 

 boundary will not return any objects. A component iterator". 
an l SEDRIS objects can be examined by the consumer through" to 

RM objects are returned by". Change "object types" to "DRM objects". 
ter, b, correct "an" to "a" for <DRM Inline Colour>. 
 spelling. 

change the first "They" to "The DRM objects". 
In the 2nd paragraph a, c
In the 2nd paragraph b, change "sub-tree" to "subtree". 
In the 2nd paragraph c, add missing space before "If", and change "a)" to "a." and change "b)" to "b.". 
In paragraph 3, combine the two sentences by removing "for that start_object, search_filter, and 
spatial search
In paragraph 7, ch ge "actua
"handles to the actual D
For the directly_attach_table_components parame
For the process_inheritance parameter, correct the
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_lo arameter, change "the transformations (…)" to "the <DRM 
 instances". 

E: Accept. 

For the transform cations p
Transformation>

RESPONS

 SEDRIS_E540: 7.3.56 Initializ
Change "aggregation tree

eComponentIterator 
" to "component tree", for consistency. 

 RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E541: 7.3.57 InitializeInheritedComponentIterator 
emove xtra right parenthesis from 4th paragraph. 

D_OBJECT, "it in" should be "in". 

t. 

R
For DELETE

RESPONSE: Accep

 SEDRIS_E542: 7.3.59 ObjectIsPublished 
In the first paragraph, remove the extra "a" after "given". Also, result should be in code font. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E543: 7.3.67 PutImageData, 5th paragraph 
 the last sentence, "bits_of_" should be in code font. 

NABLE_FAILURE, d, "or stop greater" should be "or stop is greater" and the 
r" should be removed. 

In
FOR INACTIO
erminating "ot

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E544: 7.3.69 and 7.3.70, both 1st paragraphs 
The word "not" should not be italicized. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E545: 7.3.71 RemoveFromTransmittal 
e "will" to "shall". Change "component subtree" to "component tree" 

. 
For DIFFERENT_TRANSMITTAL, change "than" to "from". 
For INVALID_ACCESS_MODE, change "read-only" to READ_ONLY. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

In the 2nd paragraph, chang
throughout for consistency

 SEDRIS_E546: 7.3.72 ResolveObject 
Replace 1st paragraph with: "Given a DRM object specified by object, this function attempts to 

In the 2nd paragraph
For UNRESOLVED
In the failure status 

RESPONSE: 

resolve the reference. If object is already resolved, no action occurs." 
, add at the beginning: "If object is unresolved, ". 
_OUTPUT_OBJECT, change "object passed in" to "object". 

codes, remove the extra vertical bar. 

Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E547: 7.3.74 SetColourModel 

ESPONSE: Accept. 

Remove underscores from class names. Change "RGB_MODEL" to "RGB" in code font. Change the 
last two sentences of the first paragraph to an EXAMPLE in example format. 

R  

 SEDRIS_E548: 7.3.76 SetGeneralCallback 
2, change "this general" to "this general function callbIn paragraph ack", and add an apostrophe after 

RESPONSE: 

"all functions". Change "one of the following action occurs" to "the following action occurs". 

Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E549: 7.3.77 SetGeneralCallbackForO
In the first paragraph, change "the transmittal API function" t

neFunction 
o "the API function". 
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rd paragraph as redundant. Remove the last sentence of the 2nd paragraph, and remove the 3

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E550: 7.
ce as redundant. 

ID_ACCESS_MODE, change "read-only" to READ_ONLY. 

3.78 SetRootObject 
For SUCCESS, remove the second senten
For INVAL

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E551: 3.79 SetSecondErrorMessage 
Change "one of the following action occurs" to "the following action occurs". 

Accept. 

 7.

RESPONSE: 

 SEDRIS_E552: 7.3.81 SetSRFInfo 

For OUT_OF_MEM
For INACTIONAB

RESPONSE: 

In the first paragraph, change "spatial reference frame (SRF)" to "SRF", and don't italicize "after". 
After the first sentence, add "This SRF is specified by new_srf_info." 
In the 2nd paragraph, change "UseDefaultSRFParameters" to "UseDefaultSRFInfo". 
Throughout, change "new_srf_parameters" to "new_srf_info". 

ORY, remove the excess "sufficient". 
LE_FAILURE, remove b as redundant with a. 

Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E553: 7.
For INVALID_ACC
For INACTIONAB
INVALID_TRANS

Accept. 

3.82 SetTransmittalName 
ESS_MODE, change "read-only" to READ_ONLY. 

LE_FAILURE, remove a as redundant with the 
MITTAL_NAME case. 

RESPONSE: 

 SEDRIS_E554: 7.3.82 SetUserData 
For the completes in error case, change "one of the following actions" to "the following action". 

Accept. RESPONSE: 

 SEDRIS_E555: 7.3.85 UnpublishObject 
In 2nd paragraph, don't italicize "may". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E556: 7.3.86 UseDefaultColourModel 
In paragraph 1, sentence 1, change "used to produce" to "specified in the <DRM Transmittal 
Summary> component of the <DRM Transmittal Root> instance in". 
Change paragraph 2 to EXAMPLE format. 
Remove underscores from the class names throughout. 
In paragraph 4, remove "Instead of returning a value". 
In the error conditions, change "one of the following" to "the following". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E557: 7.3.87 UseDefaultSRFInfo 
For Table 7.88, change caption from "UseDefaultSRFParameters" to "UseDefaultSRFInfo". 
In the example, change "a transmittal was defined with" to "positions in a transmittal are represented 
with", and correct the spelling of "Augmented". 
In paragraph 3, change "world coordinate system parameters are" to "SRF is". 
In paragraph 4, change "coordinate system" to "SRF". 
In the error conditions, change "one of the following" to "the following". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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Clause 8 
 
 SEDRIS_E558: 8 througho
Change "application program

ut 
 interface" to "API" throughout. 

t of ISO/IEC 18023". 

 A PI" throughout. 

Change "this International Standard" to "this par
Change "SEDRIS transmittals" to "transmittals" throughout. 
Change "SEDRIS PI" to "A

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E559: 8.1.2 
In a, change "SEDRIS" to "this part of ISO/IEC 18023". 
In c and d, change "SEDRIS application program interface" to "API specified in this part of ISO/IEC 
18023". 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 SEDRIS_E560: 8.2.1 
There's too much leading between items a and b. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 
Annex A 
 
 SEDRIS_E561: A.2.23 
Change "SEDRIS transmittal" to "transmittal" throughout. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

 
Annex B 
 
 SEDRIS_E562: B 
Change "SEDRIS transmittal" to "transmittal" throughout. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

Editing Meeting 
 
Technical 
 

RM_State_Control_Link> 

l target state-related aggregation instances …” is awkward.  It should be 
<DRM State Related Features>

EM_T001: 6.259, Table 6.260 <D
 
1)  “Definition” field 
The expression “…from of al
changed to “… from all target   and/or  <DRM State Related 
Geometry> instances …”. 
 
2) “Component of” field 
It should be changed from 

• or tate Related Features> zero or m e <DRM S  instances  
•  State Related Geometry> zero or more <DRM  instances  

•
to  
 one or more <DRM State Related Features> and/or <DRM State Related Geometry> 

instances  
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wing text will be inserted as a new paragraph preceding the last 
paragraph of 4.5.5:  ‘Any DRM class instance not being used solely as a link 
object that has an entry in either the “Component of (two-way) (inherited)” 
or “Component of (two-way)” rows will have at least one aggregate from the 
entries in these rows.’ 

mplex to be included as the  examples of one DRM class.  They should 
nce to 4.16.xx should be given here. 

”  and the “windsock/wind vane example” s should 

ample will be inserted as the first example with the following text:  
ample is provided in 4.16.6.3 <DRM Property Table Reference 

Control Link>.” 

 principle.  The word “transparency” will be changed to 
d will be displayed in code font. 

M_T004: Table 6.285, “Example(s)” 
 

The “puddle” example here is not a good example because the change of puddles is not a matter of 
translucency. 

RESPONSE: Accept. The following text will be used:  “The appearance of polarized glass 
may be controlled by altering the translucency of the surface using a <DRM 
Translucency Control Link> instance.” 

EM_T005: 4.16.3 
The title and the contents (choice of the DRM classes introduced here) are too ad-hoc.  This subclause 
should be merged with 4.16.5 because “light” and “colour” are in close relation. 

RESPONSE: The following changes to the subclass titles will be made.  For 4.16.3, 
“<DRM Control Link> subclasses that turn on and off” will be replaced by 
“Boolean control”. For 4.16.4, “<DRM State Control Link>” will be changed 
to “Discrete state control”. For 4.16.5, “Customizing or dynamically 
changing appearance” will be changed to “Continuous control”. For 4.16.6, 
“<DRM Control Link> subclasses for table indices” to “Control using table 
indices”.  For 4.16.7, “<DRM Control Link> subclasses for spatial location” 
to “Control of spatial location”. For 4.17.8, “<DRM Reference Vector 
Control Link>” to “Control of direction”. 

EM_T006: 4.16.3 
 
There are much duplication between subclasses 4.13.11 and 4.16.4.1 and their relation is not explicitly 
described. 
 
Suggested change: 
 

4.13.11 State 

RESPONSE: The follo

EM_T002: Table 6.204, “Example(s)” 
Problem:  
The examples here are too co

be moved to 4.16 and only the refere
 
As well as this example,  the “light house example

be moved to 4.16 as a good example of using contril links.  

RESPONSE: A new ex
“A simple ex

EM_T003: Table 6.284, NOTE in “Definition” 
The word “transparency” should  be changed to “translucency”. 

RESPONSE: Accept in
“translucency_value” an

E
Problem: 
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The state related organizing principle provides representation of the same environmental data with 
different state values. This is implemented with the DRM classes HT<DRM State Related Features>TH and 
HT<DRM State Related Geometry>TH that aggregate instances of DRM class HT<DRM Feature Hierarchy>TH 
and HT<DRMGeometry Hierarchy> TH, respectively, through use of <DRM State Data> link objects, where 
each branch of the aggregation represents a particular state. HT<DRM State Related Features>TH and 
HT<DRM State Related Geometry>TH instances have both state_tag and active_state_value 
fields. The state_tag field is the EAC that is being used to differentiate the components of the 
state aggregation. The state is one of a special set of EDCS Attributes that are termed state 
applicable. See 6.2.53 State-related organizing principle for rules on which attributes are considered 
state applicable. The active_state_value field specifies the default value for the state 
information. If the given <DRM State Related Features> or HT<DRM State Related Geometry>TH instance has a 
HT<DRM State Control Link>TH component, this field is the target of that HT<DRM State Control Link>TH instance. 
 
The HT<DRM State Data>TH instance stores a value for the specific branch of the same fundamental type 
as specified by the active_state_value field. 
In state-related aggregations, the state_tag field specifies the semantic meaning of the related 
HT<DRM State Data>TH field values, as well as that of the active state of the aggregation as a whole. Since 
EAs that are used as state tags are restricted to those EDCS attributes having percentage or 
enumerated values, unit and scale information need not be specified. A more detailed explanation 
relating to the control link mechanism is given in 4.16.4. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

EM_T007: 6.261, Table 6.262 and elsewhere 
Change “with a <DRM_xxx> link object” to “through the use of a <DRM xxx> link object”. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

EM_T008: 6. DRM classes composing of <DRM … Control Link> 
Problem:  
The subclasses of <DRM Control Link> are as follows: 

• HT<DRM CMY Colour Control Link>TH  
• HT<DRM Colour Index Control Link>TH  
• HT<DRM HSV Colour Control Link>TH  
• HT<DRM Light Rendering Properties Control Link>TH  
• HT<DRM Light Source Control Link>TH  
• HT<DRM LSR 3D Location Control Link>TH  
• HT<DRM Polygon Control Link>TH  
• HT<DRM Property Set Index Control Link>TH  
• HT<DRM Property Table Reference Control Link>TH  
• HT<DRM Reference Vector Control Link>TH  
• HT<DRM RGB Colour Control Link>TH  
• HT<DRM Rotation Control Link>TH  
• HT<DRM Scale Control Link>TH  
• HT<DRM Sound Instance Control Link>TH  
• HT<DRM State Control Link> TH  
• HT<DRM Texture Coordinate Control Link>TH  
• HT<DRM Translation Control Link>TH  
• HT<DRM Translucency Control Link>TH  
•  

Among the DRM classes which have those subclasses of <DRM Control Link> as their components, 
only  
HT<DRM State Related Features>TH,  HT<DRM State Related Geometry>TH, and HT<DRM Light Source>TH 

describe the role of the control link components.  All the other classes should describe the role in a 
similar manner. 
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RESPONSE: Accept in principle. The following form will be used for each field that can 
be controlled by a control link:  “For a HT<DRM xxx>TH with a HT<DRM xxx 
Control Link>TH instance as a component, the value of the xxx field is obtained 
from the control link.” 

EM_T009: 6.3.130, Table 6.131 
Remove the last sentence of the definition as it does not have any meaning. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

EM_T010: All DRM classes 
The default values have not been specified for any of the fields. It is suggested that the default values 
be collected into an Annex with a hyperlink from a new “Default field values” row to the 
corresponding entry in the annex. This new row will immediately follow the “Field elements” row. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

EM_T011: Bibliography 
To provide access to assistance in using the standard, an entry should be placed in the Bibliography 
that references the SEDRIS Organization web site. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

Editorial 
 
EM_E001: 
Throughout 
Uses of ECCs as nouns should be replaced by text similar to “environmental object classified as 
ECC_xxx” 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

EM_E002: 
4.14.2.3 Transformation and 4.14.3.4, 4.14.3.7 
Replace "through" with "using" for each occurrence, to avoid confusion with link object terminology. 

RESPONSE: Accept. 

EM_E003: 
4.19.5, 5th sentence 
Replace with "User data associated with a DRM object may be retrieved using any handle to that 
DRM object." 

RESPONSE: Accept. 
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